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FOREWORD

Nine years have elapsed since the great EU expansion by as many as 10
countries, mainly from Central and Eastern Europe on May 1, 2004. Moreover, it
has been 6 years since the EU expanded with two new countries in South-Eastern Europe, namely Bulgaria and Romania. On July 1, 2013, the European
Union will grow to 28 member states, welcoming Croatia, as was ultimately
agreed on December 9, 2011 and confirmed in an accession referendum on
January 22, 2012 by a majority of 66.24% of votes. The first stage on the road to
becoming EU members is already behind other states associated with the EU:
Macedonia (2004), Albania (2009), Montenegro (2010), Bosnia and Herzegovina
(signed in 2008, still unrealised), Serbia (since 2012, now suspended) and Iceland
(formally since 1994 under the Agreement on the European Economic Area).
There are also negotiations concerning the EU membership or association of
further South-Eastern European countries: Turkey (since 2005, although it has
already applied in 1959, re-applied in 1987, and became associated in 1963),
Montenegro (accession in 2008), Albania (2009), Iceland (2010). Talks about
the association of Ukraine have been underway since 2008. Macedonia and
Serbia are currently waiting for negotiations concerning their membership to
commence, even though the latest election results in the latter do not portend
well. The situation in Kosovo, whose territory is formally included in the
agreement with Serbia, is complex. Separate membership of Kosovo is not
possible in the absence of recognition of its statehood, even by one member of
the EU. The state is currently not recognised by 5 EU members (Spain, Greece,
Romania, Cyprus and Slovakia).
For the other countries of Eastern Europe and the Caucasus region, the
European Union has prepared a special Eastern Partnership project in 2009, as
part of the European Neighbourhood Policy. Apart from Ukraine, whose association talks are already underway, the project includes Moldova, Georgia,
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Belarus, Armenia and Azerbaijan. The aim of the project is to keep these
countries in the EU's area of influence through the creation of a free trade zone
and future association. A similar project has been realised by the EU since 1995
in relation to the Mediterranean countries, as the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership which includes North African countries (Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt,
Mauritania and, potentially, Libya) and the Middle East (Israel, Lebanon, Syria,
Jordan, Turkey and Palestinian Autonomy). This project may also include
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Albania and Montenegro.
All these changes to the territorial shape of the European Union have
increased the importance of the Eastern dimension of the United Europe, which
is the subject of the 11th issue of the ‘Region and Regionalism’ series, that has
been jointly published for 19 years by the Department of Political Geography
and Regional Studies University of Łódź and the Silesian Institute in Opole.
Volume 1 of this publication, edited by Marek Sobczyński and Marek
Barwiński, will be dedicated to the Historical, political and cultural conditions
of the European East-West relations.
The European Union is not the first attempt to politically unite the European
continent. Such attempts were made numerous times before, in the ancient times
during the expansion of the Roman Empire, during the reign of Charlemagne or
the Holy Roman Empire. Other attempts were also made by Napoleon, Hitler
and Stalin, though theirs were not positively motivated and, luckily, unsuccess
ful. Interesting concepts of integration were also proposed (e.g. Neumann 1915).
Over the ages, the history of Central and Eastern Europe also saw several,
more or less successful, attempts at unifying this part of the continent, usually
with huge participation of Polish, Lithuanian and Ukrainian territories (Rykała
and Sobczyński 2003, Sobczyński 2005).
Therefore, the first part of this volume will be devoted to the issue of the
European common heritage as a factor of integrity. It opens with a paper by
Stefan Kałuski and Ryszard Żelichowski entitled Spatial range of European
integration. Global aspects, relating primarily to two major issues, i.e. the
integration processes in Europe as a model for territorial and functional relationship with other continents, and the scenario of the territorial scope of European
integration. In the next article, entitled Some remarks on Europe and its two
lungs, Jan Kłos discusses the symbolism and philosophical origins of the
concept of two lungs of Europe, showing its deep roots in the philosophical
systems of the region. An article by Natalia Karpchuk entitled Communication
policy elaboration: the experience of the EU discusses the experience of the
European Union in developing its communication policy. The article by Mariusz
Kulesza and Dorota Kaczyńska, Multinational cultural heritage of the Eastern
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part of the Commonwealth of Poland and Lithuania, discusses the traces of the
multicultural heritage of ethnic and religious groups in Poland and Lithuania,
presenting a unique and colourful cultural landscape. Another article by Mariusz
Kulesza and Andrzej Rykała entitled Eastern, Western, cosmopolitan – the
influence of the multiethnic and multidenominational cultural heritage on the
cultural landscape of Central Poland is devoted to the material heritage of
Central Poland with its multicultural character. It shows influences from the
West (Protestantism), East (Orthodox Christianity), as well as references to
various universal styles. An article by Anna Klimek and Agnieszka Tomalka
entitled Mutual religious influences between the East and the West discusses one
of the oldest and best-known civilizational divisions of Europe into the East and
the West, especially in the context of religious division, which also produces
a deep cultural division. The first part of the volume closes with an article by
Andrzej Rączaszek entitled Half a century of demographic changes in Eastern
Europe, which presents long-term demographic changes in Eastern Europe.
One of the key issues in the process of unification of the European continent
is the elimination of borders as barriers to development and the main obstacles to
integration. The EU succeeded in partial liquidation of the barrier function of
political boundaries when the treaty on free movement of people between the
signatory states was signed on June 14, 1985 in Schengen, Luxembourg.
Currently, the Schengen Agreement includes 22 EU member states and Iceland,
Norway, Switzerland, Liechtenstein and, informally, Vatican, Andorra, San
Marino and Monaco. The treaty is partially accepted by the United Kingdom and
Ireland, while Bulgaria, Romania and Cyprus applied to join it. Therefore, the
second part of the publication discusses the Border issues in the process of
European integration. It opens with an article by Gideon Biger entitled The
boundaries of Eastern Europe after World War I and World War II, which
shows the territorial changes in Europe during the first half of the 20th century
and the attempts at creating nation-states. An article by Krystian Heffner entitled
Historical borders in the EU – a question of EU regional policy discusses the
historical borders of the EU countries and regions in modern network of
territorial units. This part ends with an article by Andrzej Wawryniuk entitled
The twentieth century border of Poland and Ukraine and its political and social
aspects, which discusses the shaping and the course of modern Polish-Ukrainian
border, as well as the diversity of today's cross-border contacts and institutional
cooperation in border-lands of the two countries.
A very important obstacle to the progress of the integration process, which
has already been observed in the west of the continent at the time of the
formation of the EEC, and which is even more clearly revealed in the central and
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eastern part of Europe, is the strong ethnic, linguistic, cultural and religious
diversity of European countries. Therefore, the last part of this volume is devoted to the Historical experiences that influenced the processes of integration in
Europe. The first article of this section, William R. Stanley's All invasions are
not the same – initial news coverage in the influential American press of the
German invasion of Poland; the Soviet invasion of Poland and the Soviet
invasion of Finland in 1939, has been devoted to the analysis of news coverage
in the United States after the Soviet and German invasions of Poland and the
Soviet invasion of Finland in 1939. An article by Taras Myshlyayev entitled The
political system of Belgium as a combination of Romance and Germanic
political cultures discusses a number of factors influencing the Belgian political
system, especially the impact of Germanic and Romance political culture on
contemporary Belgian politics. Ethnopolitics of Southeast-European weak margins by Jernej Zupančič focuses primarily on the geographic and ethnopolitical
analysis of the marginal areas of the Balkans. Antonio Violante's article entitled
Balkan nationalism and the EU addresses the threat of upsetting European
stability as a result of the frustration and nationalisms of Balkan communities.
This section closes with Danuta Król's article The Western and Central European experience in the revitalisation of Lviv which discusses the implementation
of coordinated revitalisation activities in Lviv, drawing on the experience of the
fifteen EU members.
The editors hope that the articles in vol. 1 of the 11th issue of ‘Region and
Regionalism’ will be interesting for a growing group of political geographers
and they will become an inspiration for further studies of the Eastern dimension
of the uniting Europe.
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SPATIAL RANGE OF EUROPEAN INTEGRATION.
GLOBAL ASPECTS
1. INTRODUCTION
From the vast and complex issues related to the global aspects of the formation of the European integration space, we have selected two for discussion,
which we consider to be of great importance for the socio-political and
economic shape of the world of today – a) integration, b) globalization.
We want to look at the processes of European integration as a model of
formation of territorial and functional relationships with other continents, and
check the long-term impact of European integration on processes on global
scale1.

2. EUROPE, MEANING WHAT?
Before we do that, we need to address some fundamental theoretical
questions: What Europe do we have in mind? One reason for the existence of
such dilemmas is carelessness of geographers with regard to determining the
territorial scope of the concept of a continent. If one browses the pages of such
prestigious and competent source of knowledge as the Encyclopedia Britannica
(Polish edition, 2005, vol. 21, p. 157) one may note on page 157 that the
continent is a ‘major crustal block of land on all sides surrounded by seas and
1

Vast numbers of articles on spatial research appeared in ‘European Spatial Research
and Policy’ published since 1994 by University of Łódź, University of Groningen,
Comenius University in Bratislava and Federal Office for Building and Regional
Planning in Bonn.
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oceans’. Europe is listed here, but it does not fit entirely to such a description.
And it is the Eastern, landward limits of Europe, which have been disputed for
decades. They are contractual in nature and their course has changed over the
past centuries. There is an immense literature and many organizations dedicated
to this issue2. Until the 18th century the border between Europe and Asia was
drawn mostly along the Don and the Volga rivers to be finally situated in the
Urals, incorporating the entire range of mountains within Europe. This was
a concept introduced in 1730 by Philip Johan von Strahlenberg (1676–1747) the
Swedish officer in the service of Imperial Russia. It is not surprising if we add
that the nations living in the Asiatic countries perceive such a delimitation of the
border as the typically Eurocentric view, or even Eurocentric arrogance. Many
Asians consider the border on the Urals and along the Emba River and the
Kuma-Manych depression not to be justified by any arguments, except the will
of the Europeans. Also Europeans have doubts. In the eyes of the Swiss
geographer J.[ohn M.] Reynold, ‘Russia is a geographical antithesis of Europe’.
He was afraid that the fall of Russia as a superpower could easily result in the
need for a review of its borders. That would confirm the ‘tidal theory of Europe’
of W.H. Parker (1968, pp. 27–29), according to which the borders of the
European continent constantly retreat and move forward like a tidal wave. This
seemingly academic dispute is of great importance for the present process of
European integration.
During the conference Europe's New Democracies: Leadership and Responsibility in 2001 in Prague Czech President Vaclav Havel said: ‘The two circumstances I have just mentioned – the end of the bipolar division of the world and
the progress of our civilisation along the course that we now call globalisation –
urge us to engage in a radically new way of thinking about the future world
order’3. In an interview for Newsweek about the NATO and EU he added:
‘NATO, like the EU, is based on certain values. But by the same token, both
organizations need some geographical definition and they need to be aware of
their geographical boundaries. In my opinion, this boundary goes along the
western Russian border with Ukraine, Belarussia, etc., and Georgia is a part of
Europe in this sense. However, NATO cannot become a second United Nations.
2

Take for example the publications of the European Journal of Geography (EJG),
which are based on the European Association of Geographers, or International Geographical Conferences.
3
Address by Václav Havel, President of the Czech Republic, At the Conference
‘Europe's New Democracies: Leadership and Responsibility’, Prague, 11 May 2001,
http://www.vaclavhavel.cz/showtrans.php?cat=projevy&val=49_aj_projevy.html&typ=
HTML.
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It has to be clearly, geographically defined’4. Unclear borders of countries, zones
of influence has always been a hotbed in the history of conflicts and wars. The
former French president, Nicolas Sarkozy, seemed to share this view, when he
said that a united Europe should be clearly defined geographically and support
the formation of other multinational communities, which may be its partners
(Sarkozy 2009).
Here we come to the problem involving the sphere of geography, politics and
perhaps ethics. Should the conventional geographical boundaries be recognized
as spatial barriers between the groups of countries? Especially since the notion
of ‘geographical boundaries’ is not an unequivocal one? Geographers have
difficulty defining it themselves. For example, if we write about the bizarre
situation of over 15 existing ‘hearts/centers of Europe’ do we mean the center of
continental Europe? Or, do we take into account also the islands (about 7% of
Europe) – even as far away from the base of the continent as Iceland? What
about Cyprus, which geographically belongs to Asia and historically has been
associated with the Greek culture, which is European?
Another example. Moving away from geography to politics, one can point to
what are called the Outermost regions as defined by the European Union. They
include the Azores and Madeira, the Canary Islands, the Isle of Reunion, French
Guiana, Guadeloupe, and several smaller islands of the Caribbean. These ‘exotic
regions’ for a Polish tourist definitely are ‘united Europe’ because they may
travel there without a passport – only with an EU ID card – exactly the same as
to the neighboring Czech Republic...
What if the conventional geographical boundaries are not barriers between
the countries? What are those barriers then? We will try to answer the question
whether and to what extent this European integration model creates such barriers
and what global impact it has on other countries/regions of the world.

3. INTEGRATION, MEANING WHAT?
There is another fundamental question to address. Europe is a relatively new
concept. As a result of complex mental processes, which date back to the 14th
through the 18th centuries, it replaced the term ‘Christian world’. In 1751,
Voltaire described Europe as ‘a kind of great republic divided into several states,
4

An interview with Vaclav Havel: ‘We Have to Be Awake’, Newsweek and The
Daily Beast, 8 October 2009: http://www.thedailybeast.com/newsweek/2009/10/08/wehave-to-be-awake.html.
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some monarchical, the other mixed [...] but all corresponding with one another.
They all have the same religious foundations, even if divided into several
confessionfs. They all the same principle of public law and politics, unknown in
other parts of the world’ (Davis 1996, p. 7). Twenty years later Rousseau wrote:
‘There are no longer Frenchmen, Germans and Spaniards, or even English, but
only Europeans’ (Davis 1996, p. 8). There is the European civilization instead.
The geographical concept of Europe has always had to compete with the concept
of Europe as a cultural community. In the absence of common political
structures, European civilization can be defined only on the basis of cultural
criteria. The European civilization is based on Christianity, and even having
once rejected ‘Christianity’ as a label, the Christian religion plays a central role
in it.
It would be wrong to assume that the concept of Europe does not include the
political content. On the contrary – it has been often regarded as synonymous
with lack of harmony and unity. ‘Europe’ was an unattainable ideal, a purpose,
to be pursued by all good Europeans.
In the 20th century ideal of Europe was back in the concepts of politicians
who wanted to heal the wounds of two world wars (the League of Nations was to
protect the newly created European states against the great powers, giving them
a space for taking an active and creative part in making the new Europe in
a socio-political sense). It was ‘Time of great space’, writes Marek Cichocki,
which brought to life the Pan-European movement, a concept of the nation as
a center of new European universalism and finally the Reich (Cichocki 2012, pp.
144–146). After collapse of those ideas and outbreak of World War II, the Iron
Curtain in Europe emerged, and the new generations of politicians wanted to
build in the West a ‘Little Europe’, imagining it as a structure consisting of
a system of concentric circles located around France and Germany.
The disintegration of the Soviet empire has given rise to hope of the creating
a broader community, which could cover all parts of the continent. Eastern
Europe states added new flavor to the discussion about the European identity. As
Ukrainian historian Yaroslav Hrytsak wrote: ‘Each country of this region has
had numerous modernizers and Westernizers who claimed that for the sake of
national welfare their compatriots had «to catch up» with developments ‘in the
West’. These claims were based on historical arguments that the countries in
question did belong to the ‘West’ once: ‘Poland – the bastion of Western,
Catholic civilization’; ‘The Czechs – the only Slavic nation with a Western
standard of living’; ‘Hungary – whose Golden Bull is coeval with the English
Magna Carta’, ‘Romanians – the proud descendants of the Roman legionnaires’.
Along these lines, Ukrainian intellectuals emphasized the European character of
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the Ukrainian cultural and political traditions, and placed Ukraine ‘between East
and West’. The implication was that since these countries once belonged to or
were connected with the ‘West in the past, they had the right to be there in the
future’ (Hrytsak 2005). Since his voice echoes exactly feelings of East
Europeans, we will add few more important Hrytsak's observations – former
countries of Eastern Europe were separated in two categories: ‘winners’ and
‘losers’. ‘The winners were granted entry tickets into the European Union and
allowed to leave Eastern Europe; the losers have been told to stay in the Eastern
European purgatory for an undefined time’. He called Eastern Europe ‘a normal
but second-hand Europe’. All the people living here are normal Europeans, in
a sense that they share European values. They do it, however, with one important qualification, namely, that most of these values were not elaborated here
originally. The region has experienced the impact of Christianity, Renaissance,
Baroque, Romanticism, Modernism, Marxism, Liberalism etc. But none of these
‘isms’ emerged here; they were imported from ‘the West’. I cannot think of any
large imports in the opposite direction, from East to West, except the Black
Death in the 15th century and Communism in the 20th century’ (Hrytsak 2005).
*
Despite Hrytsak's criticism we may state that twenty seven European states
make the European Union today. And there are many other states which would
gladly join the club. But is this only a club, or perhaps something more, a civilization? Norman Davis in his fundamental work on Europe made the list
composed of eleven variants of Western civilization (also called: European
civilization, the civilization of Western Europe). Among them are the Roman civilization, French, German, imperial, American, the Marxist variant of Western
civilization and finally – Euro-variant of Western civilization (Davis 1996, pp.
23–25). We would go further and add one more variant to Davis' list – European Integration Civilization5, and placed it on his list before Euro-variant
Civilization.
The dispute over integration and expansion of the European Union means
not only an option for economic improvements, single market or even Schengen
benefits. In our opinion it is an option for the culture, which has been
developed through the joint efforts of all the member states. The question below
is more fundamental than technical, as one might think.

5

The only book on the problem integration versus civilization known to the authors
was written by P. Kapteyn (1995) although he focuses on political consequences of the
single market in Europe.
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4. INTEGRATION, WITH WHOM?
There is one central problem, which is an object of analysis by political
geographers and political scientists. What spatial dimension should the European
Union favor 6? The global directions of the European integration process are
reflected in the program called the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP). The
ENP was launched in 2004 to promote closer relations with the countries
adjacent to the EU. Countries willing to deepen their relationship with the EU
may join bilateral action plans with an agenda of political and economic reforms.
The ENP is supported by regional forms of cooperation such as the Eastern
Partnership, the Union for the Mediterranean (or the Mediterranean Union), and
the Black Sea Synergy. It is an ‘equal opportunity’ approach and includes all
geo-political interests of the member-states. Taking into consideration the
program of this conference (Eastern politics of the European Union) we will
briefly concentrate on the so called eastern dimension of the European Union.
Having in mind the fact that there will be many papers dealing with specific
problems of the ‘eastern opening’, we will focus on some wider generalizations.
Looking at the European map one might draw the conclusion that the
European Union enlargement to the east/south-east is mainly a problem of
countries whose territories are located both in Europe and in Asia. We stress the
notion ‘problem’ not ‘interests’. The latter is strategically obvious. Milking two
cows at the same time has certain adventures…
Let us explore two examples:
1. Turkey (only 3% of its territory is a European Turkey, but in absolute
terms there are more than 23 thousand sq km, that is more than the surface of,
for example Slovenia).
2. Russia (38% of her territory lies in Europe).
To the problem of countries whose political boundaries do not coincide with
the borders of Europe and Asia we will return later.
*
Turkey makes constant attempts to improve (or, raise to a higher level)
mutual relations with the EU. Turkey is a country of concern because of its size
and cultural diversity. On the other hand, its geostrategic location cannot be
underestimated. Positively evaluated in terms of restraint (moderately) of
Turkish Islamists is not counterbalanced by the fear of the influx of immigrants,
which would destabilize the job market of some European Union countries. The
6

Those issues were raised, among others, by R.H.C. Kemkers (2005).
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possible Turkish EU membership is a discussion which points to various
arguments. A report ‘On the current and future peace in Europe’ published by
William Penn (Łastawski 2004, p. 34) proposed a European union of states with
the participation of Turkey. His arguments were of an historical nature and had
been shared by many. The country became a member of the Council of Europe
in 1949, has been an associate member of the European Union since 1992, its
soldiers take part in EU military and civilian missions in the Balkans. In 2010
Istanbul was honored as a European Capital of Culture. Accession negotiations
with Turkey started in 2005 and have been painstakingly slow. The major
difficulty lies in the attitude of Turkey towards Cyprus. There is also a belief that
Turkey in its foreign policy is trying to build for itself a position of local power
(hegemony), on an economic and political level. Last but not least, there are also
different attitudes of individual countries towards Turkey's accession to the EU.
Known opponents are Nicolas Sarkozy and Angela Merkel. Although Great
Britain has taken a more positive attitude towards this question, it seems that the
prospect of Turkey's accession to the European Union is remote, but the disputes
and discussions will be going on.
*
The European Union has taken a different attitude concerning integration
with Russia. There is common consent that the EU is one of the Russian
Federation's major political and economic partners. Since 1998 twice a year
there have been European Union and Russia summits, with emphasis on the
formal equality of both partners. The summits underlie the important role of
cooperation, mainly in relations with the United States and China. In the
economic sphere the energy sector plays an important role – especially supplies
of Russian gas to EU countries. Also in this case, the EU countries differ in
evaluation of cooperation with Russia. Marc Leonard and Nicu Popescu on
request of the European Council on Foreign Relation have identified five distinct
policy approaches to Russia shared by old and new members alike:
1. ‘Trojan Horses’ (Cyprus and Greece) who often defend Russian interests
in the EU system, and are willing to veto common EU positions.
2. ‘Strategic Partners’ (France, Germany, Italy and Spain) who enjoy
a ‘special relationship’ with Russia which occasionally undermines common EU
policies.
3. ‘Friendly Pragmatists’ (Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Finland, Hungary,
Luxembourg, Malta, Portugal, Slovakia and Slovenia) who maintain a close
relationship with Russia and tend to put their business interests above political
goals.
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4. ‘Frosty Pragmatists’ (Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Ireland,
Latvia, the Netherlands, Romania, Sweden and the United Kingdom) who also
focus on business interests but are less afraid than others to speak out against
Russian behavior on human rights or other issues.
5. ‘New Cold Warriors’ (Lithuania and Poland) who have an overtly hostile
relationship with Moscow and are willing to use the veto to block EU
negotiations with Russia (A Power Audit... 2007, p. 2).
However Russia is trying to build a relationship of ‘asymmetric interdependence’ with the EU. While EU leaders believe that peace and stability is built
through interdependence, Russia's leaders are intent on creating a situation in
which the EU needs Russia more than Russia needs the EU, particularly in the
energy sector (Leonard and Popescu 2007). As J. Ćwiek-Karpowicz (2012, pp.
149–150) writes, the major trump of EU is soft power (influence), which attracts
neighboring central European countries but is doubtful in case of Eastern Europe
and South Caucasus, which do not have clear time perspective for their
membership in the European Union, that would give support to forces willing to
make democratic change and social and political reforms.
The above views do not answer one question, important for this analysis.
What is the current position of Russia in Eurasia? Are we talking about integration with Russia, or Eurasia? Eurasia is also sometimes used in geopolitics to
refer to organizations of or affairs concerning the post-Soviet states, in particular
Russia, the Central Asian republics, and the Transcaucasian republics. For those
who are not familiar with the discussions taking place in neighboring social
disciplines, we would like to add that there are two prominent international
structures supporting research into Eurasian issues. The first one is called the
Association for Slavic, East European and Eurasian Studies (ASEEES), which is
a scholarly society dedicated to the advancement of knowledge about the former
Soviet Union (including Eurasia) and Eastern and Central Europe7. Somewhat
younger is the International Council for Central and East European Studies
(ICCEES). Founded in Canada, since 1990 its interests have focused on political
transformations that were taking place in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union8.
7

The ASEEES supports teaching, research, and publication relating to the peoples
and territories within this area. As the premier organization in the world dedicated to the
advancement of Slavic studies, ASEEES has its chief publication, Slavic Review and
Annual Conventions. It features articles that can take any disciplinary approach.
8
In 1993, may therefore be seen as the fulfillment of one of the original aims of the
organization referred to above, was formulated: ‘to seek to develop the broadest possible
co-operation on all problems of common interest through exchange of documents,
discussions on methodology, organization of joint meetings, exchange of scholars and
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The Eurasianism political concept was introduced in political discourse in the
the 1920s as a kind of manifesto of cultural identity of Russia and the Russians.
The leitmotiv of this long-standing and variously interpreted concept was that, in
geopolitical and civilizational terms, Russia is a country neither wholly
European nor wholly Asiatic. It has its own distinct Eurasian features. It can be
argued if the policy of Russia after 1989 partly refers also to Eurasianisms,
political scientists predict that in the future this concept will influence the
partnership between Russia and Europe in relations with Asian countries9.
Again Vaclav Havel voiced more fully the opinion of other East European
leaders when he said: ‘Russia is a huge Euro-Asian power that will always play
a very specific role in world politics. It is true that a part of Russia lies in Europe
and that Russia's spiritual wealth has always had a pronounced influence on the
rest of Europe and vice versa. But this does not mean that Russia should simply
be included in the region that we call the West. Not because it were in any way
inferior, but simply because the modern structuring of the world, based on
cooperation among various clearly delimited regions or historically determined
entities, would thus lose meaning: anything could extend anywhere; any balance
would be disrupted; all regional organisations could eventually turn into
countless, and absolutely toothless, replicas of the United Nations. There are
a number of suitable environments for talks among the most powerful countries,
including Russia – from the UN Security Council to the OSCE – and there are
also a number of other environments where Russia's voice is a part of a broad
and true polyphony, such as the Council of Europe. A somewhat desperate effort
to integrate everybody at all costs could finally lead to nothing but confusion and
ruin’ (Havel 2011).
*
all other appropriate forms of collaboration’. The V World Congress was held in
Warsaw on 6–11 August 1995, for the first time in the region. Some 1400 scholars found
their way to the Polish capital. The location clearly demonstrated what was only too
obvious to all congress participants, namely that the former distinctions between the
scholarly communities of East and West had completely disappeared. ICCEES had
become an organization in which scholars from all parts of the world were active on
equal terms.
9
Since the late 1990s Eurasianism has gained some following also in Turkey. The
most prominent figure associated with a new streaming called Neo-Eurasianism is Doğu
Perinçek (b. 1942), the leader of the Workers’ Party. Also members of the ultranationalist and secular elite, connected with Turkish military, have close ideological and
political ties to the Eurasianists. ‘I support neo-Eurasianism, not Ergenekon,’ says
Dugin, Todays Zaman, 29 October, 2008: http://www.todayszaman.com/newsDetail
_getNewsById.action?load=detay&link=157238.
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In 2009 in the March issue of Foreign Affairs, Geoffrey Sloan in his column
on ‘What to read in geopolitics’ reviewed a new book on Halford Mackinder, the
British founding father of modern geopolitics. In 1904, Mackinder ‘described an
area roughly contiguous with today's Russian Federation as the ‘eternal geographical pivot of history’. In this book published in 1919 he used the terms
‘Heartland’ to describe that space and ‘World Island’ to refer to the joint landmass of Europe, Asia, and Africa. Mackinder argued that geography conditions
political and strategic outcomes without rigidly determining them, and that
geography, demography, and economic success are interrelated. The key to
future peace, he claimed, lay in resolving the relationship between the Germanic
and Slavic peoples in Eastern Europe. As Geoffrey Sloan wrote of Mackinder:
‘He summed up his theory in an unforgettable catechism: «Who rules East
Europe commands the Heartland; who rules the Heartland commands the World
Island; who rules the World Island commands the World»’ (Mackinder 1919,
Parker 1982, Sloan 2009). Interesting is the fact that today his geopolitical
theory has a fast-growing set of devotees. Many Russian intellectuals, who once
thought their homeland's victory over the world would be the inevitable result of
history, now pin their hope for Russia's return to greatness on a theory that is, in
a way, the opposite of dialectical materialism. Victory is now to be found in
geography, rather than history; in space, rather than time. ‘A geopolitical theory
called Eurasianism has become the common focus of Russia's «red-brown»
coalition – the alliance of ultra-left and ultra-right politicians who together
control close to half of the Duma (Russia's lower house of parliament) and who
grow stronger each day, as Russia's economic crisis radicalizes the country's
long-suffering population. In its milder form, Eurasianism simply stresses
Russia's uniqueness and argues that Russia need not Westernize in order to
modernize. But in its hard-line version, the movement envisions the Eurasian
heartland as the geographic launch pad for a global anti-Western movement
whose goal is the ultimate expulsion of «Atlantic» (read: ‘American’) influence
from Eurasia’ – writes G. Sloan (2009).
How much Russia's membership in the World Trade Organization will
change this situation remains to be seen. On 16 December 2011 Russia's
membership was unanimously approved by the WTO Members at the 8th WTO
Ministerial Conference10. From a broader systemic point of view, Russia has
10

The Working Party on the Accession of the Russian Federation was established on
16 June 1993. The Working Party completed its mandate on 10 November 2011, under
the chairmanship of Ambassador Stefán Jóhannesson (Iceland). The Eighth Ministerial
Conference formally approved the Accession Package of the Russian Federation on 16
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now to implement a number of legislative changes to bring its regulatory system
in line with WTO rules and obligations. Furthermore, Russia's WTO obligations
will become part of the legal framework of the Customs Union between Russia,
Kazakhstan and Belarus in force since January 2010 in those areas where Russia
has transferred its national regulatory competence to the CU.
*
To conclude this chapter, we would like to state that the present model of
integration with the EU offers only ‘the European Integration Civilization’.
Whatever arguments interested parties will raise, the existing ‘hard model of
integration’ put them on collision course. Both parties have much to lose, and in
most cases they risk their regional identity. The negotiations will last long
because the civilization means not only taking over of a foreign set of institutions but also the set of foreign values and the risk of losing geo-politic position.

5. EUROPEAN INTEGRATION,
A MODEL OF WHAT?
In this part of the paper we want to focus on regions located faraway from the
European continent – Africa. Here we want to consider the impact of an ‘integration model’, which can be applied in those regions without a major ‘clash of
civilizations’.
Western politicians and economists have repeatedly urged the governments
of the Third World countries to adopt as much as possible of the European
model of integration. They saw there the opportunity to overcome their considerable economic hardships. The effects of their activities in these countries can
be described as a specific dualism – failures and successes.
1. Failures – because they gave rise to many international organizations, but
they were usually short-lived and of a low efficiency. The failures used to have
different causes. Among them were:
a) lack of political stability in individual countries,
b) poor infrastructure – mainly in communication,
c) cross-border conflicts,

December 2011. The Russian Federation will become a Member of the WTO 30 days
after notifying the Secretariat of the domestic ratification of its Accession Package.
Accession Russian federation, WTO:
http://www.wto.org/english/news_e/news11_e/acc_rus_16dec11_e.htm
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d) similar types of economy, often based on the same type of mineral or
agriculture.
Essential however was incompatibility of the course of political and ethnic
boundaries.
2. Success – because they started an international activity, although only on
a regional scale. Based on the experiences of Europe the Third World countries
have developed two types of activities:
a) integration of the processes associated with the rational management of
water,
b) international cooperation in nature conservation
As an exemplification of these two types of activities, complementing other
initiatives of integration, we will focus on Africa and the three-borders region of
South America: Argentina, Brazil and Paraguay, which is considered to be the
most effective cooperating scheme within the border region of third world
countries.

6. WATER MANAGEMENT
Of particular importance is the coordination of efforts and cooperation of
neighboring states in the economic exploitation of their rivers. It is essential not
only because of significant investment costs but also because of the different
course of political boundaries and location of watershed areas. For example 90%
of water used by Egypt, Mauritania or Botswana comes from outside of their
borders. In Europe there are 71 international river basins (i.e. basins crossing
national borders) and on the territorially larger area of Africa there are only 60.
That is why in Europe the first two international organizations uniting states
located on river basin were called into being already in the 19th century. The first
was a committee of the Rhine (1815), and the second was the Danube
Commission (established in 1856).
The experience gained by these organizations convinced the decision makers
in the Third World countries that there is a need for cooperation in this regard.
The experience of the two organization was very helpful when the Aswan Dam
was completed, and hydropower plants became operational in Kariba and Itaipu.
The Organization of the Senegal River Basin (Organisation des États du Fleuve
Sénégal Riverains, OERS – founded in 1868) serves such a purpose in Africa.
Very active also is the Committee for the River Niger – bringing together nine
African countries, as well as the Organization of the La Plata River Basin in
South America.
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7. NATURE CONSERVATION
Another form of very interesting integration is the trans-border cooperation
and creation of the so-called Southern Africa Peace Parks. These are the trans-border areas of protected nature. This idea was not born in Africa. The first
such facilities were at the Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park, which was
established in 1932 on the border between the U.S. and Canada. We are proud to
say that the first such park in Europe was founded a few years later by the
Ministry of Agriculture and called the ‘National Park in the Pieniny (Mountains)’. The Peace Parks initiator in Africa was a native of South Africa, multi-millionaire and environmentalist Dr Anton Rupert (1916–2006). Creation of
these parks serves not only nature conservation of flora and the creation of large
areas of secure habitat for wild animals but also helps to develop ecotourism and
provides employment for local people. Guardians of parks, tourist groups guides,
and translators form a big group of people and create also ‘an army’ to fight the
scourge of poaching. Currently within the responsibility of the Peace Parks
Foundation (PPF Peace Parks Foundation) lie eleven trans-boundary protected
areas (Transfrontier Conservation Area, TFCA). Ten more are in the stage of
planning and further development. Some of them include the Limpopo and the
Congo river valleys.
An example of trans-border cooperation is the overlapping of three national
borders – Argentina, Brazil and Paraguay. Our assessment of the situation in the
area is a modest attempt to verify the idea articulated by J. Barbag in 1974, that
‘the integration of the regions crossed national borders contributes to the
creation of regional natural and positive influence on their development’.
This region is called Tres Fronteras and is not just a coincidence of the limits
of the three countries. Factors justifying activation of cross-border cooperation
include:
a) the Iguazú Waterfalls (they have the same name in three respective
countries, and are among the finest in the world).
b) the border between these countries is protected by the jungle.
c) within a short distance from each other are three cities: Puerto Iguazú
(Argentina), Foz do Iguaçu (Brazil) and Ciudad del Este (Paraguay).
d) Tres Fronteras can stimulate the increasing territorial integration
processes.
Important is the fact that this region is inside of the far reaches of all three
countries. The capital of Brazil is 1750 km away (Rio de Janeiro 1500 km),
distance to Buenos Aires is 1330 km, and Asuncion, the capital of Paraguay is
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357 km away from the Waterfalls. This sparsely populated area (especially in
Argentina and Paraguay) is characterized by the big differentiation of existing
infrastructure. These areas are poorly urbanized and industrialized. There is still
no bridge connecting the region of three borders (Argentina and Paraguay are
separated by the river Paraná). When recalling the historical relations among
Paraguay, Argentina and Brazil one should not forget that the latter two
countries (with their ally Uruguay) in the second half of the 19th century (1864–
1870) fought a war with their small neighbor.

Phot. 1. Tres fronteras – three borders
(S. Kałuski)

Phot. 2. The Iguazú Waterfall –
wonderful theater of nature (S. Kałuski)

Trans-border cooperation encounters difficulty also. One such difficulty is
a significant difference of the competence of local authorities in the three
neighboring countries. Another factor inhibiting activity is the language barrier –
Spanish in Argentina and Paraguay – Portuguese in Brazil. However, these
problems and difficulties failed to interfere significantly in the processes of
cooperation and economic revival of the region.
In the beginning it was promotion and organization of tourism, largely
foreign, to the Iguazú Waterfall. That is located on the Argentine-Brazilian
stretch of the river Iguazú, whose waters fall here from nearly 80 meters high
from the erosion-resistant basalt rocks. The Iguazú Waterfall forms 22 larger and
253 smaller waterfalls.
To the delight of the inhabitants of both countries the advertisement uses the
catchy phrase: ‘Iguazú is wonderful theater of nature. The auditorium is on the
Brazilian side and the stage is in Argentina. From the «audience side» you will
see a panorama of the waterfall and on the «stage» taking numerous bridges, one
can see falling streams of water’.
Another factor increasing the attractiveness of the waterfalls is that they are
surrounded by jungle. In order to protect its very rich flora and fauna the two
countries set up national parks, which together cover an area of about, 1,000
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km2. Due to the constant spray of water and high humidity, within a radius of
several kilometers nature has created an extremely rich ecosystem, which also
forms nurseries for many rare species of animals. Iguazú Park was placed on the
UNESCO World Cultural and Natural Heritage list in 1986.
An important feature of the complex is that there is no touristic redevelopment. The entire touristic base is located in the three border cities. They owe
their development thanks to another tourist attraction, the Itaipu hydropower
plant, that lies on the border stretch of the Brazilian-Paraguay River Paraná. The
first design work began in 1973. Electricity produced there meets 25% of
Brazil's requirements (mainly the state of Paraná) and about 80% of the
electricity consumption of Paraguay. The artificial lake around the dam has an
area of 1350 km². Hydroelectric power has activated the economies within large
areas in both states. Construction works were done mainly by the Brazilian city
of Foz de Iguaçu. When the work is completed the hotels will be used by
tourists. When the border city Ciudad del Este realized it cannot compete with
its hotel accommodation infrastructure alone, it designed a large shopping center
which attracts tourists mainly because of the low prices. It built modern
department stores and shopping malls. Popular among visitors from abroad are
also cheaper services such as car repairs, physicians, and dentists.

8. CONCLUSIONS
The European Union is an ongoing project. Its aim is to ensure the free
movement of people, goods, services and capital. It enacts legislation in justice
and home affairs, and maintains common policies on trade, agriculture, fisheries
and regional development. The European Union has proved to be a success both
in terms of economic and institutional efficiency. By the latter we mean ability
to build cross-European structures and institutions improving standards of life of
millions Europeans.
The European Union has been expanding territorially at a different pace. We
have analyzed in this paper two models of integration within the EU – hard
and soft. We think that the European Union is not merely a social, economic, or
even political project but also an alternative civilization. In case of ‘hard
integration’ we mean accepting by the candidate states all the requirements
comprised in acquis communautaire (the accumulated legislation of the EU). For
some candidates however it might mean acceptance of the new European
Integration Civilization, which is on collision course with their regional positions and their cultures. It explains the delays in the procedures and hesitations
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on both ends. As examples of the above we analyze the spatial range of European integration limited to east and south-east of the continent. Turkey and
Russia (here also Eurasia) are perfect examples proving that ‘hard integration’ is
difficult to accept and their concerns include the set of values following the
‘European Integration Civilization’.
In the other model (soft) we could see examples of the influences of certain
integration ideas coming from Europe, which were successfully introduced in
Africa and in Latin America in water management and nature conservation. The
soft model, in opposition to the hard one, loses its attraction (gravity force) in
proportion to geographical distance from the core of the ‘integration idea’. In the
latter case we may talk only about the influences, as opposed to the first one,
which is an impact.
Both parts of our paper illustrate only certain aspects of the global dimension
(impact, influences) of European integration, which will be more explored in our
future research.
*
Recent political developments may however change the course of integration.
The front-page article in ‘Die Presse’ – 10 countries for a United States of
Europe – published in June 2012, informs about the outcome of work of EU
foreign ministers participating in a ‘study group for the future of Europe’. The
ten ministers support an idea to transform the EU into a federation along the
lines of the US. Together they have prepared a document described by ‘Die
Presse’ as a ‘Plan for transformation into a European state’. On 19 June, the ten
ministers presented an initial report to the EU officials – Commission President
José Manuel Barroso, European Council President Herman Van Rompuy,
European Central Bank President Mario Draghi and Eurogroup President JeanClaude Juncker. The so called ‘study group for the future’, which was initiated
by Guido Westerwelle, ‘proposes to put an end to the dominance of national
government leaders and give greater authority to the European Commission – in
particular the European Commission president, who will be elected by universal
suffrage and granted the right to form a «governmental team», making him or
her the most powerful politician in Europe. The group also recommends
replacing the European councils of ministers and heads of state with a chamber
«of states» in the European parliament. National competencies, most notably the
management of borders, defence and public spending will be transferred to the
federation, «making membership of the euro irreversible»’ (10 countries...
2012). The study group for the future of Europe consists of foreign ministers
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from Germany, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal and Spain. How their ideas will influence the future of
the European Union and how big of an impact it will have on global geopolitics
it remains to be seen.
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SOME REMARKS ON EUROPE
AND ITS TWO LUNGS
1. INTRODUCTION
This metaphor of the two lungs of Europe may sound familiar. It goes back to
the phrase used by the late Pope John Paul II. Its underlying idea is that both the
East and the West have contributed immensely and still contribute to the cultural
face of Europe in different but important ways. The Pope wished to see the two
(spiritual and intellectual) traditions joined together in a fruitful combination.
The 1989 political transformations had eased the way for a rethinking (indeed
rapprochement) of our traditions. It is interesting to observe that not only politics
has its turning points, like revolutions, coups d'état or wars, but also religions.
As regards politics, I think there are certain historical moments in Europe that
gave the continent a new shape, e.g. the French revolution, World War I, the
Bolshevik Revolution, and World War II. In the history of religion, in particular
Christianity, we have two important events: the schism of 1054 (when the West
and the East parted) and the schism of 1517 (when the Reformation split
Western Christianity). All these events have had their political and social reverberations until now.
Obviously, my outline would be incomplete if I failed to mention the
intellectual turmoil made by the new philosophical ideas introduced in
modernity. In fact, I am particularly interested in the philosophical and religious
undercurrents of the transformations that started then and are at work at the
moment. We shall not be able to understand them if we ignored what happened
in modern philosophy. I mean here especially the rise of the modern individual.
The aforementioned social and political events were inspired and prefigured by
new philosophical currents. The modern individual was born when 17th-century
rationalism suggested that the human being's knowledge should be placed on an
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entirely new footing. The human being, so it was believed, should apply a new
and more rigorous method by which to acquire genuine knowledge. Its source is
in the mind rather than in the world as a source of experience, for it is in the
mind that we find the pure world of indubitable concepts. A true freedom resides
in an individual who makes choices when guided by clear and distinct concepts.
This conclusion inspired the consecutive events. The human being decided to
construct a better world with an independent (autonomous) human being as its
main actor. The practical applications were, for instance, social contracts
(Thomas Hobbes, John Locke, Jean Jacques Rousseau).
The European continent had then gone through its subsequent periods that we
know very well from philosophical or historical textbooks, i.e. the Enlightenment, Romanticism, Positivism. The Enlightenment extolled the enlightened
man, an unbridled progress, and secular eschatology, events that were highlighted by 19th-century positivistic ideas. It announced the advent of science with
its universal recipe for humankind. Romanticism struggled against the enlightened pattern and introduced the historical person and laid stress on his concrete
circumstances. The 19th century saw the rise of nationalist movements and
collectivistic ideologies that were practically implemented in the 20th century.
Let us also observe that it was a scenery of unprecedented and spectacular
breakthroughs. In the sphere of the economy it was mass production (made
possible by the Industrial Revolution) and the rise of the working class (with
a wide spectrum of new problems); in the sphere of ideas it was the theory of
evolution that had shaken the foundations of traditional thinking about the
world.
Such is, in a very brief outline, the history of our continent (and of those parts
of the world that were inspired by western thought). Let us observe that, due to
concrete political decisions and processes, various parts of the continent went
through different courses of development. Drawing on this metaphor of two
lungs, I would like to make some attempts at showing common points, at
addressing those elements that give hope for a reconciliation. I shall start with
the symbolism of two lungs, then reflect on a certain visit, discuss briefly
common historical components of the continent, and the same threats that we
have to confront. I think that both the West and the East are well aware that our
civilisation has come to a decisive point where it has to reconsider its roots.
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2. TWO LUNGS AND THEIR SYMBOLISM
As I have mentioned in the introduction, the phrase ‘two lungs’ can be found
in John Paul II's documents. They symbolise the late pope's desire to bring about
the spiritual unity of the continent, i.e. to make the continent strong again. This
desire is vital especially now when Europe is suffering not only from economic
crises, but, in the first place, from the crisis of its identity. In the past,
Christianity gave it consistency, but then, as Christianity became divided, this
consistency was undermined. It was undermined also as a result of new philosophical ideas. The Catholic Church, however, keeps stressing the spiritual unity
of the continent through the works of Saints Cyril and Methodius from
Byzantium and Saint Benedict in the West. They were all proclaimed patrons of
Europe. The pope stressed in his Apostolic letter Euntes in Mundum (delivered
on the occasion of the baptism of Kievan Rus) that ‘Europe is Christian in its
very roots. The two forms of the great tradition of the Church, the Eastern and
the Western, the two forms of culture, complement each other like the two
«lungs» of a single body. […] It is the vocation of Europe, born upon Christian
foundations, to exercise particular care for the peace in the whole world’1.
And in the encyclical Redemptoris Mater, we find the same reference to ‘two
lungs’. The pope writes: ‘Such a wealth of praise, built up by the different forms
of the Church's great tradition, could help us to hasten the day when the Church
can begin once more to breathe fully with her «two lungs», the East and the
West’2. The East was separated from the West not only for religious but also
political reasons. The two great schisms in the history of Christianity, i.e. that of
1054 and 1517, diverged it in some cases in opposite directions. Western
(reformed) Christianity came under the influence of modernisation processes,
placing in its centre the thinking self with its concept of religion as an individual
choice; Eastern Christianity, following the strict tradition of Byzantium3,
retained its honour to authority (Bazylow 1982, pp. 82–85).
After World War II, the iron curtain fell down and the political frontiers
mingled with the religious frontiers. The Eastern Church did not seek contacts
with the Western Church. I think that now is the right time to rethink our
1

John Paul II, Euntes in Mundum, part V, par. 12 and 13:
http://www.catholicculture.org/culture/library/view.cfm? (20.09.2012).
2
John Paul II, Redemptoris Mater, part II, par. 34:
http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/john_paul_ii/encyclicals… (20.09.2012).
3
We have to mention that the influences from Byzantium often resulted from
military conflicts with the powerful neighbor, e.g. the Kievan prince Igor had managed
to regulate his relations with Constantinople and Sviatoslav signed a peace treaty.
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common tradition. Totalitarian regimes have generally failed, the promises of
unbridled progress and unlimited freedom have contributed to the decline of
moral values and chaos. Protestantism, for its part, as being part and parcel of
the rise of modernity in general finds it difficult to respond to contemporary
challenges (without being sucked in by contemporary negative tendencies).
Rather, we are dealing with a variety of religious offers, indeed a kind of
religious market, in which the question of truth is ignored or explained away.
This is in line with John Locke's understanding of tolerance, i.e. the matter of
religion is everyone's private choice, and the Church is nothing but a free
association we can join or leave inasmuch as we feel that our way to salvation is
safeguarded or not. Such is the logic of the immanent reason brought forth by
modern philosophies, there is no point of reference, no external criteria by which
to examine and heal its own ailment. It seems that only the Catholic Church and
the Orthodox Church have retained a hierarchical structure in which reason,
unaided reason, is not the ultimate judge of man's duty and destiny. It is natural
to revive in both traditions their essential theological principles such as the
importance of obedience, sense of sinfulness, the transcendent dimension of
human life.
There are certain important points that the Catholic Church shares with the
Orthodox Church. Let us note in passing that it is exactly these points that make
a huge difference between the Catholic Church and some Protestant churches,
e.g. the Anglican Church. What I mean here is in the first place morality and
theology. With regard to morality, both the Catholic Church and the Orthodox
Church are against abortion, euthanasia, and same-sex marriages; and with
regard to theology, they agree against the ordination of women to the priesthood.
John Paul II mentions this important heritage of Christianity in the East,
especially the Baptism of Saint Vladimir, Grand Duke of Kiev (988), which
‘marked the beginning of Christianity in the territories of what was then called
Rus, and subsequently in other territories of Eastern Europe. In this way, through
the work of evangelization, Christianity spread beyond Europe, as far as the
northern territories of the Asian continent’4. And in his Euntes in Mundum, the
previous pope expresses his joy on the millennium of the Baptism of Kievan Rus
and calls it an ‘event […] of enormous importance’5. The event was indeed
important for many reasons: political, social, cultural and economic. As I have
mentioned before, Russia received Christianity from Byzantium. The first
missionaries came from Constantinople. That was ‘Slav inculturation of the
4
5

John Paul II, Redemptoris Mater, part III, par. 50.
John Paul II, Euntes in Mundum, par. 2.
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Gospel and Christianity’ and Kiev ‘became a privileged crossroads of different
cultures, a place of religious penetration also into the west […], an important
centre of ecclesial life and of missionary expansion with a vast field of
influence’6. Monks became the first judges, counsellors, diplomats and teachers.
Besides this undoubtedly positive aspect of the spiritual influence, Byzantium
also imported a special way of thinking about the lay authorities. St. Augustine
criticised the natural close relationship between a Byzantine ruler and a religious
hierarchy (hence his division between the City of Man, ruled by a lay sovereign,
and the City of God, wherein God rules); man should be wary of making the lay
ruler equal to God. I think this Byzantine element is most spectacular in the East.
Therefore, in the 21st century we are aware of the two burdens. On the one hand,
we suffer in the West from radical individualism that disregards any community,
and on the other, we observe too close a liaison between the Church and the
State in the East. One thing, however, they have in common, i.e. it is their clear
awareness that either way needs to be modified. In the West, we have to
understand that a lone individual with its isolated reason as the only point of
reference can be destructive to any social body; and the East, as I think, after
years of enforced subjection, has to understand that the Church-State relation
means not uniformity but cooperation of two autonomous bodies.
I think that both East and West came to a decisive point, i.e. that of
rethinking their philosophical traditions and practical applications. The West
seems to be well aware of the fact that the revolutionary watchword to destroy
the ancient regime brought forth few positive results. It is interesting to note that,
in terms of their destructive inspirations, East and West can shake hands.
Rousseau's ideas, transformed by Marx in the 19th century, fell on fertile soil and
produced ‘seeds of wrath’ in the 20th century. I do believe that we have learned
one important lesson from history, namely that there are no miraculous recipes
to heal social ailments, that revolutions with their ready-made solutions and
simplified models hardly ever apply to living human beings. If they bring some
positive results at all, then with very high social costs and long-term negative
consequences.

3. THE VISIT
The main inspiration for my text was the recent visit of the patriarch of the
Russian Orthodox Church to Poland. Some years ago it was John Paul II's most
6
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ardent desire to visit Russia. Unfortunately, his wish was met with a rebuff on
the part of the Moscow patriarchate of the Orthodox Church; he could only come
to Ukraine. Therefore Cyril I's visit to Poland is a symbolical turning point for
our Polish-Russian relations. And it follows from the patriarch's views that he
expressed during his visit, that our thinking about the role of the State and the
Church in the contemporary world runs along fairly similar lines, in the West
and in the East. We are inside the maelstrom of dynamic changes, social and
political upheavals, and constant undermining of our religious heritage. The
wave of secularism threatens not only religion, but societies at large. Once the
transcendent dimension is removed, they slide towards nihilism. Europe, as
I have said, is going not only through an economic crisis but also through
a spiritual one. The main syndrome is Europe's uncertainty about its own
identity. It is under the misapprehension that tolerance should mean renunciation
of its Christian heritage. As a result, in terms of its intellectual and spiritual
background, Europe becomes an empty name. Now vis-à-vis a strong sense of
identity on the part of the Islamic countries, Europe fails to be a partner, for it
does not know how to define itself. What remains is the State that plays the role
of an omnipotent power even up to the point of redefining nature; the State has
ambitions to regulate all the spheres of social life. The best example would be
the problems with the writing of the European constitution. I think that people in
both the West and the East have realized this most urgent need to reconsider the
actual state of our civilisation.
In an interview, the Russian Orthodox patriarch said we have to fight against
radical liberalism and moral relativism, which is worse than atheism. In these
words, he simply voiced the concern that has long been present in the texts of
western political philosophers. We should again accept the moral lesson from
Christianity. Each government should understand, if only from the pragmatic
point of view, that once we can form people's consciences, we shall not have to
put a policeman at every corner. The State can never replace the Church in its
role of forming consciences. And in contemporary societies, we need people
with well-formed consciences. We have to establish a ‘civil society [and] many
non-commercial organizations’ – said Cyril I – and, he assured his listeners, the
Orthodox Church is making every effort to help implement such theoretical
principles (Grajewski 2012, pp. 27–28). The only thing one can say is that the
patriarch's declaration and the change of Catholic attitude open the gate for
cooperation and dialogue, so that we may be looking forward to the future with
hope.
Statements such as the aforementioned prove that the two lungs are indeed
working together or at least they may suffer from similar diseases. What we
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observe in the West is that civil society has been in decline, or it is even dying in
some areas, it is losing its vital elements: self-government and well-ordered
liberty. Cyril I simply formulated the concerns of western political philosophers
today, e.g. the rising importance of the State and its helplessness at the same
time to cope with contemporary problems: instability of social structures, family
disruption, and crime records. Young people in the West seem to have lost
a sense of the common good. It suffices to mention the riots in France and
Britain, when violent crowds turned to blind destruction in the streets of
European cities. In the East, we are also witnessing the rising movements of
social unrest aimed at the elimination of Christianity in the name of some
mythical neutrality. The Christians of the world were shocked to watch the
recent extravagant performances of the girls from Pussy Riot and Femen. Some
commentators call their actions political, but they are essentially anti-Christian.
The Pussy Rioters danced in the church and sang blasphemous songs; and
women from Femen cut down a wooden cross in the Ukraine. We may say that it
was the same act of wild individualism that set some turbulent minds on fire in
the West. Historically speaking, both revolutions – the French revolution and the
Bolshevik revolution – aspired at building a new social order, i.e. secular,
rationalistic, and free.
Such are the social costs of the absent transcendent authority, i.e. one that is
beyond the scope of the individual choice. If the State is the only authority they
can look up to, because they live either in split families or have no families at
all, no wonder that they go on a riot, once they feel frustrated. The State cannot
give what it has promised. It does not provide the comfortable conditions they
expected. If the only remedy against crime is to increase a number of institutions
of surveillance, they shall never prove effective. The main reason being the
discrepancy between society at large, its idiosyncratic structure, and the fairly
limited means to supervise.

4. THE EAST AND THE WEST
– OUR COMMON HERITAGE?
Our individual histories have gone through their characteristic courses which
have left their individual marks. Eric Hanson indicates that some of ‘major
cultural differences which persist between East and West, especially with regard
to politics and religion, have roots deep in the period between the 4th and 8th
centuries’. Then he corroborates his words with a diagnosis drawn from another
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specialist in political ideas, Hedrick Smith. Smith reminds his readers that
Russia did not pass through the Renaissance, the Reformation, and Constitutional Liberalism, but ‘absorbed Eastern Orthodox Christianity from Byzantium,
endured Mongol conquest and rule, and then developed through centuries of
czarist absolutism with intermittent periods of opening towards the West
followed by withdrawal into continental isolation’ (Hanson 1987, p. 21).
This is a very brief recapitulation of eastern history. Let us stress again that
these differences in development, e.g. that Russia did not pass through certain
stages of European modernisation (like Constitutional Liberalism), provide an
opportunity to look anew at the contemporary phenomena. Therefore, it is not
despite, but rather owing to, the different course of development in the East that
the pope saw a chance for unity. Rejecting the idea of Panslavism, the Red star
(the communist past) it is, as Hanson writes, ‘unity with the Orthodox churches’
that ‘takes on even more importance than ecumenism with the Protestants’
(Hanson 1987, p. 345). And the pope always wanted to speak to ‘all Slavs’. It
seems that radical individualism and unlimited liberty, things that the West has
already begun to question, i.e. what we call modernisation processes, are steadily
infiltrating eastern societies. After years of enforced restrictions and the oppressive Soviet rule, there is a natural tendency to react against any limitations, even
though they were justified.
It seems that, of all the Christian churches, Pope John Paul II was most
inclined towards the Orthodox Church. He seemed, as G.H. Williams notes, ‘to
have uppermost in his mind the Orthodox’ (Williams 1981, p. 329) John Paul
II's pontificate was marked with a new approach to religious pluralism. Although
for obvious reasons he could not accept syncretism or acquiesce in some
modernistic trends in the Protestant church (like ordination of women and
acceptance of homosexuality, e.g. in some parts of the Anglican church), the
Church under him gave priority ‘to dialogue and persuasion rather than coercion
or excommunication […]’ (Williams 1981, p. 330). I understand ecumenism as
a way to unity and uniformity rather than an end-point. In like manner, we find
here a natural drive amongst human beings who tend towards a peaceful
cooperation rather than to conflict and chaos. Conflict and chaos hardly ever
support civic well-being.
Modern culture has enforced a new mode of discussion. It is the Church's
task now to show man his great dignity. The right way to do it is to respect the
person in his or her concrete place, his individual language and culture. It seems
that religious wars are things of the past, at least in the territories dominated by
Christianity. We have grown accustomed to thinking about partnership, which is
an example of cultural humility.
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Therefore Williams rightly notes: ‘The first thing to say is that the Catholic
episcopate and all theologians and Church historians are of one mind today that
the Catholic Church will never again in its relative strength take advantage of the
Eastern Churches in the plight and disasters the latter have incurred in their
variegated histories’ (Williams 1981, p. 337). The process of renouncing power
on behalf of spiritual authority, that started in the 19th century, is still at work in
the Catholic Church. In this sense, the Catholic Church seeks to rediscover her
spiritual heritage in basic evangelical principles.
For all conscientious scholars it goes without saying that the role of Christian
missionaries was (and still is) very positive in improving the standards of living
in the tribes to which they were sent. Frequently, they had (and still have) to pay
with their lives for their commitment. Therefore Walsh rightly notes that
‘Christianity forced some existing norms and values into the discard, greatly
modified others, and introduced many new elements’ (Walsh 1958, p. 36).
Christianity, with its message of the dignity of the human person, had very
positive effects, for instance, in changing some inhuman practices of killing the
crippled, taking revenge, cannibalism and the like in various areas of the world.
Christianity, in its western form, lay the foundations for modern nations in
Europe and for America in the New World. Those who would argue to the
opposite manifest nothing short of ignorance. It suffices to consult historical or
philosophical textbooks, quote works of literature to see that Christian
inspiration is the ever present element in human activity. The Orthodox Church,
for its part, has by many historians been recognised as a very important factor in
the development of the Russian state and of Russian society. Both the Catholic
Church and the Orthodox Church took part in the shaping of the political scene
of the countries in which they are present. It is true that some examples of that
activity may not be laudable, but still it is the Church (Catholic and Orthodox
alike) that taught her believers to obey their consciences, to love their
neighbours, to respect their authorities, and to be truly free. By a true freedom I
mean the awareness that the human being does not belong entirely to the State
and that no dishonesty (let alone a crime) towards his neighbour can pass
unnoticed. For even though he may escape punishment in this world, he will be
judged in the life to come. This new perspective introduces an entirely new
dimension.
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5. THE CHURCH AND EDUCATION
In order to govern himself, man should know himself in the first place, his
true nature and his true vocation. The underlying principle of Christianity is that
faith and reason should complement, rather than struggle against, each other.
This is true especially of Catholicism, as it is expounded in the philosophy of St.
Thomas Aquinas (officially accepted as the main doctrine of the Catholic
Church in the 19th century), but also of the Orthodox Church. In the West, the
Church founded universities as early as the 12th century. And in the East we find
similar endeavours. Prince Yaroslav-the-Wise of Novgorod founded a school of
advanced type in 1030. Walsh notes: ‘The Russian Church, like the Catholic
Church of the medieval West, sponsored education and long dominated it’
(Walsh 1958, p. 40). Universities were established in the West in the 12th
century as very important centres of education. The goal was to have the clergy
sufficiently literate, therefore philosophy and theology dominated in the
curricula. Scholars and administrators were needed. Schools were established
not only for the clergy, but also for laymen. Some historians say that schools
(especially in Kiev and Novgorod) were designed to train statesmen.
The Church was also ‘the mother of the arts as well as of letters’ (Walsh
1958, p. 41). And here again, we can find parallels to the Catholic Church in the
West. Artists created ad maiorem Dei gloriam and a practical implementation of
this watchword can be found especially in church architecture, in its high artistry
and adornment (colourful mosaics, intricate design, and elaborate frescoes). If
we consider Notre Dame in Paris, we may easily draw similarities in the same
efforts at artistic perfection inspired by the new faith. As an example of religious
art in the East, we have to mention obviously the writing of icons. In the sphere
of music one cannot ignore Orthodox chant with its beautiful, indeed unearthly,
recurrent and mysterious sounds that are designed to evoke a prayerful attitude
in its listener.
The Orthodox Church, like the medieval West, had its hold upon family life
and relations, e.g. the protection of widows and orphans. The family life was an
occasion for sacramental devotions. Walsh notes:
‘Women in pre-Christian Russia had certain well-defined rights which were
generally observed, though a woman was not considered the equal of a man. […]
The Christian Church, with its insistence upon woman's responsibility, through
Eve, for original sin, somewhat lowered the regard in which women had been
held. This was partly counterbalanced by the worship or veneration of the
«Birthgiver to God» (Mary). […] On the other hand, the Christian Church
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gradually introduced in Russian society and Russian law certain moral concepts.
This stands out particularly in the changing values relative to the commission of
crime. The earlier attitudes had placed crime as an offense against property or
property rights. […] The Church taught that certain crimes were offenses against
a moral law. It set up a doctrine of moral responsibility and established moral
deterrents to the commission of crime’ (Walsh 1958, p. 42).
This last point is especially important because it shows the basic components
of civil society, i.e. that of being a free and responsible self-governing body. The
internalisation of the moral law, as we should understand ‘moral deterrents’, is
in accord with the teaching of the Christian Church, both Orthodox and Catholic.
Civil society is one that is capable of governing itself, in other words, of making
the State less important in its function of coercion. The latter function, as I have
underlined, is ineffective if it is not fulfilled by a well-ordered freedom.
This kind of thinking about an exceptional role played by Russia goes back to
th
19 -century thinking. There were philosophers who wrote in the tradition of
Hegel's historiosophic considerations, and such categories as nation, destiny,
mission, and fulfilment were of primary importance. For Hegel, as we know,
history manifested itself through the development of spirit. This spirit may be
embodied in some nations, e.g. in the Germanic peoples. One representative of
this school, I.V. Kireyevsky (1806–1856), saw the spirit in the East. He believed
that the Western orientation ‘lacked a full and complete relationship between the
person, as an intellectual spirit, and reality’ (Löwith 1967, p. 139). There are
certain important areas of difference between the Western and the Slavonic
orientation, e.g. Church and state, faith and knowledge, exaggeration and
fragmentation of Western European thought. This thought stressed the
importance of the individual. Russia, claimed Kireyevsky, has preserved the
unfragmented individual. In his Drei Essays Kireyevsky wrote: ‘Western man is
incapable of comprehending a living relationship of all spiritual faculties, in
which none acts without the other. He has no understanding of that peculiar
equilibrium of soul which characterizes the individual brought up in the
Orthodox tradition, determining even his external mien and gestures. Even
amidst the whirlwind of fate […] his conduct displays […] a final depth of calm,
a moderation, dignity, and humility which witness to an equilibrium of the soul,
a deep inner harmony of feeling for life. In contrast, the European seems to be in
a perpetual ecstasy, his appearances are officious, almost heretical, he seems full
of agitation in his inward and outward bearing, which he nevertheless exerts
himself frantically to bring into artificial symmetry’ (Löwith 1967, p. 140).
Obviously, we find traces of Panslavic (and nationalist) thinking in this
passage. They often become dominant under some difficult circumstances, e.g.
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lack of independence, oppression and the like. Historiosophy and nationalism,
however, are particularly welcome elements for mutual understanding. Poland,
for her part, had the same ideas penned by Romantic writers in the 19th century
when she was partitioned. Historiosophy presents a kind of one-dimensional
picture of intellectual development. Western ideas are more complex than
Kireyevsky thought.

6. FREEDOM AND SELF-GOVERNMENT
Now if I were to elicit certain common traits that might compose one picture
of Europe and at the same time refer to the metaphor of two lungs, I would first
list freedom, let us add, well-ordered freedom, and self-government. Cyril I said:
we want to build a civil society. It is impossible to imagine civil society without
these two essential ingredients: well-ordered freedom and self-government. If
contemporary societies wish to be free, they must inevitably be self-governing.
What does self-governance mean? We may interpret it quite literary. A person is
a self-governing being, if he is governed by his self and not by someone else's
self. But each self, in order to be governing, needs certain rules and principles by
which to govern itself. A self-governing being is free when it understands what
it means to be an individual being and to be an individual being amongst other
beings. One may say: well, this is simple, we have laws and particular legal
systems. Yes, this is true, but insufficient. Each legal system binds a person, as it
were, from without by a certain intricate network of coercion. It commands
something, but this commanding is only external. A good example here would
be a policeman. He is a representative of the State who may come to me and, in
the name of the State, command something and enforce order if I threaten
society in some way. It is difficult to imagine such a system to be efficient, if we
rely only on external coercion (that would mean putting a policeman on every
corner). I have already referred to this insufficiency or, better still, inadequacy,
by showing the examples of social unrest.
I think that both East and West, meaning the two religious traditions, realise
one thing: a free State that calls for a well-ordered society. Free citizens are
formed not only from without (the legal order), but also from within (conscience). As a citizen, I can see no contradiction in the fact that another citizen is
my neighbour (and this is an impact of Christianity). On the contrary, this
awareness enriches our relationship and strengthens my obligation. Besides,
there is no coercion underlying this obligation. Here we can see a complementary collaboration rather than competition.
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The East needs to be made aware once again that the Church and the State are
not the same; the West must be brought to the awareness that the Church and the
State are not enemies. And this is our most difficult voyage, i.e. between the
Charybdis of unification and the Scylla of isolation.
The two institutions, Church and State, are different yet complementary.
Nevertheless, in certain periods they were thought to be unified. For instance, as
Hanson notes, ‘czarist Russia identified Catholicism with Polish nationalism’
(Hanson 1987, p. 202) This was especially due to the lack of independence, to
the fact that Poland was partitioned throughout the 19th century. I think that
Christianity, although divided, is a great chance for the two traditions to be two
lungs of the same body. We can hardly find a better opportunity in political
history. If we look back to the past, we shall always find reasons for mutual
recrimination, e.g. the dynamic border, the tsarist rule of Poland with terror,
oppression, inefficiency, and corruption; then the Soviet attack in 1920, the
Soviet invasion in 1939, the atrocities committed by Ukrainian nationalists in
Volhynia in the 1940s, and the communist rule after World War II and up to
1989. Now the thing is not to forget all these events, but to remember and, in
spite of such painful historical moments, seek to find new modes of partnership.
We have to accept our complicated history, not to renounce it.
Self-government is an answer to free society, to the question what form this
free society has to take on. In his philosophical study on the person and act,
Karol Wojtyła (John Paul II) stresses that we should avoid both individualism
and totalism (collectivism); the Soviet Union was an ideal example of
collectivistic practices that brought death to millions of its inhabitants. There are
authors who claim that Wojtyła's writings were anti-totalist, a claim I think is not
entirely true. To say he was anti-communist would place the author merely
amongst political writers. Wojtyła was in the first place anti-collectivist, which
goes deep down into the essence of human nature and which is a philosophical,
rather than a political term.
It is not only theology that may benefit from this rapprochement between the
East and the West, but the whole social and political sphere. When citizens are
made aware of their Christian roots and their principal independence from the
State, it is more difficult to subjugate and oppress them. Obviously, the history
of Russia and of the Soviet Union, with the czarist tradition and communist rule,
will find it more difficult to change. It must also be noted that religion and
politics may still be an inexhaustible source of inspiration. In fact, this is an
excellent example of complementarity not only in the national but also international scale. The category of neighbourhood cuts across many divisions, it cuts
across traditional political boundaries, it is indeed a supradivisive category.
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Keeping all this in mind, we need to avoid both individualism and totalism,
since the two attitudes manifest a refusal of participation. In order for selfgovernment to be socially effective, it must involve participation. Both
individualism and totalism imply denial of participation (Wojtyła 1979, pp. 272–
275). If this is so, namely that only in acting a person may, and has a right, to
fulfil himself, conditions must be provided for acting and for a fruitful
collaboration of the whole social body. The person, Wojtyła (John Paul II)
rightly notes, ‘has the basic and «natural» (i.e. issuing from the fact that he is
a person) right to perform actions and to be fulfilled in them’ (Wojtyła 1979,
p. 272). If we assume that the West has suffered from individualism and the East
from totalism, and as they both contradict participation, so it is the right time
now to rethink our traditions. Neither in individualism nor in totalism can we
develop a genuine participation, and without participation there can be no lasting
cohesion of the social body.

7. CONCLUSION
The metaphor of two lungs has been used here as the principal interpretative
category. It is borrowed from the texts of John Paul II. In this text I have sought
to show some common elements of our traditions, despite the historical schism.
I found these elements in the complementary character of faith and reason; it is
manifested in education supported by the two Churches. Another element is the
need to develop a well-ordered freedom and self-governance, if we want to build
a civil society. The nihilistic trends observed in the West and in the East inspire
Christians from the two parts of Europe to rethink the religious foundations of
our civilisation. Our world needs a vital moral rebirth, a firm reaction against the
futile secularist tendencies. We find them especially in collectivist or individualist models of society, a false understanding of tolerance, an unbridled freedom
and a naïve idea of progress. Contemporary society, once it is deprived of the
transcendent dimension that goes beyond the political order, inevitably slides
towards the banal, empty, and absurd. Soon it appears that human civilisation,
whose main task becomes the material aspect of social life, is an inhuman milieu
with little regard for the dignity of the human person. The two lungs of Europe
are called upon to breathe together.
If two nations begin to treat themselves as neighbours, accept their complicated and difficult history, there is a great chance for cooperation and dialogue.
We can find it in our common religious roots. Christianity provides the right
foundation for mutual understanding because its basic mission is beyond the
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sphere of politics; it goes back to such fundamental concepts as forgiveness,
love, obedience, sinfulness, and conscience. We have managed to stay out of the
destructive wave of secularism with its message of unbridled freedom and
nihilism, therefore we can hope to put our societies on a firm foundation. The
West is frantically trying to find this lost dimension, but because it is enslaved in
the philosophical concepts of radical individualism it is next to impossible to
find a way out. Are we doomed to go from crisis to crisis? Let us observe
carefully what is going to happen between the East and the West. It is perhaps
here that a good example will be given to the world.
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COMMUNICATION POLICY ELABORATION:
THE EXPERIENCE OF THE EU
Modern communications based on the latest technologies may intrude into
the citizens' privacy and violate their rights and freedoms. These technologies
may allow for total control both over an individual and the information they
send. Hence, while forming the global information society, the role of communication increases significantly, as it is the communication that provides the total
awareness of different social entities, the creation of the common system of
values and reduces tensions in relations.
Financial and commercial organisations were the first to develop a communication policy as the efficient means of communication with the external public
aiming at promoting goods, the company itself or at creating a positive image of
a company and its goods.
State government structures understood the importance of the provision of
the feedback to the citizens, businesses and organisations. The goals of the state
communication policy are to enable the citizens to:
– get correct and clear information about their rights, obligations and
possibilities,
– access information concerning state activities and events,
– get involved in the formation of policies, agreements and services.
The basic principles of the communication policy are openness, citizen
participation and the ability to reach everyone.
A communication policy should be viewed as a number of means and
techniques of a social subject promotion within some information space. The
European Union's communication policy is based on the strategy of using the
system of communication technologies to improve the EU's image, reputation
and the efficiency of the European integration process.
Communicating with the EU citizens has been a primary concern of the
European Commission for a long time, as following the rejection of the EU
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constitution by French and Dutch voters and the rejection of the Lisbon Treaty
by the Irish, the need to boost popular trust in the European project has become
more important.
The first problem was the Maastricht Treaty of 1992, which failed to be
ratified by all member states at the first time. This started a debate about the
‘democratic deficit’ of the EU project. In response, the EU institutions took
a series of measures to make their work more transparent and to bring themselves closer to the public.
Strangely enough, the Lisbon Treaty does not mention any information
and/or communication policy of the EU. Although it declares that ‘decisions
shall be taken as openly and as closely as possible to the citizen’ (Article 10
TEU), it does not obligate the European institutions to actively inform the
citizens about the policies and legislation that they adopt and implement 1.
However, the Eurobarometers and other opinion surveys show that the citizens
do not ask for direct participation in the decision-making process of the Union,
but for clear information as to how and why decisions are taken and what impact
they have on their lives.
The aim of our paper is to research the experience of the European Union
concerning the development of the Communication Policy.
In this article, the common information and communication policy means
a policy with a common set of guidelines, decisions, rules, measures and codes
of conduct adopted and implemented by the European institutions and the
governments of the Member States2.
The European Commission states that communication is more than just
information: it establishes relations and initiates a dialogue with European
citizens, it listens carefully and it connects to people, it is an essential part of the
political process3.
In March 2002, the European Parliament adopted a report calling for improved EU information policies and the development of a comprehensive communications strategy. In July 2002, the Commission produced a communication on
a new strategy for its information and communication policy. The Commission
has made communication one of the strategic objectives for its term of office,
recognising it fully as a policy in its own right.
1

Lisbon Treaty: http://europa.eu/lisbon_treaty/full_text/index_en.htm.
Moussis N., Access to European Union:
http://europedia.moussis.eu/books/Book_2/4/10/01/03/?all=1.
3
Action Plan to improve communicating Europe by the Сommission:
http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/communication/pdf/communication_com_en.pdf.
2
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In July 2005, the Action Plan to Improve Communicating Europe was
launched. Its main objective was to ensure more effective communication about
Europe supported within the Commission by a modern and more professional
approach across all departments. The Action Plan is based on a new approach
aimed at earning people's interest and trust, namely:
– listening: communication is a dialogue and the EU citizens should have
the possibility to express their opinions, so that the Commission can understand
their perceptions and concerns; the citizens should have a direct bearing on EU
policy formulation and output;
– communicating: EU policies and activities, as well as their impact on
everyday lives, have to be communicated and advocated in a manner that people
can understand and relate to;
– connecting with citizens by ‘going local’: Good communication requires
excellent understanding of local audiences. The Commission's communication
activities must be resourced and organised in such a way as to address matching
demographic and national and local concerns, and to convey information
through the channels citizens prefer and in the language they can understand4.
In October 2005, Commissar M. Wallström launched the Commission's ‘Plan
D for Democracy, Dialogue and Debate’, urging member states to start a debate
with citizens on the future of the EU5.
On 1 February 2006 the Commission adopted the White Paper on a European
Communication Policy which was intended to give the EU an overall
communication strategy it can work with. The main purpose of the White Paper
was to offer a roadmap and to invite all the players to contribute their ideas on
how best to work together to close the gap of the deficit of democracy.
The cornerstone of the White Paper is Article 11 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union which states that everyone has the right to
freedom of expression; this right shall include freedom to hold opinions and to
receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers6.
The White Paper states that the effective communication is to be based on the
following principles:
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1. Inclusiveness: all citizens should have access to information about matters
of public concern in their own language. This information should be made
widely available through a wide range of channels, including the mass media
and new technologies such as the Internet. People from all walks of life in all EU
countries should be helped to develop the skills they need to access and use that
information (it is particularly important in the case of minorities, disabled
citizens and other groups that might systematically be excluded from participation in the public sphere).
2. Diversity: EU communication policy must respect the full range of views
in the public debate as European citizens come from widely diverse social and
cultural backgrounds and hold a wide variety of political views.
3. Participation: citizens should have a right to express their views, be
heard and have the opportunity for dialogue with the decision-makers. This
principle is of particular importance at the EU level, where there is an added risk
that institutions are remote from the citizens.
The Paper gives five areas for action in partnership with other institutions,
governments and civil society:
1) to anchor the right to freedom of information in the EU and national
institutions, it suggests developing a European Charter or Code of Conduct on
Communication. A special website on Europa will invite reactions from citizens
on this document;
2) to ‘empower citizens’, it proposes to provide tools and instruments to
improve civic education (e.g. a network of teachers, digitally connected European libraries), connect people to each other (e.g. physical and virtual meeting
places) and strengthen the relationship between citizens and institutions (e.g.
minimum standards for consultation);
3) the White Paper recommends that the EU work better with the media and
focus more on new technologies such as the Internet, but does not manage to
define exactly how;
4) understanding European public opinion better: the Paper mentions a network of national experts in public opinion research and an independent
Observatory for European Public Opinion;
5) The White Paper underlines the need to ‘do the job together’ by communicating Europe via partnerships between the EU institutions, member states,
regional and local levels, political parties and civil society organizations7.
On 30 September 2006, the EurActiv Yellow Paper on EU Communication,
7
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entitled Decentralise radically: Empower the multipliers! was published. The
Yellow Paper revealed that there is still room for improvement in a number of
areas, specifically,
– communication is still largely centralised and comes from Brussels;
– there is still no overview of spending across institutions, directoratesgeneral, programmes and member states;
– the strategy needs to focus more on individuals or groups with whom
communication can improve and efforts that can yield results; the goal of ‘active
EU citizenship’ for every citizen is too broad and unrealistic8.
Expanding on the Plan D initiative, ‘Debate Europe’ was launched in spring
of 2008. It aims to encourage debate about the future of Europe through public
consultations and online networks, as well as to narrow the gap between
European and national policies through debates and exhibitions in European
cities. The launch was timed to coincide with the run-up to the European
Parliament elections in 20099. However, communication before the 2009 Parliamentary elections did not have enough impact, which was reflected by another
decrease in turnout. Therefore, there are still many reasons behind the EU's
communication challenge:
1) there is a general lack of trust in politicians and governments in all
modern western democracies;
2) the EU has a unique and complex system of decision-making which is
hard to understand, and there is a lack of attention paid to it in national education
systems;
3) linguistic barriers add to the complexity of EU policies;
4) national decision-makers have a tendency to blame the EU when unpopular measures need to be introduced and to take the sole credit for popular EU
decisions;
5) there are no genuine EU-wide political parties and therefore any referenda
or elections with a European dimension will always be seen through a national
filter;
6) there are no big EU-wide media and national media will look at EU policies only within the context of their national political systems;
7) the EU's information and communication strategy has always had more of
an institutional and centralised PR dimension;
8
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8) the role of member states in communicating Europe at national level has
always been underestimated10.
The Commission has set the next political direction of communication for the
period of 2010–2014:
– the dialogue with the citizens and other actors of the civil society as the
main feature of the present Commission will remain to be of the utmost
importance;
– the Commission will double its efforts to carry communication in the
member-states and regions in partnership with the Parliament while listening to
the citizens and solving important issues;
– the gap can be overcome only in partnership with national and regional
authorities11.
To conclude, we may say that the EU communication is already a highly
political commitment, but the European messages have often missed the link
between concrete policy actions or legislation adopted and their wider meaning
for the whole European integration process. It is necessary to remember why and
what for the European Union was conceived.
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MULTINATIONAL CULTURAL HERITAGE OF
THE EASTERN PART OF THE COMMONWEALTH
OF POLAND AND LITHUANIA
Poland is a country with the largest territorial variation in the history of
Europe. These changes involved not only the temporary gaining and losing some
provinces that were later regained (as was the case for most European countries),
but a transition of the country from its natural geographical frames deep into
neighbouring ecumenes, while losing its own historical borders in the process.
There were also times when the Polish state would disappear from the map of
Europe for extended periods. Poland is also a country which for centuries was
a place for foreigners where foreigners settled, lead here by various reasons, and
left their mark, to a smaller or greater extent in the country's history. They also
left numerous places in the Republic that became important not only for Poles.
Today, these places belong to both Polish and non-Polish cultures and they
become a very significant element of our cultural heritage, a deposit within
Polish borders.
Up until mid-14th century, Poland was a medium-sized, mostly ethnically
homogenous country which faced west both culturally and economically. The
eastern border of the country was also the border of Latin Christianity, with the
Orthodox Ruthenia and Pagan Lithuania beyond it. In the second half of the 14th
century, this situation changed significantly. First, the Red Ruthenia and Podolia
were annexed by Poland, and another breakthrough came with the union with
Lithuania, which was a Eastern European superpower back then. The new
Polish-Lithuanian state – the Commonwealth – has become a European power;
in 1300, Poland had an area of about 200,000 km2, in 1370, after annexing
Ruthenia and Podolia (but without Silesia and Pomerania) – 240,000 km2, only
to become almost four times bigger by 1400. There has been a shift from an
ethnically homogenous to a multinational state and a reorientation from the West
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to the East. Thus, until the end of the 18th century, the Commonwealth consisted
of two parts: Crown of the Kingdom of Poland and the Grand Duchy of
Lithuania. Behind this official dualism lay a very intricate ethnic structure. Apart
from the Poles, Lithuanians and Ruthenians, the country was inhabited by many
minorities – Germans, Jews, Armenians, Tatars, Karaites, Vlachs, as well as
Italians, Greeks, Scots and Dutch. There were different features differentiating
these minority groups, but the most persistent was their religious and cultural
identity, acting as a barrier to integration. Therefore, not only a very large
Jewish community, but other smaller groups, such as the Karaites survived until
the 20th century. Accepting the union with the Roman Church by Polish
Armenians has enable their merchant and craftsman elite to become integrated
with the Polish gentry, though at a cost of quickly losing their language and
cultural heritage. This was followed by a great expansion of Polish culture to the
east. During more than two and a half centuries since the union with Lithuania
was commenced, the political and cultural model of the common state was
shaped. Numerous Latin churches and magnate residences were built. In larger
centres, such as Lvov, Vilnius, Luck or Kamieniec, full western-style urban
structures were developed. In the Grand Duchy of Lithuania a very original
Gothic Orthodox church was created (Supraśl). A vast proportion of the significant artistic achievements of the Commonwealth were also created in the
Eastern borderlands of the time.
Unfortunately, as a result of the three partitions in the years 1772, 1793 and
1795, the country has been wiped off the map for 123 years. But the real disaster
for the Polish cultural heritage came with World War I. The eastern front
literally levelled substantial areas of the former Commonwealth, especially
wooden towns. Poland was ruined. The short interwar period allowed for only
partial recovery of losses in this part of the former Commonwealth borderlands,
which was included in the reborn Polish state. The areas of the former
Commonwealth that found themselves within the USSR have gone through the
most tragic period in their history in the 1920s and 1930s. The scale of
destruction was immense. It is believed that the damage in this area was greater
than this done by World War II. The process of deterioration affected Ukraine
the most. It looked slightly better in Belarus and even better in Lithuania. The
buildings were usually not destroyed directly, but they were used for different
purposes. As a result, the vast majority of borderland churches is now ruined or
remodelled to the extent that their historical value is completely obscured. The
scale of destruction is very difficult to estimate, due to the lack of historical and
contemporary inventories. In relation to the Eastern Galicia, which has been
pretty well-penetrated in recent years, we can say that only a handful of Catholic
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churches stayed intact. A similar fate befell the rural palaces and mansions. In
the past few years, the situation in the borderlands has undergone some profound
changes. As a result, part of Catholic churches gets transferred to GreekCatholic, Orthodox, and even Protestant religious communities.
The cultural heritage of the former Commonwealth is now owned by four
nations: Polish, Lithuanian, Belarusian and Ukrainian. Unfortunately, we still do
not have full information about its condition, even though the situation has been
systematically changing in recent years.
The area, which has remained for centuries at the crossroads of Western and
Eastern cultures, combining the Catholic, Orthodox, Jewish traditions, but also
more oriental ones – Greek, Armenian and Tartar, now lies within the boundaries of the Lublin province, which is more than 530 yeas old. With an area of
25,122 km2, it is the third biggest province in Poland. It is situated in the south-eastern part of the country. Its eastern border with Belarus and Ukraine marks
the eastern border of the European Union.
In the period from the 10th to the 14th century, it was an area of contention
between Poland and Ruthenia. At the end of the fifteenth century, these lands
were fully incorporated into the Crown. At the same time, the north-eastern area
became part of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. In the 14th century the first cities
were incorporated: Lublin (1317), Chełm (1392). Political stability after the
Polish-Lithuanian union in 1385, as well as economic development had
a positive impact on the development of the area. This has led to the emergence
and flourishing of many new cities (Biała Podlaska, Biłgoraj, Chełm, Kazimierz
Dolny, Kraśnik, Łuków, Parczew). In 1474, a separate Lublin province was
created. It did not overlap with the area of the current province. It included only
its western part. It was assigned to the Little Poland province. The north-eastern
part (with Biała Podlaska) were part of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.
The period from the 15th to the mid-16th century was the peak period of
development of the Lublin region and especially Lublin, as the capital of the
province. It was the meeting place for the regional diet and the Crown Tribunal
(in 1578). It also became the court capital for the whole Little Poland. There was
a spike in city development, a boom in economy and crafts, as well as an
increase in population. The great wealth of such aristocratic families as
Zamoyski, Czartoryski, Potocki, Firlej, Tarnowski were created. Great Hetman
Jan Zamoyski built a ‘city-fortress’ Zamość (civic rights in 1580). Arts and
culture flourished, such as Lublin Renaissance – a popular variety in the
Renaissance style church architecture, which spanned from Grodno to Kalisz.
Great poets of the Renaissance were creating in the region, such as Biernat of
Lublin, Jan Kochanowski and Mikołaj Rej. On March 15, 1595, the Academy of
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Zamość was created (at that time, it was the third university of the Commonwealth). Aristocratic mansions were built.
After the partition, the area came under Austrian rule and was called Western
Galicia. In 1809, the Lublin region was incorporated into the Duchy of Warsaw.
After the establishment of the Kingdom of Poland (1815), it found itself within
the Russian borders (the province, and then the Lublin Governorate). During
World War I, Lublin was occupied by Austrian and German armies. After
regaining independence in 1918, the Lublin province was recreated. After the
outbreak of the Second World War in 1939, Lublin province became part of the
General Government. Lublin was the scene of ruthless economic exploitation,
discrimination and extermination of the Polish and Jewish populations. The Nazi
invaders created extermination camps (in Bełżec, Majdanek and Sobibór) labor
camps (in Trawniki, Poniatowa) and POW camps (in Chełm, Dęblin and others).
Zamość region saw massive displacement of Polish civilians (approx. 110
thousand people) and subsequent colonisation by German settlers. In 11944,
Lublin remained the provisional capital of Polish for 164 days. The contemporary province boundaries were formed as a result of the reform in the administrative division of Poland in 1999.
The area in question is one of the most interesting and one of the richest
regions in the country in terms of the number of historical buildings and
complexes. The register of historical monuments for Lublin province lists almost
3700 items. They include 38 spatial structures, 29 of which are historical urban
systems, 371 temples of various religions and denominations, 40 convent complexes, 316 other sacred objects (bell towers, morgues, fences), 184 graveyards,
149 public buildings, 143 palaces and villas, 146 manors, 229 tenements and
houses, 266 parks and 83 gords. This relatively substantial list proves the rich
past of Lublin.
The Goth cemeteries from 2nd to 4th century uncovered in the Hrubieszow
district, as well as the chalk tunnels of Chełm are unique on European scale.
There are numerous aristocratic castles and palaces, landowner's residences,
gentry manors in Lublin, Kozłówka, Puławy, Radzyń Podlaski, Janowiec and
Krupa, among others. They are the reminders of the former Polish clans:
Zamoyski, Lubomirski, Radziwiłł, Czartoryski, Sobieski, Tarnowski, Firlej,
Sapieha. Numerous historical religious buildings of different denominations,
such as churches, Orthodox churches, old synagogues are an example of the
merging of different cultures and religious tolerance. The most prominent
religious building in the region is the Gothic Chapel of the Holy Trinity in the
Castle of Lublin, with the interior entirely covered with Ruthenian-Buzantine
frescoes dating back to the beginning of the 15th century. Churches representing
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the so call Lublin Renaissance, that were preserved in Lublin, Kazimierz Dolny
and Końskowola and other places, are a typical feature for this region. One of
the most beautiful synagogue complexes in the country survived in Włodawa,
while the nearby Jabłeczna can boast a very prominent Orthodox church, the
Saint Onuphrius. Apart from single objects, we should also note such urban
developments as: Renaissance Zamość, called the Padua of the North –
a UNESCO World Heritage Site, the Vistula city of the artists Kazimierz Dolny
– combining scenic and natural values of the Vistula River Gorge in Little
Poland with the beauty of the many monuments of architecture and art, the
medieval Lublin with its original Old Town, preserved in unchanged condition.
Overall, over 20 thousand objects of historical cultural value were catalogues in
the province, including numerous unique examples of folk buildings, preserved
and shown in such places as the Museum of Lublin countryside in Lublin and
smaller ethnographic museums in Hola, Guciów, Biłgoraj or Zaborek near
Janów Podlaski. Lublin is the cultural centre of the region, and some prominent
centres include Biała Podlaska, Puławy, Chełm and Zamość.
Old Town in Lublin. It is without a doubt one of the best preserved historic
urban complexes in Poland. The town has probably existed here as far back as in
the 11th century. It was first mentioned as a town in 1198, and received its town
privileges in 1317. In 1569, the aforementioned Union of Lublin with Lithuania
was signed here. The turn of the 16th and 17th centuries was the period of greatest
prosperity of the city. The oldest buildings are located on Castle Hill. Of the
royal castle, the Roman cylindrical tower, the donjon (mid-13th century), as well
as the Gothic chapel of the Holy Trinity (the second quarter of the 14th century),
the most precious historic monument of Lublin, have survived. On the neighbouring hill, the Old Town grew, which owes its small size (about 7 ha) and
irregular network of streets to the terrain and the relics of the pre-incorporation
suburbium. All that remained of the city walls were a Gothic tower and two
gates: Cracow (14th–16th century), one of the symbols of Lublin, and a more
changed – Grodzka (14th century 1785). The oldest temple in the old town is the
church of the Dominicans, built in the 14th century as a Gothic temple, rebuilt
after the fire of 1575, in the Renaissance style, with subsequent Baroque,
Rococo and Classicist design and furnishings. Following the great fire of May
1575, the city was rebuilt in the Renaissance style, giving the Lublin Old Town
the characteristic appearance that survived to this day. The separate regional
style created during this time is called the Lublin Renaissance. Churches with
ornate facades and decorative, networked vaults are the most characteristic
examples of this style.
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Kazimierz Dolny boasts a unique urban development and scenic value.
These unique qualities are the result of harmonious integration of architecture
into the diverse landscape. It was granted civic rights in 1356. The city got rich
on commerce, floating the cereal down Vistula River, becoming the second
biggest commercial centre in the province, after Lublin. It reached a peak of
development in the first half of the 17th century when, as an important river port,
it became known as ‘small Gdańsk’. Later, after it was destroyed it didn't
manage to pick itself up and scarcely vegetated. In 1869, the city has even lost
its city privileges, regained in 1927. In the Middle Ages, the urban axis of the
city was created, dominated by the watch tower called the keep (13th century),
the royal castle (c. 1350, now a preserved ruin), the parish church (c. 1325) and
the Market. In 1589, this axis was supplemented by the church of the
Annunciation, expanded in 1627 as a Baroque church and the Reformati
monastery. The medieval urban layout was limited to the Market Square and the
tenements around it. At the turn of the 16th and 17th centuries, the city has grown
a lot and some beautiful houses appeared, among them two tenements of the
Przybyl brothers of 1615 and the Celejowska tenement (1635). At the end of the
16th and the first half of the 17th century, approx. 60 Renaissance granaries were
built along the Vistula. 11 of them survived to the present day.
Zamość is probably the most perfect embodiments of the concept of an ‘ideal
city’ coined by the Italian Renaissance urban planning treaties, not only in
Poland, but also in Europe and the world. Since 1992, the urban complex of
Zamość was included in the UNESCO World Heritage List. The town was
founded in 1580 by Jan Zamoyski, chancellor and Grand Hetman of the Crown,
a prominent statesman, politician, a true Renaissance man. Zamość became the
administrative centre of enormous wealth, held by the Zamoyski family until
1944. In 1594, Jan Zamoyski founded the Academy of Zamość – the third, after
Cracow and Vilnius, Polish University (it existed until 1784).
The layout of Zamość, as well as its most important buildings (the palace,
collegiate church, the academy, the burghers' houses, the town hall, the armoury,
the gates and the bastion fortifications) were created by Bernardo Morando.
Inside the pentagonal fortress, he designed a city laid out on a checker board
pattern, with its main axis set by the owner's residence and the Grand Market
Square (a square with 100-m sides). The street perspectives were closed with
representative secular and religious buildings according to the rules of
Renaissance scenography. There were three gates leading into the city. The
market square is surrounded by arcade tenement buildings (it is the only fully
preserved arcade complex in Poland).
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Since the Middle Ages, what is now the Lublin region was an area where
multiple cultures, religions, languages and nationalities coexisted. Each of these
religious and ethnic groups left a more or less visible mark here, forming
a colourful cultural landscape. It was a meeting place of the Eastern and Western
Slavic cultures, Orthodox Christianity and Catholicism. Besides these two
Christian denominations, the religious map also included Jews and, in more
modern times, Muslim, Protestants, Greek Catholics (Uniates), as well as the
representatives of the Old Catholic Church, beginning in the 20th century. The
creation of this religious conglomerate was a consequence of the history of this
area, as well as of the whole Poland, shaped by the policies of the rulers,
magnates or the Sejm. These lands were originally the ethno-religious and
political border, only to become in the very centre of the Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth after the union of 1385 was formed. This resulted in great
prosperity of this region, as well as its unique religious tolerance, incomparable
with anywhere else in Europe. Poland became a refuge for the Jews, Armenians,
Germans, Italians and Greeks persecuted in many European countries. In the
following centuries, the soppy area saw newcomers from the Netherlands, called
the Hauländer. During the post-partition era, there was an increased inflow of
foreign officials – the Austrians and Russians. The German rural settlements
were thriving, while the merchants and entrepreneurs from Western Europe were
coming to the cities and industrial centres. The belt along the Bug river,
spanning from southern Podlasie to Hrubieszów and Tomaszów Lubelski, is
especially colourful in religious and cultural terms. For many centuries, the Bug
was not a border river, which resulted in the cultural similarities on both sides of
it. The religious holidays of other religions were respected, and this mutual
tolerance allowed these communities to coexist, despite some conflicts. This led
to interactions between different cultures. A clear expression of the cultural
diversity and interaction can also be found in cemeteries – often the same stonework workshops made graves for Catholics, Uniates and Orthodox Christians.
Some prime examples of this mutual influence between denominations and
cultures can be seen in the aforementioned Chapel of the Holy Trinity in the
Lublin castle, where the western, Gothic architecture included Byzantine and
Ruthenian frescoes and the oldest Christian cemetery in Lublin from the break of
the 18th and 19th centuries at Lipowa street, which consists of the Catholic,
Protestant, Orthodox and military sections, with gravestones in Polish, Russian,
German, Ukrainian, and even Czech. The centuries of Judaism's history in
Lublin has been witnessed by one of the oldest Jewish cemeteries in Poland,
dating back to the 16th century, which includes the grave of the famous 19th-century tzaddik, the Seer of Lublin, now visited by the Chasidim from all over
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the world. During the Holocaust, the Nazis completely destroyed magnificent
historic synagogues and the historic Jewish district around the Castle.
The most interesting landmarks include: the old Tatar village in Studzianka,
which includes a preserved mizar, a Muslim cemetery, with most of the names
inscribed in Polish; Ortel Królewski, inhabited during World War I by the
Orthodox, Catholics, and Tatars. The pride of the village is the wooden church
built in 1706, which until 1875 served as a Greek Catholic church, then became
an Orthodox church and, since 1922, a Roman Catholic parish church; Biała
Podlaska, the centre of the Lublin part of Podlasie, where the owners built
a castle and founded ‘Latin’ and Greek Catholic churches; Lebiedziew, the
former Tatar settlement with preserved remains of a mizar, where graves with
names in both Arabic and Polish survived to this day. Russians also left their
mark in the form of fragments of the Brest Fortress; Kostomłoty, with the only
functioning Neouniate parish in Poland, with a historic Orthodox church; Kodeń,
the former seat of the Sapieha family, who left behind a Sanctuary to the Virgin
Mary in the 17th-century Baroque basilica; Jabłeczna, the second (after Grabarka) place of Orthodox pilgrimage in Poland, attracting crowds of the faithful
from Poland and abroad; the Monastery of St. Onuphrius was built in the 15th
century; Włodawa, whose densely packed historic monuments are a testament to
the religious mosaic; 18th-century late baroque Pauline monastery sits right next
to a beautiful late baroque synagogue. It is completed by a 19th-century
Classicist Orthodox Church; Chełm – the pre-partition capital of the Chełm
region, which included terrains on both sides of the bug river, was the medieval
seat of Ruthenian dukes. The remains of the town were discovered on the Chełm
Hill, which dominates the town and includes a late baroque former Uniate
cathedral, now a Roman Catholic church. From the Middle Ages until the 19th
century, there were two, sometimes even three dioceses in Chełm: Orthodox and
Roman Catholic and, from the end of the 16th century till 1875 – a Greek
Catholic one. At the break of the 19th and 20th centuries, however, Jews were the
most populous group in the city. The aforementioned Zamość, which was meant
to the a city open to the diverse cultures of both East and West. The monuments
of Zamość are now a reflection of its multiculturalism. We have a Roman
Catholic collegiate church (now a cathedral), the Armenian and Greek streets,
a Uniate Church (now a Catholic church) and, finally, a great complex of
a Renaissance synagogue and a Quahal house. Even today, we can admire ornate
oriental tenements around the Grand Market Square, once owned by wealthy
Armenians.
At a time when Poland accepted Christianity from Rome (966) the lands east
of the Vistula were on the edge of Poland. At the same time, the eastern areas of
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Lublin region were under the influence of Ruthenian principalities that have
adopted Christianity from the Byzantium (988). The tradition of the Eastern
Church is alive here today. Unfortunately, no old brick temples survived to this
day. It wasn't until the second half of the 14th century that the first Gothic
churches were built in Lublin, Kazimierz, Kraśnik or Stężyca, or in important
places of worship such as Piotrawin. In the 2nd half of the 16th century, the local
variety of Renaissance, called Lublin Renaissance, gave rise to a lot of castles,
manor houses, town halls, tenement houses, monasteries, synagogues and
Orthodox churches. We can see the finest examples of churches built in this
style in Czemierniki, Kazimierz, Kodeń, Końskowola, Kurów, Lublin (several
churches), Markuszów, Radzyń Podlaski, Szczebrzeszyn, Turobin, Uchanie and
Zamość. Sacred buildings in the Lublin Renaissance style were also created
elsewhere in Poland. At the turn of the 16th and 17th centuries baroque churches
were being erected, up until the end of the 18th century, in such cities as Chełm,
Lubartów, Włodawa, Ostrów Lubelski, Lublin, as well as Horodło, Janów Podlaski, Jeleniec, Krasnobród, Krasnystaw, Leśna Podlaska, Łuków, Orchówek,
Radecznica, Wola Gułowska, Wozuczyn.
The temple in Puławy, modelled on Roman buildings, comes from the
Classicist time (the end of 18th and beginning of 19th century). Other churches
erected or rebuilt in this style included the ones in Kock, Opole Podedworze,
Sosnowica, Żyrzyn or a wooden church in Borowica. The neo-Gothic was
a popular church architectural style during the partitions era. It was significantly
different from the imperial Moscow style of the Orthodox churches, erected all
over the Congress Poland. Some interesting examples of Gothic Revival in our
area include the churches in Boby, Garbow, Jablon, Komarowo, Konstantynów,
Łopiennik, Łomazy, Niemce, Parczew, Radoryż, Ryki, Świerże, Wąwolnica or
Wojcieszków.
Also worth mentioning are the sanctuaries: Our Lady of Krasnobród in
Krasnobród with a chapel of ‘water’ revelations. The start of Marian devotion in
Krasnobród dates back to 1640, when the Virgin Mary appeared to a praying
peasant. Our Lady of Leśna in Leśna Podlaska built between 1730 and 1752. St.
Stanislaus in Potrawin from 1440, preserved in its original Gothic robes. Of
Podlasie Uniates in Pratulin and Kostomłoty; St. Anthony in Radecznica built in
the 17th century on a hill called Łysa Góra (Bald Mountain). Virgin Kębelska in
Wawolnica, the most important shrine in the Lublin region, with the cult of the
Virgin Mary developing for more than 700 years. The sanctuary in Wąwolnica is
famous for its two Gothic figures in the iconographic type of ‘Beautiful
Madonna’: the miraculous statue of Virgin Kębelska from around 1440 in the
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chapel and a statue of Virgin Wąwolnicka from the turn of the 14th and 15th
centuries in the basilica.
Since the beginning of the 16th century, the area saw the development of
wealth and seats of rich clans, whose representatives belonged to the intellectual
elite in the country, playing an important role not only in the history of the
region but, above all, in the political and economic history of Poland. As one of
the largest political, economic and cultural centres in Poland, Lublin played an
important role in the development of architecture of the magnate seats. In 1660,
there were 90 palaces and mansions here. They underwent an architectural
evolution started by the late-Gothic multi-storey tower manors that transformed
into palaces under the influence of Renaissance in the second half of the 16th
century. In the 2nd half of the 17th century in Puławy, the first palace in Poland
with the characteristics of mature Baroque was built and shown the way for the
development of residence architecture in the region. In the 19th and 20th
centuries, the palaces in Lublin were converted into tenement houses, thus
erasing their stylistic characteristics.
The most valuable aristocratic residences include: in Lublin – late-Gothic
Sobieski palace (now the University of Lublin) from the 1st half of the 16th
century mansion, converted into a baroque palace with garden terraces. In
subsequent years, the building underwent some reconstructions. Lubomirski
Palace, also known as the Radziwiłł Palace (now the Maria Curie-Skłodowska
University), originally a Renaissance mansion built in the 2nd half the 16th
century. After 1683, it was reconstructed into a Baroque mansion on a rectangular plan. Rafał Leszczyński's Palace (now the monastery of the Discalced
Carmelites) with early baroque characteristics, built in 1622–1644 on a rectangular plan. Lubieniecki Palace (now a Seminary) built before 1632. Czartoryski
Palace (now Lublin Scientific Society) built in the 2nd half of the 17th century in
the Baroque style on a short rectangular plan, with a checkerboard garden,
rebuilt in the 1725–1726. In Opole Lubelskie – Tarło Palace (now a High
School) built in the late 15th or early 16th century. It was rebuilt in 1613 into
a modern early-Baroque residence. In 1688 the palace was destroyed, and then
rebuilt in 1740 in late-Baroque style. An early-Classicistic rebuilding followed
between 1766 and 1773. Owing to this, it became the greatest 18th-century
magnate residence in the Lublin region, second only to Puławy. After 1845, the
palace was converted into barracks. In Niezdów – the Classicist Lubomirski
palace (now the Order of the Servants of the Blessed Virgin Mary) built between
1785–1787 on a square plan. In Puławy – Czartoryski Palace, originally
Baroque, built in the years 1671–1678. Classicist reconstruction of the palace
took place between 1788 and 1801, and further in the years 1840–1843 and
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1859–1861. The park (from the 2nd half of the 17th and 18th century) remodelled
at the turn of the 18th and 19th century includes such buildings as the Temple of
the Sibyl of 1801, with mementoes of great Poles, modelled after the Temple of
Vesta in Tivoli near Rome. Gothic Cottage (neo-Gothic) from 1809 (used to
store there, among others ‘Lady with an Ermine’ by Leonardo da Vinci, ‘Self-Portrait’ by Rafael). Greek House from the 18th century – orangery; Chinese
Cottage – garden pavilion. Classicist Marynka's Palace for duchess Maria
Würtemberg. In Kozłówka – a late-Baroque (1735–1742) Zamoyski Palace
(currently the Zamoyski Museum), owned by the family till 1944. Over the
years, it has changed its appearance, e.g. through the expansion of 1879 to 1908,
but the general shape of the palace remained late-baroque. The palace complex
was gradually expanded from about mid-18th century to the turn of the 19th and
20th century. It is complemented by a palace park founded in the first half of the
18th century, remodelled at the turn of the 19th and 20th century. Today,
Kozłówka is one of the best-preserved aristocratic residences in Poland. In
Lubartow – the Sanguszko Palace (seat of the administration), rebuilt several
times since the original mansion was built as a Renaissance Italian villa, through
an early-Baroque palace in the second half of the 16th century, a Baroque palace
in the 2nd half of the 17th century, to the late-Baroque shape in mid-18th century.
In the 1950s, the French geometric park that existed here in the 18th century was
reconstructed. In Kock – Anna Paulina Jabłonowska's palace built in mid-16th
century, then rebuilt several times to end up in a Classicist form on a rectangular
plan. Along the lateral axis of the palace, a quartered garden was created in late
16th century, transformed in 1735 into a sentimental garden and in 1832 – into
a landscape garden. In Czemierniki – the palace of primate Henryk Firlej (now
privately owned), built around 1622 as a late-Renaissance Italian villa. The
palace was reconstructed in Baroque style between 1712 and 1777. Further
changes in the romantic spirit with neo-Gothic elements were introduced in mid-19th century. It was also then that the garden was redesigned into an English
style. In Radzyń Podlaski – the Potocki Palace (the seat of the administration),
originally a castle, created in 1566–1567. At the end of the 17th century, it was
expanded in the Baroque style, and around 1749, rebuilt in the style of French
Rococo. Beautiful rococo interiors of the palace were destroyed in 1944. The
residence also included a park with one of the most beautiful orangeries in
Poland. The palace's layout determined the whole urban layout of the city.
Finally, in Biała Podlaska – the Radziwiłł Palace (the Museum of Southern Podlasie), built after 1622 on a rectangular plan close to a square, expanded in
1760–1762. The whole palace layout was placed inside a non-regular pentagon
of the fortification, with bastions in the corners, embankments, a moat and three
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gates. The castle buildings surviving to this day are: the castle chapel from the
1st half of the 17th century, an early-Baroque entry tower from mid-17th century
and a barque entry gate from the late 17th century with ornate sculpted decoration.
In addition to estates and seat of rich families, this area also saw a development in gentry estates – manors. Manors appeared in the Polish landscape in the
15th century, along with the transformation of medieval chivalry into the
nobility. It lasted for nearly four centuries in the history of Polish architecture.
The first manors were complexes of residential and utility buildings, that were
later combined into one house, beginning in mid-16th century. Brick Renaissance
mansions also appeared.
Since mid-17th century, a single-storey, modest manor serving as a comfortable residence became popular in this area. It was usually a big, three-bay
building with a large entrance hall on its axis, that sometimes served as a dining
hall. Outside, there were axially located porches and annexes that accentuated
the corners. A prominent, shingled hip roof was a picturesque element. At the
end of the 18th century, the look of the manor changed under the influence of
Classicist palace architecture. The form of Classicist mansion survived until the
mid-19th century.
The most interesting manors include: a larch Kościuszko manor in Lublin,
located in the UMCS Botanic Garden, first mentioned in sources in 1722, it was
reconstructed in 1972 on the preserved basement. The building is based on
a square plan, with an axial vestibule. Covered with a Polish mansard roof, with
a front porch on four pillars. In 1790, before moving to America, Tadeusz
Kościuszko lived here. The manor of Wincenty Pol from late 18th century –
a wooden, single-storey square building with a porch supported on Tuscan
columns. In 1972, it was moved to Lublin. The mansion now houses a museum
in his name. The Żyrzyn mansion was built in mid-18th century and moved in
1978 to the Museum of Lublin Countryside in Lublin. It is a unique object in the
history of Polish architecture, both in terms of its original spatial layout that was
different from contemporary landowners' homes, and in terms of its special
artistic quality. It is wooden and includes twelve rooms. It is plastered on the
inside and on the outside and has a shingled, mansard roof. Late Baroque
wooden mansion from Moniaków near Urzędowo, covered with a high mansard
roof, with the main entrance framed by two columns, moved to Janowiec and
reassembled in the park adjacent to the castle in 1977–1985. The manor in Wola
Okrzejska, the birthplace and childhood home of Henryk Sienkiewicz,
reconstructed in 1966, now houses his museum. The first wooden manor in
Romanów was built around 1540. A brick manor was then built in 1801. It was
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a childhood home of the famous novelist, historian and literary critic, Józef
Ignacy Kraszewski. Following a fire in 1868, it was rebuilt and converted.
A large park also survived to this day. Today it houses the Museum of Józef
Ignacy Kraszewski. The first mention of the wooden manor in Stryjno dates
back to 1595–1596. The present brick mansion was built in the second half of
the 18th century, and rebuilt around 1880. Only fragments of a park founded in
the second half of the 18th century survived from the earlier manor complex. The
Du Chateau manor in Hrubieszów with Baroque and Neo-Classical features was
built in 1791. In 1860 and 1914, it was expanded with western and eastern
wings. The name of the manor comes from the French aristocrat's name, Pierre
Alexandre Du Chateau, a Napoleonic officer, who took over the manor in 1850.
The court now houses the Priest Stanisław Staszic Regional Museum.
The area located between the Vistula and the Bug was a borderland forming
in the early Middle Ages of the Polish state. All that remains from those times
are gords and later masonry fortifications: keeps, towers, city walls, permanent
ruins of knightly castles and royal strongholds. The most interesting objects
include: one of the biggest stronghold towns in Europe in Chodlik, from early
Middle Ages; Ground embankments in Gródek on the Bug, the remains of the
Medieval Volyn castle in the Polish-Ruthenian border and ground embankments
in Czermno, a relic of the former castle of Czerwień – the capital of Czerwień
Castles; the oldest architectural monument in the region, a stone residential and
defensive tower in Stołpie from 11th–12th century. Gothic buildings, such as: the
tower and the ruins of the castle in Kazimierz Dolny, the remains of a Gothic
Esterka's castle in Bochotnica; Lublin castle tower (donjon), Cracow Gate and
tower; the remains of medieval defences – bastile castle ruins in Janowiec,
which was once one of the largest strongholds of the Republic; the stone and
brick Arian Tower in Wojciechów raised before 1527; the ruins of Krupe castle;
the fortifications in Zamość, listed among the greatest architectural achievements in Europe, forming a Renaissance urban layout with the city; one of the
largest fortification complexes built by the tsarist army in Poland located in
Dęblin; or the remains of the Brest fort in Terespol, Koroszczyn, Lebiedziew
and Kobylany, as well as the so called Molotov Line bunkers near Lubycz
Królewska, more than 50 fortifications built in the years 1940–1941 by the
Soviet army.
There are surprisingly many surviving Orthodox churches in this borderland
between Catholicism and Orthodox Christianity. They were left forgotten, like
the oldest church in the region in Korczmin (1658). In these areas, the Uniate
Church was dominant until the outbreak of World War II. For example, in 1772,
the Chełm diocese had 450 Roman Catholic and 1300 Uniate parishes. At the
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end of the 18th century, Bełz, Waręż and surrounding lands became part of
Galicia, included in the Przemyśl diocese, in which there was one Catholic
church per six Uniate churches! Waręż is an interesting place – an Ukrainian
village, formerly a town, with nearly one thousand inhabitants. To this day, the
skyline of the old town is dominated by the baroque facade of the former Piarist
church with two towers. Up until the beginning of 1951, the town was within the
Polish borders. At that time, at the request of the Soviet authorities, the state
borders were changed, allegedly to protect the Russian-speaking population. The
paradox was that there were practically no Orthodox Christians or Greek
Catholics in the area any more, since the Russians had already deported almost
half a million people to eastern Ukraine in 1944–1946, and further 140 thousand
had to move to the north and west parts of Poland in 1947 as part of the ‘Vistula’
operation. In reality, the reason were the rich hard coal deposits discovered
before World War II by Jan Samsonowicz. Currently, the Bug River coal basin,
with its center in Chervonograd (formerly Krystynopol), is one of the economic
pillars of western Ukraine.
The aforementioned Belz is also an exceptionally interesting place – since the
th
10 century, it was an important centre of Jewish religion and culture, and the
centre of the Hasidic culture in Galicia in the 19th century. This is the birthplace
of the tzaddik dynasty founded by Sholom Rokeach, the disciple of Yaakov
Yitzchak Horowitz from Lublin, moved to Jerusalem during World War II. Bełz,
the former capital of the province in the Commonwealth, is now a quiet town,
with a population of nearly 2.5 thousand people, rich in monuments of its
multicultural past.
Among the remaining Orthodox churches in this region, there are a lot of
three-dome buildings, with every dome usually equal in height, crowns one part
of the temple – the vestibule, the nave and the chancel. The largest of one
(considered the largest wooden Orthodox church in Poland) is located in the
village of Dłużniów. Its tall body, crowned with equally tall domes, appears
even more monumental thanks to its location on a hill. The church of the
Exaltation of the Holy Cross, built in 1882, is now a filial Roman Catholic
church of the parish in Żniatyn. The Orthodox church of Pentecost in Chłopiatyn, built in the years 1863–1864, in contrast to the church in Dłużniów, has
more ornate architecture, including the outer openwork gallery above the
entrance. Another three-dome churches can be found in Budynin and Liski. The
first one, now a filial church of the Machnówek parish, was built in 1887, the
second one, built in 1872–1875, is now used as a filial church by the Przewodów
parish.
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Just a few kilometres from Dłużniów and Chłopiatyn, Myców hides two real
pearls – the former Uniate church of St. Michael from the years 1859–1863, and
a Greek Orthodox cemetery. The wooden timbered church, with fishtail-shaped
quoins, is topped with a eight-faceted dome with a lantern, supported by a tall
octagonal tholobate. Inside, there is a preserved polychrome with figural
depictions and illusionistic architectural motifs. A Uniate cemetery with graves
from the turn of the 19th and 20th century located outside of the village on
a wooded hill near wet meadows is quite unique.
Most of the cities established here before mid-17th century were depopulated
in the subsequent decades and fell into economic decline, mostly due to wartime
devastation. Later attempts to save them did not stop this process. This resulted
in 5/6 of 120 historical towns in the Lublin region losing their rights in the 19th
century. Most of these later settlements maintained the old spatial arrangement,
with a market square in the centre, that were often turned into green squares or
developed with commercial buildings in the post-war period. There have been
attempts to restore them to their original appearance in recent years. The
protection of urban structures also raises the issue of protecting their silhouettes
and panoramas. Religious buildings still play a dominant role among the historic
monuments of the province. The state of preservation of residential buildings,
mainly manors is much poorer, as they were often destroyed during the post-war
nationalisation. Nearly 25% of them require thorough renovation and revaluation. The same is true for the remaining buildings, which were improperly used
in the past (countryside schools, clinics, offices) and lost their historic character
of the old manor architecture and deviating significantly from their original
shape.
The situation of wooden structures is similar, as they require special
protection and decisive conservation, which often means the total replacement of
certain elements or the reconstruction of large fragments of the structure. The
same problem of identity applies to the translocated wooden buildings,
historically connected to their original location (landscape), such as the Żyrzyn
manor and the Tarnoszyn Uniate church in the Lublin museum.
The same dilemma is involved in adapting the function of whole historic
complexes or larger single objects, such as forts (Zamość), castles (Janowiec),
palaces, tenements and industrial buildings. We should keep in mind, that it is
better to maintain the basic, historic structure of the building, even at the cost of
increasing the conservation criteria, then to allow the rebuilding or destruction
by lowering the standard of the conservation and renovation works.
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EASTERN, WESTERN, COSMOPOLITAN
– THE INFLUENCE OF THE MULTIETHNIC
AND MULTIDENOMINATIONAL CULTURAL
HERITAGE ON THE CULTURAL LANDSCAPE
OF CENTRAL POLAND
1. CULTURAL HERITAGE AND ITS IDENTITY
– THE THEORY
The concept of cultural heritage has been formulated almost 100 years ago.
Since that time it was expanded, gaining in importance in the last dozen or so
years. There are further objects that seem worth protecting, there is also the
problem of selecting what the heritage includes, i.e. what to preserve, how to
properly identify it and shape it so it becomes a memory of objects, qualities and
places that reflect the widest possible social image. It should be remembered that
the cultural heritage does not only include historical objects, spatial layouts of
towns and villages, old factories, but also the culture and history of a region, as
well as its spiritual legacy. Cultural heritage should therefore represent the
history of all social groups, even the ones that are marginal in a society (such as
the ethnic and religious minorities in Poland). Only then will it become an
important element for the development of awareness and knowledge of history.
Therefore, no phenomenon can be selected and can have cultural heritage significance, unless it is within the context of a historical narrative.
Assuming the spatial aspect in identifying cultural heritage makes it almost
synonymous with the concept of cultural landscape. This concept is used in
many sciences, most notably in geography, even though it is also present in
architecture, sociology, ethnology and biology. At the same time, it is used more
colloquially to mean a view (e.g. when talking about a beautiful or ugly landscape).
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2. NATURAL, HISTORICAL, POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC
CONDITIONS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF SETTLEMENT
PROCESSES IN CENTRAL POLAND
Speaking about the cultural heritage of the area in question, one has to
remember about the specific conditions for the shaping of settlement process
there. They were different from other regions of the country, despite the fact that
the history of settlement in the area dates back to the beginnings of the Polish
state, and its territorial organization centres evolved as some of the oldest. Such
development was impacted, among others, by unfavourable physiographic conditions, watersheds and large river valleys, as well as a significant distance from
the historical centre of cultural and economic development, and the location on
the border of several historic districts. A historical turn, with significant implications for the area, came after the loss of Polish independence, brought about by
Prussia, Russia and Austria as a result of the partitions in late 18th century. In the
1920s, one of the biggest textile industry regions in Europe started developing,
initiated by the authorities of the Polish Commonwealth, which the region was
a part of and which was autonomous within the Russian Empire. From the
beginning, it was accompanied by dynamic social and settlement processes that
led to a peculiar settlement inversion. It consisted in the fact that the least
populated and developed areas have become the most urbanised and industrialised centres of socio-economic life of the region, while the historically important centres on the outskirts fell into decline and lost its significance.
This resulted in major natural transformations, as well as significant changes
in the intensity of land use. These transformations were initiated by a variety of
factors most importantly political, economic, social and ethno-religious ones. As
the title of this study suggests, the authors will focus mainly on the political and
ethno-religious factors, bearing in mind that they cannot be separated from the
others.
3. POLITICAL AND ETHNO-RELIGIOUS FACTORS,
THEIR DEFINITION AND PURPOSE OF ANALYSIS
Poland is probably one of the few countries in the world, certainly in Europe,
where the development of the cultural landscape and, above all, of architectural
forms, was largely influenced by political factors in the last two centuries.
Without a doubt, this effect is a simple consequence of the loss of Poland's
statehood for more than a hundred years. In countries with well-established
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political independence, the impact of this factor on the development of the
cultural landscape is not dominant. In those countries, the development of
architecture is usually in line with changing trends and fashions in world
architecture, though, of course, certain national characteristics and preferences in
different national styles are also present.
Unlike other Polish territories occupied by the invaders, the situation in the
region we are discussing was quite different. The political factor played a lesser
role than the national and religious ones in shaping the cultural landscape,
especially in the cities.
We will discuss the cities of the Łódź province, located in Central Poland
(thus the title of this paper)1. The aim of this paper is to define the role and
impact of ethnic (particularly German, Jewish and Russian) and religious
(Protestant, Jewish and Orthodox) minorities on the cultural landscape of the
cities in this area. Considerations made in the article are part of our research on
national and religious minorities in Poland, including their cultural heritage.

4. THE DEVELOPMENT OF MULTIETHNIC AND
MULTIDENOMINATIONAL HERITAGE
OF CENTRAL POLAND
Poland, which disappeared off the map in 1795 after eight hundred years of
political independence, divided among three neighbouring powers, was under
the influence of standards, movements and fashions from the invader countries,
as well as of global aesthetic models. As a result, three types of architectural
forms can be seen in most larger cities in Poland:
– buildings with a national form, created before and during the partitions
(up to 1795),
– buildings with national characteristics of the occupying countries (different in each of the three partitions),
– buildings with cosmopolitan features related to global aesthetic trends
(Koter and Kulesza 2005, Kulesza and Rykała 2006).
In the first decades of the partition, the cultural landscape of the cities in this
area was dominated by classical style, which reminded Poles of independent
Poland. It dominated in the autonomous Polish Commonwealth in the years
1

Łódź Province has a population of nearly 2.7 million, the area of 18,219 km2, so the
population density is quite high: 147 people/km2 (average for Poland is 124 people/km2).
Its administrative boundaries include 42 cities and more than 5,000 villages.
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1815–1830. During this period, all public buildings and most of the residential
buildings were constructed in that style. Newly-formed industrial settlements of
the time also followed a classical layout. Later, after the loss of autonomy,
classical style began to give way to new forms of urban development, associated
with the architectural features of partitioning countries. The range of their
development was different in intensity for each of the partitions. It had the
strongest impact on the urban landscape in the Prussian and, partly, Austrian
partitions. However, in the Russian partition, where the cities we are discussing
were located, the influence of Russian architecture were practically limited to
the buildings of Imperial administration, military barracks and sacred buildings
(e.g. in Łęczyca, Łódź, Sieradz, Tomaszów Mazowiecki and, especially, in
Piotrków Trybunalski). This was due to the fact that Russia did not develop
settlements in Polish territory, even after the Commonwealth lost its autonomy.
Only Russian officials, military, police, teachers and others came to the
conquered country, and only temporarily. They did not build their own houses,
but used rented apartments.
The ethnic factor played a much more significant role than the political one
in shaping the cultural landscape of the Central Polish cities. Let us look at Łódź
– the capital of the province which, owing to a textile settlement created in 1823,
grew from a small agricultural town into the main textile industry centre in
Poland and the second, after Warsaw, largest city in the country. The urban
layout of the city and the construction of the first plants were handled by the
autonomous government of the Polish Commonwealth, but the labour came from
abroad. As a result, Łódź became a unique multiethnic and multidenominational
conglomerate and one of the most cosmopolitan cities in Poland at the time. The
same thing happened – on a smaller scale – in Pabianice, Zgierz, Ozorków,
Sieradz, Piotrków and other cities in the region. Each of the ethnic groups
inhabiting them had slightly different tastes and aesthetic standards, as manifested in the architectural forms of buildings and structures constructed by them
and for them2.
The Jews were the oldest ethnic minority in the Łódź region. Traces of their
presence date back to the early Middle Ages. The first mentions of Jewish
communities in the area come from the 15th century. In the early 16th century,
there were five Jewish settlements in the area: in Łęczyca, Inowłódz, Kutno,
Łowicz and Rawa Mazowiecka. At the turn of the 17th and 18th century, Jewish
2

There are not many objects related to a given nation from the period before the
partitions in the modern landscape of Łódź province. Those that have remained, mostly
single buildings, are often so changed in its appearance, that it is difficult to see any of
their original fragments.
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communities underwent rapid development. This was due to the influx of Jewish
immigrants from Eastern Borderlands and abroad. At the end of the 18th century,
Jews were the majority population in many cities (they dominated over the
Christians in such towns as Stryków, Łęczyca, Głowno, Kutno and Sobota). In
the 19th century, the legal situation of the Jewish population changed. The ban on
Jewish settlement was lifter (even in cities endowed with the privilege of de non
tolerandis Judaeis). This was conducive to their economic independence. During
the dynamic industrialisation of this area, practically since the 1820s, we can see
the increase of the Jewish population in industrial cities and settlements, which
was initially significant, to later become rapid. It happened mainly in Łódź,
which was home to 295 Jews in 1820 (33.7% of the population), 8,463 in 1864
(20.3%), 138,900 in 1921 (30%) and 230 in 1939 (33.8%) (Rosin 1980, Urban
1994, Samuś 1997, Puś 1998, Rykała 2010). In other cities of the area, the size
of Jewish settlement was relatively comparable.
The first German settlers arrived to the Łódź province in the late eighteenth
century This was related to the second partition of Poland in 1793, resulting in
the area in question coming under Prussian rule, albeit for a short time. The
result of the Prussian colonisation was the creation of a number of rural settlements. The settlement wave that came during the so called handicraft colonisation was especially important for the cities. It was organised after 1815 by the
authorities of the autonomous Polish Commonwealth, due to the creation of the
textile industry region, which was supposed to include some older urban centres,
as well as the new ones. The number of Germans was steadily growing, though
the increase was not as dynamic as in the case of Jews. For example, there were
12 Germans in Łódź in 1820, 52.2 thousand in 1895 (31.4% of the population)
and just 53.7 thousand in 1938 (8.0%) (Puś 1998).
Germans were was the economically strongest part of the urban population
(especially in Łódź), and it was owing to them, and their ties to their motherland,
the western architectural models started entering Poland. They found a typically
German expression in industrial construction. German factories from the second
half of the 19th century looked like massive red-brick Moorish fortresses. In
residential buildings, the German bourgeoisie was most fond of Viennese and
Berlin architectural standards, first historicism, them eclecticism. In the case of
Viennese standards, this meant shaping the facades in the neo-baroque style,
while the Prussian models favoured neo-roman or neo-gothic style, or an eclectic
mixture of both. Similar, ethnically conditioned differences could be seen in Art
Nouveau construction. German investors erecting such buildings tended to use
the influences of the Viennese Jugend-still, including the characteristic halftimbered elements (Kulesza and Rykała 2006, Fig. 1).
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It should be noted that a large proportion of the German population was then
residing in rural areas, which was rare in the case of the Jews, who were, almost
exclusively, living in the cities. Even today, in many villages in the area, we can
see constructions and buildings (residential and outhouses) erected by the
German settlers of the time, that differ from the others.
Speaking about the impact of ethnic minorities on the rural landscape, one
should note that there are 18th-century villages built by Hauländer settlers, who
came to drain wetlands, forests and damp wildernesses on the Ner river near
Łęczyca and Sieradz. These are characteristic swampland linear villages and
loose colonies with spread-out, separated homesteads. Their past, apart from the
character of the space created by them, is also evidenced by their toponymy –
the name Holendry or Olędry (Hauländer) appearing in their names.
On the other hand, the 19th century saw a prominent presence of German
settlers in the area, who left behind regular linear villages with brick buildings.
Dating back to the break of the 18th and 19th centuries, there are few spatial
arrangements of villages founded during the so called Frederick's colonisation,
such as the well known star-shaped Nowosolna, now severely damaged by
modern chaotic development, or the regular rectangular shape of Ksawerów on
the border of Łódź and Pabianice.
It is significant, however, that it is difficult to discern specific national forms
in buildings erected by Jews. The exception are the objects of worship: synagogues, houses of worship and cemeteries. We believe, that the wealthy Jewish
factory owners and landlords, who spoke Yiddish and remained under the
influence of German culture, also used German trends in this case. The specific
Jewish contribution can only be seen later, at the beginning of the 20th century
and in the interwar period, when the concept of forest cities, modelled after
Howard's garden cities, became widespread in Poland. The biggest group of
seasonal inhabitants of these forest cities were Jews, who erected characteristic
wooden summer houses, single- or double storey, with attics, numerous porches
and carved decorative elements. Garden cities were mostly located around Łódź,
in Kolumna (now a part of Łask), Tuszyn and Brzeziny.
It is worth mentioning that the Russian officials and police brought with them
a custom of building suburban summer houses, the so called dachas, erected
most often in the forests surrounding the city. Apart from places of worship,
these houses are virtually the only cultural traces of this nation in the area.
The Łódź province can boast rich traditions and some areas with high
historical and cultural values. Every era has left its mark here. In particular, this
history can be seen in Łódź, with its largest preserved complex of eclectic urban
development. Initially, the city developed along one street – Piotrkowska, where
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the most representative tenements, palaces and public buildings were constructed. Most of the city comprised of enclaves belonging to individual factory
owners. The main elements of these complexes were the factories, with the
adjacent residences of their owners. There were often colonies of workers'
houses located in their vicinity. The palaces of local factory owners, as well as
numerous tenements along Piotrkowska street and its side streets from the
second half of 19th and early 20th century became the biggest complex of historicising, eclectic and Art Nouveau architecture in Poland. Most of these objects
are the remnants of ethnic and religious minorities who used to live here. During
its industrial development, Łódź was built by settlers from different parts of
Europe, who left behind factories, palaces, housing estates and public buildings
such as schools, hospitals, banks, theatres and more, that serve as symbols of
that multicultural, multiethnic and multidenominational city. Unfortunately,
some of these objects, left unmaintained and often abandoned, is under great
threat of destruction.
Most historic factories were built in the second half of the 19th century. They
form uniquely valuable complexes in Łódź and separate complexes in Ozorków,
Pabianice, Tomaszów Mazowiecki and Zgierz. Their characteristic feature is the
direct vicinity of their owners' residences. These so-called industrial-residential
complexes are sometimes accompanied by workers' housing estates (e.g.
Scheibler's or Poznański's in Łódź) (Kulesza and Rykała 2006).
The most prominent contribution of minorities in shaping the urban space of
Łódź region are their places of worship. In the case of ethnic groups listed here,
we can say that the sacral space they have created is unique. As we have
mentioned, each of these minorities identified with a different denomination,
though claiming that there was some ‘organic relationship’ between them would
be an oversimplification. The Germans, largely Lutherans, constructed mostly
evangelical churches (in Aleksandrów Łódzki, Konstantynów, Łódź, Pabianice,
Zduńska Wola, Zgierz and other places). Some of them (like the churches of
Saints Peter and Paul in Pabianice or St. Matthew in Łódź) still serve the
evangelical community, identifying with German and Polish, but also other
nationalities. A characteristic feature of the landscape of some Central Polish
cities are Orthodox churches. This uniqueness stems from the fact that the
Orthodox Christian ecumene was and still is connected with the eastern part of
Poland. In Łódź, Piotrków and Skierniewice, the Orthodox churches were
mostly constructed for Tsar's officials and soldiers, as well as, in the last city, for
the Tsar himself, who had a summer residence in Skierniewice (Fig. 2). In the
first two cities, the churches are still used by Orthodox Christians. In the 18th and
19th centuries, many synagogues were also built, and their characteristic form
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complemented the cultural landscape of local towns. Unfortunately, only a few
examples survived till today, and they are all in very poor condition. The ruins
of old synagogues can be found in Żychlin and, until recently, i.e. until its
demolition, in Widawa. There is a reconstructed synagogue in Inowłódz. Only
two synagogues in Łódź are still used for religious purposes.
Relics of the material
heritage of national
minorities
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Fig. 2. The contribution of ethnic minorities
in urban development in Skierniewice
Source: A. Rykała (2009)

We also can not forget about the creators of what often were masterpieces,
the architects of various cultural and ethnic origins, which is rightfully pointed
out in case of Łódź by J. Salm (2003, p. 132): ‘The greatest Protestant temple is
the St. Matthew, inspired by Romanesque architecture of the Rhine, built with
the help of a famous Berliner – Franz Schwechten. The result is an almost
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textbook example of Wilhelmian German construction in Łódź. The Alexander
Nevsky Orthodox church owes its beautiful Byzantine form to the St. Petersburg
Academy graduate and Radom native Hilary Majewski but, we should not
forget, also to the generous donations from Catholic, Israelite and Protestant
factory owners. The St. Alexius Orthodox church is a work of another Pole,
Franciszek Chełmiński, born in Augustów and educated in Petersburg. In this
way, there were buildings in Łódź reminiscent of the styles from Saint Petersburg and Moscow.

Photos 1 and 2. Orthodox churches in Łódź
(St. Alexander Nevsky and St. Olga)
(authors)

Synagogues were designed by architects of Jewish origin. This was the case
with a beautiful Moorish-style synagogue at Wolborska street in the Old Town,
built by one of the major local builders of the late 19th century – Adolf Zeligson.
The Neo-Romanesque synagogue at Zachodnia street was designed Gustav
Landau-Gutenteger and the plans for the greatest one, the so-called progressive
one, was prepared according to an order from wealthy founders by the German
architect Adolf Wolff. It is clear that various tendencies intersected and mixed in
Łódź. The orthodox Jewish community erected a building in the Old Town with
clear Oriental and Moorish forms. On the other hand, the temple at Spacerowa
street was reminiscent of the Western European «reformed» places of worship.
Not without a reason, it was designed by Wolff, the author of synagogues in
Stuttgart and Nuremberg’. Their work left a clear mark on the cultural landscape
of today's Łódź. The factory owners did their best to make their cites equal with
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other European cities. Therefore, there was a custom that all factory owners
(regardless of nationality) paid for everything, together cared for their shared
business, as well as temples, hospitals, credit societies or, in case of Łódź, train
or tram lines. As early as 1865, Łódź gained a railway connection with Koluszki,
as well as became the first city in the Polish Commonwealth to introduce electric
trams in 1898.
A very vivid picture of the ethnic and religious relations in Łódź, though it
can be expanded to other cities in the region, in the interwar period was painted
by M. Budziarek (1997), who wrote that Łódź of the 19th century and the first
three decades of the 20th century was, in many respect, unique. ‘First of all,
several nationalities, cultures, denominations and religions lived side by side in
a small area. Out of necessity, Catholics and Protestants, Orthodox Christians
and the followers of Judaism, as well as Mariavites and Muslims functioned side
by side. Lutherans and Baptists, Orthodox and Progressive Jews walked the
same streets. Mariavites worked at a Lutheran's factory, while the latter funded
altars in a Catholic church. Latin Catholic designed an Orthodox church and
a Jew funded the construction of a Catholic temple for the workers at his factory.
The Lutherans were treated at a hospital run by Baptists and Calvinists and
Mariavites handed out free meals to hungry Catholics’(Budziarek 2003, p. 79),
and continues: ‘The society of this ethnic and religious melting was building an
industrial Łódź, which later became a great industrial metropolis and one of the
most important industrial centres in the Second Polish Republic. The end of the
uniqueness of this multidenominational city came during World War II. At that
time, the Jewish population was completely exterminated by the Nazis. The
post-war situation has in turn forced many Lutherans of German nationality to
leave Łódź, and the dominance of the Catholic population has become unquestioned’ (Budziarek 1997, p. 34).

5. CONCLUSION
The landscape of Central Poland is marked by multinational, multidenominational and multicultural relations. It is in this area, as in Lower Silesia and the
former Eastern Borderlands, that the existence of Poles, Germans, Jews, Czechs,
and many other nations coincided. They lived side by side in Łódź, but also in
other cities of the current province, without any greater conflicts, creating their
own ‘small homelands’, at the same time leaving a unique mark of their
presence, which speaks to the people of today with the power of its expression
and architectural beauty of its buildings, the reverie of its cemeteries, the
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solemnity of the places of worship, the calm of its parks and the tumult of its
streets.
The German element, both Protestant and Catholic was the most expansive
one, especially in the newly-formed industrial cities. The Germans were a well-organised community with well-functioning institutions and organisations
(crafts, social, athletic) and vibrant social institutions (Budziarek 2003, p. 84).
Many of them underwent Polonisation and became loyal to their new Polish
homeland, for which they suffered painful losses during the occupation, as was
the case with the Geyer family.
It is also needless to explain how much of a loss, not only for the Central
Polish cities, the extermination of the Jewish population was. We have to bear in
mind, that it made a huge contribution into the development of industrial cities,
first by creating the financial capital, then also the industrial one and, finally,
significantly strengthening the largely Polonised intelligentsia. It also left
a significant, lasting mark on the cultural landscape of the cities, leaving behind
numerous beautiful buildings that they owned or designed. Unfortunately, not
many of the diverse objects created by the Jewish minority are left in the
contemporary cultural landscape of Central Poland. Factory and residential
buildings (tenements, palaces) are the best preserved, while places of worship
are the most neglected. After World War II, many of them changed their purpose, some were converted and adapted for new functions, while others fell in
disrepair.
Representatives of the two other nations, i.e. Poles and Russians, as well as
of several smaller nations, whose material contribution was not as significant
(but creatively very important!), jointly created the face of the cities of Central
Poland. The cities, one might say, that belonged to at least four cultures.
Although World War II destroyed this common heritage, the multiethnic and
multidenominational traditions of Central Poland, with their lasting monuments
of material and spiritual culture, have remained to a bigger or lesser extent,
depending on their location. We should keep in mind that those cities were built
by people that differed a lot, but were able to communicate and work together
regardless of these differences, thus creating a cultural landscape of local centres
that was unique among other cities.
The degree of architectural and spatial transformation in the region, almost
without exception bears the hallmarks of a degradation of a traditional cultural
environment. This phenomenon, in addition to the spreading of worthless
architectural trends known all over the country, also includes spatial chaos,
which is also aggravated by the unsupervised expansion of holiday construction.
That is why certain legal forms of protection aimed at counteracting these
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processes should be strictly observed. The need of observing them is evidenced
by the sad data that we partially quoted here. Otherwise, a number of objects
attesting to multicultural character of this region will soon be found exclusively
in illustrations.
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MUTUAL RELIGIOUS INFLUENCES BETWEEN
THE EAST AND THE WEST
1. INTRODUCTION
Just like other geographical regions, Europe is an area of diversified demographic, economic, social or cultural and religious structure. Literature abounds
in studies concerning historical, physical, geographical, as well as political
divisions of Europe. Authors have not yet agreed on one generally accepted
regional division of the continent. Different concepts of Europe's regionalisation
may be traced back to the issues related to the liquidity of the continent's borders
on the one hand, and the attitudes of authors of these divisions on the other.
One of the oldest and best known divisions of Europe is that into its eastern
and western parts. This division dates back to the period of fragmentation of the
Roman Empire, as well as the subsequent fall of its Western part. In antiquity,
Europe was a geographical notion formed on the basis of cultural and
civilizational criteria. Back then, this notion referred the eastern part of Southern
Europe (Greece versus Europe). It was only in the Roman period that the scope
of civilization was extended onto the western part of Mediterranean Europe
(Maruszczak 2005). In antiquity, Europe was divided into two parts: Mediterranean (Empire) with its high cultural and civilizational development and
Barbarian (Barbarikon). The boundary between these areas was marked by the
Rhine and the Danube. Thus, in geographical terms, the Roman Empire comprised a big part of modern Western Europe and the whole Mediterranean
Region (Bański 2008).
After the fall of the Western Roman Empire, the boundaries of the continent's division began to evolve from the previous north-south order in the
direction of east-west. The Mediterranean civilization was then divided into the
western (Latin) part with its capital in Rome and the eastern (Greek) part with its
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capital in Constantinople. The division into two separate cultural and civilizational circles continued to shape for several hundred years (from the 5th to the
10th century) and became more apparent towards the end of the 10th century due
to the Christianisation of Scandinavian countries and Bohemia, Poland, Hungary
or Kyivan Rus. Ultimately, at the turn of the first and second millennia AD,
a new division into Western (Latin) and Eastern (Byzantine) Europe was developed. The bigger part of Southern, Western and Northern Europe was under the
influence of the medieval Latin Church. The Greek Church (Orthodox Church)
spread its influences to part of Southern Europe (the Balkans) and successively
took up vast regions of Eastern Europe. Eventually, this division was sealed by
the Great Schism in 1054, as a result of which European Christianity got divided
into two parts: Eastern Orthodox and Roman Catholic (Flis 2003, Maruszczak
2005, Bański 2008).
The western part referred to philosophy and Christian religion in the Latin
rite. Furthermore, a clear division between spiritual life and the political system
was established. On the other hand, Eastern Christianity refers to the legacy of
the Byzantine Empire, where it mainly developed. In the aftermath of political
events, it found its protector in Russia where it was subordinated to state
authorities (Eberhardt 2004).
This dichotomous cultural and religious division has survived till today. It
was given a new meaning by S.P. Huntington's theory included in his commonly
cited work The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order, which
expresses a conviction that the history of mankind is the history of civilization
and the main criterion for marking off civilizations is religion. This American
political scientist claims that the future of humanity will depend on the relations
among civilizational circles while conflicts will mainly concern issues of cultural and religious nature. In his work, he conducts a thorough analysis of world's
major civilizations in their spatial context, drawing attention to contact areas
between these territories which may become conflict areas (Huntington 2004).
This work is limited only to the theory of S. Huntington on the boundary
between Western and Orthodox civilizations dividing Europe into two parts:
eastern and western. He made religion the main criterion of this, claiming that
‘religion is the central defining characteristic of civilization’. This boundary was
supposed to be the great historical line separating followers of Western
Christianity from followers of the Orthodox faith or Islam. According to the
author's theory it was to run from the Barents Sea along the Norwegian and
Russian border separating Protestant Norway from Orthodox Russia, then along
the border between Finland and Russia, which constitutes the maximum scope of
Western Christianity (Protestantism) in that part of Europe. Subsequently, the
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outreach of Western civilization is marked by the present eastern borders of the
Baltic states, including Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia in the Latin civilization.
Then the boundary runs through western Belarus and Ukraine determining ‘the
bridging character of these countries’. It separates Catholic Belarus and Uniate
Ukraine from Orthodox areas of these countries. In Romania, the boundary
separates Catholic Transylvania from the rest of the country. On the Balkans, it
runs through the northern part of Serbia and the western territory of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, dividing the Catholic part of the region from its Orthodox and
Muslim part (Huntington 2004).
In the opinion of Samuel P. Huntington, the line drawn in this way
constitutes the cultural boundary of Europe and it makes the political and
economic frontier of the continent. Besides, he also assures in his work that this
boundary is stable (‘It has been in roughly its current place for at least five
hundred years’). The publication of his work gave rise to a lot of criticism
concerning the line of this boundary, its stability and mutual relations among
different denominations in cultural borderlands.
Polish geographer P. Eberhardt (2004) claims that the intercivilizational
division has undergone major shifts in the course of the last five hundred years.
In the 15th century, the boundary between the Orthodox Church and Catholicism
was located much further to the west. In the territory of Poland, this boundary
included eastern areas of the Commonwealth with Rzeszów, Zamość and
Białystok. However, in the aftermath of the Union of Brest and the introduction
of the Uniate Church, the boundary clearly moved to the east, to include the area
stretching as far as the Dnieper River. It survived until the 19th century, at which
point the tsarist authorities put an end to the Greek Catholic Church in the
territory of the former Polish state. This caused another expansion of the
Orthodox Church, as well as a regression of influences of Polishness and
Catholicism. A historical turning point came in 1945, when Poland's present
territory was largely established. The course of the boundary separating civilizations was also affected by numerous post-war migration processes, as well as
the displacements of Orthodox population from the Polish territory, and Catholics from the territory of Ukraine and Belarus. Also in the second half of the
second millennium, the political situation in southern and eastern Europe was
responsible for moving the boundary between the Western and Orthodox civilizations. This changeability of borders was also influenced by the expansion of
the Ottoman Empire, which changed the region's religious structure (Eberhardt
2004).
Criticism of Huntington's attitude also concerns precision of drawing the
civilizational boundary dividing the West from the East. The author made
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sweeping generalizations without taking into account the complexity of Europe's
religious and cultural landscape or mutual relations between the largest European religions. Many authors stress that the continent's centuries-old division
into Latin and Byzantine Europe admittedly shaped a boundary dividing the two
civilizations, but it lacked precision. It was more of a zone or civilizational
borderland of different degrees of dynamism inhabited by numerous ethnic and
religious groups.
There are also reservation concerning, for instance, the classification of
different areas to specific civilizational circles (e.g. the region of Vyborg was
included in the Western civilization, even though this is an area inhabited by
Orthodox Russian-speaking population), without bearing in mind their complex
ethical and religious structure. Such multicultural areas also include the region
of south-eastern Estonia (Latgale) or the historical regions of Bukovina, Banat
and Vojvodina.
There was also skepticism concerning the omission of enclaves of Orthodox
population in the territory of Kaliningrad Oblast, or the inaccuracy in drawing
the boundary in Belarus and Ukraine. Excessive simplification especially
affected the section running through the western territories of these countries.
The Catholic population of Belarus is concentrated mainly in the southern
Vilnius Region, rather than in the western part of the country. In Ukraine, the
Catholic population of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church lives mainly in the
historical region of Galicia, i.e. the south-western part of the country (Eberhardt
2004).
The diversified ethnic and religious situation in the Balkans also gives rise to
different delimitation dilemmas in defining the course of the boundary between
the East and the West. Throughout centuries, the boundary dividing influences
of Rome and Byzantine ran through the territory of south-eastern Europe. The
western side became home to Catholic nations: Croatian and Slovenian, whereas
the eastern side consisted of Orthodox ones: Serbian, Bulgarian and, more
recently, Macedonian. This order was demolished by the growing importance of
the Ottoman Empire, which left large groups of followers of Islam, such as the
Albanians, as well as numerous Muslim enclaves, in different parts of the
Balkan states. This way, a peculiar ethnic and religious mosaic came into being,
and its complexity made it impossible to draft boundaries on the map. Besides,
within the Orthodox civilization, one may single out the northern part with
Belarus, Ukraine or Russia, and the southern part comprising Orthodox and
Muslim nations of South-Eastern Europe. The boundary is marked by the
Dniester, dividing nations formed in different historical and political circumstances (Eberhardt 2004). Taking into consideration the shortcomings and the
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complex ethnic and religious landscape, P. Eberhardt suggested a modified
boundary dividing civilizations of the West and the East.
S. Huntington pays a lot of attention to Ukraine, which he considers to be
a contact area through which runs the boundary between the Western and
Eastern civilizations, dividing the western part of Ukraine connected with the
Catholic Church from its Orthodox part1. It should be stressed that this area is
restricted mainly to the southern part of western Ukraine (Galicia). This territory
is populated by followers of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church (the so-called
Greek Catholics). It dates back to the 16th-century transformations that peaked
with the Union of Brest and the rise of the Uniate Church. The Union formed by
Catholic bishops and some Orthodox bishops of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth was, above all, an attempt to defy influences of the newly established
Moscow Patriarchate. The Synod of Brest established the primacy of the Pope in
matters of church jurisdiction over the followers of the Orthodox Church in the
Polish Commonwealth, allowing them to preserve the Eastern rite and their own
liturgical language. The territorial and administrative structure of the Uniate
Church, ultimately formed in 1635 in the aftermath of the division of the diocese
between the Uniate Church an the Orthodox Church, comprised the Bishoprics
of Kyiv, Chełm, Pinsk, Polotsk, Przemyśl, Smolensk and Vladimir. The decline
of the Uniate community in demographic and spatial terms and its subsequent
liquidation (1837) coincided with the demise of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth and the beginning of the Russian partition (Rykała 2011).
The situation was different in the territory which belonged to the Austrian
partition. The policy of Austrian authorities was characterized by relative
religious tolerance, which is why the structures of the Greek Catholic Church
were not eradicated. The situation related to World War I, the rise of the Polish
state and the Russian state in the East substantially affected religious groups in
these countries. Pursuant to the Treaty of Riga (1921), the territories east of the
Zbruch River belonged to the Bolshevik Russia, while those west of it to the
1

Christianization of Rus conducted by Byzantine missionaries dates back to 866
A.D. Re-christening of Kyivan Rus took place during the reign of Vladimir the Great in
988. Christianity in the eastern version was introduced in the whole territory of Rus in
the course of less than two centuries. A little earlier, Poland, Bohemia and Hungary
accepted Christianity. This determined the formation, as early as the 10th century, of the
division between Eastern and Western Christianity (Eberhardt 2001, Rykała 2011). One
needs to bear in mind, however, that Christianity in the eastern version was the first
religion in Great Moravia which included the southern part of the present Polish (Lesser
Poland, Silesia), Czech and Hungarian borders. The beginning of the Christianization of
this country was connected with the mission of Cyril and Methodius in the 9th century
(Rykała 2011).
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Second Polish Commonwealth. In Soviet Ukraine, an antireligious campaign
was launched, mainly targeted at the Orthodox population. In turn, religious
conditions were quite stabilized in the territories belonging to Poland, Czechoslovakia or Romania in the interwar period. The Orthodox faith prevailed in the
Volhynian Voivodeship, whereas Greek Catholicism was predominant in Stanisławów, Ternopil and Lviv Voivodeships. In the post-war period, Soviet
authorities began to eradicate the Greek Catholic Church and established an
active policy of combating religion (Eberhardt 2001).
After the dissolution of the Soviet Union and the proclamation of Ukraine's
independence, religious life began to revive mainly in the Greek Catholic
Church and in the Orthodox Church. Followers of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic
Church tend to dominate in the territory of former Galicia, in Lviv, Ternopil and
Ivano-Frankivsk Oblasts and, to a lesser degree, in Transcarpatia. There are over
2,800 parishes in this area. The Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church functions in
a relatively small part of Ukraine, yet it is very active and the congregation
belonging to this rite is characterized by profound dedication to its faith after
many years of repression (Eberhardt 2001). In contrast, the eastern and central
part of Ukraine (especially Kharkiv Oblast, Donetsk Oblast, Luhansk Oblast)
comprise, above all, the Orthodox population concentrated mainly in the
Ukrainian Orthodox Church, the Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the Kyivan
Patriarchate, as well as the Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church.
Despite the fact that the Polish territory has been included in the Latin culture
according to Huntington's theory, there is a vast population of followers of the
Orthodox faith in its territory, concentrated mainly in Podlasie and Suwałki
Region. The Orthodox religion in Poland has a very long tradition connected
with the early formation of Polish statehood structures 2 and their subsequent
territorial expansion to the east. As a result of annexing Rusyn lands (including
the Principality of Galicia-Volhynia), the Polish state also adopted the Orthodox
Church structures. The first bishopric in the Polish territory was established in
Uhrusk, and later moved to Chełm. The second one was the bishopric of
Przemyśl. The historical eastward development of the Polish state resulted in the
fact that, during the reign of the Jagiellonian dynasty, the territory of the Polish-

In the 9th century, one of the Slavic tribes (Vistulans) inhabiting the lands of the
upper Vistula River was conquered and subjugated by the Great Moravian king
Svatopluk. Christianity in the eastern rite was the leading religion there, which was the
result of the Christian mission of Cyril and Methodius. It can be assumed, therefore, that
the territories presently forming the Polish state were introduced into the circle of
Christian religion in its eastern version as early as the 9th century (Rykała 2011).
2
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-Lithuanian Commonwealth was inhabited by more followers of the Orthodox
Church than of any other denomination. The head of the Orthodox Church was
the Metropolitan Bishop of Kyiv, approved by the Patriarch of Constantinopole.
During the partitions, members of the Orthodox Church were subordinated to the
Russian Orthodox Church (Mordwa 2004, Rykała 2006, 2011).
The situation changed completely after World War II when, as a result of
a shift in the eastern border of Poland, over 90% of followers of the Orthodox
Church was left outside the Polish territory. Notwithstanding the changes in the
Polish territory and as a result of post-war migrations, the Orthodox religion is
one of the largest denominations in Poland, represented by the Polish Autocephalous Orthodox Church (Rykała 2006, 2011).
Currently, the Polish Autocephalous Orthodox Church comprises about
509,000 followers, who live mainly in the north-eastern part of the country
(Wyznania religijne... 2001).
This Church is also present in the Łódź Region. Most parishes of Łódź-Poznań Diocese came to being in the 19th century. The capital of the diocese is
Łódź. The Orthodox parish in Łódź was not established until 1863, following the
growth of the city's Russian community, the extension of tsarist administration
and the presence of Russian industrialists and merchants. At the beginning of the
20th century, there was a community of about 10,000 there. Three Orthodox
churches and three cemeteries were built for this group. With the outbreak of
World War I, the number of Orthodox followers began to fall. Presently, there is
an estimated congregation of about 1,000 people in Łódź, using four churches:
the Aleksander Nevsky Cathedral from 1884, the Orthodox Church of Saint
Olga, the Dormition of Blessed Virgin Mary Orthodox chapel and the cemetery
chapel dedicated to Resurrection of Jesus (Mordwa 2004).
The origins of the Orthodox faith can be traced back to the Russian Orthodox
Old-Rite Church. Its followers, like those of the Orthodox Church, inhabit
mainly the Podlasie Region, as well as Lithuania and Latvia (Latgale). The
beginning of this Church dates back to the 17th century, as a result of a rejection
of reforms3 initiated by the Moscow Patriarch Nikon. The Moscow Council
called in 1654 was aimed at eliminating the differences between the Russian
Church and Eastern Orthodox Churches. Church reforms were rejected by a big
group of the so-called Old Believers. This group soon got divided into two major
fractions: Popovtsy and Bespopovtsy. The main reason behind this schism was
the problem of having one's own clergy. Persecuted for their religious beliefs,
3

The reforms were connected with, among other things, changes in church rites,
correction of religious books and the standardization of liturgy (Rykała 2006).
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they got, for instance, to the territory of today's Poland, forming many predominantly rural centres in the north-eastern part of the country. Nowadays, the
estimated number of Old Believers is about 480. There are three main centres:
Suwałki-Sejny Region (Suwałki, Sejny), Augustów Region (Augustów, Gabowe
Grądy) and Masurian Region (Wojnowo) (Rykała 1999).
Other non-Christian religions overlap with the East-West division defined by
the aforementioned S.P. Huntington, dividing Europe into its Catholic and
Orthodox parts. Within this cultural borderland, as well as in its close vicinity,
both in its eastern and western parts, there are numerous groups of followers of
Islam represented, for example, by the Tatars inhabiting the Polish national
ecumene, the Crimean Tatars and a numerous group of the Muslim Bulgarians
(the Pomaks).
In Poland, Islam is represented, among others, by the Tatars4 concentrated in
the country's north-eastern part. The origin of this religious group should be
associated with the appearance of a large group of the Muslim Tatars in the
Grand Duchy of Lithuania in the 14th century5. The emergence of this community was connected mainly with internal years-long wars in the Mongol Empire
(the Golden Horde), as well as external ones, for instance with Russia. Among
those who arrived were the members of reigning families, as well as voluntary
emigrants, hired workers and prisoners of war. Tatar settlement was initially
military and defensive in nature. Tatar villages were founded in the vicinity of
capital towns (Vilnius, Grodno, Trakai, Lida), as well as in border areas. The
Tatars (mainly prisoners of war) also settled in towns in their peripheral parts
called kąty tatarskie (Tatar corners). Additionally, in the 16th century, the Tatar
community was joined by emigration from the Crimean Khanate (Rykała 2007).
From the very beginning, the Tatar population cultivated their religious
tradition, which defined their own identity. The institution around which the
Tatars' life revolved was the religious community (jamaat). The first Muslim
temples were founded within the Grand Duchy of Lithuania as early as in late
4

The term Tatar refers to the name of one of the Mongol tribes which Genghis-Khan
himself came from. With time, it began to be used also to denominate other Mongol
tribes. In late 13th century, the Mongol Empire disintegrated into a few independent
countries. One of them was the Tatar state which went down in history as the Golden
Horde (Sobczyński 2000).
5
The first groups of Tatars arrived in Lithuanian lands in late 13th century. A pioneer
group of settlers was formed by the Tatars who believed in old Mongol religion
(shamanism). They settled mainly in the territory of Halych Ruthenia, Podolia and, less
frequently, in Ceacow district. However, they soon got assimilated and blended into the
Polish-Ruthenian society (Rykała 2011).
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14th century. With time, the Tatars' diminishing number due to, among other
things, emigration to the Turkish lands, weakened the Tatars' social and cultural
bonds in Poland (Rykała 2007).
After World War II, due to changes in national borders, there were only few
centres of Muslims of Tatar origin in Poland, for example in Bohoniki, Kruszyniany, Białystok, Krynki, Sokółka. These days the, community in question
comprises about 500 people and is mainly concentrated around the house of
prayer in Białystok.
The Tatars as an ethnic and religious community also live in other parts of
Europe, in particular in the former Soviet republics. Tatar people inhabiting
western Russia (Tatarstan) are the most numerous (Kazan Tatars)6. In Ukraine,
the Tatars form a community of over 321,000, comprising mainly Crimean
Tatars (ca. 243,000 people). They live mainly in the Crimean Peninsula (within
the Autonomous Republic of Crimea), especially in its eastern part: Lenine
Raion, Kirovsky District and Bilohirsk Raion. The language of the Crimean
Tatars is Crimean Tatar, which comes from the family of the Turkic languages.
The remaining Tatars live mainly in the region of Donetsk and Luhansk. Unlike
the Crimean Tatars, they speak mainly Russian (79.8% of the community) and,
to a smaller extent, Ukrainian. The vast majority of the Crimean Tatars are Sunni
Muslims.
The history of the Tatar settlement on the Crimean Peninsula is connected
with the formation of the Mongol state, or the Golden Horde, in this territory.
With its collapse, a new unit dependent on Turkey was established – the
Crimean Khanate. This state of affairs lasted till 1783, when the Khanate was
annexed by Russia and changed into a province called New Russia (Sadłocha
2008).
In 1944, in accordance with Stalin's orders, the Tatars were deported from the
Crimean Peninsula to Central Asia (mainly to Uzbekistan). After their deportation on a charge of collaboration with Germans during the occupation, Crimean
ASSR was transformed into the Crimean district of the Russian SFSR in 1944,
and it was incorporated into the Ukrainian SSR in 1954 (Kaźmierak 2010). After
Tatar people were allowed to return to Crimea, Muslim communities started to
become reconstructed there from scratch (Eberhard 2001). In 2001, they constituted 12.1% of all Crimean inhabitants, which was confirmed by data gathered

6

At the beginning of the 15th century, the Golden Horde split into Siberian, Kazan,
Crimean and Uzbek khanates, among others. The Crimean khanate survived as long as
till the 19th century, collaborating closely with Russia (Rykała 2011).
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in the Ukrainian national census7. The community of the Crimean Tatars grew
almost six times as compared to 1989 (1.2% of the inhabitants of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea). In 2012, Ukraine granted the Tatar language equal
official language status in Crimea.
Bulgaria is also one of the countries of Orthodox civilization with a numerous Muslim population. It has a Turkish minority and the so-called Pomak
people, a Bulgarian-speaking Muslim community, in the southern part of the
country in the Rhodopes and in the north-eastern part. The language used by this
minority is a dialect of Bulgarian with Turkish influences. According to
Bulgarian 2001 census, there are over 996, 000 followers of Islam in Bulgaria8.
These are mainly the Turks, Pomaks and Romani believing in Islam. It is
difficult to estimate the number of the Pomak people, as statistics do not
consider them to be a separate ethnic group and they frequently declare different
nationality. Bulgarian researchers estimate the number of the Pomak religious
group at between 80,000 and 266,000 people (Eminov 2007). P. Eberhardt
assesses that there are about 200,000 Pomak people (Eberhardt 2005).
The origins of this Slavic minority are connected with numerous conversions
into Islam in the 13th century during the reign of the Ottoman Empire in the
Balkan Peninsula. Pomak people are considered to be descendants of the
Bulgarian pastoral population that converted, voluntarily or not, into Islam under
the Turkish occupation of 1396–1878. Many people converted into this new
religion because of economic benefits, as they could avoid paying an ‘infidel’
tax and could buy land (Khanam 2005). Living in a place where two different
ethnic groups meet, the Pomak people have a different mentality, customs and
religion from the Orthodox Bulgarians. Moreover, they speak a different
language than Turkish people (Eberhardt 2005).
After World War II, many Pomak people emigrated to neighbouring Turkey.
The main reason for that was the Bulgarian government's policy towards Muslim
minorities. Escalation of forced assimilation of Pomak people (including ‘bulgarisation’ of names and surnames, liquidation of separate educational system,
mass arrests and even murders) took place in the 1970s and 1980s.
Nowadays, this community lives predominantly in border mountain regions,
the territory of Eastern Pirin and the Nestos River valley. This specific group
7

Vseukrain'skij perepis naselennya, State Statistics Committee of Ukraine, The
distribution of the population by nationality and language except mother tongue:
http://2001.ukrcensus.gov.ua.
8
Prebrovyane na naselyenieto i zhilishtchiniya fond na Respublika Balgariya,
National Statistical Institute Republic of Bulgaria, Population Census 2011 in the
republic of Bulgaria, Final Report: www.nsi.bg.
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concentrates mainly in those provinces inhabited by Muslim Turks. According to
the 2001 Bulgarian census, the largest group of Pomak people live in the area of
the Smolyan Province (53,000), Blagoevgrad (42,000) and Pazardzhik Province
(Eberhard 2005). A numerous group also lives in northern Macedonia, Greece
(northern Thrace) and western Turkey, as well as Albania (Eminov 2007).
In East Central Europe, especially within cultural borderlands, there are many
religious minorities that differ from the rest of the country where they live
because of their origin, culture and language. One such different religious
community is a group of Gaugaz people inhabiting mainly the territory of
Moldova and Ukraine. In Moldova, they live in the Autonomous Territorial Unit
of Gagauzia (Gagauz Yeri). It is not a tight-knit territory, instead consisting of
four unconnected parts, the borders of which may change through annexation of
new places or by a given unit leaving the autonomy. These days, the autonomy
comprises 32 settlement points, including three cities. The autonomy's capital is
the city of Comrat (Czapko 2011). According to the 2004 Moldavian census,
Gagauzia was inhabited by over 155,000 people, 127,000 (82.1%) of which
considered themselves to be Gaugaz people, while 136,000 people pointed to the
Gaugaz language as their mother tongue9. Gaugaz people also inhabit Ukraine
(31,000 according to the census10), in particular the Odessa Oblast adjacent to
Gagauzia.
The origins of this ethnic group have not been fully examined. There are
many theories explaining the origins of Gaugaz people in Moldova's territory.
One theory, the most popular one lately, is related to the Turkish ethnogenesis.
According to it, Gaugaz people are supposed to have descended from Turkic
peoples living in Black Sea steppes and from there, they were supposedly
settling in the Bulgarian territory, adopting the Orthodox faith from the Bulgarians (Szpak 2010, Czapko 2011).
The main feature determining their ethnic and cultural identity is the language which belongs to the south-western (Oghuz) group of Turkic languages.
Moreover, their identity is largely determined by religion which shows the
affiliation of Gaugaz people to the cultural space of Orthodox nations. As for
their culture and identity, Gaugaz people may be considered to be one of
Europe's most unique nations. An extraordinary combination of their mother
tongue from the Turkish language family and Orthodox religion allowed the
9

Recensămîntul populaţiei şi al locuinţelor din Republica Moldova, National
Statistic of the Republic of Moldova: http://statbank.statistica.md.
10 Vseukrain’skij perepis naselennya State Statistics Committee of Ukraine, The
distribution of the population by nationality and language except mother tongue:
http://2001.ukrcensus.gov.ua.
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Gaugaz people to preserve their clear identity, making them an unusual exception in that part of Europe, as far as their denomination is concerned (Czapko
2011).
Religious diversification in East-Central and Southern Europe is a fairly
complex phenomenon. Catholics in both Roman Catholic and Ukrainian Greek
Catholic Church rites live side by side with the followers of the Orthodox
Church and Islam. Hence, analysing Europe's religious diversification is not an
easy task, which is why only a few religious minorities present both in Western
and Eastern Orthodox civilizations have been presented above. The origins of
these religious minorities are conditioned by numerous political and historical
factors, including, for instance, changes in national borders, functioning in
different political systems, the state's policy towards religious minorities etc. As
a result, it is difficult to agree with S.P. Huntington's theory, as it assumes the
existence of a ‘great historical line’ dividing civilizations of the East and the
West. This is more of a division which takes a form of a civilizational and
cultural borderland, which is why there is a tendency to go back to the thesis of
O. Halecki (2002), who wrote that ‘territorial divisions cannot pass over the
existence of narrower or wider «transitional» strips where cultural boundaries
are always moveable’.

2. VATICAN'S POLICY TOWARDS ROMAN CATHOLICISM
IN BELARUS, UKRAINE AND RUSSIA. THE ROLE
OF THE POLISH POPE'S PONTIFICATE AND
HIS CONCEPT OF EUROPE OF TWO LUNGS
Economic and political changes in East-Central Europe occurring on the eve
of the 21st century also spread over countries of the former Soviet Union, former
RSFSR and former Soviet Belorussian and Ukrainian republics (Kenez 2008).
Consequently, for the authorities of the Roman Church, which for dozens of
years operated in the underground in these territories, there were again
perspectives of resuming pastoral activity but also numerous tasks for reviving
pastoral structures. It must be acknowledged that it was not an easy task in
territories with prevailing unfriendly attitude towards Christian religions other
than the Orthodox faith, which was a relict of totalitarianism. The Holy See,
supported in its actions by united Greek Catholic Churches, promptly set out to
restore diocesan structures on these territories.
In April 1991, not long before the official demise of the USSR, first apostolic
administrations were established on the initiative of Vatican in both the
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European and Siberian parts of Russia (Dzwonkowski 2010). They were headed
by Archbishop Tadeusz Kondrusiewicz (a Pole from Belarus) and bishop Joseph
Werth (a German from Kazakhstan). A few years later, both administrations
received auxiliary bishops. Another apostolic administration was founded
shortly after those two first ones, in 1999, with its seat in Saratov. When in 2002,
by the decision of the Holy See, all administrations established previously
received the status of normal dioceses, the Orthodox Church voiced its opinion
in this matter. The Moscow Patriarchate protested openly against these arrangements, stating that such decisions in the territory of historical dominance of the
Orthodox Church should be preceded by mutual consultations. In such situation,
the dioceses established by the Pope have not yet been acknowledged by the
Russian Orthodox Church. Deteriorating relations between the Vatican and the
Russian Orthodox Church supported by state authorities resulted in deportation
of five priests, including three of Polish nationality.
A certain breakthrough in mutual relations between the two parties came in
January 2003, when Antonio Menini of Italy, a Vatican diplomat who came to
Russia from Bulgaria, was appointed the Apostolic Nuncio in Moscow. He had
a lot of experience in relations with Orthodox representatives in Bulgaria, and it
was owing to his efforts that full dialogue was established with the local
Orthodox Church, which resulted in the Pope's pilgrimage to Bulgaria in 2002.
Despite many similar steps leading to reconciliation, which took place during the
summit of both sister Churches in 1999, it is still a long way to a breakthrough
such as a meeting of the Roman Pope with the Patriarch of Moscow.
Some time ago the Patriarch of Moscow and all the Rus' Kirill I declared that
there are no premises that would make his meeting with Pope Benedict XVI
possible. Asked about the reason for such a stance, he repeated once more the
accusations of taking up Orthodox churches by Greek Catholics in Western
Ukraine (EKAi 1999). Contemporary clergy of the Roman Catholic Church in
the Russian Federation is a conglomerate of nationalities. Priests from all over
the world work there. The Catholic Church in Russia tends to express its own
identity with more and more boldness, even though it is still contending with
numerous adversities (Dzwonkowski 2010).
At present, it is difficult to answer the question if the Catholic Church in
Russia will ever become fully Russian. It may never become like this because
the distinct majority of population is Orthodox. Catholicism in Russia is usually
connected with people of Polish, Belorussian, Lithuanian or Ukrainian descent.
The definite majority of liturgy is celebrated in Russian. This creates a new
quality of Russian Catholicism. The Catholic religion is gaining position in the
Russian society with an effort within larger urban centres of Moscow, Saint
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Petersburg, Kaliningrad, Novosibirsk, Krasnoyarsk, Irkutsk or Vladivostok, and
is becoming a more and more prominent part of the religious mosaic of Russian
denominations.
Belarus. The history of the Catholic Church in Belarus, especially in the
country's western part, is closely connected with that of the Catholic Church in
Poland. For centuries, Belarus remained part of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania
united with the Kingdom of Poland (Dzwonkowski 2010). Political changes after
World War II meant that the Belorussian Soviet Socialist Republic included, in
their entirety or in part, the Archdioceses of Vilnius and Pinsk, that did not have
any Catholic clergy for a long time. Besides, still in the Soviet times, Belarus
used to be considered the most antireligious republic (Kenez 2008).
The situation did not begin to change until the late 1980s. In May 1989, John
Paul II officially appointed the first bishop for Belarus after the war,
T. Kondrusiewicz (a parish priest from Grodno), making him an apostolic
administrator of Minsk and Belarus. Few months later, he consecrated him in the
papal Basilica of St. Peter in the Vatican. Two years later, in 1991, the Pope
created the Archdiocese of Minsk-Mohilev and the Diocese of Grodno in
Belarus, as well as two more apostolic administrations in Russia and one for
Kazakhstan and Central Asia. At the same time, he appointed two priests for
these posts: Kazimierz Świątek for Minsk and Mohilev and Aleksander
Kaszkiewicz for Grodno. The Pope moved Msgr. Kondrusiewicz to Moscow,
giving him the rank of Archbishop. Today, the Catholic Church in Belarus has
one archdiocese of Minsk-Mohilev, consisting of the archdiocese of the same
name and 3 dioceses (of Grodno, Pinsk and Vitebsk). Catholic seminaries educating priests for purposes of the local Church were founded in Grodno and
Pinsk. At the beginning of 1999, the Conference of Catholic Bishops of Belarus
was established. It is composed of 6 people and presided by Bishop Aleksander
Kaszkiewicz.
In Belarus, 80% out of over 10 millions of the country's inhabitants are followers of the Orthodox Church, 20% are Roman Catholics, 5% Protestants, Jews,
Muslims and other denominations (Eberhardt 1994). According to the Catholic
Church itself, the community has over one million people, several hundred
registered parishes, where more than 300 priests work.
Ukraine. Like in Belarus, the Catholic Church in Ukraine was closely
connected with Poland for centuries, as western oblasts of today's Ukraine
consist of the so-called former Polish Kresy (Polish for ‘Bordelands’) (Bobryk
2010). Due to border changes after World War II, the Ukrainian Soviet Republic
included the bigger part of the Archdiocese of Lviv, as well as dioceses in
Kamyanets-Podilsky and Lutsk. All these church units were not staffed by
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bishops during most of the Soviet Russian era, and pastoral duties were performed by priests who had come there before the war (EKAi 1999). Also, priests
from Poland appeared there rarely and illegally. Just like in other parts of the
former Soviet empire, the situation began to change in late 1980s.
In January 1991, John Paul II nominated the former apostolic administrator
of the Archdiocese of Lubaczów, Bishop Marian Jaworski, as the first
Archbishop of Lviv of the Latin rite after the war. During the consistory in 2001,
the Pope included that hierarch in the the College of Cardinals. At the same
time, he revealed that he had been nominated Cardinal in pectore11 three years
earlier. Together with him, the Greek Catholic Major Archbishop of Lviv,
Lubomyr Huzar, was nominated Cardinal.
In the following years, a few new dioceses were established. Today, the Latin
Catholic Church in Ukraine is made up of one archdiocese with its seat in Lviv,
comprising the Archdiocese of Lviv and 6 dioceses. Ukraine is the only country
in Europe with about one million Latin Catholics per over five million Greek
Catholics. At the same time, Uniate and Protestant followers usually follow
religious observances while a considerable number of the members of the
Orthodox Church only declare themselves believers.
The institutional division of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church took place in the
1990s. The activity of the Greek Catholic Church was resumed by Gorbachev's
decision. Aspirations of the movement demanding autocephaly12 of the
Orthodox Church were getting stronger and stronger, which resulted in the
foundation of the Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church. This gave rise to
a rivalry between these two associations and the Exarchate of Ukraine (Orthodox
church administration of the Ukrainian Socialist Soviet Republic) concerning
jurisdiction over parishes (Bobryk 2010). During his visit to Ukraine in 1990,
the Patriarch of Moscow and all Rus' Aleksius II assured that the Orthodox
Church in Ukraine would receive autocephaly, which was supposed to protect
the position of the Orthodox Church in the country. However, the Exarchate of
Ukraine was liquidated, and in its place the autonomous Church came into
existence. Its official name is the Ukrainian Orthodox Church (Dzwonkowski
11

Which means literally ‘in the heart’ or in secret, not revealing his name. The
principle used by the Holy See towards countries with which the Vatican does not have
diplomatic relations and which are dictatorships where ministry may be threatened with
death (e.g. DPRK, PRC).
12
In the Orthodox Church, there is a strong tradition of separate identity of churches
according to their national territorial propensity, which in the case of the rise of a new
country results in aspirations to form a separate Orthodox Church for this country.
Nowadays, apart from Ukraine, a similar problem is faced by Macedonia and Estonia.
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2010). If Aleksius II had granted autocephaly to the Church in Ukraine, the
whole Patriarchate of Moscow would have lost its right to describe itself as the
heir of the Archdiocese of Kyiv, one of the main Orthodox Churches of Slavic
origin.
It is worth citing the fact that the population of western and central Ukraine,
home to more than half of all Orthodox parishes, does not display pro-Russian
orientation and sees no need for unity with Moscow. Ukraine's population and
congregation stress the universal character of the Orthodox Church. Since the
1960s, it has the rank of Major Archdiocese, with its seat in Kyiv. It comprises
8 eparchies and 4 other units. The Major Archbishop of Kyiv and Halych is
Cardinal Lubomyr Huzar.

3. EUROPE BREATHING WITH TWO
LUNGS BY JOHN PAUL II
For John Paul II, culture was always an essential element of Europe's
identity. In such an understanding of Europe, both dominant churches of Eastern
and Western traditions are closely connected with each other. Hence the concept
of Europe breathing with ‘two lungs’. During his whole pontificate, the Pope
claimed that Europe's two lungs are simply indispensable. These postulates were
also connected with rebuilding Europe's unity visible in ecumenical efforts on
the way to unite the two denominations (Przeciszewski 2012). It is worth
reminding that when Karol Wojtyła was elected Pope (1978), Europe consisted
of two opposing political blocks divided by the iron curtain. The ongoing
process of integration of Western countries had an exceptionally negative
dimension, as in the consciousness of citizens of Western Europe the continent's
borders were limited to the line of the Elbe, behind which lied the unknown
indefinite East.
John Paul II made it clear that he was going to break such patterns during his
first pilgrimage to Poland in June 1979. During his stay in Gniezno, he gave
a memorable speech, saying to Poles that as a Slavic Pope, he revealed the
spiritual unity of Christian Europe, which consists of two great traditions of
West and East. The Pope also questioned the Vatican's activities from the time
of Paul VI's pontificate concerning his attitude to the Soviet block. John Paul II's
efforts for building unity with the Christian European East were not limited to
Church issues. In May 1985, he paid a visit to the seat of the European
Economic Community in Brussels.
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Apart from that, it is worth reminding that the Pope's efforts aimed at
European integration were supported by the Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople Bartholomew I. During his visit to the European Parliament in 1994, the
Patriarch not only supported Europe's integration but also, like the Pope,
appealed to politicians not to restrict this integration only to Western countries
(EKAi 2011). Another matter of great importance for the Polish Pope was the
dialogue with the Orthodox Church. One year after he was elected in 1979, John
Paul II went to Istanbul in order to visit the Ecumenical Patriarch Dimitrios I.
The visit was very fruitful for both sides. It gave rise to official theological
dialogue between the Roman Catholic Church and the Orthodox Church in the
form of an International Commission.
Beside dialogue with the Orthodox Church, from the very beginning of his
pontificate, John Paul II was interested in the real rebirth of the Greek Catholic
Church in Ukraine, despite criticism on the part of his Vatican collaborators. The
Vatican's activities resulted in the revival of the structures of the Ukrainian
Church in Ukraine after the fall of the USSR, which became with time an
obstacle to Pope's visit in Moscow.
The dialogue between the Vatican and Moscow broke down after 1989. The
main reason for that was the revival of the structures of Greek Catholic Churches
in Ukraine and Romania. It was coupled with the re-establishment of the Roman
Catholic Church in Russia after the fall of the USSR (Dzwonkowski 2010).
Additionally, the war in the Balkans deepened the gap between the Eastern
European Orthodox world and the Vatican. Prompt acknowledgement by the
Vatican of the independence of Slovenia and Croatia, where Roman Catholicism
has a dominant position, triggered a violent reaction on the part of Orthodox
Serbs and their Russian ‘brothers’. In 1993, in an attempt to save the situation,
the Joint International Commission for Theological Dialogue appointed by the
Vatican issued a document which presented a joint stance towards the problem
of the so-called Uniatism. In it, Orthodox Churches and the Roman Catholic
Church confirmed their mutual acknowledgement as sister churches and they
rejected Uniatism13, as well as proselytism14 as obstacles for the unity of the
Church. However, this declaration, as a gesture of the Vatican's goodwill, came
to nothing (EKAi 1999).
13

One of the methods of converting Christians. The term ‘Uniatism’ refers to the
attitude towards the union understood as the acknowledgement of the Pope’s superiority
by part of the Orthodox followers:
http://www.tygodnik.com.pl/numer/2664/kronika.html.
14
Converting followers of different religions to one's own religion.
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Later, John Paul II made numerous attempts to meet with the Patriarch of
Moscow and all Rus' Aleksius II, first in Hungary and later in Graz. The meeting
never took place since the Patriarchate refused it, citing the issue of the Uniate
Church in Ukraine as a reason.
In this situation, the importance of the pilgrimage of John Paul II to mostly
Orthodox Romania in 1999 was immense. Three hundred thousand people
present during the Pope's mass in Bucharest including Catholic, Orthodox and
Greek Catholic followers chanted together the word ‘unity’, which no doubt
bore testimony to the mutual willingness to reconcile.
This was, however, the only Orthodox country where Pope John Paul II was
given such a warm welcome. This was because the Romanian Orthodox Church
had freed itself completely from Russian dependence, establishing relations with
Constantinople. John Paul II's pilgrimages to Orthodox Georgia (1999) and
subsequently to Greece (2001) were also successful. In 2001, John Paul II went
to Ukraine. During this visit, the strength and dynamism of the Ukrainian Greek
Catholic Church became apparent. Another Orthodox country which the Pope
visited was Bulgaria (2002). Yet in that case, part of the Orthodox hierarchy
boycotted the meeting.
Another hurdle in the dialogue with the Patriarchate of Moscow was the fact
that the Vatican elevated the apostolic administrations for Latin Catholics to the
rank of dioceses in Russia in 2002. To express respect for the Russian Orthodox
Church, these dioceses were given titles of saints rather than of cities in which
they were located. This decision caused outrage of the Russian Orthodox Church
and consequently put an end to the possibility of pilgrimage of John Paul II to
Russia. John Paul II did not go to Russia even though he was invited by the
consecutive presidents: Mikhail Gorbachev and Boris Yeltsin (EKAi 2011).
Official dialogue with the Moscow Orthodox Church was resumed in Belgrade
in 2006, after John Paul II's death. John Paul II's policy towards the Orthodox
Church was continued by Benedict XVI, who went to Cyprus in 2010. Lack of
agreement with the hierarchs of the Moscow Orthodox Church was a deep
disappointment for the Pope himself and one of the biggest failures of his
pontificate. It does not mean, however, that John Paul II's concept of rebuilding
Europe ‘of two lungs’ ended in a fiasco. Its preliminary assumption, namely
appreciating the Eastern traditions as an equal Christian tradition in Europe, has
been accomplished (EKAi 2011).
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4. POLICY OF THE MOSCOW ORTHODOX CHURCH
TOWARDS THE ORTHODOX CHURCH
IN POLAND AND UKRAINE
The Orthodox faith is a denomination which remains closely connected with
the history of Poland going back to the times before the reign of Mieszko I, as
a result of missionary activity of bishop Jordan and bishop Dominic, as well as
Presbyterians Jan and Stefan (Labuda 2002).
The fate of the Orthodox Church in Poland is by no means easy, just as the
fate of the Catholic Church in Ukraine or Russia. The Moscow Orthodox Church
is currently the largest religious association in the area of the Russian
Federation, Belarus and Ukraine. Regrettably, the association still remains, to
a large extent, politically involved, which affects its behaviour. This dates back
to the times of tsarist Russia where, according to the Greek tradition, the nation's
religious superior was identified with the person of the ruler, as a result of which
the tsar was the religious superior for Russia (Kenez 2008). As for mutual
relations between Autocephalous Churches in Poland and Russia, one should
bear in mind that their quality depends, to a large extent, on the relations
between Warsaw and Moscow. Historical events matter as well, including the
Union of Brest, Polish-Russian wars, partitions or persecutions in the times of
the Soviet Russia. Consequently, the policy of the Russian Orthodox Church
towards the Orthodox Church in Poland is affected by plans of the Kremlin.
Despite mutual independence, the fates of these two Churches intertwine for
a number of reasons. One of the most important reasons is the fact that the
Kyivan Rus had a strong influence on the formation of the Orthodox faith in
Poland. Today's Bielsk Podlaski was its border town, which is why the
dissemination of the Orthodox faith was a natural phenomenon. The neighbourhoods of Przemyśl, where many hierarchs came from, also remained under
strong influence of Rus. The relations between Polish and Russian Orthodox
Church have been clear even on the parish level. Another common point are
liturgical similarities 15. Beside liturgical language in many churches in Poland,
sermons are preached in Russian which is understandable for a considerable part
of our Orthodox citizens. Importantly, if mutual relations between Polish and
Russian Orthodox Churches seem to be ecumenically correct, which is reflected
by a visit of the Orthodox Patriarch of Moscow in Poland, then the situation is
15

http://gosc.pl/doc/1198229.Abp-Jeremiasz-o-polskorosyjskim-pojednaniu – an
interview of a journalist from Gość Niedzielny with Archbishop Jeremiasz of the Polish
Autocephalous Orthodox Church (10.08.2012).
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far worse in the case of relations between the Latin and Greek Catholic rites in
Poland and Ukraine.
Notwithstanding Pope John Paul II's attempts to improve relations with
Moscow, there are still accusation of proselytism in the former USSR, which are
considered by the Orthodox Church in Moscow to be canonical territories of the
Orthodox Church. There are still unsolved past problems connected with
accusations of the Moscow Orthodox Church concerning the persecution of
Orthodox followers by Greek Catholics in Western Ukraine. The most contentious matter concerns the fact that Uniate congregations in Western Ukraine
illegally occupy churches that do not belong to them. On the other hand, nothing
is said about the fact that the Uniate Church, the centre of which was Western
Ukraine, was one of the most persecuted denominations in the Soviet Union. In
1946 a pseudo-council of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church was called on
the orders of Stalin. During this pseudo-council, decisions were made about the
self-dissolution of the Uniate Church and its merger with the Orthodox Church
without its consent. None of the Greek Catholic bishops took part in the pseudo-council, as they refused to obey Stalin's decisions about attaching the Ukrainian
Greek Catholic Church to the Russian Orthodox Church. All of them were
imprisoned and exiled in Siberia.
Orthodox priests, particularly Russian hierarchs, participated in the liquidation of the Greek Catholic Church. Many Greek Catholic churches in Western
Ukraine were taken over by the Orthodox, rather than vice versa. However,
despite these persecutions, the Greek Catholic Church remained loyal to the Vatican and was still active underground. Masses were celebrated and sacraments
were administered in conspiracy, there were also illegal monasteries. Perhaps the
deep aversion, not so much towards the Greek Catholic Church itself as to the
Vatican, is the reason for the constant lack of agreement in the dispute which has
lasted for a dozen or so years. After the fall of Soviet totalitarianism, a few
million Greek Catholics emerged in Western Ukraine almost overnight. They
began to claim their churches, which were taken over illegally. Nevertheless,
many buildings are still being used by the Orthodox. In several hundred places
fist fights broke out because of that. Moscow does not deny that in this case it
also counts on favours on the part of the Vatican which, unlike the times of the
Polish Pope, no longer has such a sentiment for the Uniates. This issue has one
more slightly more administrative aspect. In practice, the fact of handing over
property depends on the sympathies of the ruling local administration, which is
usually inclined towards one party, which triggers dissatisfaction of the other.
Russia gained control over the Ukrainian Orthodox Church in the 17th
century. Till today, Russian hierarchs believe that Kyiv is the mother of the
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cities of Rus and undertake actions to preserve its domination in the whole
Ukraine. Other Churches and Orthodox Churches are treated with hostility as
a religious and geopolitical threat to the relations between Moscow and Kyiv.
Political sympathies are often revealed by clergymen. During the orange Revolution in Kyiv in 2004, the Uniates, like the two Ukrainian Orthodox Churches,
supported Orange revolutionists. In turn, some bishops subordinated to Moscow
did not hide their sympathies for the pro-Russian opponent of the Orange, Viktor
Yanukovych.
Apart from the community of Greek Catholics and the Orthodox Church
remaining under Moscow's supervision and controlling about 70% of parishes,
there are two minority Ukrainian Orthodox Churches in Ukraine: the Ukrainian
Orthodox Church of the Kyivan Patriarchate and the Ukrainian Orthodox
Church of the Moscow Patriarchate (the former is non-canonical and is a relic of
the 1920s, the latter is canonical and was established in the 1990s as a result of
a schism).
In 2008, a dispute flared up between Russia and Ukraine. The Russians
accused the President of Ukraine Viktor Yushchenko of an attempt to divide the
Orthodox Church. The pretext was the celebrations of the 1020th anniversary of
the christening of Kyivan Rus (as Ukraine used to be called). The Ukrainian
president invited and received the Patriarch of Constantinople Bartholomew I
with all due ceremony, while ignoring the visit of the Patriarch of the Russian
Orthodox Church Aleksius II. The Russian capital took it as an insult, since it
considers itself the superior of the Orthodox Church in Ukraine, even though it
did not exist as a country during the christening of Kyivan Rus16.

5. RELIGIOUS AND POLITICAL CONSEQUENCES OF
INFLUENCES OF CATHOLICISM IN THE ORTHODOX
TERRITORY, AS SEES IN BELARUS, WESTERN
UKRAINE AND RUSSIA
The rebirth of the Roman Catholic Church in the canonical territories of the
Orthodox Church after several dozen years brings consequences of both
religious and political nature. The Catholic Church in Belarus and Ukraine faces
many problems, for these are contact areas of two civilisations as well as the
Orthodox Church and Catholicism. These are areas where the Roman Catholic
16

Archival recording of a Moscow correspondent of the RMF FM radio http://www.
rmf24.pl/fakty/swiat/news-religijny-zatarg-miedzy-rosja-i-ukraina,nId,201509 (20.08. 2012).
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Church is in minority and has to merge with the existing religious mosaic, as it
happens not only there but all over the world.
Admittedly, these problems no longer take the form of bloody persecution,
yet they incessantly impede the Church's activity in a number of ways. Roman
Catholic priests in the East now speak not so much of persecutions as of
oppression from both the representatives of the Orthodox Church, which is in
majority there, and the local political authorities. The forms of these hindrances
will be presented separately for Belarus, Western Ukraine and Russia, even
though some of them remain identical for all of them.
Belarus. The Roman Catholic Church in Belarus has a lot of difficulty
serving its ministry, which is alarming for its hierarchs. Belarus has a population
of about 10 million, with 2 million Catholics of the Latin rite and a numerous
group of atheists. It should be stressed that the Roman Catholic Church, beside
the Union of Poles in Belarus (an anti-government fraction), is the only institution independent of President Lukashenko's authority. As a result of that, it
meets with obstruction on the part of the country's authorities and local administration. The authorities often refuse to give consent to erect new churches,
claiming that the congregation in a given parish is too small. Belarussian
administration also hampers issuing of work permits for priests from abroad.
Other key problems of the Roman Catholic Church include: an insufficient
number of churches, as well as an unsatisfactory number of priests, considering
how many parishes they serve. There is also a problem with priests from abroad
who work in Belarus. A foreign clergyman has to apply to the authorities for
a work permit to carry out pastoral duties every year, which is a nuisance.
Another difficulty is the fact that the Roman Catholic seminar is continually
controlled by the state. For example, every now and then a seminar is frequented
by a special commission appointed by the authorities which checks virtually
everything. Members of this commission go as far as wanting to check the
scripts of professors and lecturers.
There are also difficulties in conducting religious instruction among children
and young people in Belarus. Admittedly, the Act on Religion allows religious
education in schools, yet it is impossible in practice. The law permits this, but
principals are afraid to let clergymen and catechists into their schools (Bobryk
2010). There is also another problem. The Catholic Church in Belarus has
always been associated with Polishness. It is said that this is a ‘Polish Church’.
The Church of Russians and Belorussians is, in contrast, the Orthodox Church. It
often happens that unbaptised people declare themselves Orthodox, thinking that
if they are Russians or Belorussians, then ‘by definition’ they are members of
the Orthodox Church.
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Western Ukraine. Almost identical problems are faced by the Roman
Catholic Church in Ukraine. It is said that there are not enough churches, there is
no consent to erect new ones and clergymen's service is hindered. There is also
a similar lack of religious instruction in schools.
However, in Ukraine there is also a lot of talk about more hostile activities of
opponents of the Roman Catholic Church, such as the devastation of cemeteries.
Greek Catholic Orthodox churches also suffer from arson and their number
diminishes by a dozen or so every year. These incidents are blamed on groups of
vandals or nationalists, who claim that Ukraine should be a mono-religious
country.
Russia. Going further East to Russia, the consequences of the Catholic
Church's presence in predominantly Orthodox territories firstly take forms
known from Western Ukraine and Belarus. In the case of Russia, there is one
more problem, namely that of the bad condition of Catholic church and chapel
buildings (Dzwonkowski 2010).
A good example is a Catholic chapel in the Russian city of Tula. Even the
word chapel can be misleading in this case, as from the outside it resembles
neither a chapel, nor even a building but a cubbyhole or a garage of about 12 m2.
It adjoins a building, which may appear to be a neo-Gothic temple, but in reality
is a forensic medicine laboratory. To speak of further consequences of the
presence of Christians in a hostile country one should be aware, if only approximately, of how numerous this group is and who should be considered Russian,
Belarussian or Ukrainian Catholic. Another question is whether we should
consider non-practising people of Catholic origins Catholics or include only
those who go to church regularly.
The number of Latin Christians in Russia is estimated by different sources at
between 790,000 and 1.5 m. Most of them are descendants of exiles and
immigrants: Poles, Germans, Lithuanians, Belarussians and Ukrainians. Only
a small part of Catholics in Russia are indigenous Russians, representatives of
intelligentsia and the middle class, living in cities such as Moscow or Saint
Petersburg. For an average Russian, Christianity means little more than change
of the label and adjusting a hierarchy of values to it. This is accompanied by the
process of degradation of social and spiritual life: abortions counted in millions,
corruption, drug addiction and alcoholism. Several years of political liberalisation in Russia confirm that it is far easier to replace the hammer and sickle with
the cross than to part with the thinking from the times of the Soviet Union.
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HALF A CENTURY OF DEMOGRAPHIC
CHANGES IN EASTERN EUROPE
1. INTRODUCTION
First of all, in accordance with the title of this publication, we should define
the area of Eastern Europe. For the purpose of this study, we assume that that
part of the continent is comprised of countries which joined the European Union
during the period of 2004–2007; i.e. Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia,
Hungary, Bulgaria and Romania. The second group of countries examined in
this paper includes former republics of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
(USSR) that have now also joined the EU – Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia. The
third group consists of countries built on the vestiges of the USSR – Russia,
Ukraine and Belarus.
Moldavia, independent since 1999, was deliberately excluded from this
study. That country, with no unequivocal declarations concerning European
integration, with an unresolved issue of Transnistria, currently remains on the
margin of all European events. Also not included are the countries formed on the
territories formerly known as Yugoslavia, on the assumption that this area
belongs to the Southern part of Europe, and not the Eastern one. The author also
does not refer to the situation in the German Democratic Republic, on a premise
that it was an ephemeral entity, which ceased to exist in 1990, after merging
with the Federal Republic of Germany. In Polish literature, Germany is normally
regarded as a Western European country and therefore it is not included in this
analysis. As the title does not suggest that the study includes all the countries
affected by real socialism, the exclusion of the GDR is justifiable.
As a result, 12 countries were included in this study. Whenever the author
mentions that some of the studied countries currently belong to the EU, it implies that this fact may be of importance to their current demographic situation.
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It also needs to be noted that the title defines the analysed changes as those
observed over the last half a century. Therefore, this study reviews the situation
in the second half of the 20th century. This historical aspect means that we also
need to consider political events which took place during that period. In the past,
six of the analysed countries (republics of the former USSR) belonged to one
country. Furthermore, two presently independent countries used to form one,
then known as Czechoslovakia.
It is important for these political transformations to be mentioned, as to
a certain point the analysis is conducted on the joint situation of Czechoslovakia,
and only then does it distinguish between the two countries which replaced it on
the map. Similarly, former USSR republics are analysed jointly until 1990, and
only after this date does the study involve countries within those territories that
attained their independence.
It is therefore necessary to highlight the issues concerning an access to
detailed demographic data in Polish statistical publications for some of the
formerly existing countries. It may also be worth mentioning the fact that any
political or administrative changes pose problems for dynamic analyses, as they
cause a breach in continuity of statistical publications on homogeneous
territories (compare A. Rączaszek 1998).
Despite all of the above reservations the author attempts to analyse demographic changes, as there was a significant change in observed tendencies,
probably due to political factors. Previously, the natural population growth
observed in the studied area was very high. Currently, the actual population
growth rates recorded in nearly all analysed countries are in negative figures. It
means that the population geography in this part of Europe has changed, and the
suggested association with political changes places the discussed issues in the
field of geopolitics. If political changes are to be highlighted in this study, one
shall add that the analysis will be conducted separately for two different periods.
One – until 1990, adopted as an arbitrary end to the existence of socialist
countries in Eastern Europe, and after that year, in selected countries which now
independently undergo transformations leading to market economy and parliamentary democracy.

2. DEMOGRAPHIC SITUATION
BEFORE 1990
The title suggests that the focus of the study is on long-term demographic
changes. Half a century of population changes requires us to reach to statistical
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data from the second half of the 20th century. General information concerning
that period are shown in table 1.
Table 1. Population changes in Eastern Europe from 1960 to 1988

Country
USSR
Poland
Romania
Czechoslovakia
Hungary
Bulgaria

1960

1970

1980

1985

1988

Change
since
1960
(%)

214,329
29,561
18,407
13,654
9,984
7,867

242,775
32,589
20,204
14,478
10,332
8,494

265,542
35,578
22,201
15,311
10,711
8,862

277,537
37,203
22,725
15,499
10,580
8,960

285,400
37,862
22,940
15,608
10,597
8,981

33.2
28.1
24.6
14.3
6.1
14.2

Source: Statistical Yearbooks, GUS, Warsaw.

After World War II ended and the borders stabilised, all Eastern Europe
begun to function under the system of real socialism. It was all happening under
the guardianship of a powerful neighbour and the homeland of communism – the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. In that system, similarly to all other
totalitarian systems in history, population growth rate constituted one of secret
political goals. Although it may be difficult to prove, the countries of Eastern
Europe observed a significant population increase in the second half of the 20th
century.
It is also worth pointing out that the first set of statistical data presented
above does not refer to the situation immediately after the war, but one after the
first post-war demographic boom, which was of a compensatory nature. Thus,
the 1960 figures are not the minimal values resulting from damage done by the
war, which affected not only material assets but also demographic potentials.
Those figures are much higher than the ones reflecting the state for 1945 and
they include changes that happened in the second half of the 20th century, later
referred to as a demographic explosion (Rosset 1978, p. 15). Changes observed
until 1988 confirm the thesis of the accelerated demographic growth, as presented in table 1. The population of USSR during that period increased by 1/3,
whereas Poland and Romania recorded a respective growth of 28 per cent and
nearly 25 per cent. Changes in Czechoslovakia and Romania did not reach 15
per cent, and only in Hungary the increase was of a mere 6%. Therefore,
a possible conclusion is that population changes were varied but all territories
recorded a significant positive actual growth.
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The analysis of the whole of the USSR would not suit the title of this analysis
as a considerable part of that country was situated in Asia. Thus, any demographic changes presented here should refer to the European part of the USSR.
Such data were to a certain extent available before 1990, as GUS yearbooks used
to publish such information, perhaps to highlight the apparent independence of
individual USSR republics. As a result, table 2 includes population changes in
six former Soviet republics within the European part of the USSR1.
Table 2. Population changes in selected Soviet republics before 1988
Country

1959

1971

1981

1988

Change (%)

Russia

117,494

130,748

139,149

146,450

24.6

Ukraine

41,869

47,465

50,127

51,377

22.7

Belarus

8,055

9,084

9,659

10,141

25.9

Lithuania

2,711

3,160

3,443

3,682

35.8

Latvia

2,093

2,385

2,538

2,673

27.7

Estonia

1,197

1,374

1,484

1,571

31.2

Source: Statistical Yearbooks, GUS, Warsaw.

In this case, demographic changes are even more homogeneous than in table
1. Population in all examined Soviet republics had been on the rise until 1988 (in
table 2), with the difference over time ranging from 22 to 35 per cent. The
greatest increase in population was generally reported in the Baltic states. There
are probably multiple causes of such changes but one can assume that, as the
USSR was actually occupying these territories after 1939, there was possibly
a significant inflow of Russians, who were supposed to reinforce the forcefully
implemented political system. Such a hypothesis is supported by still significant
Russian minority groups in those countries. The Baltic states could also be
economically more advanced than other Soviet republics due to their capitalist
development during the inter-war period and it may also have triggered
immigration from within the USSR. Recognition of limitations concerning
moving within the former USSR leads, however, to an assumption that those
migrations were far from voluntary and were most likely dictated by political
decisions meant to reinforce the Russian spirit in occupied territories. All above
causes seem equally likely and have resulted in changes leading to gradual
actual population growth.

1

Russia is the only exception, as it lies in both Europe and Asia.
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3. DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGES IN SELECTED COUNTRIES
DURING THE TRANSFORMATION PERIOD
Between 1989 and 1991, Eastern Europe witnessed significant changes of
political nature, which then facilitated further transformation in the socio-economic sphere. That period of the so called ‘transformation’ provided completely
different conditions for demographic development. A unit or a family, with no
feeling of social security, which was a common occurrence in countries under
real socialism, had to make independent and responsible family planning
decisions. Furthermore, it all happened during a demographic transition from
a traditional model of society to a modern one, with the latter being characterised by low fertility and mortality (Cieślak 1992, p. 44). It is a transition from
an archaic type of demographic balance to a modern one (Rosset and Billig
1987, p. 142). That peculiar period for Eastern Europe required families and
units to set their personal priorities in a certain way. As the last two decades
have shown, the list of those priorities in most cases followed the following
pattern: education, professional career, starting a family.
Demographic changes observed in the examined group of countries during
the ‘transformation’ period is shown in the table 3.
All tables included in this article present the analysed population count
figures at 10 or 5 year intervals. To a certain degree, it is a simplification, as any
tendencies could change in years which are not included in the analysis. What is
also important in case of Poland, all data comes from statistical yearbooks
published annually. Thus, the figures included in this study differ from those
showed by the Central Statistical Office (GUS) in the last few years. After the
general census of 2002 showed a significant change in Poland's population
during the inter-census period (1988–2002), GUS made a backward recalculation of the country's population. It is an artificial operation and it is difficult to
say to what extent it does indeed reflect the actual population in particular years.
For this analysis to remain linear and logical in proving unquestionable decrease
in population numbers2, the author decided to use data published in subsequent
yearbooks.
2

Contrary to this apparent tendency, a comparison between figures from two
censuses (2002 – 38,219 thousand and 2011 – 38,512 thousand) indicates a slight
increase in Poland's population. Critical reviews of Poland's censuses as well as
unknown data regarding permanent emigrants suggest that all published information
should be approached with a dose of scepticism. This provision may also refer to the
remaining countries. However, in their case such details are not available.
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Table 3. Population of selected countries during the ‘transformation’ period

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

Change
from the
maximumb
(
%)

Russia

148,041

147,860

147,196

143,420

141,892

-4.2

Ukraine

51,839
38,119

51,640

50,658

47,075

45,858

-11.5

38,588

38,646

38,161

38,187

-1.2

22,435

21,602

21,444

-7.8

Czechoslovakia

23,265
15,660

22,680
-

-

-

-

-

Czech Republic

-

10,331

10,273

10,235

Hungary

10,361

10,225

10,024

10,078

10,526
10,005

+ 2.8
-3.4

Belarus

10,259

10,140

10,159

9,776

9,457

-7.8

Bulgaria

8,400

8,170

7,740

7,562

-15.9

Slovakia

8,990
-

5,364

5,401

5,364

5,431

+ 1.2

Lithuania

3,723

3,710

3,670

3,413

3,297

-11.4

Latvia

2,687

2,510

2,432

2,299

2,238

-16.7

Estonia

1,583

1,492

1,396

1,345

1,340

-15.4

a

Country

Poland
Romania

a

The countries are listed according to their population at the beginning of the
analysed period, namely the year 1960 (See tables 1 and 2). That order did not change
throughout the period of analysis which covered half a century.
b
Peak values are marked in bold.
Source: Statistical Yearbooks, GUS, Warsaw.

The table 3 contains changes in population. Apart from countries formed
after the split of Czechoslovakia, where the population increased slightly in
recent years, in all other cases the population numbers have dropped. A decrease
of over 15 per cent was recorded in Bulgaria, Latvia and Estonia. Ukraine and
Lithuania suffered a drop of over 11 per cent3. In absolute numbers, population
of Russia decreased by over 6 million, that of Ukraine by nearly 6 million and
that of Romania by nearly 2 million. These changes remain significant, regardless of whether they are expressed as real or relative values, with serious consequences for social life in analysed countries. They will affect the future job
markets, systems of education, as well as national insurance schemes.
It means that the above analysis does not refer to demographic changes
3

Such changes have already been discussed in the literature. Compare: V. Daugirdas
(2009).
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exclusively, but also to their significant socio-economic consequences. This is,
however, always the case with demographic processes, which media had chosen
to ignore for nearly 20 years and then suddenly ‘discovered’ the issues once they
were made public after the Second Demographic Congress in Poland. Such
a cursory remark is supposed to emphasize the significance of the changes and to
warn against the exaggerated role of the media, which strive to shape the reality
instead of objectively reporting the research results and draw relevant conclusions4.

4. A DETAILED ANALYSIS OF POPULATION
TENDENCIES
The population changes shown above are consequential of demographic
processes that shape both the condition and the structure of population. These
include natural changes as well as migrations. The following analysis refers to
selected elements of those processes over the last few years.

4.1. New tendencies in natural population changes
Changes in natural population growth are what affects long-term changes in
population. Some problems with obtaining detailed data may arise at any point.
The author tried to use the most recent information published by the Central
Office of Statistics and whenever such data was unavailable, eurostat publications were used instead. Unfortunately, that source also does not contain a complete set of statistical data, as due to its nature it refers mainly to the European
Union member states. The fact that the presented data does not refer to corresponding years does not, however, pose a problem. The figures are supposed to
present levels of examined processes.
Tendencies with regard to natural population change found in the analysed
countries were varied. It is difficult to draw detailed conclusions based on just
a few figures, but one can notice the most significant level of the phenomenon.
4

Similarly, in Poland we deal with abuse of the term ‘economic crisis’. In a situation
in which the GDP in Poland has been in positive figures for the last 20 years it needs
saying that this country has never been, and still is not, affected by the crisis. Still,
during that entire period the media regularly use the term ‘crisis’. The author's intention
is by no means to advocate muzzling the media, but to increase their level of responsibility for information they broadcast.
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Considerable negative natural population growth rates in the first decade of the
21st century were recorded in Ukraine, Russia, Belarus and Latvia, all of which
emerged after the collapse of the USSR, as well as in Bulgaria. Negative natural
growth, although less significant, was also observed in Hungary, Romania and
Lithuania. In that group of countries the negative population growth may be
resulting in constant population drop. In Estonia the negative natural growth,
which was initially quite high, decreased to zero, finally reaching equilibrium.
Table 4. Natural population growth in selected countries
Country

2002

2010

Russia

-6.5

-1.7

Ukraine

-7.6

-4.4

Poland

-0.1

0.9

Romania

-2.7

-2.2

Czech Republic

-1.5

1.0

Hungary

-3.5

-4.0

Belarus

-5.9

-3.1

Bulgaria

-5.8

-4.6

Slovakia

-0.1

1.3

Lithuania

-3.2

-2.0

Latvia

-5.3

-4.8

Estonia

-3.9

0.0

Source: GUS publications.

Tendencies observed in the other three countries are different. At the beginning of the decade, there was a slight negative natural growth in Poland, Czech
Republic and Slovakia. In the last year of this analysis, however, all those
countries registered a slightly positive natural population growth. In the case of
Poland, such situation had been caused by a higher number of births from
generations of parents born in late 1970s and early 1980s. Unfortunately, it is
a temporary phenomenon, unlikely to be sustained over time. It is difficult to
pinpoint any definite causes in the case of the countries formed after the split of
Czechoslovakia. What is important though is the fact that all three of these
countries registered a temporary positive balance of natural changes in population, corresponding with slight population growth observed over the last few
years (compare years 2005 and 2010 in table 3).
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4.2. Outside migrations in the analysed countries
Another group of factors that affect a demographic situation includes consequences of people's migrations. Migration in all the analysed countries is
shaped by different external circumstances. It also needs pointing out that the
analysis does not include Ukraine, there is no data for 2000 concerning Belarus,
and whenever there was no data available in Polish yearbooks the author
resorted to using Eurostat's data.
Generally, the picture conveyed by migration-related changes is not as unequivocal as in the case of natural population changes. It can be affected by the
aforementioned external factors. What is meant here is the fact that some of the
analysed countries joined the European Union. It is a problem that does not
apply only in the case of our three eastern neighbours, Russia, Ukraine and
Belarus. In all other countries, the access to European job markets certainly
affected the extent of migration. The table 5, however, only includes the balance
of migration. Therefore, it is difficult to decide whether the level of migration is
high but counterbalanced by an already significant level of immigration. One
could assume that in 2009, the Eastern European countries were to a certain
extent attractive to immigrants from the former USSR and other countries situated east of the EU. Thus, the analysis of table 5 below poses certain difficulties.
Table 5. Migration balance in selected countries
Country
Russia

2000

2009

1.4

1.7

Ukraine

.

.

Poland

-10.7

0.0

-0.2

-0.1

Czech Republic

0.6

2.7

Hungary

1.6

1.6

Belarus

.

0.5

Bulgaria

0.0

-2.1

Slovakia

-4.1

0.8

Lithuania

-5.8

-4.6

Latvia

-2.3

-2.1

Estonia

0.2

0.0

Romania

Source: GUS publications, Eurostat.
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Despite some of the above limitations, there are still certain noticeable
tendencies. There is a sudden drop in Poland's migration balance. The recession
in Western Europe may have caused a decrease in Poles' migration to European
labour markets. There is also a gradually increasing number of immigrants,
which results from two types of migration. Some of old emigrants come back
and, at the same time, immigration from other eastern countries, including some
Asian ones, is on the rise. As a result, the migration balance is almost even,
which also contributed to a slight increase in the actual natural population
growth in Poland over the last few years. Tendencies similar to those were also
observed in Slovakia over the corresponding period of time.
Lithuania and Latvia, on the other hand, have negative migration balances. It
may be a consequence of the still significant outflow of people to European
labour markets accompanied by former Russian immigrants, now returning to
their home country.
Some of the countries listed above are characterised by constant, low but
positive migration balances. In the Czech Republic and Hungary, it can be
explained by a relatively high standard of living, according to Eastern European
criteria. In the case of Russia, there are certainly different reasons. A decisive
factor here may involve the return of Russians from former Soviet republics,
especially from Caucasian region and former Asian republics. It is difficult to
find any obvious tendencies for remaining countries included in the analysis.

4.3. Long-term causes of demographic changes
Both natural factors and migrations, analysed above, stand behind population
changes in the recent years. In their case, any changes in cofactors are
immediately reflected in actual population growth values. The situation is
different when we examine women's fertility rate. Generational renewal requires
that the children born today reach reproductive age. Fertility analysis allows to
predict changes which are going to take place in 20 years or more. Thus, by
including such information in this analysis we can present prognostic data. It
also means that this publication is not only, as per its title, a diagnosis of past
changes, but also a vision of a potential future. Such a future, in the case of the
analysed countries, does not look overly bright.
To warrant a simple reproduction rate in the process of generational
replacement, the fertility rate needs to remain at an approximate level of 2.1
(Okólski 2004, p. 69). In Poland, a fertility rate at this level was last recorded in
the mid-1990s (1995 – 2.017). At the beginning of the last decade, fertility
values for all the countries included in this analysis reached their minimum
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levels, much below that theoretical limit set for simple reproduction. In 12
positions, the change ranged from 1.06 to 1.38. As a result, a generation
reaching reproductive age in Ukraine in 20 years will be only half as big as their
parents' generation. That means a rapid depopulation of that country in the
coming decades. Such situation, although not necessarily to such an extent, will
occur in all the listed countries.
Table 6. Women's fertility in selected countries
Country

2001

2008

Russia

1.16

1.49

Ukraine

1.06

1.33

Poland

1.37

1.39

Romania

1.27

1.35

Czech Republic

1.14

1.50

Hungary

1.31

1.35

Belarus

1.31

1.29

Bulgaria

1.21

1.48

Slovakia

1.20

1.32

Lithuania

1.30

1.47

Latvia

1.21

1.44

Estonia

1.38

1.65

Source: 2011 Demographic Yearbook, GUS, Warsaw.

A slight improvement was recorded by 2008, but the level of that change
from 1.29 to 1.65 means that in 30 years the decrease in population will still be
deepening. A fact which is concerning from our point of view is that, while in
2001 the only country with a fertility rate higher than Poland (1.37) was Estonia
(1.38), in 2008 that figure for Poland (1.395) was lower than in six other
countries. Compared to the rest of Eastern Europe, the situation in Poland is still
getting worse.

5

It is difficult to conduct a more in-depth analysis, considering that the value of the
analysed factor is uncertain. On page 474 of the 2011 Demographic Yearbook, that
analysed variable is quoted as above, whereas on page 57, the very same total fertility
rate for Poland is given as 1.528. If we have difficulty in obtaining reliable data for
Poland, it makes one even more suspicious of information published in Polish yearbooks
for other countries.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
A review of several sets of statistical data provides a basis for presentation of
some basic conclusions concerning the demographic situation in the analysed
group of Eastern European countries:
1. In the second half of the 20th century, the number of citizens was rising
steadily.
2. That process ended for most countries once they entered the political
transformation period. The only exceptions to that rule are the Czech Republic
and Slovakia, which reached a maximum population count in 2010.
3. In the recent years, natural population changes in most countries were in
negative figures. Exceptional situation was observed in the Czech Republic,
Slovakia and Poland, where natural population growth was low but positive.
4. Migration balances have increased slightly over the last few years. In
countries that used to have a significantly negative balance, that negative
balance decreased and in some cases the originally low positive balance increased even further.
5. Fertility rates trends are highly disadvantageous. In all the countries, their
level suggests a reduced reproduction rate, and a slight increase recorded in the
recent years still does not secure simple reproduction.
6. Regardless of recent improvements in the real growth rate, the populations
of the analysed countries are going to shrink in the future, as the quoted fertility
rates indicate that the reduced reproduction rates will be maintained over time.
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THE BOUNDARIES OF EASTERN EUROPE AFTER
WORLD WAR I AND WORLD WAR II
1. INTRODUCTION
Political geography deals with the relationship between political activities
and the landscape, i.e. the influence of political decisions on the processes of
geographical change. Historical geography is dealing with past geography, i.e.
the geographical processes which took place in the past, the influence of
historical events on the landscape and with the relic of the past which exist in the
present landscape.
One of the most significant geo-political phenomena are the international
boundaries, that mark sovereign territories of states all over the world. International boundaries are man-made separation lines (Prescott 1978) that divide
more then 200 different states existing today all over our globe (Biger 1996).
These boundaries were described a hundred years ago by Lord Curzon of
Kedleston, who went on to become the British foreign secretary, as ‘the razor's
edge on which hangs suspended the modern issues of war and peace, or life or
death to nations’ (Curzon 1907).
This article discusses the international boundaries in Eastern Europe. It will
first present the geographical meaning of Eastern Europe and the history of its
boundaries, and then, the article will deal with the differences between two
major stages which created the boundaries in that region namely the outcomes of
World War I and the World War II. Dealing with those boundaries, we will
focus on four main points:
1. Eastern European international boundaries as historical-geographical relics.
2. Eastern European boundaries as a phenomenon influencing the landscape.
3. Eastern European international boundaries as limits to effective regimes
dealing with the landscape.
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4. The relation between those international boundaries and the nations
inhabiting the area.
International boundaries, their history, locations, disputes concerning their
exact delimitation, their strategic importance, as well as other factors, led many
scholars to study this important subject. International lawyers, geographers, historians, political scientists, researchers of international relations, cartographers,
military people, all are concerned with the locations of boundaries, their legal
status, history, defensive abilities, and so on (Schofield et al. 2002).
All of today's Eastern European international boundaries were created in the
past – in some cases years, sometimes decades and, in cases such as the border
between Czech Republic and Germany, several hundred years ago. What attracts
the historical geographers to study international boundaries is their role as historical geographical features, established in the past and still existing in the present.

2. WHERE IS EASTERN EUROPE?
Eastern Europe is a common name for the eastern part of Europe, but its
boundaries, especially the western boundary, is not clear. The number of
descriptions of its western reach is equal to the number of its descriptors. There
are some basic criteria for defining Eastern Europe, as opposed to Western
Europe, or even Central Europe. Races, languages, religious, economic and
political differences were all used in defining Eastern Europe. Thus, such
divisions as Germanic peoples of Central or Western Europe versus the Slav of
Eastern Europe, Germanic languages versus Slavic languages, Roman Catholics
and Evangelicals versus the Orthodox Christians, capitalist countries versus
socialists countries (The Iron Curtin of 1945–1989), EU countries versus non-EU countries were all used to define a line between Eastern Europe and the rest
of the continent. The United Nations' Eastern European Group included all the
countries east of the eastern borders of Germany, Austria and Italy. This group
also includes Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan. Another UN division, that of
geographical and statistical regions, defines Eastern Europe similarly, but with
the exclusion of the Baltic states (Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania), which are
including in Northern Europe, and the former Yugoslavian states (Slovenia,
Croatia, Bosnia, Serbia, Macedonia, Montenegro) and Albania, which are parts
of Southern Europe.
The CIA World Fact Book defines Eastern Europe as the area including the
Baltic States, Belarus, Ukraine and Moldova, while the former Yugoslavian
countries with Albania are a part of South-Eastern Europe. Poland, Czech
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Republic, Slovakia and Hungary are parts of Western Europe. Russia is a transcontinental country, as are Kazakhstan and Turkey.
NORTHERN
EUROPE

EUROPE ACCORDING TO THE CIA WORLD FACT BOOK
TRANSCONTINENTAL
COUNTRY

UN DIVISION OF EUROPE

EASTERN
EUROPE

EASTERN
EUROPE

WEST
EUROPE

SOUTH
EASTERN
EUROPE

SOUTHERN
EUROPE

EASTERN EUROPE AFTER WORLD WAR II
Eastern bloc members
USRR
Satelite states
USRR – aligned until 1948
USRR – aligned until 1960
0

500

1000 km

Fig. 1. Division of Europe into political regions
Source: author's own elaboration

All three have some parts in Eastern Europe, as the geographical eastern
boundary of that area is drawn in the Ural Mountains, going southward to northeastern shore of the Caspian Sea. Thus, there is no single clear definition of
Eastern Europe.

3. THE HISTORY OF THE INTERNATIONAL
BOUNDARIES IN EASTERN EUROPE
The present international boundaries of the countries of Eastern Europe were
established in four stages, all of them during the 20th century, two of them,
which are the most important, will be discussed here. Up until 1875, the whole
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Eastern Europe was divided between four great Empires – Russian, Ottoman,
Austro-Hungarian and German.
In the first stage before World War I, two countries, Bulgaria and Albania,
were formed in their present boundaries, after being freed from the Ottoman
Empire. Romania and Serbia were also established as independent states, but
their present boundaries were created later.
The second stage came after the end of World War I, which brought with it
the collapse of those four Empires. This collapse led to the establishment of
many new independent countries (Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland,
Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Hungary and Austria), but only Hungary (along
with Austria, though it is not part of Eastern Europe) still exists in the boundaries created at that time. Romania got Transylvania as part of the new arrangement of Eastern Europe, but its present boundaries were shaped during the third
stage.
The third stage came after World War II. During that war, the boundaries of
Finland were changed, as it lost some of its territory to the Soviet Union. The
three Baltic States were omitted from the political map as being occupied by the
Soviet Union and incorporated in it. The collapse of Germany and the
conquering of all Eastern Europe by Soviet Union brought major changes in the
location of the international boundaries in this region. The Eastern border of
Poland was moved west, as the Soviet Union annexed its area east of the Bug
River, while the western and northern boundaries were also changed, as large
areas of former Germany (part of East Prussia, Pomerania and Silesia) were
incorporated in Poland. A different part of Eastern Prussia (Kaliningrad –
Königsberg) was annexed by the Soviet Union. The eastern part of Czechoslovakia was also annexed by the Soviet Union, as was the eastern part of Romania
(today's Moldova). Only Yugoslavia remained in its pre-War boundaries, but its
present territory was shaped in the forth stage.
The forth stage came after the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1989 (Foucher
1994). On the new political map of Eastern Europe (O'Loughlin 1992), the
Baltic states regained their independence but their boundaries were established
by the Soviet Union as the territories of Soviet Republics, not their pre-War
boundaries. Ukraine, Belarus and Moldova were established as independent
states and their boundaries were also those internal lines established by the
former Soviet Union. Former Yugoslavia also collapsed, and new international
borders between the new states were established based on the former line of the
internal divisions within the united Yugoslavia (Englefield 1992). The division
of Czechoslovakia into Czech Republic and Slovakia ended that stage, which
formed the current political map of Eastern Europe.
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4. INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARIES
AS GEOGRAPHIC RELICS
International boundaries are the product of agreements between independent
countries that established certain lines that mark each sovereign territory.
Boundaries usually reflect the relation between those countries, their ambitions,
powers and abilities. The uniqueness of the international boundaries of Eastern
Europe stems from the fact that they were not established by the local
inhabitants, not even by their own independent governments but by external
international forces. After World War I, it was the League of Nations who
established most of the boundaries, except for the eastern border of Poland,
which was established in 1923 further east than the line established by the
League of Nations (the Curzon Line), after the war between Poland and the
Soviet Union and the Riga Agreement of 1923.

Wilno
Gdańsk
Szczecin
Baranowicze
Białystok
WARSZAWA

Poznań

Brześć
Border
1947

Łódź
Lublin

Wrocław

Kraków
The Curzon line
A
B

Lwów
Stanisławów

Annexed by
Poland in 1945
Annexed by
Soviet Union in 1945

Fig. 2. The Eastern Boundary of Poland 1920–1945
Source: author's own elaboration

After World War II, the boundaries were established by decisions of the
Soviet Union, United States and Great Britain. As all of the international
boundaries in Eastern Europe were established in the past, they represent the
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situation of the period, even the year, when they were established. That is why
today's boundaries are relics from the past, which make them a subject for
historical geography to study (Butlin 1993).
As we saw, the collapse of the great Empires in World War I brought with it
the establishment of many new countries. The locations of the boundaries of the
new states were mainly based on the ethnic criteria (Clarke 2002). Ethnic
boundaries were created in order to separate culturally uniform peoples, so that
a minimum of stress would be placed upon them (Waterman 2002). The heterogeneous Eastern European population, however, could not define boundaries that
completely and exactly separate peoples of different character and, as a result,
there were ethnic minorities in almost every state. The definition of a people,
according to race, language or religion was used in several cases, when the
boundaries of the new states of Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Yugoslavia were located mainly according to those criteria. Thus,
Poland was the country of the Polish people, Estonia the country of the
Estonians, Finland of the Finns, Latvia of the Latvians and Lithuania of the
Lithuanians. Czechoslovakia was formed as a country of both the Czechs and the
Slovaks, as well as the Ruthenians, and Yugoslavia was a country of lots of
different groups – Serbs, Slovenians, Croats, Bosnians, Montenegrins, Macedonians, with some Hungarian minorities. As this solution was largely acceptable,
not many changes in population occurred, as large numbers of minorities were
left on both sides of every border.
The outcome of World War II was totally different. Boundaries were
established according to the political needs of the Great Powers, who abolished
the ethnic criteria. Moreover, in order to prevent minority problems, millions of
people were exiled from their homes and relocated to the new areas, establishing
countries according to the new boundaries. Thus, millions of Germans were
pushed out of East Prussia, Pomerania, Silesia, Bohemia and Moravia and
resettled inside to boundaries of what became Germany. Millions of Poles were
driven out of the former Polish area incorporated into the Soviet Union, and
settled in the new territory of Poland, in the north, south and west of the newly
established boundaries. More then 100,000 Ukrainians were exiled from their
homes in southeast Poland (‘Operation Vistula’) and resettled in other areas of
modern Poland in order to overcome the concentration of a large minority near
the border. Thus, new nation states were established not according to the
location of peoples but in order to ‘clean’ countries of their minorities.
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5. INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARIES IN EASTERN EUROPE
AS A PERMANENT FEATURE IN THE LANDSCAPE
When the international boundaries of Eastern Europe were establishes, they
were meant to stay permanent and never be changed. Although nearly every
boundary changed throughout the periods under discussion, and they still
undergo some changes, there are some boundaries, like those of Bulgaria,
Albania and Hungary, that were ‘frozen’, representing the geographic and
political situation at the moment they were established, long ago. Landscapes
changed, as did political situations, but the locations of these boundaries did not.
Even more recent boundaries, those of other Eastern Europe states, drawn after
World War II, reflect past situation of the relation between the Soviet Union,
United States and Great Britain in 1945. At that period, Eastern Europe extended
as far west as Italy, which was on the ‘wrong side’ in World War II, and lost
Fiume and other Adriatic areas to modern socialist Yugoslavia. The same
happened when Poland got the area which was part of Germany, so Eastern
Europe expanded westward to the Oder and Neisse Rivers, according to the
demands of the Soviet Union, and against the will of Great Britain (Wagner
1964).

6. INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARIES IN EASTERN EUROPE
AS THE BORDERS OF DIFFERENT POLITICAL REGIMES
International boundaries are used to mark the limits of different political
entities. As such, international boundaries can become lines that divide two
different human landscapes influenced and dictated by different political entities.
Historical political changes can happen in one night, while geographic changes
can take years. This is why old patterns of fields, streets, buildings, etc. remain
longer then the locations of boundaries. East Berlin's residential buildings are
different from those in the western part of the city. Only understanding the
influence of boundaries that vanished more than 20 years ago can explain the
difference. Many building in Polish villages and towns located in the area which
was part of German Silesia before 1945 are still examples of the German
building style and German road patterns. The same can be said of the Russian
enclave of Kaliningrad – former German Königsberg. Thus, historical-geographic knowledge of past international boundaries, politics and events can help
us understand different landscapes of today's Eastern Europe.
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7. BOUNDARIES AND NATIONS IN EASTERN EUROPE
Our political world was created through a long historical process. Today, we
have nearly 200 independent states, sharing more then 300 land boundaries. It
seems that the location of those boundaries were mainly established as to create
a series of nation states. Thus, France is the state of the French people, Sweden
is a state of the Swedes, Italy of the Italians, Japan of the Japanese and Thailand
of the Thai. We can say that in those examples, the nations created the
boundaries. But there are also countries which were not based on one nation, but
the opposite process happened. In such cases, the borders created the nations
they enclose. This is true for most of South and Central American countries, as
well as most of the African states. There was no Chilean or Bolivian nation, nor
Nigerian or Ghanaian nation before Chile, Bolivia, Nigeria and Ghana were
established as independent states. In their cases, the boundaries created the
nation. Thus a global view can present two main models for the relationship
between nations and states' boundaries. The first one is the European-Asian (Old
World) model of nation-created boundaries – the nation state model. The second
is the American–African (New World) model of boundaries-created nations, the
multi-cultural states that try to use the melting pot technique in order to build a
nation within its arbitrary boundaries. Thus, the American nation is a nation of
those who were born or settled
in a specific territory – between
Canada and Mexico (as well as
Alaska and Hawaii), along the
Baltic Sea
lines that were established in the
mid-19th century (Biger 2011).
All of Eastern Europe states
belong to the first model, as all
of them are Nation States.
Even the European part of
modern Russia is mainly
inhabited by one nation – the
Black Sea
Russians. This is a unique
situation, as in Western Europe
Adriatic
Sea
one can find Switzerland (with
its German, French, Italian and
local Romansh populations),
Fig. 3. Eastern Europe 2010
Belgium (Flemish and Valon),
Source: author's own elaboration
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and Spain (Castilians, Catalans, Galicians, Andalusians) that cannot be considered nation-states. Even though this model cannot predict anything about the
future, it shows us how independent states of Eastern Europe of today were
established in the past.

8. CONCLUSIONS
Whenever one looks at a political map of Eastern Europe of today, or of
some past period, boundary lines are one of the main items to be discussed.
Some of them were born, lived, changed and died, while other boundaries
survived. Thus, any research attempting to understand the location, the continuation, the existence or the disappearance of those international boundaries has
to involve a historical geographic study.
To sum up – the modern international boundaries of Eastern Europe, though
developed over a 1,000 years, were only created in the 20th century, without
taking into consideration any historical boundary lines. During that process,
millions of people were forced to resettle in new territories, according to the
newly-established boundaries. Even though such situations happened before
(Turkey-Greece in 1922–1923, India-Pakistan in 1947, Cyprus in 1974), such an
organised relocation of such a number of people was unique. Thus, the modern
boundaries in Eastern Europe are truly ethnic. Even though there are numerous
minorities in some countries (Germans in Poland, Poles in Lithuania), there are
no boundary disputes and the area, though sometimes troubled, is finally
becoming peaceful after a tumultuous history.
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HISTORICAL BORDERS IN THE EU – A QUESTION
OF EU REGIONAL POLICY
1. INTRODUCTION
After World War II, during the processes of shaping the administrative,
economic and social structures on local and regional level, many historical
borders, especially in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, were
diminished and disappeared. An enlargement of EU east and south-eastward
became another important factor to this process. Most of the new EU members
try to adapt their regional structures to the needs and demands of EU policies. In
this process, many historical borders previously existing on regional level
definitely disappeared, while new regional units were established.
The question is whether EU regional policies really need such system of
standard regional units and how far it should go in meeting the demand to
preserve historical borders of regions and localities.
The research concerning the essence of the concept of a border is conducted
in numerous disciplines of science and is, most frequently, interdisciplinary in
character. Also, the spatial dimension of the considerations is of significance as
a border and the influence it exerts can be approached from a global, regional,
local or international perspective, as well as within the scope of trans-border
connections of economic or social-cultural character1.
1

There are a lot of examples of this type of research both in Poland and elsewhere:
G.N. Curzon 1907, S. Szczepanowski 1920, K. Haushofer 1927, W. Boggs 1940,
S. Pietkiewicz 1946, R. Dion 1947, N.J.G. Pounds 1951, J.V. Minghi 1963, V. Albrecht
1974, W. Leimgruber 1981b, S. Kałuski 1983, J.R.V. Prescott 1987, A. Demant 1990,
Z. Rykiel 1990, M. Bufon 1992, G. Kosmala 1993, D. Newman 1995, K. Heffner 1998,
P. Eberhardt 2004, S. Ciok 2008, S. Dołzbłasz and A. Raczyk 2009, Z. Kurcz and A.
Sakson 2009.
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There are various meanings attributed to the concept of a border itself but
only some of them refer directly to the spatial structures and their qualities, and
are therefore of significance with respect to geography. As expressed in
dictionaries (eg. Dąbrówka, Geller and Turczyn 1993, Bernacka 2005), the word
‘border’ has more general meanings and is synonymous with such basic
concepts as a division line (a dividing line), a scope, a range, a limit, an edge, an
end and, as far as etymology in Polish goes, granica derives from the word grań
(Eng. ‘ridge’) denoting a sharp, hard-to-reach mountain shelf (see more Kolb
1989, pp. 344–356). Regardless of the fact that the concept of ‘border’ is quite
broad from the viewpoint of geography, Polish geographical studies use its
synonyms with reference to the line dividing countries quite rarely. The
analogous approach can be observed in numerous Slavic languages – Russian,
Bulgarian, Croatian (granica), Slovak (hranica), Czech (hranice), which also
indicates common etymology, but not in the Slovenian language, where a phrase
Državna meja (border of a country) is used in a similar manner. The use of the
concept of ‘a border’ in many Germanic languages, especially in German, which
uses the word die Grenze, is also quite similar. Its meaning derives directly from
the early relations with the Slavic people, especially in Silesia, from which it
spread more widely over the entire German-speaking area (see a very interesting
discussion on the etymology of the word Grenze in Karp 2000). The word
sounds alike and carries a similar meaning in Swedish grans, Danish Graensevaerdi, Graense (national border) and Norwegian grense (see elaboration of
Leimgruber 1981a). As far as phraseology is concerned, a much richer vocabulary is applied in English where the words: a boundary, a border, a borderline and
a frontier, referring to the concept of ‘border’, carry different meanings2. The
last of these notions also appears in French (frontière)3, Spanish (frontere),
Portuguese (Fronteira) and Italian (frontiera, il confine dello stato), but their
respective meanings are narrower. Similarly, the understanding of this term is
considerably more narrow in the Finno-Ugric languages – Raja, Rajaarvo
(a border, a national border in Finnish), Piir (Estonian), Határérték, Államhatár,
Határ (a border, a border of a country, a national border in Hungarian) and the
Baltic languages – in Lithuanian (śiena – a border) and Latvian (Lima –
a border).
2

The term ‘frontier’ refers to a border zone (Borderland), and its function as a spatial
barrier, while ‘boundary’ refers to the border line (see e.g. Paasi 1995, O'Dowd and
Wilson 1996, Batten 1999).
3
See, for example, definitions of ‘borders’ and ‘border areas’ in popular publications
in the field of political geography and geopolitics – limite, frontière, borne, démarcation,
charnière, seuil (cf. Sanguin 1983).
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In the most general sense referring to space, a border is defined as a line
dividing the areas with distinct political, administrative, cultural, social, institutional, jurisdiction, environmental or other affiliation being a basis or a reason
for making the differentiation (cf. among others: Jones 1959, Valussi 1976,
Galluser 1981, Boesler 1983, Verhasselt 1986b, Barbag 1987, Kałuski 1988,
Rumley and Minghi 1991, Rykiel 2005). The termination of a given country's
political authority at its borders, and the consequent termination of formal, legal
and economic interactions, make the divisions, marked by the lines of national
borders, exceptionally permanent, even though their physical and restrictive
character disappears for any reason (e.g. the annexation of a territory and the
change of the character of a border from political into administrative, international agreements opening national borders between neighbouring countries).
Most frequently, borders are lines dividing political areas (a political border –
a country border), administrative areas (administrative borders – region,
province, urban and rural commune boundaries), cultural (a boundary between
cultural areas, areas within reach of cultural influences – dialects, religions),
ethnic (ethnic borders – boundaries between areas on which a given ethnic
group, national group or national minority prevails), or spatial structures, both
natural (forest areas, meadows, rock formations) and man-made (arable land,
building development and its forms, urban investments, preserved areas, nature
reserves, etc.), zones in which specific powers of institutions or organisations are
valid (hierarchical systems), boundaries of specified jurisdiction (e.g. a national
park), court and court enforcement districts, military districts, railway districts,
etc., as well as of enterprises (zones of activity, supply, action, etc. (Brawer
1978, Ratti 1994, Baar 2000).
In the geographical sense, borders assume a physical form, i.e. they become
real-world artefacts, only when they divide political areas (demarcate countries).
In other situations, they only exist in the cartographic form (lines demarcating
areas on maps) or are visualised by points (in selected spots through which
a borderline runs – information signs on roads, markings and information at
entrances to the zones of various character). Usually, a national border is marked
on maps as different types of lines and in the real world as such artefacts as
boundary posts that show its route4.
4

Cf. ‘borders’ and ‘border areas’ explained of political geography and geopolitics:
Onet.pl: http://portalwiedzy.onet.pl/88481,,,,granica_panstwowa,haslo.html; C.B. Fawcett
1918, J. Matznetter 1977, J.W. House 1982, K.-A. Boesler 1983, The New Political
Geography... 1993, Grenzen in Ostmitteleuropa... 2000, M. Baczwarow and A. Suliborski 2002, M.I. Glassner and C. Fahrer 2004, Z. Rykiel 2005, A. Runge and J. Runge
2008.
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2. THE CONCEPT OF A NATIONAL BORDER
The term ‘border’ has been defined in literature on multiple occasions, which
is connected, first of all, with making different assumptions and assuming
different research goals (Hartshorne 1936, Minghi 1977, Heller 1993a, Buzzetti
1994, Heffner 2010). It is assumed that a national border is a line marking the
territory of a given country, separating it from other, neighbouring countries or
areas of the open sea. In the legal sense, a country border is a plane perpendicular to the surface of the earth which divides the territories belonging to
different countries or the areas whose affiliation is not defined (e.g. seas, oceans,
ice sheets). In such sense, the route of a national border determines the affiliation
of specific areas of land, water regions, as well as the airspace and the
underground space to a given country. A borderline demarcates not only the
areas of land but also the airspace and the underground. Numerous authors are
inclined towards the opinion that national borders are the lines at which two
sovereign countries meet, which at the same time separate their respective
territories from each other, or the lines separating to sovereignty of one country
from the sovereignty of its neighbours5.
In 19th-century Ancien régime Europe of countries, the deployment of the
armed military forces, and at the same time the question of separating them, was
one of the most important problems. The development of the techniques in
cartography and geodesy made it possible to prepare more and more exact
materials for military purposes, as well as for international diplomacy. In
practice, as early as in 18th century, peace treaties, truces and demarcation lines
were prepared on the basis of more and more precise cartographic material, with
the use of which detailed routes of borderlines were marked on both accurate
cadastral maps and military topographic ones. These methods were widely used
in relation to the introduction of large-scale border changes, connected with the
recapture of Hungary by the Hapsburg Empire (the border on the Drava River,
the Danube and in the Carpathian Mountains), the execution of the treaties
concluding the successive wars between Russia and Turkey in the Balkan region
and on the north edges of the Black Sea, as well as separating the countries
participating in the three Partitions of Poland (Black 1994, Krüger 2000).
A precise route of a border on the surface of the Earth is a subject of bilateral
or multilateral international agreements. These agreements (e.g. the provisions
of the Treaty of Versailles of 1919, among others, in relation to the western
5

From this perspective, the concept of border is based on the consideration of its
legal aspects, cf. eg. N.J.G. Pounds 1963, J. Barbag 1987.
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borders of Poland after the end of World War I; Sobczyński 1989, Kosmala
1999) determine a demarcation between countries in the field. As a result of
such delimitation consisting in marking them in a cartographic form (on a map),
national borders assume a specific shape in the process of demarcation6. This
activity denotes transferring a border marked out in a cartographic form into
a real-world spatial arrangement, that is a precise delimitation of the route of
a border in the field, taking into account its specific character, as well as setting
up boundary signs. These can assume various forms, most frequently they are
posts, fences, entanglements, walls, but also earth embankments, grooves or
a few-meter-wide strips of land (very often the so-called ‘no-man's land’).
Some of most widely known demarcation lines, established shortly after
Word War II, are the so-called ‘Green Line’ which is the line of truce between
Israel, Jordan and Egypt (after the First Arab-Israeli war of 1948), the line
separating Armenia and Azerbaijan in the Nagorno-Karabakh after the cessation
of warfare in 1994, the 17th parallel in Vietnam (functioning as a border between
North and South Vietnam until the unification of the country in 1975), and the
38th parallel in Korea (separating South Korea from North Korea7).
Quite frequently, there is a so-called border zone established along the
borderline, a 2–6 km wide or even wider immediate border zone, in which there
are restrictions of different kinds concerning the movement of inhabitants as
well as checks carried out by suitable public services (e.g. customs services; see
broader approaches in this respect: Rajman 1993, Walters 2006). In order to
protect borders, a border strip (15 m) and a borderland zone (minimum of 15
km) are usually established and, in most countries, armed, uniformed formations
such as border guard are dispatched.
In a more general sense, immediate border zones belong to the category of
peripheral areas which are characterised by spatial asymmetry. On the one hand,
they are limited by a national border, frequently constituting a barrier of very
low permeability for a long period of time. On the other, in a continuous

6

Demarcation lines act as national borders usually temporary and are often introduced during or after (suspension) warfare. They separate the parties to the conflict and
appoint an interim state border, which is valid until the signing of the agreement (e.g.
ceasefire line between the Poland and Soviet Russia until the signing of the Treaty of
Riga (12/10/1920) and peace (03/18/1921) by which to trace the Polish border with
Soviet Russia).
7
North Korea – in fact, Democratic People's Republic of Korea, DPRK. The course
of the demarcation line is actually slightly different from the designated boundary
parallel.
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arrangement, they are open and connected, often by a wide transition zone, with
the regional layout of a country (e.g. Hartshorne 1950).
If a border assumes the function of a barrier separating different political
systems, then, at least to a certain degree, it makes the economic and cultural
exchange, as well as the flow of people difficult. It also functions as a determinant of the identity and affiliation of the inhabitants of the borderland
regions. On the other hand, it is a place where two different systems of organising social-economic life meet, which creates opportunities for exchange and
getting to know each other. At present, there is a growing tendency to make the
permeability of national borders higher, in order to lessen their influence as
barriers in a free flow of people, goods and capital. These processes are much
advanced in the countries belonging to the European Union and the Schengen
Area (see Heffner 1996).
All things considered, when a border is perceived as a spatial barrier8 for the
flow of people, goods and ideas, three main categories of borders and regions
connected with their influence can be distinguished:
 open, integrated or currently undergoing the process of integration
(countries and their borderland regions in the so-called ‘old European Union’);
 partially permeable, co-existing or co-operating (countries and regions of
the so-called ‘new European Union’, as well as the countries and regions around
the external border of the European Union);
 non-permeable, alienated, closed (Cyprus divided into the Turkish and
Greek parts, North Korea and South Korea; cf. Martinez 1994).
Generally, the process of social-economic and spatial transformations of the
borderland is connected with the changing function of a national border, which
can assume the role of a spatial barrier with different levels of permeability on
the one hand (a filter with a frequently complicated formal and social operation),
and on the other, a factor integrating the entire zone adjoining a national border
(eg. Maillat 1983, Berenyi 1992, Jurczek 1993, Bufon 1994, 1995). These types
of functions have been repeatedly analysed in numerous aspects, predominantly
economic and social-cultural (e.g. Verhasselt 1986a, Maillat 1990, Wieczorek
1996, Eberhardt 1996, Dołzbłasz and Raczyk 2009 and others).

8

Relatively frequent is a division of spatial barriers into formal and informal. The
formal barriers are usually considered political borders, while the informal ones include
physical and geographic barriers related to the natural environment and cultural barriers.
See: Z. Rykiel 1991.
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3. DISCUSSION ON FUNCTIONS OF A BORDER
Most scientific studies in political geography and geopolitics emphasise the
fact that borders are an indispensable attribute of national sovereignty, because
they separate zones falling under jurisdictions of given countries and all their
institutions (e.g. Staszewski 1959, Raffestin 1986, Prescott 1965, Baran 1995,
Rykiel 2005). In this sense, national borders assume a character of spatial
barriers influencing the legal-formal sphere (e.g. restrictions in the free flow of
people, rules of law being in force within the area of a given country, diverse
economic liabilities, etc.), economic domain (regulations of the freedom of
trade, economic exchange, fiscal liabilities, etc.), and social and cultural spheres.
In the studies conducted in the 1980s (cf. Leimgruber 1991), research considerations within the scope of borderlands were restricted to the three basic types
of arrangements in which borders are of political, functional-economic or
psychological character and refer not only to the question of diverse hierarchy of
objects but also to the various functions these objects perform (Kristoff 1959,
Ante 1981).
With time, the functions of a national border undergo a gradual general
change, its permeability changes for people, flow of goods and services as well
as social-cultural relations. These processes can be linked to the phenomenon of
globalisation which results in, among others, the liberalisation of international
trade, an increase in the number of occurrences of political integration of
countries and the development of processes making social life more democratic
(see for example: Clement 1996, Scott 1993, 1996).
Numerous demarcations between countries are of a disputable character
(disputable borders). They occur both on inhabited and sparsely populated or
uninhabited areas. The zones of a relatively low use value, such as deserts,
marshlands or ice sheets, quite frequently constitute areas where demarcation is
controversial and is only performed when a direct need arises to determine the
route of a real-world border. The notions of a de facto border and a de iure
border denote the differentiation between the actual route of a borderline and its
course as established by the law (e.g. indicated on a suitable map). In most
current demarcations between countries, a de iure border is at the same as a de
facto border. There are, however, numerous zones involved in long-lasting
international conflicts where these borders do not overlap (e.g. Israel and the
Palestinian National Authority in Jerusalem and Bethlehem areas, India and
Pakistan in Kashmir region, China and India in Ladakh province, Morocco and
Algeria in West Sahara, Armenia and Azerbaijan in Nagorno-Karabakh).
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4. TYPOLOGY OF NATIONAL BORDERS
In studies devoted to the issues of demarcations between national structures
in political, social-cultural and economic arrangements, different types of
borders are distinguished, and both a factor of time and environmental issues are
of significance, as well as the influence and functioning of societies which are
separated by them (e.g. Boggs 1932, Ciok 1979, Fick 1993, Ładysz 2006). If we
take into consideration the permanence of demarcations, they can change over
time or be of invariable character (of course, in categories of a human time
horizon).
In contemporary political geography, a classic division into natural and
artificial borders has often been thoroughly criticised9. Since the beginning of
the 19th century, mostly French and German scholars discussed the essence of
natural borders, and the issues of borders and the problems connected with them
were one of the key issues of political geography according to Friedrich Ratzel
(Ratzel 1897, 1987 – translated from German by François Ewald. See also
Mellor 1989, Minghi 1991, Glassner and Fahrer 2004). All borders that were not
created by nature were considered to be artificial (See e.g. Ratzel 1896,
Haushofer 1927, Pounds 1954, Claval 1974, Prescott 1978).
Political borders whose routes overlapped with physiographical obstacles
performing a function of a barrier were frequently divided into two types –
natural and artificial. This distinction is definitely only a conventional one, as
natural borders are usually of a morphological character, i.e. they run along the
lines or areas of natural origin and are clearly marked in real world as, for
example, mountain ranges, rivers, coastlines or lake lines (e.g. Reynolds and
McNutty 1968).
While the former most often originate from natural spatial diversities, the
latter are a consequence of changes occurring in the countries they delimit, or of
external pressure on the part of other countries (political-systemic transformations leading to disintegration, separation or integration of countries and areas,
internal and external conflicts of different origins, warfare). Examples of this
type of borders include the borders between Russia, Austria and Prussia
established after the Partitions of Poland, the borders of the interwar Poland,
Lithuania and Romania established after numerous conflicts, the former borders
of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, the German Democratic Republic, the
Federal Republic of Germany and West Berlin and Poland, Germany and the
9

In Polish publications, wider discussion on the concepts of national borders can be
found in S. Kałuski 1988, Z. Rykiel 1990, and D. Jędrzejczyk 1997.
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Union of Soviet Socialist Republics after World War II, the borders of
Czechoslovakia after World War I and World War II and the subsequent ones
between the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic, and finally the borders of
former Yugoslavia and the countries created after its disintegration.
Frequently, borderlines can emphasise the homogeneity of natural, social-economic, historical, cultural and ethnic features of national areas by the
overlap of routes (integrating borders – Spanish-French, Portuguese-Spanish,
Swedish-Finnish). The examples of countries with borders of this type can be
found among island states (Great Britain, Iceland, the Malagasy Republic,
Australia, Sri Lanka, Japan, and others), countries with a relatively constant
territory, with historically shaped social-economic and national structures
(Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, the Netherlands to a certain degree and Norway),
countries created within the previously functioning structures possessing the
character of social-economic regions (e.g. Luxembourg, Estonia, Eritrea; see
Baczwarow and Suliborski 2002, Bański et al. 2010). Borders and borderland
territories are specific areas in which two exclusive processes can be observed:
integration and isolation, co-operation and exclusion. The external borders of the
European Union are a peculiar example of the discussed phenomena (among
others Wellmann 2003).
Very often, borders do not make references to the spatial distinctions
resulting from historical conditioning of theses processes, nor to the regional
structures created as a result of territorial, economic, social-cultural or ethnic
changes (dividing borders – e.g. Polish-German border in Upper Silesia after
World War I (1923), Hungarian-Slovak border as a whole, Italian-Austrian
border in Tyrol). Numerous examples of this type of demarcation can be found
in post-colonial Africa, such as the borders of former French, English and
German colonies, originally established solely in a cartographic form, often as
straight lines, without any reconnaissance, dividing contiguous ethnic, cultural
and economic territories between two or more countries. Frequently, their routes
took into consideration only the political and military interest of the colonial
powers, which can be found in the so-called Caprivi Strip (Caprivizipfel),
a narrow zone between Angola and Botswana, about 450 km in length,
belonging to Namibia, within the reach of present day Gambia, constituting
a narrow strip of land on both sides of the river of the same name, or the
practically geometric borders of Libya, Egypt or Mali.
In most contemporary typologies of borders, which treat the issue of political
borders in an integrated manner, the approach based on a dichotomous division
of natural borders vs. artificial borders, is not considered correct. In many cases,
a national border may run along a river, in reality separating the areas located on
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both banks which are homogeneous with regard to the environmental features (a
river valley), economy, infrastructure, and often also ethnic-cultural factors.
Therefore, it fails to perform the most basic function of a border, which is,
according to its definition, an effective division of a territory between sovereign
countries (see Rykiel 2005). As a result, a border of this type can also be
considered an artificial one because it separates formally, i.e. by the will of men
and in accordance with the rules established by them, the elements which
physiographically and environmentally create a whole. The western border of
Poland runs along the Oder and the Lusatian Neisse rivers, which divided
numerous centres that were previously developing as homogeneous urban
arrangements (e.g. before 1945, Zgorzelec was a right-bank part of the city of
Görlitz, and Słubice was a part of Frankfurt (Oder) located across the Oder
River; Ciok 2008, see also Sahlins 1990).
From the genetic perspective, four basic ideas of borders are most often
distinguished:
– strictly natural borders, which originate from ‘the laws of nature’;
– historical borders based on arguments taken from the tradition;
– ‘national’ borders corresponding to the reach of language and race
(German concept);
– ‘national’ borders, corresponding to the reach of culture (French concept).
Apart from the first group of concepts concerning borders, which was based
upon physical-geographic assumptions (such as mountain ranges, rivers,
watersheds, faults, swamps), the character of the remaining three groups was, to
a smaller or larger extent, imposed by humans and therefore ‘artificial’.
Although the concept of artificial borders is not based upon linear elements on
the natural environment, all borders, and political borders in particular, are an
exclusive result of a social agreement and thus they are artefacts (see e.g. Agnew
2001, 2003). In the case of morphological borders, nature usually helps humans
to delimit a borderline. It is in a way imposed by the physio-graphical conditions
and does not have to be delimited precisely. The situation is much more
complicated in the case of the so-called artificial borders which always need
delimitation and more precise arrangements are necessary.
Particularly in the first part of 20th century, ideology undoubtedly was the
fundamental issue underlying the entire discussion concerning the question of
‘naturalness’ of borders, which were to serve specific political goals (see among
others: Pounds 1951, Zanini 1997). Although the notion of a natural borders was
quite rarely defined, in practice this term was applied in distinct contexts.
As a general rule, five types of borders were distinguished, which contained
a component of the natural environment to a larger (1–3) or smaller (4–5) degree:
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1) natural defence boundaries,
2) naturally marked boundaries (naturgemarkten Grenzen) borrowed from
the nature or marked in the nature,
3) chorographic (choren Grenzen, Naturgebietsgrenzen) natural area boundaries or structural boundaries indicating the reach of areas with a similar
landscape,
4) organic or harmonic boundaries indicating the reach of economically
linked areas constituting integral wholes from the economic point of view, and
5) cultural landscape boundaries (Hartshorne 1933, Donnan and Wilson
1999, van Houtum 2000, Heller 1993b).
The above distinctions do not provide an exhaustive typology of borders
neither with respect to the genetic differentiation, nor with respect to the
connections with the natural environment and, more widely, with human activity
(e.g. van Houtum and Struver 2002, Newman 2003). As far as contemporary
problems connected with the processes under which national borders function
are concerned, A. Paasi (2001, see also: Newman and Paasi 1998, van Houtum
and van Naerssen 2002) names three basic groups:
– political borders – changes to the routes of borders as lines separating
state organisms (demarcation lines);
– borders in politics and international relations: redefining spatial governance of political structures (countries, among others) as a reaction to the processes of globalisation;
– the politics of creating borders: implementing and reconstructing spatial
arrangements as a reaction to the changing relations between nations, countries,
territories and identities (Paasi 1998).
In such a context, the problem of ‘naturalness’ of borders is gradually
becoming secondary, whereas the function a border plays in organising political-legal, social-cultural and economic relations is gaining substantial significance
(see e.g. van Houtum 2002, Newman 2001, Chan 2001).
On the other hand, L. O'Dowd and T.M. Wilson (1996, see also Wilson
1996), in a discussion concerning directions in the development of trans-border
cooperation and regional policy goals in Europe in the conditions shaped by the
historical process of countries and changing border systems, propose the
application of relatively uncomplicated terms of classification. Distinctions
concerning the changes in borderland zones and processes of European
integration, as well as the broadening European structures definitely proceed
towards the functional dimension. Altogether, they encompass four groups of
functions of political borders along with their roles in social-economic and
spatial arrangements: barriers, platforms, resources, identity symbols.
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From such a perspective, European integration is brought to light through the
fact that more and more ‘democratic regulations’ concerning the functions of
borders increase and appear. Along with the progressive globalisation and
growing permeability of borders, the possibility to continue regulating the rules
under which borders function in Europe towards the increasing openness
becomes a still more important issue. It is also of significance how rationalisation, carried out in a political manner in the zones of national borders, can
contribute to reducing their negative influences (compare also O'Dowd 2002,
Eskelinen 2000). Borders cease to be lines that separate in the traditional
meaning of demarcation as lines separating countries from one another. Their
separating force weakens, they become more and more permeable, and there are
often spots within them where local communities and regions connect and
mutually penetrate. In the mutual relations of the European Union and the whole
world, borders become an institution of networking and transmission (spots
where the flow of goods, people, information, services, etc. happens). Their
separating function gradually decreases in the new and changing social-economic and political relations between the emerging centres and the wide
areas of peripheries. The gradual Europeanisation of space in the economic-political arrangement of Europe does not eliminate borders between the
member countries, nor create new, external demarcations, yet new types of
restrictions are created in the emerging European space (see more Delanty 2007,
Delanty and Rumford 2005).
In a wider international and cosmopolitan perspective, the attention is
concentrated on the importance of borders and border crossings in daily life,
which leads to a broader conclusion that political borders and mobility of
societies are not contradictory. In a contemporary sense, borders are both
barriers and demarcation lines, as well as a symbol of openness and possibilities,
yet in a totally different manner. What for some is a border and a limit, for
others is a gate to new opportunities. In such a sense, borders in modern Europe
remain differentiated with respect to the functions they perform, gradually
disappearing in the physical sense and in the sense of the traditional functions
consisting in separation of local spaces, but gaining new functions as synonyms
of borderlands, peripheries which require new manners of governance and
opening possibilities for development in the European sense (Rumford 2006,
2007, see also Balibar 1998, Newman 2006).
The social structure of borders in Europe can be perceived as a complex
result of the historical trajectory of development in which external and internal
demarcations remain in interaction. From such a perspective, borders are of
significance for people, as they are structures of relational trust. This means that
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strong divisions connected with borders are consolidated, they can be linked to
the issues of identity within the sense of social conscience.
In a peculiar, historically conditioned situation, virtually anything can play
a role of a differentiating demarcation between communities. The only restriction in creating borders is the necessity to continue the previously existing
relations of trust in a new situation of separation (i.e. during the creation of
a new political border). At the same time, it is irrelevant if the physical border is
continuous or not, the relationships between trust and identity are reconstructed
both by a conservative preservation of a tradition and a revolutionary break with
it. A radical break with the traditional understanding of borders and European
identity results in the departure and even the lack of necessity for maintaining
the traditional role of borders in Europe. Further European integration processes
preserving the old relations of trust connected with borders are historically
justified as much as an evolution towards a specific break with its continuation.
In each case, a continuing character of relations of trust connected with
European demarcations will be maintained (Eder 2006).
All in all, what is being pointed to is the contemporary multilevel structure of
interactions through a border where heterogeneity is a rule and the generalisation
of practices in the contacts beyond a border is often difficult to explain. The
heterogeneity increases beginning with diverse experiences due to the process of
shaping a border and growing formal and informal relations through a border.
A similar direction of changes is connected with the actions of the economic and
political authorities of neighbouring countries and the role the external power
factors play, as well as the interaction between regional and national problems.
Moreover, European Union emphasises, via diverse manners of implementation
of economic integration and competition, that the primary heterogeneity of
European borders can be actively influenced (O'Dowd 2002; see also Perkmann
and Ngai-Ling Sum 2002, Diener and Hagen 2009).
Generally speaking, political borders are considered to be multi-aspect
institutions (Anderson, O'Dowd and Wilson 2003) which contain a conceptual
power, not only aiding individuals and communities in creating identities but
also making the impression of security and comfort. From the perspective of the
so-called ‘Europe without borders’, national borders will also remain a principal
tool for organising economic activity and protecting national economic interests.
On a different, more local level, borders will continue in their role influencing
social-spatial behaviours, attitudes and relations. Attention should be paid to
such phenomena of this type as politics connected with the contacts through
borders, perception of the bordering countries, regional and local communities,
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cooperation beyond borders (trans-border), as well as possibilities to create
structures with the character of trans-border regions (Delanty 2006).

5. RESEARCH INTO THE PROBLEMS
OF BORDERS AND BORDERLANDS
Borderlands and their spatial and social-economic problems received
attention in Polish research studies as early as in 1970s in connection with the
fact that these areas were opened wider, for the first time after World War II, for
various types of trans-border relations and the flow of people and goods through
national borders. The issues of borderland zones and regions are closely
connected with the concepts of the arrangements of cores and peripheries in the
spatial social-economic systems being developed on the ground of Polish spatial
research. Borderland zones belong to a category of peripheral areas which are
characterised by spatial asymmetry. On the one hand, they are limited by
a national border which was, until recently, a barrier of low permeability. On the
other, in a continuous arrangement, they are open and connected, frequently by
a wide transition zone, with a regional layout of a country. In borderland zones,
cultural connections are of particular significance. By facilitating the establishment of social trans-border contacts they develop and, as a result, reduce the
effect of assigning a peripheral characteristic to numerous zones and regions
connected with national borders (compare: Wackermann 1987).
Opening national borders completely changes the arrangement of social and
economic relations in borderland zones and results in totally new connections, at
the same time expanding their local functional system spatial system to
a regional scale (Gebhardt 1987).
Borders can also be a source of location benefits which stimulate local, and
even regional, development. The beneficial influence shows, at least in a period
of a partial opening, mainly in the areas adjacent to border crossings. The
development of border trade, customs charges, cheap services and labour
markets connected with border traffic management are the main benefits (e.g.
Krakowiak-Bal 2006, Bański et al. 2010). In the economic sector, the opening of
borders is characterised by a positive influence on the plants and companies
operating in a borderland zone. Overall, there are relatively few domains in
which the economic results of opening national borders are negative (Spehl
1983).
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6. CONCLUSION
More than 40 sovereign countries function in contemporary Europe seen as
a physical-geographic unit (that is from Ural to the Iberian Peninsula). Over the
period of the last 200 years, the number of sovereign states and, as a result, also
the spatial reach, have changed quite frequently. What this all denotes are bigger
and smaller transfers of national affiliation of areas (local, regional, entire
countries) and the resulting changes in borders (Matykowski 2008, Rykiel
1995). In the structures that are integrating economically, socially and, as
a consequence, politically, areas connected with borders and borderland zones
almost always assume a peripheral meaning. These are frequently areas in which
zones connected with borders (with peripheral features) are an integral part of
regional structures created for the sake of the European cohesion policy.
In the process of evolution of national borders and their influence on the
functioning of borderland zones and regions, the separating effect in economy of
the border region may be so strong that development on both sides of the border
slows down. Developmental obstacles are also associated with the environment
of a borderland, which is usually a product of at least two different (dissimilar)
social systems, languages, cultural and economic traditions.
All these diversifications make communication between areas located on
both sides of a border difficult to a larger or smaller degree. However, the
increasing ‘permeability’ of border regions gradually transforms them into zones
of contact between the neighbouring countries, with a high level of connections
in daily traffic, frequent migrations and everyday encounters of different
traditions, mentalities and orientations, as well as growing results in the
economic sector. In this situation, social and economic entities have high
expectations connected with opportunities for communication and adaptation
(see Przybyła 1991, Krätke 1996, Heffner 2002, Trojan and Tyszczenko 2005)
(Fig. 1).
In order to interpret the geopolitical significance of regional development, regional policy and cross-border cooperation policies operating within
the EU, the concept of ‘bordering’ assumes new meanings connected to
historical borders:
– different phases of enlargement should be compared with regard to
cooperation objectives and to the framing of border-related issues;
– the harsh reality of militarised and separating borders has disappeared
from many parts of post-Cold War Europe;
– historical borders in Europe are also being reconfigured by geopolitical
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events, by local patterns of cross-border interaction, renewed European identity
politics and ambiguous discourses of inclusion and exclusion;
– EU's outer borders are again becoming formidable barriers and border
regions risk becoming permanent peripheries.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. Czech Republic – NUTS level 3
units and historical regions range
– Czechia (a), Moravia (b),
Czech Silesia (c)
Source: //upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
commons/7/77/CZ-cleneni-Slezsko-wl.png

Existing historical borders in EU countries are treated as an obstacle in
shaping regional units for economic and social policies. The question whether
the historical borders on regional level are needed as a useful objects in
contemporary regional policy of EU countries became important and still
remains open.
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THE TWENTIETH CENTURY BORDER OF POLAND
AND UKRAINE AND ITS POLITICAL
AND SOCIAL ASPECTS
1. INTRODUCTION
The border between Poland and Ukraine after World War II was the subject
of disputes between diplomats, politicians and different public figures. First, it
was supposed to go along the Curzon Line but the highest authorities of the
Soviet Union and Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic demanded that Chełm
district, with Chełm as its capital, should be created within the Ukrainian SSR.
The first official signal concerning the western borders of Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic was the speech of Mikhail Khrechukhha, the Chairman of the
Supreme Council of Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic during the 10th session
of the Supreme Council of USSR of the first term. During the joined session of
the Soviet of the Union and Soviet of Nationalities there was a debate over
Vyacheslav Molotov's report in which he proposed that all-Union People's
Commissariat of Defence and People's Commissariat of Foreign Affairs should
be changed into separate republican People's Commissariats. The session took
place on the 30th January 1944 in Moscow. Khrechukhha said then: ‘However,
outside the borders established in 1939 there are still some regions inhabited by
our brothers Ukrainians who want to unite with their compatriots. I would like to
ask the Government of the USSR and its leader, comrade Stalin to help our
brothers, the Ukrainians living in Chełm region, Hrubieszów, Zamość, Jarosław
and other western areas who want to join the family of the nations of the USSR’.
It was the first important sign that, at that time, the border on the river Bug
was not final, at least for the Ukrainian SSR. Although Khrechukhha did not
mention the shape of a new border that would include these territorial demands,
he also did not hide that the Ukrainians were ready to fight to expand the borders
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of their country. It is also obvious that his speech must have been consulted with
Joseph Stalin. Hence, it was not just a speech of the Chairman of the Supreme
Council of Ukraine but an official stance of Moscow. Over half a year before
Soviet soldiers and the 1st Polish Army crossed the Bug, a movement started in
Moscow and Kyiv, striving to incorporate Chełm region into USSR.
Another speech concerning the issue was delivered by Nikita Khrushchev,
the Chairman of the Council of People's Commissars of Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic during the 6th session of the Supreme Council of Ukrainian
SSR on the 1st of March 1944. He said: ‘Ukrainian nation will strive for
incorporation of historical Ukrainian areas like the Chełm region, Hrubieszów,
Zamość, Tomaszów, Jarosław into Soviet Ukraine’. The shape of the eastern
border of Poland was also the subject of the talks between Stanisław
Mikołajczyk, Prime Minister of the Polish Government in Exile and the highest
authorities of the USSR: Joseph Stalin and Vyacheslav Molotov. Mikołajczyk
also discussed the problem with the representatives of the Union of Polish
Patriots and the Polish Committee of National Liberation: Edward OsóbkaMorawski, Wanda Wasilewska, Michał Żymierski, Bolesław Bierut. It has to be
stressed, that Polish authorities in exile were left alone in their fight for the
eastern borders. For example, in Soviet-British project the border was supposed
to be ‘East of the Curzon Line (the second version, i.e. without Lviv and oil
basin)’. The eastern border of Poland was established as the Soviet government
expected.
Talking about the shape of state border with Ukraine, we should mention the
territorial exchange in 1951. Poland gave USSR 480 km2 of land, parts of
Hrubieszów and Tomaszów counties with rich coal resources, in exchange for
the area of the same size in the eastern part of the Bieszczady Mountains. One
year later USSR tried to get between 1250 and 1300 km2 of the coal basin
including Hrubieszów and Horodło.

2. BORDER TREATIES
The current Polish-Ukrainian border was confirmed by the Treaty of Good
Neighbourship, Friendly Relations and Cooperation between the Republic of
Poland and Ukraine which was signed in Warsaw on the 18th May 1992. Article
1 says: ‘In the new political circumstances, both Parties shall develop friendly
relationships based on cooperation, mutual respect, understanding, trust and
good neighbourship, in accordance with international law, including the rights of
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sovereign equality, non-violence, inviolability of borders, territorial integrity,
peaceful solution of disputes, non-interference in internal affairs, self-determination of nations, respect of human rights and basic freedoms, performing duties
imposed by international law’.
Between 1991, when Ukraine regained independence, and 2008, 12 treaties
and international agreements were signed concerning the border, either directly
or indirectly. These are:
– the Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Poland and
the Council of Ministers of Ukraine concerning the cooperation in control of
people, goods and means of transport crossing the Polish-Ukrainian state border
signed in Kyiv on June 25th, 2001;
– the Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Poland and
the Government of Ukraine concerning border checkpoints signed in Warsaw on
May 18th, 1992;
– the Agreement between the Republic of Poland and Ukraine concerning
legal relations on the Polish-Ukrainian state border, as well as cooperation and
mutual assistance in border issues signed in Kyiv on January 12th, 1993;
– the Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Poland and
the Council of Ministers of Ukraine concerning the opening of a border
checkpoint in Krościenko-Smolnica signed on November 20th, 2002;
– the Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Poland and
the Council of Ministers of Ukraine concerning the border checkpoints in which
control institutions of one country can exert control on the territory of the other
country signed on March 4th, 2004;
– the Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Poland and
the Council of Ministers of Ukraine concerning the opening of a road border
checkpoint in Dołhobyczów-Ukhrynov signed on August 24th, 2005;
– the Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Poland and
the Council of Ministers of Ukraine concerning the opening of a road border
checkpoint in Budomierz-Khrusov signed on August 24th, 2005;
– the Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Poland and
the Council of Ministers of Ukraine about increasing cross border traffic in
a road border checkpoint in Krościenko-Smolnica signed on January 11th, 2006;
– the Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Poland and
the Council of Ministers of Ukraine concerning increasing cross border traffic in
a railway border checkpoint in Krościenko-Khyrov through the opening of
a pedestrian checkpoint signed on February 1st, 2006;
– the Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Poland and
the Council of Ministers of Ukraine concerning the establishment of joined
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border control on the territory of the Republic of Poland in a railway border
checkpoint in Krościenko-Khyrov signed on February 5th, 2008;
– the Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Poland and
the Council of Ministers of Ukraine concerning the regulations of small border
traffic signed in Kyiv on March 28th, 2008;
– the Protocol signed in Warsaw on December 22nd, 2008 between the
Government of the Republic of Poland and the Council of Ministers of Ukraine
concerning the amendment of the Agreement between the Government of the
Republic of Poland and the Council of Ministers of Ukraine concerning the
regulation of small border traffic signed in Kyiv on March 28th, 2008.
The last agreement was signed on June 6th, 2012 and it abolished the fares for
national visas for Ukrainian citizens. The number of treaties and agreements
signed between Poland and Ukraine proves that the law regulates all aspects of
everyday life and all disputable issues require additional legal acts to be passed.
Of course, such a thesis can be questioned. However, concentrating on the actual
state of affairs and almost 200 international documents of all kinds, it can be
stated that the contacts between Polish and Ukrainian societies are common and
the only factor impacting them is the insufficient number of border checkpoints
and a visa requirements.

3. CROSS-BORDER TRAFFIC
We have 12 border checkpoints with Ukraine in: Dorohusk (road and
railway), Hrebenne (road and railway), Hrubieszów, Korczowa, Krościenko
(road and railway), Medyka, Przemyśl, Werechata and Zosin.
Taking into account the necessity to concentrate on narrow issues in this
article I, decided to concentrate on Chełm county in Lublin province.
The number of our neighbours crossing the border in all the checkpoints in
2011 in comparison to 2010 increased by 805,570 people, making it the greatest
increase since 2008. Before that, a decreasing trend could be observed. In 2008–
2009, 4,544,634 fewer people entered Poland. A similar trend could be observed
on Dorohusk-Jahodyn border checkpoint. The greatest decrease took place in
2010 when 589,785 fewer Ukrainians visited our country as compared to 2009.
An analysis of the data from 2011 shows that every day in the area of Chełm
county, there were 4171 Ukrainians, 4150 in 2010, 5575 in 2009, while in 2008,
there even more, 6374, people from the other side of the Bug. Practically, every
day in Chełm county we had one more community with population equivalent to
other communities of our county. Such a big number of visitors, with the
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majority of them choosing Chełm as a destination or passing the city as a stopover in their journey, created a potential hazard of crime, epidemics or traffic
accidents. Apart from people, many vehicles enter our administrative unit from
Ukraine.
Table 1. The number of Ukrainians crossing the state border

Year

The number
of Ukrainians
crossing Polish
border

The number of Ukrainians
crossing the border
in Dorohusk
road

railway

Total number of
Ukrainians crossing
the border
in Dorohusk

2008

16,210,956

2,195,253

137,914

2,333,167

2009

11,666,322

1,934,863

169,716

2,104,579

2010

13,064,958

1,424,101

90,793

1,514,794

2011

13,870,528

1,430,228

92,143

1,522,371

Source: own study based on the data from the Department of Information and
Personal Database of the General Headquarters of Border Guard, December 2011, the
original owned by the author, and Pedestrian Border Traffic in 2011 – number of
crossings, General Headquarters of Border Guard.
Table 2. The number of cars and trains crossing the border checkpoints in Dorohusk
Road
checkpoint
in Dorohusk

Railway
checkpoint
in Dorohusk

cars

trains

cars

trains

2008

1,115,771

4,307

3,057

11.80

1,120,078

2009

1,037,985

3,133

2,844

8.60

1,041,118

2010

1,085,335

2,927

2,974

8.02

1,088,262

2011

941,129

2,779

2,578

7.62

943,908

Year

Daily average

Total
vehicles

Source: own study based on the data of the Bug Unit of Border Guard in Chełm.

The analysis of the data in the table above shows that the border traffic in
2011 in both checkpoints in Dorohusk decreased in comparison to 2010 by
144,354 vehicles i.e. 395.45 cars per day. At the same time, pedestrian traffic
increased, which can be explained by the fact that, statistically, there is more
than one person per car. The increase in the number of Ukrainians crossing
Polish border was caused by the fact that, in 2011, all consulates in Ukraine
issued 572,037 visas, 26% more than in 2010. This was certainly influenced by
the decision of the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs which, from March 1st,
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2011, lowered the fare for D-type national visa to 20 euros. Also, since
December 1st, 2011, Poland has introduced a new type of Schengen visa for
Ukrainians, so called shopping visa, which one can get if they declare that the
aim of their visit in Poland is shopping. Before that, Poland simplified the
procedure of getting a visa by limiting the number of documents required. Since
the beginning of September, 2011, consuls have not required the citizens of
Ukraine to present any proof off salaries, job or money they may have.

4. CRIME RATE
In 2011, the Small Border Traffic Polish-Ukrainian border amounted to
5,410,608 Ukrainians.
The data in pedestrian traffic show that our eastern neighbours create a huge
migrant group in the borderland area. That leads to the question of their
participation in crimes committed on the territory of our country.
964,614 criminal cases were opened in Poland in 2010. There were 1,151,157
crimes and 516,154 suspects.
What is the participation of Ukrainians in these crimes? During the last 3
years, foreigners, including Ukrainians, committed 6,344 crimes.
Table 3. Crimes committed by foreigners, including Ukrainians
Year

All suspects

Ukrainians

% of the total

2008

2,141

398

19.0

2009

2,034

459

23.0

2010

2,319

659

35.2

2011

n/a

n/a

n/a

Source: own study based on the data from the General Headquarters of Police.

Provincial Headquarters of Police in Lublin informed that, in 2010, 47,783
crimes were committed in the Lublin Province, 591 among them by foreigners.
181 of them came from Ukraine, which is 0,01 % of the whole.
On January 1st, 2011, there were 83 Ukrainians detained in arrests and
prisons, on December 31st, 2011 in Lublin Province there were 47 people
detained, including 16 from Ukraine. In 2010m 608 foreigners were imprisoned
in Poland, 105 of them were Ukrainians and 25 were imprisoned in Lublin
Province.
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Table 4. Imprisonment of foreigners, including Ukrainians, in particular
prisons in Lublin Province in 2010 and 2011
Prison or arrest

Foreigners

Ukrainians

Others

2010

2011

2010

2011

2010

2011

15

11

2

2

13

9

Biała Podlaska

3

4

1

-

2

4

Chełm

3

6

2

5

1

1

15

5

10

2

5

3

Opole Lubelskie

8

7

3

3

5

4

Włodawa

3

1

1

1

2

-

Zamość

12

8

6

3

6

5

Total

59

47

25

16

34

31

Lublin

Hrubieszów

Source: own study based on the data from Central Administration of Prison Guard,
Bureau of Information and Statistics from 1.06.2010 and 31.01.2011.

Other potential threats in Chełm county: in 2008 and 2009 two cars owned by
Ukrainian citizens caught fire, last year sanitary inspection on the checkpoint in
Dorohusk confiscated 20 tons of onions with excessive cadmium levels.
Taking the above-mentioned factors into consideration, does international
border traffic and the presence of foreigners in the area of Lublin Province and
Chełm county create a hazard to the inhabitants?
If we compare the number of crimes committed by Polish people living in the
area to those committed by Ukrainians the answer must be negative.
Border traffic itself causes inconvenience for the inhabitants of the towns
located near the checkpoints but, in this particular case we analyse, there is no
significant threat caused by it.

5. CURRENT COOPERATION
Apart from the effective operation of particular institutions, such a situation
is certainly influenced by legal acts signed between Poland and Ukraine,
including local ones, such as the partnership agreement between Lublin
Provincial Headquarters of Police and its counterpart in Volhynia signed on
March 7th, 2011, concerning the ‘Safe Together’ („Razem Bezpieczniej”) project
as parts of the Cross-Border Cooperation Program Poland–Belarus–Ukraine
2007–2013.
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Other important documents signed by the Ministry of Internal Affairs and
Administration and the General Headquarters of Police include:
– the Agreement between the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Republic of
Poland and the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine concerning the
cooperation in fighting crime signed in Warsaw on March 12th, 1992;
– the Protocol concerning the cooperation between the Ministry of Internal
Affairs of Ukraine and General Headquarters of Police of the Republic of Poland
in the fight against organised crime signed in Lviv March 16th, 1996;
– the Protocol concerning the cooperation between the General Headquarters of Police of the Republic of Poland and the Ministry of Internal Affairs
of Ukraine in the fight against crime signed in Bystre on September 13th, 1996;
– the Additional Protocol about the main directions of cooperation between
the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Administration of the Republic of Poland
and the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine in 2000 signed in Lutsk on
March 2nd, 2000;
– the Protocol concerning the cooperation between the Commander-in-Chief of Police of the Republic of Poland and the Minister of Internal Affairs of
Ukraine in the fight against crime in 2001 signed in Warsaw on June 8th, 2001.
Poland is becoming a more and more attractive country for immigrants.
Statistic data for 2009 show that there are more and more immigrants employed
in Poland and more and more people apply for international protection.
As we foresee the changes in the age structure of the population and the
decrease in the number of people in productive age (expected after 2020), there
are more and more arguments for the liberalisation of the regulations permitting
the entrance and stay of foreigners, including Ukrainians, in Poland, especially
considering that the Central Statistical Office estimates that, in 2030, there will
be about 1.3 million fewer people in Poland than today.
As far as the native countries of foreigners who have job permissions in
Poland are concerned, the situation is as follows: in 2011, 42,268 job
permissions were issued, among them 19,820 for Ukrainians. In 2010, the total
number of permissions was 37,121, including 13,150 for Ukrainians. The
Chinese, the second largest group, got 6,317 permissions, while the Vietnamese
where third with 2,252, followed by the Nepalese with 2,158.
In 2005–2008, the President of the Republic of Poland granted Polish
citizenship to 5,202 foreigners, and in 2009 – 1,735, among them 661
Ukrainians. In 2011, Polish citizenship was granted to 2,737 people.
Another problem worth paying attention to is the phenomenon of internationalisation of higher education. Our country is becoming more and more
attractive for students. In consequence, we can observe an increase in the
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number of foreign students, which is proven by the statistical data of the Bureau
of International Exchange and Education Recognition of the Ministry of Science
and Higher Education. According to this source, in 2010/2011 academic year,
21,474 foreigners studied at Polish state universities, and the largest group
among them were Ukrainians – 4,879. It is important to mention here that there
are agreements about cooperation between Polish and Ukrainian universities.
Until 2005, Poland and Ukraine mutually recognised foreign studies and degrees
(with the exception of medical and veterinarian faculties). Currently, they are
recognised only for scientific purposes. This means that a person with a Ph.D.
received in Ukraine will have no problem qualifying as a university professor in
Poland and vice versa. In any other case, such as applying for a job, validation of
a degree is needed. It is unnatural that, in the age of global science, there is
a difference qualifications. Ukrainian or Polish degree is either validated or not,
depending on the situation.
It seems wise to introduce the possibility of mutual validation of foreign
studies and degrees without unnecessary procedures, at least at the academic
level. If not with regard to all universities, then at least, as in the Communist
times, to some of them. Back then, western countries validated the degrees
granted by some Polish universities, e.g. the Catholic University of Lublin or
Jagiellonian University.
Despite the fact that, for twenty years, there have been talks about a strategic
partnership, young Ukrainians who want to study in Poland are still neglected.
For many of them, the obstacle that cannot be defeated is a fare for foreigners set
by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education, which amount to 2,000 euros
for a year of studying and additional 200 euros for registration.
Leaving alone the geopolitical location of Ukraine and positive attitude of
many Polish politicians towards that country, it is a misunderstanding to
compare material status of the people in the US, UK or Italy to an average
Ukrainian family.
Let me give one more argument. A Temporary Stay Card which all the
foreigners studying in Poland have to possess costs about 500 PLN and is valid
for one year. Would it not be better if such a document was valid for 3 years and
cancelled if a student drops out earlier?
And what about the Polish people who visit Ukraine? It is interesting that
personal matters and not tourism is the primary reason given by Pole. Tourism
was mentioned by 143,000 people, personal matters by 1.8 million. 110,000
people left Poland on business, 5,000 to study and 900 to work. 10,000 people
visited Ukraine because of cultural exchange, sports or religious motives. 1,160
Polish citizens moved to live in Ukraine.
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To conclude, let me add that the Parliament of the Republic of Poland
declaring the, so called, self-government acts, allowed local units of administration to sign agreements about cross-border cooperation.
The Marshall Office in Lublin informed that, out of 257 agreements it signed,
120 partners come from Ukraine, and 5 of them from the district government
administration. One in 5 agreements were signed in March 2011.
Taking the above-mentioned factors into account, will international legal acts
signed by Poland and Ukraine have a positive impact on the shape of
international relations in the region and will their social-political dimension be
advantageous for both nations? Will the Polish-Ukrainian border become more
friendly for our eastern neighbours?
In the Author's opinion the answer for the above questions must be positive.

6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper discusses the socio-political aspects of the 20th century Polish-Ukrainian border. It has been shown how the border between the two countries
reached its current shape against the demands of some Soviet Ukrainian
politicians. Present situation has been described with the emphasis put on the
cross-border cooperation proven by many agreements signed between the
governments of the two states, as well as local authorities. A growing number of
Ukrainians are crossing Polish border every year and it is important to ask the
question whether this poses a threat to our society. The data presented
concerning the crime rate in Poland and in Lublin Province proves the opposite.
Despite increasing cooperation, there is still many things that should be done in
order to help our eastern neighbours, e.g. the simplification of the visa regime or
developing scientific exchange so that our cooperation might be better.
Translated by Jan Grudziński
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ALL INVASIONS ARE NOT THE SAME
– INITIAL NEWS COVERAGE IN THE INFLUENTIAL
AMERICAN PRESS OF THE GERMAN INVASION
OF POLAND; THE SOVIET INVASION OF POLAND
AND THE SOVIET INVASION OF FINLAND IN 1939
1. PREFACE
History is replete with decisions that have impacted the course of world
affairs. The Central Europe of 2012 is different from the one existing in 1939.
The Euro and how best to insure its role in European economic integration
dominates contemporary print and visual media; the North-South economic
divide invariably touches upon the fiscal discipline or lack thereof in the several
states. Nowhere is there any mention of mobilizing armies and preparation for
war. There may be some who compare economic mobilizations to the other kind
but nothing could be farther from reality. To have reached this sometimes
euphoric state of essentially pocket book apprehension suggests that some of the
lessons from the past have been digested and for the better. The European Union
or its monetary adherents may not continue as presently constituted but whatever
change emerges will not be by military might.
The war and follow-up boundary changes with its forced transfers of populations served to diminish and, in some case, eliminate long standing real and
contrived ethnic complexities of populations in several states. More homogenous
populations, however, did not meaningfully alter the relative locations of the
several states. These remain much the same as in 1919 in spite of often significant boundary changes as in Poland with its immediate neighbors and internal
fracturing as in the former Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia. Many Central
European residents in 2012 can look east or west and still see the same powerful
neighboring political entities as in an earlier period. Fortunately, the trauma of
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war and a history of mutual suspicion involving territorial aggrandizement been
partially ameliorated by participation in the European Union and NATO. These
organizations provide important insurance against the tragedies of the past but at
what cost? Is it not ironic that 67 years following the end of World War II there
still are significant American military elements in Europe coupled with American foreign policy unilaterally dictating control of a NATO agenda no longer
focused on Soviet expansion. Who in 1945 would have suggested that the Red
Army and Russia would exit Central Europe ahead of the Americans?
What has greater value – the loss of land or of people? Sometimes, both are
loss. A resurgent, rearmed and increasingly militant Germany in 1939 was on
a roll; Hitler was in the final stage of his program to reinterpret (to correct)
certain of the controversial boundary changes in the Versailles Treaty following
World War I, changes at the expense of what he claimed were German-speaking
areas. Borderland linguistic issues were and remain complex but there is little
doubt that many if not most Germans at that time considered the Versailles
Treaty to be flawed and at Germany's expense. Now it was Poland's turn. The
return of Gdańsk (Danzig) he deemed not negotiable; the ‘Corridor’ was
negotiable but with German stipulations that would have made it difficult but not
necessarily impossible for continued Polish control. On paper the ‘Corridor’
demands were revealing as though the Foreign Office in Berlin endeavored to
tone down Hitler's inflammatory rhetoric1. Whatever merit these proposals might
have had at the time, there was decreasing trust in the German leader.
Militarization of the Rhineland, the incorporation of Austria, the Sudetenland
and post-Sudetenland events had all but guaranteed it. Last but not least,
Germany had been a signature to the Versailles Treaty albeit with considerable
reluctance and distaste on the part of its leadership and population. Versailles
proved to be a cancer for Germany by permitting extremist rhetoric to rise to the
fore at the expense of good governance. The reasons for this require little
rehashing. Suffice to say that the harsh program by which the victorious Allies
1

‘Poland does not want war, a government spokesman here last night. The Polish
Ambassador to Germany, Józef Lipski, only Thursday night (August 31) told Adolph
Hitler that Poland was ready to negotiate and had accepted British mediation. The
spokesman said the German conditions «offered» to the Polish Government had been
learned from the Reich communiqué issued Thursday. This communiqué was, in fact,
a twenty four-hour ultimatum.’ (New York Times September 2). The communiqué contained 16 articles (see annex) and its rejection by London set in motion the timetable to
hostilities. It must be assumed that the British Foreign Office sought Warsaw's
assessment prior to responding to Berlin. Ambassador Lipski may not have been privy to
London–Warsaw communications.
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sought to cripple Germany financially and by territorial change gave on the one
hand fulfillment to national aspirations of many peoples in Eastern Europe but
failed to take into sufficient account the damage all of this might generate with
the German people and their future leaders.
Versailles restricted the width of the ‘Corridor’ to an area of ‘indisputably
Polish in ethnic composition’. Negotiators acknowledged that for years Germany
had been proactive in Germanizing Danzig and the future Corridor region by
state-sponsored immigration. What was to (re)emerge in 1919 as the Danzig
Free State had an overwhelming German-speaking population and had been
incorporated into Imperial Germany. The Versailles working group also noted
that from 1454 through1793 Danzig functioned as a free city with a substantial
Polish-speaking population, joined voluntarily to Poland and living under its
sovereignty (Bowman 1923)2.
Unfortunately for Poland, she had placed a level of confidence in her postVersailles treaty with France and later with Great Britain that clearly were not
warranted by subsequent events. The inability, more likely the unwillingness of
Britain and France to reach a mutually satisfactory last minute military agreement with the Soviets regarding a combined endeavor to stop German expansion
left the Poles naked. Lacking Soviet assistance, the only way in which Britain
and France might realistically deter if not prevent a German invasion of Poland
was for the Allies to quickly position an Anglo-French military contingent on
Polish territory. A token force, however, most likely would not have attracted
Hitler's attention. Perhaps an entire French Army group supported by a significant portion of the then existing Royal Air Force might have done the job.
Getting these forces to Poland in 1939 would have been a logistics challenge and
most likely impossible. The political demeanor of France and Britain starting
with the remilitarization of the Rhineland surely supported Hitler's perceptive
assessment of what might be described as the lack of fire in the leadership of
Poland's western allies. One of the unknowns of history is how Warsaw might
have responded to a successful outcome of the joint French-British-Soviet
military discussions if it entailed a presence on Polish soil of significant military
formations from each of the three countries. Proximity would dictate the Soviets
arriving first; passage for the French and British could have been hindered by
Germany had it even been considered.
Whatever the Poles realistically thought of their prospects fighting Germany
essentially alone, they seriously underrated their neighbor's military capabilities
2

Bowman was Director of The American Geographical Society and Chief Cartographer for the American Delegation to Versailles.
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and overrated the willingness of France to move with vigor against Germany's
western frontier. The late hour during these last days of peace necessitated
Warsaw reaching some manner of understanding with Moscow and this was not
realistic. Preoccupied as they were with the threat posed by Hitler, neither the
Allies nor Poland fully appreciated the Soviet concern with this same threat.
Potential for the coming fascist-communist clash was hardly a secret. Any accommodation between the Allies and Soviet Union would have required a substantial Soviet military presence in Poland with no timetable for when they
might leave. Lacking an agreement with France and Great Britain, Stalin then
chose what he considered the best alternative, an agreement with Hitler that
entailed the carving up of Poland (providing Germany prevailed in its invasion).
Russia's massive mobilization of troops immediately prior to its September 17
invasion of eastern Poland was viewed by some among the foreign press in
Moscow as such a colossal endeavor that only a sense of imperative necessity
made it necessary (such as the unexpected rapid collapse of Poland's military).
‘Distrust of the «arch enemy Nazi Germany» certainly has not been eliminated
by the latter's hastily appending her signature in an hour of extreme danger to get
another of her many pledges to refrain from aggression’.
‘It is equally true, however, that the mere declaration of war by the existing
British and French Governments, with what the Russian Press and speakers
constantly characterize as a record of a long series of efforts to reach an
accommodation with the Nazis at Russia's expense, has not succeeded in
inspiring Russia with confidence that they mean to beat Germany to her knees.
The Russians still fear that an Anglo-French compromise is possible with
Germany under a Chancellor other than Hitler’. The Soviet-German pack
neutralized if only briefly perceived German designs on the USSR. It provided a
buffer separating the Soviet Heartland from German armed forces and provided
secret protocols that gave the Soviets a free hand in the Baltic countries3. The
3

A revealing piece in the Sunday September 17 issue of the New York Times by
Harold Denny, dateline September 16 wireless from Paris, ‘Queer new developments in
Russia, especially the increasing of the Soviet’s armed forces to 4,000,000 men and the
sneering and truculent references to Poland in Moscow’s official press, coming so soon
after the signing of the German-Soviet non-aggression pact, are occupying much
attention in diplomatic and journalistic circles here (Paris). The widest divergences of
opinion are found’. ‘Now from Moscow, from the pens of reliable correspondents, come
these reports of vast new mobilizations and of some 8,000,000 Polish Ukrainians and
3,000,000 White Russians subjected, as Pravda put it this week, to «White terror»,
«ruthless and bare-faced exploitation» and «cultural extinction»’. [...] ‘these phrases
seem to indicate a desire by the Kremlin to step into Poland in the last ditch fight and
take the eastern section of the country. This, however, is a region of little utility and
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crisis that emerged for Russia was the sudden collapse of the French Army in
1940 thus freeing a newly empowered Germany to move east before Soviet
reorganization of the Red Army had been completed.
Thus, the question arises – might it had been a wiser course of action for
Warsaw to have taken Hitler's last minute offer than to have lost everything?
Poles in 2012 likely would laugh at even considering such a scenario. Horrible
as was the war, territorial losses in the East have been rectified with acquisitions
in the West. The Soviets are history and Russia is partially defanged. Furthermore, decisions taken in 1939 were destined to fail; sooner or later Germany
intended to attack the Soviet Union or the Soviets to attack Germany and the
only feasible route was through Poland. The Warsaw Pact is history. European
togetherness at times can be fragile but it is meaningful. Germany has reignited
its once dominant industrial infrastructure and Germans (the great majority in
any case) have accepted the verdict of World War II. Inter-European cultural and
economic integration is for real. That aside, this particular outcome of war and
cold war was hardly guaranteed by the events starting in 1939. Any number of
blips small and large might have altered it. Cemeteries, ruined cities, broken
families and the lost millions speak to the price for what presently exists.

2. AMERICAN PRESS
Befitting its geographical size and population there are hundreds of daily,
weekly or special purpose newspapers published in the United States. It is the
exceptional county (administrative unit comprising each of the 50 states) that
lacks a local weekly newspaper. Content or quality is in the eyes of the reader
and there exists a great range in news coverage. Most news is local such as
recordings of social and school events, obituaries, agricultural happenings and
human interest stories. Although the United States is multi-cultural and hosts
residents speaking several languages, it is English that dominates the print
media.
Substantial but localized Polish immigrant populations in Detroit and
Chicago nurtured Polish language newspapers during the early years of large
scale immigration much as German settlements gave rise to newspapers in that
indefensible from the military standpoint because it is a barren plain without any natural
defenses. Stalin – can hardly wish to have a common border with the turbulent Germany
that has been so disastrous to small neighbors. But perhaps despite all his shrewdness,
Mr Stalin has had some secret promises from Chancellor Hitler. Certainly Mr. Stalin
must know as well as any man in the world the value of such promises’.
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language through World War I. German emigration to the United States was
substantial in the Nineteenth Century. As late as 1980, the portion of the
American population with German family connections was about the same as
family connections from Great Britain and, together, they accounted for half of
the county's total population (Census of Population... 1980). Germans were
overwhelmingly integrated into the American cultural mainstream by the outbreak of World War II; the pivotal time was 1917 when numerous German
names were Anglicized to avoid discrimination. Birth and death of immigrant
language newspapers has been a constant and only with Hispanics is this not the
case; Spanish media is growing and has an increasing national impact.
Two wars between England and her former colonies in the country's early
years had little impact on the shared bonds between the United States and
Britain. Americans who traveled to Europe frequently stopped in Great Britain
not just because of trans-Atlantic shipping routes but also because of shared
cultural histories. The typical school history book in American schools deals at
length with England's Magna Carta, the various English kings and the first
Queen Elizabeth. Battles between the English and Scots and during the former
country's civil war are given considerably more attention than murky events
elsewhere in Europe. Coming to the aid of Britain and France in 1917 helped to
forge still more lasting bonds between the two English speaking countries. Once
hostilities started, it was difficult for Germany in both wars to get its side of the
story to the American public no matter how jaded might have been certain
particulars. Great Britain controlled much of the maritime trans-Atlantic cable
traffic and aggressively cut those it could not control. Often, news of the German
invasion of Poland in 1939 came to American newspapers via Britain. More
lasting was Great Britain's near total victory in the propaganda impact of the
American film industry especially after the United States entered the war.
Prestigious newspapers are few in number and noted below. These are
newspapers (media companies in today's parlance) with substantial readership
beyond the city where the editorial and administrative headquarters are located.
The cost in maintaining staff, layout and print shop workers together with
satellite new gathering offices scattered throughout the country and overseas is
expensive and beyond the means if not the aspirations of all but a select few
newspapers. Many of these papers are in financial stress due to the advent of the
internet and steadily declining advertising incomes. The internet, however, is
relatively recent. Prestigious newspapers for much of their history were
financially profitable, important in molding public opinion and influencing the
political establishment and with reservations generally respected by their
readerships for objectivity and comprehensive news coverage.
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More recently, this objectivity has been questioned in many circles particularly when the Middle East is at issue. The New York Times, Washington
Post, International Herald Tribune, Los Angeles Times, New York Daily News,
San Jose Mercury News, Atlanta Constitution, Houston Chronicle, Minneapolis
Star Tribune, St. Louis Post-Dispatch and Chicago Tribune are some of the
better known newspapers in this category. The Wall Street Journal, while primarily a financial news outlet, contains substantial international news coverage and
is widely read. The New York Times, however, is generally considered the most
elite of the group due to the depth and geographical extent of its news coverage
and readership
Organizing a newspaper search was relatively easy. Three dates define the
investigation – September 1, 1939; September 17, 1939 and November 30, 1939.
Editions in the days prior to or following these pivotal dates also were examined.
Surprisingly, it was not necessary to be privy to the text and restricted portions
of the Nazi-Soviet pact to sense that the Russians might soon be attacking
Poland if, as expected, the German invasion proved to be successful. Whether
Moscow envisioned the speed and impact of this German blitzkrieg is something
else. The Finns recognized their increasingly precarious situation and made
overtures to Moscow on their willingness to accept minor border changes in
Karelia so as to reduce Leningrad's exposure. As expected, any rendition of
these events is cause for sadness on the part of the writer, first and foremost for
Poland, but also for Europe. It is a sadness of sorts that crosses the Atlantic to
my country. Rising to super power status because of World War II the United
States by default has become the arbitrator of world geopolitics. Players come
and go and in the process something has been lost in the historic underpinnings
of American society. We badger our friends, see enemies almost everywhere and
are surprised and angry when war comes to our own shores. It is not a healthy
environment in which to face the future.

3. FIRST DAYS
A narrative approach is employed to facilitate the multitude of interactions
including personal observations and interpretations comprising events in these
critical days. The wide range of events is seen on the front page of the New York
Times on September 1, 1939. Reports note the German attacks on Poland and
the bombing of Polish cities. Gdynia and Danzig are blockaded and the latter is
‘accepted’ into the German Reich. Other stories dealt at length with Britain's
mobilization and the evacuation of children from British cities in an orderly
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fashion but no mention of Polish civilians other than the fact that German
aircraft were bombing Polish cities. A wireless report from Warsaw direct to the
NY Times by Jerzy Szapiro noted the beginning of hostilities and the purported
objectives of the three main German offensives. A cable from Danzig dealt with
the seizure of the Free City by German police. In actuality, the police
temporarily seized the main rail station in order to raise the German flag
prompting Albert Forster to cable Hitler that Danzig has been ‘placed’ into the
Reich. Forster presumably was the Gauleiter in waiting for Danzig . Earlier that
morning he had called upon the League of Nations Commissioner Burckhardt
who soon departed by auto for East Prussia (an interesting choice of evacuation
route considering his impartial office).
In Paris, Premier Daladier summoned the French Cabinet to confer (presumably about the French response to hostilities). The newspaper depicted
a large scale map encompassing the region stretching between Berlin and
Warsaw but identified Prague and much of the Czech portion of former Czechoslovakia as to be part of Germany. Hitler may have decreed this acquisition but it
lacked legal status and to have represented it as such it on the map did not befit
the respected status of this widely read newspaper. Gleiwitz in Upper Silesia
where Germany claimed (fraudulently as acknowledged later) to have been
attacked by Polish troops was identified; no Polish rebuttal to the accusation was
printed. Certain of Hitler's bombastic statements were noted: his accusation
against Poland for its mobilization (‘appeal to arms’) and his speech to the
Reichstag declaring that ‘bomb will be met by bomb’. More telling was a piece
about the Soviets ratifying the Reich Non-Aggression Pact while simultaneously
depreciating the French and British for their efforts toward accommodation with
Moscow. Ignoring the fact that neither German or Soviet parliamentarians at the
time would have dared to question statements by their leaders, formal ratification of the German-Soviet pact at the very onset of war suggests much haste in
Moscow.
At the Vatican, the Pope was reported to be urging a Five-power Peace
Conference to revise the Versailles Treaty. Germany, Britain, France, Italy and
Poland were to be participants; the addition of the Soviet Union was suggested
by Berlin. Nothing came of this. Conflicting emotions and loyalties were in play.
The Slovak Minister to Warsaw, Ladislav Szathmary, handed a letter to Foreign
Minister Beck assuring Poland that ‘she had the sympathies of the Slovak
nation’. His letter contained a protest against Germany's use of Slovakia as
a base of military action against Poland and charged that ‘Slovak leaders were
tools of German politics’. Meanwhile in Bratislava, the Slovak Government
replied to a Polish protest concerning occupation of Slovakia by German Troops
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by calling on Poland ‘to return territory in the Javorina District (Teschen)’ taken
at the time of the collapse of Czechoslovakia in 1938.
In the United States, a candidate for election in the Yonkers suburb of New
York City withdrew his candidacy because of his German name. E. Roy Wicht's
family had lived in Yonkers for nearly 100 years but his election district was
populated primarily by Polish-Americans. In Miami at the national meeting of
Jewish war veterans a resolution was passed to continue its boycott of Germanmade goods and ‘for the British government to reopen Palestine for Jewish
immigration’. There was no mention of Poland's emerging ordeal. Frustration
bordering upon inadequacy might best describe the various statements concerning the imminent outbreak of war. Whatever might occur later, the United
States on September 1 was little more than a bystander to fast-breaking events.
Other participants had the limelight.
Lacking up-to-date situation maps for the conflict engulfing Poland, the
newspapers stressed the gallant defense of Warsaw and the furiousness and
indiscriminate scale of the of the German air offensive against this city. There
were frequent human interest accounts of war conditions in Great Britain
interspersed with whatever news emerged regarding successes or failures of the
royal navy. Occasional French air attacks on border area targets in Western
Germany received substantial coverage as did the few small scale sorties by the
French army. There was considerable coverage when the latter resulted in the
taking of a few German prisoners. All the while, the expanding catastrophe in
Poland could be viewed only at the macro-level and even here substantive
information appeared to be lacking. Missing were the human interest stories
occurring elsewhere – the mobilization of titled Englishmen, food rationing
implications or the evacuation of children to the countryside. An important cause
for this imbalance of news coverage was the presence in Britain of American
news correspondents and, conversely, the lack of on-the-scene stories by
American journalists reporting directly from Poland. Unfortunately, there was
little history of American news reporting directly from Poland. American
newspapers lacked a news gathering presence in Warsaw. Compare this absence
of reliable news from the unfolding events to the American military during its
lengthy war in Vietnam. Correspondents were imbedded with numerous units
and provided an unvarnished assessment of hostilities; these reports helped
significantly to nurture and expand anti-war attitudes in the United States.
Communications in Poland were chaotic and became more so as the country's
military suffered one disaster after another. Nevertheless, American correspondents might have functioned in Warsaw until late September. Accessible
wireless (radio) communications with the outside world were possible provided
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some minimal pre-war positioning of equipment and ministerial contact had
been undertaken and, once hostilities started, military censorship circumvented.
Toward the end of September, Polish authorities surely would have welcomed
the world and America in particular being better informed regarding the
enveloping tragedy Both Germany and Poland used official channels for war
reporting. There was ‘better’ coverage of the Soviet invasion on September 17
but almost entirely from censored sources in Moscow or Berlin. The Soviet
invasion into eastern Poland was seen as inevitable under the German-Soviet
Pack but its justification shrouded in the propaganda nonsense common to
armies crossing a neighbor's frontier. The NY Times on September 20 published
a Pravda news release dated September 17 noting that ‘The Polish ruling circles
went bankrupt in the briefest space of time. The miserable Polish Government
took flight, abandoning the people to their fate. The army had no military
success. It was to a considerable extent recruited forcibly from national
minorities who hate the Poland of the gentry’.
Conditions leading to whatever understandings existed regarding the eventual
carving up of Poland in the Soviet-German ‘arrangement’ immediately prior to
hostilities had implications not widely understood at the time. In retrospect, the
1938 crisis over Sudetenland was a watershed event. A fortified Czech-German
frontier buttressed by a strong Czech Army offered a singular opportunity for
France and Britain to checkmate Hitler with or without Soviet assistance.
Though Britain with massive material and personnel assistance from the United
States eventually defeated Germany in Western Europe, no repeat opportunity
such as with the Sudetenland provided Britain or France the highly respected
political-military pedestal on which they resided in August, 1939. The future
was to be a steady decline in their influence. Great Britain's role during the 1945
Potsdam Conference was profoundly weaker than at the Versailles Conference
after World War I. This relative decline continued during the Cold War.
Germany certainly understood the wider implications of the emerging new
geopolitical landscape. ‘The Soviet invasion signaled the end of meaningful
British influence in eastern Europe’, [...] ‘The Russian march into Poland
(quoting the Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung) should demonstrate to all the world
that the Continent is determined to regulate Continental problems without
foreign interference and that it no longer considers itself under British tutelage
(NY Times September 19)’. Long accustomed to using (and paying) Prussia to
balance the continental ambitions of France, Britain in the late 1930s was in
emerging conflict with the new ‘Prussia’ while at the same time overly
dependent upon a fundamentally flawed French military establishment. The fall
of France in June, 1940 confirmed the reality of ‘new Prussia’ at the center of
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European affairs. No longer was Germany to be an appendage to Britain's
continental policies. Britain eventually persevered in its conflict with Hitler's
Germany but resolution of Europe's geopolitical conflicts following Germany's
defeat in 1945 shifted to Russia and America and still later and slowly to the
European Community.
The Poland that reemerged with Versailles had a long history of nationhood
but needed time to adjust to conditions brought about by the very conflict that
gave it renewed statehood. Britain and France were diminishing powers whereas
the Soviet Union for all of its foibles and self-inflicted horrors was an emerging
one. How might Poland in hindsight have better placed itself on this geopolitical
chessboard? Defeating the Red Army outside of Warsaw in 1920 may not have
been the blessing it seemed at the time. Is it not ironic that the eastern horizons
that so often engaged Polish leaders and Polish history were swept aside by the
same force that expanded the country's western margins. The geography of
relative location appears to have been less impacted than the change in
boundaries and languages of the inhabitants. The multi-cultural states of Europe
prior to the 1914 war certainly had their share of economic, cultural and political
issues but multiculturalism also had a positive side.
The German invasion of September 1 and the Soviet invasion 16 days later
were reported initially from sources in the belligerent countries other than of
Poland. Whatever its pre-invasion intentions, Warsaw's reporting of events
appeared to be overshadowed by messages from Berlin and Moscow. Reporting
to the international audience was often non-existent as the situation worsened.
One might have thought that the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) or its
French equivalent might have expedited people into Poland in order to provide
news coverage. After all, Poland was the ostensible reason for the UK and
France entering the conflict. The press in the United States at first avoided
demonizing the German leadership. This was not the case after the United States
entered the war (828 days later). Perhaps not surprising was the manner in which
the Soviet invasion was treated. The proverbial ‘stab in the back’ was implied
more often than stated. The Soviet use of ‘exploited non-Polish speakers’ as
justification for its invasion was not journalistically balanced by questions about
non-Russian speakers in the central Asian and Caucasus republics. What was
reported often was supposition such as the following on September 19. The
writer, Philip Gibbs, was identified as a famous war correspondent ‘Knowing
something of Russia and much of Germany, I believe two things are certain.
Germany has opened her gates (Poland's gates?) to the Russian bear who one
day will bite her throat. Secondly, Stalin, not Hitler will dictate terms. [...] It is
Stalin, not Hitler, who says what state shall be set up in Poland's ruins. [...] Some
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good, as well as much evil, may come to Britain and France out of this Russian
intervention. Now that the Red Army is beyond its own frontiers, Germany's
chances of getting supplies from Russia is very slender. [...] There will be no
chance of getting food and oil for Germany’.
History was to prove Gibbs correct regarding the dictating of peace but this
had to be pure luck considering the situation in 1939. His assessment of Soviet
exports to Germany was incorrect; Moscow endeavored to fulfill all the
specified imports needs of Germany up to the June, 1941 invasion. As with most
observers, Gibbs could not have envisioned the speed and magnitude of the
French collapse several months hence. Others surely were shocked by the
French collapse and perhaps the Soviets first and foremost.
The American press was cautious in its reporting of the Soviet invasion. This
was not the case with American communists. The Communist party in Massachusetts noted that Soviet Russia's action in sending troops into Poland was
‘designed to guarantee the security of the Soviet Union and its people against
any threatened invasion by Hitler. [...] What would we as Americans do if an
invading army of Nazis or Japanese were smashing into Canada toward us. [...]
To safeguard the security of the United States it would be our duty to enter
Canada’4. Several days later, in its editorial paying homage to the continued
defense of Warsaw against the German onslaught, the Times (September 26)
noted: ‘The defense of Warsaw will live among the heroic epics of history. The
futility of the fight only enhances its magnificence. The hope that help is on the
way only deepens the tragedy of the doomed city [...] for they know that no help
will come. [...] There is something ghoulish and grotesque in the «allied armies»
closing in on the defiant city from both sides of the Vistula. Their victory seems
as synthetic as their partnership’.
A great deal had been written about the reasons for war. Hitler, of course, had
to be stopped and after his threatening Poland over Danzig the two western
democracies drew the line concerning further German aggressiveness. Looking
back, this was an action lacking the thorough analyses usually associated with
war preparations. If was as though Hitler's intentions regarding Danzig were for
the first time understood in Paris and London. Meaningful logistics planning to
assist the Poles in case of war were non-existent or poorly executed. They
clearly were not publicized. If willing to go to war to prevent one invasion, then
why not war to respond to a second equally reprehensible invasion of the same
ally? In a September 18 NY Times report from a correspondent in Moscow with
the heading ‘Moscow Outlines Polish Partition’, a paragraph on Great Britain
4

New York Times, September 17, 1939.
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stands out. ‘In authoritative British circles today (most likely British Embassy
personnel in Moscow), although comment naturally is reserved pending
instructions from London, the tendency is to take a calm and practical view of
the situation created by Russia's invasion of Poland. It seems clear that neither
prestige nor sentimental considerations will be likely to influence Britain’s
decision whether relations with Russia are to be broken off’.
It was not only the western Allies who were obliged to do an about face
regarding earlier commitments to Poland. One day before the Soviets crossed the
Polish border, Romania responded to a Polish inquiry regarding Romania's
attitude in the event that the Soviet Union should attempt to occupy the Polish
Ukraine by noting that ‘Romania would have to consult The League of Nations
before putting into effect its anti-Russian treaty with Poland (NY Times
September 17)’.

4. FINLAND'S TURN
Germany's successful blitzkrieg against Poland surely caused concern in
Moscow. Leningrad's urban shadow lay partially in Finland and Moscow sought
additional breathing space for this important city. What the Soviets wanted and
how much the Finns were willing to concede were in conflict, an issue soon to
be resolved militarily. Leningrad was in a precarious setting if Germany sought
to use Finland to attack the Soviets. Moscow likely was less concerned that the
Finns might invite the Germans and more anxious that the Germans might
decide to enter Finland without an invitation. Finland's army was modeled after
the German Army and Berlin had provided assistance to the Finns to subdue left
wing revolts following World War I.
A week following the Soviet invasion of a prostate Poland, Moscow closed
the Neva River to Finnish shipping using for justification a security clause in
their 1923 treaty. The Neva provides a maritime route between the Gulf of
Finland and Lake Ladoga. Earlier on October 12 Finland was confronted by
Soviet demands for a lease on the port of Hango5 on the Baltic and a 30 year
lease in Karelia. Moscow also wanted a lease on Finland's Arctic port, Petsamo.
5

Geographia Atlas of the Second World War (1996). In 1944, after Finland came to
terms with the Soviets and demanded Germany withdraw from the country, Hangö was
prepared as a Soviet naval base. It was here the following year that a Russian submarine
sailed to torpedo and sink the German liner ‘Wilhem Gustloff’ sailing from Danzig with
several thousand refugees and military personnel. This was the greatest maritime disaster
in history.
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Moscow was beginning the reconfiguration of her western security perimeter.
The Finns were pressured to remove their military from the boundary zone
adjacent to Leningrad's northwestern suburbs. At the time the Finns were only
32 kms distant. Pressure also was brought to bear on Romania regarding the area
known as Bessarabia (Moldova). Then, abruptly, on November 29 the Soviets
scrapped their non-aggression pact with Finland. There had been some minor
border clashes and Moscow rejected (ridiculed) Helsinki's apology noting that
“in reality we have here not equality of positions of the Finnish and Russian
troops but, on the contrary, advantageous position of Finnish troops (NY Times).
The ‘massing’ of Finnish troops was deemed to be hostile by Moscow: Russian
troops entered the portion of the Rybachi Peninsula in Finland's far north and
captured the port of Petsamo6. There were bombings elsewhere including several
on Helsinki. The Cabinet in Helsinki resigned and Moscow publicized the
creation of a Finnish Government-in-waiting near the border, one comprised of
Finnish Communists who fled to the Soviet Union during Finland's civil war.
Russian attacks ceased for some hours to allow a new government in Helsinki to
come to terms. Rather than subject the country to what most likely would
amount to Soviet rule, Helsinki followed-through preparing for war and full
mobilization. Ministers in Helsinki took a hard line.
Nordic countries mourned for their neighbor but, with the exception of
massed crowds marching to the Embassy in Oslo to sing the Finnish national
anthem and a hundred or so Danes in Copenhagen signing-up to fight in the
Finnish Army, there was little else. President Roosevelt on December 7
announced aid for Finland but only ‘projects that would be short of war and not
violate American Neutrality’. Washington ‘was alert’ to Finland's peril;
observers doubted the Soviets want to fight ‘confident that Russia did not want
war if it could achieve her objectives otherwise. [...] Those pessimistically
inclined feel that Russia is anxious to achieve her aims in the Baltic before the
end of the year in order to be free to turn toward the Balkans and Iran in the
Spring (NY Times November 29)’. There was some truth in this concern.
Elsewhere, the Vatican expressed itself disturbed by the Russian threats to
Finland. On November 29 London informed the Russian trade delegation then
negotiating in Britain that ‘any attack on Finland would end the talks’. It is
interesting in hindsight to note that commodities under discussion were to be
bartered and only those items that Britain thought would be of minimal value to
Germany if the Soviets offered them to Berlin. One can only speculate as to the
6

The nickel mines near Petsamo provided Germany with most its wartime needs of
this important mineral.
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commodities that Moscow would barter. A week later on December 7 London
announced that it was sending arms to Finland.
The European democracies took a hard line on Russia for this latest brow
beating of a smaller neighbor. Following the German invasion of Denmark and
Norway in April 1940, a joint British-French expeditionary force was landed at
Trondheim and Narvik and engaged German army and naval forces. There was
speculation that the Narvik contingent might continue across Sweden to aid the
Finns. Whereas Sweden purportedly refused passage rightly concerned for its
neutrality, Stalin may have calculated the possibility of such help reaching
Finland in his taking a relatively soft line in the final negotiations ending the
conflict. Finland lost Karelia and Petsamo but retained control of what remained.
Much of the blather coming from ‘official Washington’ during this crisis was
‘soft’ but stronger that what had occurred with the invasions of Poland.
Newspapers were more questioning and no longer able to fall back upon
‘oppressed minorities’. The leader of the American Communist Party returned to
Yale and received a generally negative response to his speech.
In summation, the Soviets were treated far more gently in the American press
at the time of their invasion of Poland than was the case with their Finnish
adventure. Germany's attack on Poland and subsequent destruction of the Polish
Army appeared to be somewhat ‘condoned’ within the wider parameter of
Central European geopolitics. Ruthless attacks on Warsaw did not receive the
degree of condemnation that might have been anticipated (the press in 1940
went ballistic in its condemnation of Germany's terror bombing of Rotterdam).
Hitler's a negative ‘press’ far surpassed the one received by Stalin. Communism
and the Soviet policies continued to have a substantial following in the United
States.
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ANNEX
(1) The Free City of Danzig, on the basis of its purely German character as well as
the unanimous desire of its population (author's comment: ‘at least the German
majority’), returns to the Reich immediately.
(2) Territory of the so-called Corridor which extends from the Baltic unto the line of
Marienwerder, Graudens (Grudziądz), Kulm (Chełmno), Bromberg (Bydgoszcz) (these
cities included) and then extends in a westerly direction to Schoenlanke (Trzcianka), will
decide for itself concerning its belonging to Germany or Poland.
(3) For this purpose this territory will conduct a plebiscite. Entitled to participate are
all Germans who on Jan. 1, 1918, lived in this region or before that day were born there;
similarly all Poles, Kashubians (natives of Pomerania, Germany, who are ethnologically
distinct from Poles), etc., who lived on that day in this region or were born there before
that day.
Germans banished from this region will return for fulfillment of their plebiscite duty.
To insure an objective plebiscite as well as render and secure the comprehensive
preliminary labors necessary therefore, this territory, like the Saar region, is immediately
placed under the authority of an international commission which is to be formed
forthwith and which is to be made up of four great powers – Italy, Soviet Russia, France
and England.
This commission exercises all rights of sovereignty in this region. For this purpose
this region is to be cleared of Polish military forces, Polish police, and Polish civil
servants within the shortest possible time to be agreed upon.
(4) Exempted from this territory is the Polish harbor of Gdynia, which is Polish
sovereign territory in principle in so far as it is limited territorially to Polish settlement.
Definite limits for this Polish harbor city should be fixed between German and
Poland and if necessary definitely established by an international court of arbitration.
(5) To make certain that the necessary time elapses for essential extensive labors for
carrying out just plebiscite, this plebiscite shall not occur before expiration of twelve
months.
(6) In order to guarantee to Germany during this time its connection with East
Prussia and to Poland its unhampered connection with the sea, streets and railroads are
definitely assigned for making possible free transit and communications. In connection
therewith only such charges may be made as are necessary for the upkeep of communication and roads or for the conduct of transports.
(7) A simple majority of votes cast decides to which the territory shall belong.
(8) In order to insure free communications between Germany and its province of
Danzig and East Prussia and for Poland a connection with the sea after the plebiscite
took place irrespective of its result, Germany, in case the plebiscite area falls to Poland,
will be given an extraterritorial communications zone approximately in the direction of
Buetow (Bytów), Danzig or Dirschau (Tczew) for constructing its Reich autoroad as
well as a four-track railway line.
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Construction of streets and railway will be so executed that Polish communicating
roads will not be interfered with, that is, by underpasses or overpasses. The width of this
zone is fixed at one kilometer (about three-fifths of a mile). It is sovereign territory.
In case the plebiscite favors Germany, Poland receives the same rights of equally
extraterritorial street and railway connection for a free and unlimited communication
with its harbor of Gdynia as Germany would be entitled to.
(9) In case the Corridor reverts to the German Reich, the latter declares its
willingness to undertake an exchange of populations with Poland to such extent as the
Corridor is adapted therefore.
(10) Special rights to the harbor of Danzig which Poland might desire must be
traded in on an equal basis with similar rights for Germany in the harbor of Gdynia.
(11) In order to remove in this territory the feeling of threat on either side, Danzig
and Gdynia would be given the character of pure trade cities, in other words, without
military plants or military fortifications.
(12) The peninsula of Hel, which in accordance with the plebiscite would fall either
to Poland or Germany, must in any case also be demilitarized.
(13) Since the German Reich Government launches most serious complaint against
the treatment of minorities by Poland, and the Polish Government on its part believes
also to have the right to bring complaints against Germany, both parties declare
a willingness to have, these complaints submitted to an international commission of
investigation, whose duty it is to investigate all complaints concerning economic and
physical damages as well as other terroristic acts.
Germany and Poland obligate themselves to make good all economic and other
damages suffered by their respective minorities since 1918, including reversing of all
confiscations or compensation of the affected persons for these and other losses caused
in economic life.
(14) In order to relieve Germans remaining in Poland and Poles remaining in
Germany of a sense of statelessness and to guarantee their security so they will not be
called on for service offensive to their national feelings, Germany and Poland come to
a broad, binding agreement to secure the rights of other minorities and to allow free
development of their nationalistic expressions, and for this purpose the necessary
organizations shall be permitted. Both sides obligate themselves not to require military
service of the other minorities.
(15) In case of agreement on these proposals, Germany and Poland pledge
themselves to immediate demobilization of their military forces.
(16) Germany and Poland agree, in order to hasten the carrying out of the above
measures, to come to further necessary understandings as to details.
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THE POLITICAL SYSTEM OF BELGIUM
AS A COMBINATION OF ROMANCE AND
GERMANIC POLITICAL CULTURES
The political system of Belgium, as well as the factors that shaped it, are very
interesting both from scientific and practical points of view. The problems of its
development are more or less typical for the whole Europe. It is no surprise that
a significant number of both Belgian and European scientists is engaged in
research of features and functioning of the Belgian political system.
However, the analysis of recent studies in this field shows that, while the
Belgian political system is the subject of debates among politicians, political
scientists and specialists in law, some important aspects of it have not been fully
investigated. Many aspects of the legal status of Belgian federation’s members
still remain outside the research area. Scientists have not produced common
terminology regarding the denomination of the federation’s subjects and the
organs formed by them. This causes difficulties in studying specialised literature
on this subject. Among scholars who studied the political system and political
processes in Belgium, the following Belgian scientists should be mentioned:
Professor K. Deschouwer of Free University of Brussels K. Deschouwer (2004)
and Professor R. Van Dyck of Ghent University (Van Dyck 1992, 1996). Among
Russian researchers who analyzed the problems of ethno-political situation in
Belgium, we should mention Professor Sergiey Biryukov of Kemerovo State
University (Birjukov and Barsukov 2010).
In our study, we will try to analyze the peculiarities of the Belgian political
system. The main objective of this study is to conduct a comprehensive political
analysis of the Belgian political system on the basis of existing scientific
experience.
The combination of two leading European political cultures – French and
Dutch – has significant influence on the political development of this country.
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Belgium is a federal state comprising three Communities, three Regions, and
four language areas. The three Communities (formed on the ethno-linguistic
basis) are: Flemish Community, French Community, German-speaking Community.
The three Regions (formed on the economic basis) are: Flanders, Wallonia,
Brussels-Capital.
The four language areas, occasionally referred to as linguistic regions are:
– the Dutch language area,
– the Bilingual Brussels-Capital area,
– the French language area,
– the German language area (which has specific language facilities for
French speakers).
That specific ethnic and linguistic structure makes for the Belgium's political
system transformation. Besides, a combination of federal state and monarchy is
a unique feature for continental Europe.
Belgian Constitution of 1831 strengthened the unitary character of the state.
However, the future constitutional development of the country necessitated the
contrary. The reform of the state and forming of the Belgium's federal structure
have been implemented in several stages (Alen 1994, p. 139). The results and
general direction of these reforms were the gradual expanding of the autonomy
of the federation's members, specification of the competence of federal
institutions and regional administrative bodies, development and improvement
of the conflict resolution mechanisms.
The following are the main features of the political system of Belgium:
1. Conservation of parity and stability in relations between ethno-linguistic
Communities.
2. Consociation nature, which is characterised by a combination of different
elements in order to preserve the existing social and political balance. The
asymmetry of the federal system in the form of two-part federation on one hand
gives rise to complexity and overlapping in the powers of central government
and regional governments but, on the other hand, is a compromise in ethnolinguistic and economic contradictions.
3. High level of legitimacy of political institutions (the Monarchy, the
Parliament, the Government, Political Parties).
4. The consensus in the party-political relations and debarment of political
extremes (separatism, extreme nationalism) at the regional level (Ormonbekov
2006, p. 63–64).
For full understanding of Belgian political system, we will analyse its basic
elements. As a result of federal reform the legislative power is represented by
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a bicameral parliament. The Parliament consists of the House of Representatives
(150 members) and the Senate (71 senators) elected for 4-year terms. The
peculiarity of Belgian political system is that both houses are equal and their
specific rights are minimal. According to the Constitution, in order to prevent
violations of rights of persons belonging to different linguistic Communities,
each chamber includes French and Flemish linguistic groups (Legislative
procedure... 2012).
Executive power in Belgium is represented by the King and the federal
Government. Taking into account the peculiarities of Belgian federation's
structure, the principle of parity representation in the formation of the
Government is fixed. It should be 50% Flemings and 50% Walloons in the
Government. This Government should also have the confidence of the majority
in Flanders and Wallonia. The Constitution does not define the procedure of
forming the Government. It only indicates that the ministers and state secretaries
are appointed and dismissed by the King. For Belgium, the institution of
Formateur, founded in 1981, is distinctive. The Formateur's work may be
preceded by one or more Informateurs, also appointed by the King. The
Informateur is not expected to finalise a coalition, but attempts to find enough
points of agreement to identify a likely coalition, from which a Formateur is then
selected. The Formateur is appointed by the King out of the members of the
Flemish parties that won the parliamentary elections. He is in charge of forming
a new government of which he/she becomes the Prime Minister. The post of
Informateur became too prestigious to risk failure, so new terms for essentially
the same task were introduced, such as ‘royal mediator’ and ‘explorer’ after the
2007 Belgian Government formation failed for months to produce a clear
prospect for majority, and the ‘preformateur’ (presumed to succeed himself as
Formateur and PM if successful) after the federal elections in 2010 (Bel'gija:
gosudarstvennoe... 2012).
The powers of the Federal Government of Belgium include the issues of
national defense, justice, social affairs, internal security and some aspects of
foreign policy and financial policy. In addition, the federal government is
responsible for coordinating all federation members' Governments (Jones 2008).
According to the Constitution, the King (the official title is ‘King of the
Belgians’) is the head of the state and carries out the legislative and executive
powers. The Constitution of Belgium entrusts the monarch with federal
executive powers: appointment and dismissal of ministers, implementation of
laws passed by the Federal Parliament, submission of bills to the Federal
Parliament and management of international relations. The monarch sanctions
and promulgates all laws passed by the Parliament. In accordance with Article
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106 of the Belgian Constitution, the Monarch cannot act without the counter
signature of the responsible minister who, in doing so, assumes political
responsibility. This means that federal executive power is exercised in practice
by the Federal Government, which is accountable to the House of Representatives in accordance with Article 101 of the Constitution (Bel'gija: gosudarstvennoe... 2012). However, as it is outlined by the Belgians themselves, Belgian
monarchy symbolizes and maintains a feeling of national unity by representing
the country in public functions and international meetings. Monarchy is one of
the binding factors of modern Belgium.
In Belgium, the question of competence delimitation among central and
regional/communities authorities is settled in the following manner. In contrast
to the other federal systems where the federal center maintains a coordinating
role and where federal subjects have clear defined powers, federal system of
Belgium is organized on the basis of the exclusive distribution of powers: each
level of government has the appropriate authority, under which it has full discretion.
Belgian federation subjects are divided into two types. The criterion for this
division is not based on territory or population, but on the material expression of
their powers (Deschouwer 2004). Thus, the Community is the bearer of national
and cultural autonomy. The Region is the bearer of the territorial autonomy. In
accordance with this, some subjects of the federation have the powers tied to
a particular territory, mainly in the economic area (Regions), others – in culture,
education, and other issues that are not related to the specific area (Community).
In case of the powers sharing conflict, in accordance with the Constitution,
its resolution belongs to the jurisdiction of the Court of Arbitration (since 2002
– the Constitutional Court) of Belgium. With the same purpose, the Joint
Committee on Community Affairs (Ormonbekov 2006) has been established in
1994.
After the beginning of the federalisation process, traditional political parties
were divided on regional grounds. Their emergence changed not only the party
and electoral systems of Belgium, but also the nature of inter-party struggle. It
has become less ideological and more pragmatic (Таnin 1974, p. 18–19).
Regional parties have managed to take away from the traditional parties the most
part of voters captured by national ideas. The new parties have played a catalytic
role in developing and implementing government decisions. It is evident, in
particular, in strengthening of the federalisation process and the division of
powers among the center and regions in favor of the latter. In the current
political landscape, the most influential political parties are: from the Flemish
part: New Flemish Alliance (moderate right) and Christian Democrats and
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Flemish (the Liberals); from the Walloon part: the Socialist Party and the
Reformist movement (the Liberals).
When considering the political system of Belgium, one must stress the fact
that Belgium is an active member of the European integration process. This
country is an example of implementing the policy of decentralisation and
regionalisation in the EU, becoming a ‘laboratory’ of its implementation. Some
researchers recognise Belgium as a scaled-down model of the EU, whose
multiculturalism policy is a good example of close integration of Germanic and
Romance political cultures.
In this context, the idea of Russian political scientist S. Birjukov are also
interesting. He examines the political system of Belgium as an integrative
model. It combines a number of smaller models that are characterised by the
presence of specific issues and phenomena:
1. On the one hand, it contains the elements of territorial national and
cultural autonomy. Belgium has three linguistic Communities with rights and
powers to implement their national, cultural and linguistic interests at all
authority levels. This makes it analogous to Great Britain (as far as the status of
historical regions is concerned) and to the experience of independent national
and cultural development of Catalonia in Spain.
2. On the other hand, the Belgian system contains elements of the ‘economic
regionalism’ model, which makes it similar to the French model of economic
regions established after the reforms implemented in the 1960s.
3. The contractual federation model with a prospect of further federal
arrangements reform based on the mutual consensus, where the federal
authorities are formed on proportional basis. This model is close to the model of
the Swiss Confederation.
4. The model of ‘national-regional self-determination’, which creates a regional phenomenon ‘a nation without a state’ (the actual status of the Flemish in
Flanders), as well as opportunities for the development of the phenomenon of
regional separatism which is a problem in many regions of modern Europe and
is similar, in fact, to the status of the ‘historical nations’ of Great Britain.
5. The model of administrative and territorial autonomy (the Autonomy of
German-speaking Community in Wallonia), which brings Belgium close to the
model of decentralised (quasi-federal) European unitary states (Spain and Italy)
(Birjukov 2009).
Therefore, the specificity of Belgium's political system is as follows:
– a combination of Romance and Germanic political cultures; it is reflected
in the complicated ethno-linguistic structure;
– a dual federation formed during a series of reforms, which is characterised
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by the difficult functioning of basic political institutions; the result is the power
sharing among central government and federation subjects.
Moreover, the involvement of Belgium to the integration processes in Europe
is also reflected in the development of political processes in the Kingdom. The
combination of various features of the political system of Belgium makes it an
interesting subject for political research.
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ETHNOPOLITICS OF SOUTHEAST-EUROPEAN
WEAK MARGINS. THE CRISIS AREAS OF THE
BALKAN AND THE SLOVENIAN EXPERIENCE
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper discusses the problems of marginal areas in the Balkan Peninsula
and its closer hinterland. These are the areas of ethnic and cultural contacts,
where armed conflicts over the territories took place in the process of the
formation of national states. The ethnopolitical issue is in this case essential for
understanding both the demographic structure and the spatial transformations, as
well as their wider geopolitical dimensions. Ethnocentric policies have turned
the area into a periphery and have marginalised both the competitive national
minorities and the people living in their own nations at the political margins. The
extensive Balkan periphery has largely resulted from these tensions. The following changes are typical of these ‘political peripheries’:
– political and territorial fragmentation in the broader area of ethnic contact
through the formation of interim autonomous rebel territories and/or para states;
– in strategically exposed areas, ethnic enclaves emerge with population
concentration;
– broad areas of depopulation, especially in the rural areas;
– urbanisation crises in regional centres;
– extensive material damage occurred in the focal areas (the zone of
destruction), while trauma impeding normal communication continue to affect
the population long after the end of conflicts.
Due to peripheralisation and marginalisation, the structure of crisis- and post-crisis areas have been significantly changed. Two aspects are particularly
emphasised in the analysis: the geographical aspect of transformation of
peripheral areas, and the geopolitical dimension of these transformations. The
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conclusion also makes a brief comparison to the parts of Slovenian territory and
its vicinity, which underwent similar processes in the first half of the 20th
century and after World War II. This should be emphasised because of the
European perspective of the Balkans. Some countries have already become EU
members, while others are serious candidates. Extensive marginal areas are
a serious obstacle to the integration of these countries and also a great (future)
expense for the EU (Fig. 1).
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Some of the countries already receive abundant structural support (Macedonia, Albania), or are under the supervision of European civil administration
and/or military forces (Kosovo, Bosnia and Herzegovina) or international mis-
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sions (Cyprus). There were also similar circumstances in Moldova. Transnistria
and Gagausia were para-states, as was the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus;
Gagausia returned to Moldavian state, while the other two still remain ‘states’.
The revitalisation of the post-crisis Balkan areas is therefore a serious European
problem. Marginal areas require a thorough analysis and developmental strategies.

2. PERIPHERIES OF SERBIAN-CROATIAN
ETHNIC CONTACT
The area of the Serbian-Croatian ethnic contact spreads in a horseshoe shape
from the hinterland of the south Adriatic to the south-eastern edge of the
Pannonian basin, i.e. to the so-called ‘great confluence’, reaching from the
Drava-Danube and Sava-Drina-Danube confluence all down to the final
confluence of the Sava with the Danube. In the 18th and 19th centuries, a major
part of this territory formed the ‘Military Frontier’ zone (Vojna krajina)1. It was
inhabited by refugees from the territories under the Turkish rule, who were
mainly Orthodox Serbs. The Military Frontier was a pure periphery, a real
‘buffer zone’ between the Ottoman Empire and the Austrian Monarchy, mainly
spreading over the naturally less favourable lands, i.e. the karst, mountainous
and swampy areas. Due to these facts, and partly due to the prevailing Serbian
population, the area was not offered particular developmental encouragement
within the framework of Croatia.
In October 1990, thirteen municipalities with Serbian majority declared
a special type of autonomy, a few months later named the SAO Krajina (Serbian
Autonomous Region of Krajina). It incorporated the areas of Lika and northern
Dalmatia. Similar formations were declared at Kordun and Banija, south of
Zagreb, in West Slavonia (five municipalities) and in Croatian areas along the
1

Krajina is a slavic (not only in Serbian or Croatian languages) general term and
means ‘landscape’. But it has the distinctive political meaning, too. Krajina is therefore
a military or frontier region. Vojna Krajinas (military frontier; there were more and all
facing the Ottoman territories) were created in the 18th century at the frontier belt by the
special military order under Habsburg dominance. They were supposed to protect the
monarchy against Ottoman military attacks. Because of many military conflict, the
territory was quite empty. Habsburg authorities decided to colonise it. Most of the
settlers in Vojna krajina were refugees of Serbian origin from Serbia proper and Bosnia.
This was a border belt, with predominantly poor or limited natural conditions (swamp
areas on the north and carst and mountanous in the west and south. In these conditions,
military service was a good economic option.
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Danube (four municipalities). The territories covered a total of 17,600 sq km,
with 460,000 inhabitants, 68% of whom were Serbs (Pirjevec 2003). The
Krajinas existed as rebel para states during the process of disintegration of the
Yugoslavian federation. Interethnic relations aggravated and soon turned into
radical conflicts, which incurred heavy casualties and resulted in great material
damage in the areas of contact. At this point, it is reasonable to recall the half-a-century-old experience of the Serbian population that suffered harsh reprisals
within the then NDH – Nezavisna država Hrvatska (Independent State of Croatia). Consequently, the Serbs gave mass support to partisan resistance movement during World War II. After the war, the percentage of Serbs employed in
Croatian police, army and state administration greatly exceeded the overall
percentage of Serbian population (about 12%) in Croatia. Tensions between the
Serbs and the Croats in Croatia also continued during the period of Yugoslav
socialism. However, almost all areas of the Krajinas were completely peripheral.
In 1990, inter-ethnic relations aggravated dramatically, partly because of the
unfavourable historical experiences (Klemenčič and Žagar 2004, pp. 302–308)
and mainly because of Serbian nationalist propaganda. The declaration of autonomy of the Serbian Krajinas marked the beginning of a civil war (Judah 2009,
pp. 158–159), which was perceived by the Serbs as a long-lasting striving for the
preservation of the Yugoslav federation, while Croats considered it external
aggression. The remainder of Yugoslavia maintained an ethnocentric policy
towards the Krajinas, and remained completely economically dependent on
Belgrade.
The economic situation quickly grew worse and the Krajinas were further
pushed to a peripheral position. In addition, these areas underwent evident
marginalisation. On one hand, they were at the very margin of Serbian interests.
On the other, they were an open adversary to Croatia. All attempts at reconciliation and at establishing a special status within the frame of Croatia failed,
since, due to international isolation, the aid for the Krajinas from Serbia was
significantly reduced, while the Croatian forces organised themselves and grew
stronger. A series of minor military offensives in the autumn of 1994 and in the
spring of 1995 made it possible to launch an extensive military operation, the
‘Storm’ (Oluja), in August 1995. The Serbian Krajinas ceased to exist, and most
of the Serbian population emigrated. The areas of the Croatian region along the
Danube (Podonavje) came under the Croatian rule according to the Erdut Agreement (signed 1995), which was realised only in 1999 (Pirjevec 2003, p. 654).
Nearly two decades after the end of the conflicts, the area remains greatly
marginalised. The population is elderly and economically weak. The refugees
are coming back at a slow pace or not at all (Rojs 2009). The efforts of Croatian
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authorities and international organisations have not been particularly successful.
The absence of property owners (refugees, emigrants) and the aged structure of
the residents make legal property trade difficult. All the above-mentioned groups
of population are passive and uninterested in investmenting. Therefore, it is
difficult to build any modern infrastructure. Motorways in Croatia almost
completely bypass the territories of the former Krajinas, exactly because of the
legal complexity of the ownership situation. The lack of modern traffic routes
and other infrastructure further marginalises the Croatian periphery. Minefields
and unexploded military equipment – the remains of recent military encounters –
also pose a great obstacle to development. Agriculture and forestry are therefore
limited. Many of returning emigrants have sold their property and moved, either
to bigger towns or to the seaside. Thus, the extensive border zone between the
river Sava in the north and the north-Dalmatian hinterland in the south remains
nearly uninhabited. It is a broad marginal area, while in the strategic sense it is
also the ‘soft underbelly’ of the state.

3. THE CASE OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
The case of Bosnia is different, because between 1991 and 1995 the entire
state was the subject and scene of ethnic conflicts. In this situation, the three
largest national groups (the Bosniaks, the Serbs and the Croats; beside them,
a sizeable part of Bosnian population declared themselves ‘Yugoslavs’, see
Žuljić 1989) took radically different stances as to the organization and operation
of the state. While the Serbian and the Croatian groups had their national cores
in the neighbouring republics (now independent states), the Bosniak ethnic
group mainly favoured a unitary Bosnia (Burg and Shoup 2000). Bosnia is an
excellent example of how the great strategic significance of its territory first
acted as one of the motives for provoking ethnic conflicts, and in turn ruined
(naturally, within the context of the steep decline primarily of the Serbian power
in the Balkans) the majority of the territory's former strategic advantages and
turned the whole area into a periphery. Surrounded by the Serbian Krajinas in
Croatia to the west and by the Serbian peripheral areas of eastern Hercegovina
and the area along the Drina river to the east, it soon became a distinct periphery.
Due to the war and its consequences, Bosnia became an obstacle on the way
from the area along the Danube to the central Adriatic.
Regretfully, the above-mentioned space does not allow for a detailed
presentation of the development of conflicts in Bosnia and Herzegovina, hence
the social, spatial and geopolitical consequences are mainly presented in the
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present paper. As a matter of fact, attempts were made to solve the complicated
ethnic situation in this former Yugoslav republic by both native political
protagonists and international diplomacy. The search for a balance between the
autonomy of individual, more or less ethnically homogeneous, territories on the
one hand and the explicit cultural mixture in all the crucial central areas (Ćurak
2002) on the other was eventually resolved – not exactly in a diplomatic way –
by the American political pressure, as well as by the changed situation after the
successful Croatian offensives in summer 1995, which eliminated the Serbian
Krajinas. According to the Dayton Agreement (November 1995), the outer
territorial scope of the state remained unchanged, while a compromise solution
was found to its inner political organization, so that it was divided into two
entities2: the Serbian part (Republika Srpska) introduced an explicit centralist
system, whereas the Bosniak-Croatian part (Bosnian-Croatian Federation) continued the federalist structure. Besides, the state is under international military
(SFOR)3 and civil supervision4 and receives help. Since most of the economic
infrastructure (even up to 80%) was ruined, the economy is facing an extremely
difficult situation. In addition to the consequences of war, the country is heavily
burdened by a complicated administrative system of state and local governments, which obstructs its revitalization. Thus, temporary work abroad of
individual family members is an important source of survival. Emigration is
widespread too. The ethnocentric policies also resulted in the radically changed
demographic and cultural image of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The former local
ethnic composition, having been likewise very varied, drastically changed during
and after the war. An explicit ethnic convergence occurred, resulting in regional
concentrations of individual ethnic groups. Two typical phenomena have come
about within this context: crisis urbanization and ethnic enclaves.
The emergence of crisis- and post-crisis urbanisation belongs to the ‘classic’
features of crisis areas. Although towns are vulnerable places in armed combats,
2

The term ‘entity’ is unique in the world. Bosnia and Hercegovina is thereby
a nation-state, composed of two separate units (entities), and is therefore officially not
a federation. This (federation) is only a part of the country, composed by 10 ‘cantons’.
RS (Republika Srpska) have unitary composition, because the next level of ‘republic’are
municipalities. Beside this, there is a specific territory in the north, Brčko District,
directly under rule of Bosnia and Hercegovina. Political decisions are rather
complicated: they can be made by canton-, republic- or federation- level or by B&H
government, approved by High Representative of EU. Therefore, the decisions have to
go through a long administrative way to be improved. This is also very costly.
3
SFOR (Securitiy Forces) began as a relatively strong military power (around 25,000
troops).
4
High representative of EU.
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they are nevertheless more successful in terms of defence, due to population
concentration and building structures. In modern wars, they also have two
obvious advantages: media coverage and greater probability of help from the
outside. For this reason, people retreated to towns in expectation of certain help
(food, clothes, medicine) and protection. However, urban milieu was also
attractive for different manipulations, smuggling and other activities. Urban
space was also open to waves of refugees. All towns in Bosnia and Herzegovina
grew substantially. Bihać, the centre of the Cazin Krajina (Cazinska krajina)
with a significant Bosniak majority, grew larger almost exclusively because of
refugees. Banja Luka, the centre of the Serbian Republic (Republika Srpska),
became a gathering place for many Serbs who moved away from the ethnically
mixed areas of central and western Bosnia. Nowadays, Banja Luka is the only
bigger urban centre within the hinterland. All others are close to the inner
political border (cities of Tuzla, Doboj, Zenica) or even politically/ethnically
divided (Mostar, Sarajevo). The number of inhabitants in Tuzla has almost
doubled with the inflow of immigrants from the nearby hinterland of Bosnian
areas along the Drina (Podrinje) and the Sava (Posavina) rivers, though the
internal political border between the two entities runs in the immediate vicinity
of this town, north of it. Sarajevo, however, is a special case. It has retained its
multi-ethnic character, though its eastern part, Pale, belongs to the Serbian
Republic (Republika Srpska) and practically fails to cooperate with Sarajevo.
The division of Sarajevo and the loss of its surrounding due to the internal
political border pushed the city into a difficult situation. Similarly, Mostar in
Herzegovina is also divided, in this case ethnically, by river Neretva (Zupančič
2009, pp. 102–110). In fact, these cities did not essentially spread spatially, but
the population had to concentrate in the existing surface and use the existing
infrastructure. This was primarily manifested as pressure on city streets and
parks, in particular the green areas. The cities are now faced with considerable
problems of restructuring and building contemporary urban infrastructure of
public utilities. Spatial spreading occurred only later, about 10 years after the
end of war.
Ethnic enclaves are a special case, as well as a problem. They were formed in
wartime on exposed margins of interethnic contact. The cause is similar to that
of crisis urbanisation, with towns always serving as nuclei of such enclaves.
Larger numbers of refugees provided a more efficient defence and greater
media- and political attention: on the other hand, the probability of attacks also
increased. Because of their very exposed position, the enclaves were in a special
situation, with heavy pressure from military and paramilitary forces. There were
quite a few enclaves in Bosnia, the best known of which are the Cazinska
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krajina in the west, with Bihać as its urban core, and the enclaves in eastern
Bosnia: Srebrenica, Žepča, and Goražde (Sacco 2000). Whereas the enclave of
Srebrenica suffered a genocide of over 8,000 Bosniaks in July 1995, and the
Bosniak people were exiled a little earlier from the Žepča enclave (the territories
of the two enclaves are now within Republika Srpska), the largest of them,
Goražde, resisted all pressures. It continues to be an enclave, connected with the
area of central Bosnia via of a narrow corridor leading across the mountainous
and almost unpopulated highland region of eastern Bosnia. Because of this
connection, its size and local infrastructure, this enclave had a special strategic
significance.
Goražde was a minor town. In 1991 it had about 15,000 inhabitants, most of
them Bosniaks, and a rather numerous Serbian community. The mountainous
and woody hinterland was sparsely populated, and the majority of people and
economic activity were located in the valley of the central Drina. The ammunition plant was one of its prominent industrial facilities. The territory lies on the
way between the lower and the upper sections of the Drina area (Podrinje),
which were mainly inhabited by Serbian people. On the other hand, it was
a connection route between the Sandžak range (in Serbia and Montenegro),
inhabited by Bosniak majority, and the area of central Bosnia. This line is also
called the ‘green transversal’ (Zupančič 2008). For the Serbian side, this enclave
meant a ‘bridge’ to eastern Herzegovina and to Sarajevo, and it had the same
role for the Bosniaks. Goražde became an enclave after Serbian attacks in 1992.
Many people from the area along the central Drina valley sought refuge in the
town, so that the population culminated at about 60,000 inhabitants. The town
became very condensed spatially, which caused some difficulties in supplies (for
example: the electricity and water supply was radically limited, and waste disposal became a sanitary issue, etc.) (Marinčič 2011). By the time, the situation was
even worse for other public utilities. It was also necessary to organise education,
health services and social activities. In spite of all difficulties, the inhabitants
managed to provide enough food through growing agrarian cultures in flower
pots and in cellars, by means of hydroponics. The electricity supply was improvised, with some really innovative attempts, such as using old washing machines
to generate power. Production of military ordnance in its own plants provided
not only efficient defence, but also trade – even with the Serbs. An important
source of food and other necessities of life was the smuggling of humanitarian
aid – mainly German products which were supplied by American planes via
airlift. Goods were transported from Sarajevo across the mountains along the
‘blue road’, also called the ‘salvation road’. Although the path was risky, the
enclave's survival depended on it. Goražde also withstood the second big
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offensive in the summer of 1994, although the territory, as a ‘safe zone’, was
under the protection of the UN forces. But this time, the town was rescued by the
UN forces which conducted air raids on Serbian positions, and in addition, an
efficient defence power consisted of mercenaries and volunteers – mainly radical
Islamists from various countries.
The enclave managed to survive the war and was, according to the Dayton
Agreement, incorporated into the East-Bosnia Podrinje Canton (Vzhodnobosanski-podrinski kanton). The borders mainly ran along the truce line. Thus,
Goražde continues to be a functional enclave. Cooperation with the neighbouring Serbian areas is minimal; being remote from the remaining parts of
Bosnia, Sarajevo in particular, the enclave is dependent primarily on its own
economic and supplying inventiveness. The number of inhabitants has radically
decreased (to about 30,000), but it is still twice as high as before the war. The
economy is weak, not only due to the consequences of war destruction, but also
– and even more so – because of the lack of qualified labour. Many people have
emigrated to be able to maintain their families more efficiently. It is difficult to
start any industry, also due to lack of funds and technologies, since the former
connections were completely broken off. However, one can see the influence of
Iranian and Turkish capital. Due to enduring war trauma, cooperation with the
surrounding Serbian areas is still very poor, even after nearly two decades. The
Serbian rural surroundings need certain services from the town, which, however,
are not provided. As a result, in a long-term perspective, such mental barriers are
a major obstacle to development, since they heavily influence the marginalisation of the area and its people.

4. THE PERIPHERIES OF THE ALBANIAN-SERBIAN
ETHNIC CONTACT
While within the former Yugoslav federation, the territory of Kosovo and
south Serbia was considered an underdeveloped area and therefore enjoyed
constant economic support. It was an explicit periphery, and its population (the
Albanian majority and the Serbian regional minority alike) was marginal, both in
the relations between Serbs and Albanians, and between Serbs from Kosovo and
inland Serbs (Boeckh 2009, p. 219). The latter moved northwards, for two main
reasons: because of the attractive central-Serbian area with Belgrade, and
because of the Albanian national pressure. Although Kosovo is rich in energy
resources (ample reserves of lignite) and diverse non-ferrous metals, its
developmental stagnation did not improve. However, the main causes for the
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emergence of conflicts were of ethnic-political, and not economic, nature. The
roots of the Serbian-Albanian ethnic conflict date back much further than the
roots of other conflicts in former Yugoslavia (Janjić 1997), namely back to the
time when Kosovo was part of the Ottoman Empire. When, in the 19th century,
new national states came into being and the Ottoman Empire was growing
weaker and weaker, marginal areas of the states found themselves in administrative chaos, loss of legal order and frequent conflicts. A century of being
a Turkish periphery was followed by almost a century-long existence as
a Serbian or Yugoslav periphery (Pettifer and Vickers 2007, pp. 96–113, 115),
which came to an end with the collapse of the federation and the formation of
new national states. Kosovo gained autonomy after nearly two decades of open
conflict, which gradually intensified, from the first mass demonstrations of the
Albanians in 1981, over the lull of the 1990s (Hofbauer 2008), to the aggravation at the turn of the millennium (in 1999). A sudden turnabout followed,
brought about by the international military intervention (Smith 2003) and the
taking over of civil (UNMIK)5 and safety (military) control6.
The period of protectorate and the agony were concluded in February 2008
with the promulgation of independence for Kosovo, assisted by the US and
many western countries. Today, Kosovo is recognised as an independent state by
98 of 193 countries7 in the world. This entailed a complete change of geopolitical relations in the Balkans. The once powerful socialist and non-allied Yugoslavia, and its later residue, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, first turned into
a completely continental country after Montenegro seceded from it, and, with
Kosovo gaining independence, it shrank so much that its role of a regional
military and economic power practically ended. In contrast, the role of the
Albanian space increased, since instead of once isolated Albania, it is now represented by two Albanian states and, moreover, national minorities in the neighbouring countries. The Albanian power has almost doubled, and contemporary
traffic routes that cross the southern part of the central Balkan Peninsula, from
Bulgaria across Kosovo and Macedonia, significantly contribute to real integration of the entire Albania, irrespective of its formal international political borders.
5

UNMIK (United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo) is the officially mandated mission of the United Nations in Kosovo, according to Resolution 1244
of UN Security Council.
6
This is KFOR (Kosovan Forces), a NATO-lead international peacekeeping mission.
The territory of Kosovo is divided into five military sectors (American, French, British,
German and Italian), but many more countries took part in it. In autumn 2012, the
mission included over 5,000 military personnel.
7
The webpage www.kosovothanksyou.com following all recognitions promptly.
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However, the ethnocentric integration of the Albanian cultural space was
accompanied by the disintegration of the Serbian ethnic unity. In spite of their
formal constitutional role, the Serbs in the state of Kosovo are de facto a minority which is territorially broken into several ethnic enclaves. The largest ones
are located in Gračanica near Priština, under Šara mountains (Breznica)8, with
the largest one in the north, near Kosovska Mitrovica. Small Serbian enclaves
live in difficult economic circumstances, since their cooperation with the
surrounding Albanian areas is very poor (Bataković 2007) and has to be assisted
by international forces (KFOR). Therefore, such enclaves are often forced to
have practically everything in a very limited area. Emigration continues because
of the poor economic situation and numerous pressures, which – irrespective of
the common restrictions – further aggravate the distress of those who have
stayed. Bigger enclaves have significant advantages over the smaller ones, at
least due to better communication. A special case is represented by North
Kosovo, which borders Serbia. In fact, this territory is functioning almost as
a para-state. Kosovska Mitrovica, the nucleus of this unit, is a divided city.
Except for the common history, its two parts hardly have any common interests.
The Serbian part is organized totally separately and sufficiently comprehensively
(Prelec 2011). Thus, it has a rather big university, a network of secondary
schools, health services and public utilities. Population concentration in the town
is high, also because of immigrants, i.e. refugees from other parts of Kosovo,
which is a typical example of crisis urbanisation. Priština, the capital of the
country, lies in the other part of Kosovo. In less than a decade, the population of
this city has likewise at least doubled. Presently, the city has more than 500,000
inhabitants. It is growing rapidly, while lacking any planning. Some authors
called this phenomenon as ‘turbourbanisation’ (Vöckler 2008, pp. 17–24). A typical phenomenon is manifest in the symbolising and marking of the space,
whether with mausoleums to the fallen, or with sacred and other edifices. Strong
pressure on green areas and extensive exploitation of walls for different graffiti
is also evident in big cities.

5. WEST MACEDONIA
It is reasonable to deal with the situation in Macedonia within the Albanian
complex. According to certain data, the percentage of Albanian population
amounts to about one third and occupies almost continuously the area of the so8

www.crisisgroup.org/..Kosovo:Štrpce.
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-called West Macedonia. Here, too, the Albanian uprising, accompanied by
armed encounters, began in 2000. However, through the vigorous intervention of
European diplomacy, the Ohrid Framework Agreement was negotiated, which is
very favourable for the Albanians and grants them a share of one third in the
sphere of state administration (Lovenjak 2007). In spite of the Agreement, West
Macedonia operates as a separate territory. Several thousands of Albanians fled
Kosovo and moved to Macedonia, where concentration of population began,
especially in the urban centres of the Skopje basin and in Polog. The Macedonian authorities have limited acces to the area and control it just partially
(Zupančič 2006, pp. 144–145). Due to high fertility rates, these areas are demographically progressive. All these facts increase pressure on cultivated lands and
property. In towns, houses jut into the streets and further occupy the minimum of
public areas, and they also intensely multiply in the suburbs. An important role
in this issue is played by Albanian funds from the diaspora, which not only allow
the survival of big families, but – because of powerful family bonds – also form
the basis of property ownership. Big extended families have great capital power
and they can buy real estate more successfully than their Macedonian neighbours
(Trifunoski 1988, pp. 48, 55). However, neither population concentration nor
capital power can solve the basic existential problems of the area. It is in the
process of marginalisation because of increasing social and environmental
problems. Both Kosovo and West Macedonia have limited natural resources
(fertile soil, potable water etc.). These goods are very poorly cared for, partly
due to the long-lasting crisis during which mere survival and even symbolic
assertion of a specific ethnic character of this area had absolute priority over the
planning of and care for sustainability of natural and produced goods (Zupančič
2007). Irrespective of the fact, whether it is the issue of urban space without
public utilities, illegal urbanisation or excessive exploitation of fertile agrarian
lands, a new serious regional problem can be anticipated in the near future,
namely an environmental crisis.

6. CONCLUSION: THE PERIPHERIES OF THE BALKANS
AND SLOVENIAN EXPERIENCES
The areas in the extensive territory reaching from the North Adriatic to the
core of the Balkan Peninsula and farther east were once outstanding for their
ethnic diversity. Due this fact, as well as to their marginal position within the
scope of the Yugoslav state, conflicts have continued to grow over several recent
generations, which resulted in population marginality and spatial peripherality.
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While the process of emptying the cultural landscape was going on mainly in the
northern and western parts, strong pressures on urban space and cultivated lands
occurred in the central and southern parts, where the population concentration
increased, and generated the problem of excessive environmental pressure and
lack of care for planning. Thus, para-states and ethnic enclaves began to form on
regional levels, and, due to crisis urbanisation, oversized regional centres
emerged.
So, the aspects of peripherality and marginality can be greatly varied: from
the emptying, destruction and resultant decay of cultural landscape, to the
emergence of ethnic enclaves and oversized regional urban centres which
resulted from crisis urbanisation. Thus, the process of political-territorial
fragmentation (‘balkanisation’) brings different, but always grave consequences.
This way, the peripherality and marginality are typical indicators of the ‘Europein-between’ (Tunjić 2004).
In this context, Slovenian cases are at least interesting, if not instructive.
During the post-war time, i.e. after the World War I and II, Slovenian space and
its neighbouring territories underwent a radical transformation of their cultural
landscape, due to the shift of borders and forced migrations. In this area, too,
temporary para-state territories were formed (Rijeka after World War I, and
Trieste – the Free Territory of Trieste – after World War II). Because the
German ethnic group of the Kočevje region went into exile, the area was
demographically nearly completely emptied and was gradually overgrown with
woods. The towns of Nova Gorica, Gornja Radgona and Sežana had to assume
the role of new regional centres. These are the towns of symbolic meaning and
demonstration. In Istria, even nowadays, cultural terraces remain empty and are
ever more thickly overgrown with woods, since the majority of the former
(mainly Italian) population moved away, while the newcomers settled in town
cores only. These examples demonstrate the long-lasting spatial consequences
generated by conflicts. However, it is encouraging that negative consequences of
political peripherality and marginality can be radically mitigated through taking
suitable measures.
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BALKAN NATIONALISM AND THE EU
1. A PREMISE
In July 1999 I was in Perugia, taking part in a course for teachers held at the
University for Foreigners in Perugia. There I have met colleagues from various
Balkan countries such as Yugoslavia, more specifically from Belgrade. Despite
– or more probably, because of our friendship, I was ashamed of my Italian
citizenship, because my country had chosen to take part in the recently stopped
NATO bombarding against Serbia and Montenegro, which has caused not only
material and economical damages to infrastructure and civilian buildings – but
also, according to some prudent estimates, around a thousand deaths, half of
them civilians (Pirjevec 2001, p. 639)1. I remember particularly well an angry
answer of a Belgrade teacher to an Italian: he had expressed pity for her,
wrongly believing that she had been with no running water or electricity during
the 1999 USA-lead war. The Belgrade colleague said quite proudly that she had
both of those two services, and that in that period she had a normal life; yet she
also highlighted the fact that the NATO chose to strike an ONU member-country
was an infamy, especially because the latter had never attacked any other
country. It was probably because of this feeling of guilt mixed to admiration for
these ‘other’ Europeans like me, whose life was so similar to mine but victim to
international politics, that I asked to be transferred from South Korea, where
1

According to the official ‘vulgate’ in Serbia, the total number of the victims during
the 78 days of bombings is 3,500; that is the number announced during the public
ceremony held in Belgrade on March 24th 2010, in the occasion of the 11th anniversary
of the beginning of the attack (www.libero-news.it/news/3777406/Serbia_an). The
Human Right Watch estimated between 489 and 528 the number of Yugoslav civilian
losses in the NATO air raid. For a detailed analysis of the data according to various
sources, I. Salucci (2000).
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I was working for the Ministry of Foreign Policies, to Belgrade, where there was
an open spot at the Italian Culture Institute in the city. Therefore, this was an
unusual passage from the ‘Asian tiger’ known for its ever-lasting optimism
towards a potentially limited progress, despite the 1997 crisis in Eastern Asia
that cancelled millions of jobs in South Korea, to Belgrade – a city that had just
came out from a war against NATO and also from a long period of Milošević's
power, and where there were almost no jobs, miserably paid when compared to
the parameters of an economically advanced world.

2. THE BALKANS AS ‘MINOR EUROPE’
At the beginning of 2001, the Federal Yugoslavia's capital city had visible
signs left by the bombing, such as collapsed Danube bridges, ruined infrastructures and imploded buildings. However, it was not the consequences on the
objects, but on the citizens, that produced a feeling of exclusion from the Europe
that counts: those were citizens of Yugoslavia, a country that during the cold war
had huge international prestige because of its ‘non-aligned’ status and therefore
had excellent relationships with all the other world countries, and now was
reduced to the continent's pariah. There was much frustration in the people,
accentuated by the feeling of persecution from the rich part of the world, lead by
the USA: in fact, ever since the cold war ended, every time that part of the world
takes initiative against those countries whose policies are not considered
acceptable, but that at the same time are too weak to have realistic possibilities
of defending themselves successfully, it assumes the hypocritical name of
‘International community’, whose wars are ‘humanitarian interventions’ or
‘peace missions’. Together with these feelings, the poverty and a critical
unemployment rate, there was also indolence, too easily defined as ‘Balkan’ or
‘Levantine’ as per well-known stereotypes; this was easily seen in the
contagious penchant of the citizens to spend most of their time seated in bars,
convivially occupied. This was because of the mentality inherited from the past
communist regime, almost impossible to eradicate and perhaps even older than
that: when in front of a problem, whatever its nature, it would be useless – if not
even counter-productive – to react with any personal initiative, and it was
always better to wait the authorities' intervention. More specifically, the teachers
and employees of the University of that year, at the beginning of a new
millennia, were exactly as Beppe Severgnini described them (quite acutely) on
the pages of the Corriere della Sera (April 7th 2011): ‘a mix of competence and
bad maintenance, much passion and little means, big issues and half-broken
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dreams’. In fact, despite having excellent teachers and brilliant students (much
more than the average that can be found in Italian universities), the University
was in dire need of updating the obsolete material structures, missing not only
computers but also necessary didactical instruments such as mere copy
machines, projectors and fax machines; furthermore, the libraries were libraries
only in name, because there were very little books and no chance of buying
more because there was no financial support. Even the teachers' paychecks were
absolutely inadequate to a dignifying life quality, despite the high social prestige
of their job: in fact, the average salary of a professor was around 200 Deutsche
marks which roughly correspond to 100 euro, while an academic assistant who
did not have a course of his own usually earned half of that amount.
There was no provincialism among the students: on the contrary, there was
much interest and curiosity towards the world outside their country, together
with their availability to spend formative periods or even to live and work
abroad, wanting to put their competence to use. But such wonderful projects
were effectively made impossible by the Schengen barriers, other than the
‘extra-communitary’ states with an elevated pro-capite GNP 2, and those inside
the EU but outside the Schengen treaty. In fact, the citizens of the Western
Balkan countries except for Slovenia and Croatia 3, up to 2009, could not enter
2

The epithet of ‘extra-communitarians’ gives a certain impression in such context,
even if it is formally correct; in fact, it is usually used to define those immigrants who
have little economical means coming from poor countries, instead of merely indicating
someone with a citizenship external to the EU. In fact, in Italy a Swiss or an Australian
citizen are never called extra-communitarians, but in the everyday language, the
Africans, Asians (but not Japanese) or Latin Americans, but also Romanians – especially
if gypsies – they are part of such category, despite the fact that Romania entered the EU
in 2007. Such a division is based on economical criteria between poor and rich countries
instead of those inside and outside EU, and is officialised if we take a look at the
immigration offices in Italian Police, which are distributed as follows: on one side, there
is the office for the community citizens and those coming from the USA, Canada, Japan,
New Zealand, Australia, Island, Norway, Switzerland, whose countries are compared to
the EU when it comes to immigration process. On the other side, there are all the
remaining extra-communitarian countries. Therefore, the first one, with very little
crowd, effectively gives a privileged treatment to those having access to it, while the
second is constantly overcrowded with long queues that continue on the streets, often
forcing those who wish to apply to take position in the queue during the night before the
office opening hours.
3
Its inhabitants do not like to be defined ‘Balcanic’, but possibly middle-European,
because of the perception of a larger cultural affinity to the Germans and Austrians
instead of the Slavs; the definition of the Balcanics, seen as offensive, is valid for the
Croats according to the Slovenians, while the Croats apply it only to the Serbians and the
inhabitants of the countries all the way to Bulgaria, following a ‘Balcanicity’ level
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legally the ‘rich’ part of the world, if not in possession of a ‘visa’ which was
conceived as a concession and not a right for anyone asking for it, and which
could be refused at any moment by the consular authorities with no explanations
whatsoever, even if the applicant had satisfied every request. The latter requests
were however difficult to satisfy if we consider the average life quality in these
states: proof of an economical availability of several tens of Euros for every day
they spent in the destination country, a round trip airplane, train or maritime
ticket with ‘closed’ dates, health and/or accident insurance in order not to take
advantage of the destination country's health system, a pre-paid hotel booking or
alternatively, an invitation from someone who owns or legally rents an
apartment, and last but not least, the cost of the visa which normally was close to
the average monthly salary. The visa restriction has been abolished in 2009 for
Serbia, Montenegro and Macedonia, and only in December 2010 for Bosnia and
Herzegovina and Albania. This one year delay in taking these two countries
from the Schengen ‘black list’, and the fact that Kosovo remains on it, has been
justified officially with mere technicalities, but ‘casually’ towards three
countries – Bosnia and Herzegovina, Albania and Kosovo 4 – the only ones in
Europe with a majority of Muslim population, which indicates a slight trace of
racism (cultural, yes, but nevertheless racism) at the origin of this differentiation.
perceived as something negative, growing stronger while progressing towards east (in
regard to this, Maria Todorova, Immaginando I Balcani 2002, pp. 44 and 60 [the original
title: Imagining the Balkans, New York, 1997]). However Romania and Bulgaria – the
very ‘core’ of the Balkan world because of the placement of the mountains that gave the
name to the entire peninsula – candidates to the EU ever since the first years of 2000 and
fully accepted in 2007, perhaps because of the admission were no longer defined Balkan
states, and have inaugurated the expression ‘western Balkans’ that excludes these two
countries situated east from the peninsula. When it comes to Greece, despite being
situated on its southern peak and therefore outside the territorial ambiguity that
characterises the northern part of the Balkan peninsula (is it correct to place the Danube
as its northern limit?), ever since it entered the political West after the 1948 civil war,
lost by the communists, and afterwards entering NATO too, according to current
opinions it is no longer a Balcanic state, and neither it is a state of eastern Europe despite
its eastern borders with Turkey and therefore with Asia, not even after the end of the
cold war that made meaningless the traditional distinctions – political instead of
territorial – between the East and the West.
4
If we wanted to consider this a true state, despite it being recognised as such by
only a minority (about 80) countries of the planet; in the EU, Kosovo is not a sovereign
republic, but only a Serbian province in the eyes of Cyprys, Greece, Romania, Slovakia
and Spain. Therefore, also for this reason, and not only because of the problem involving
the immigrants and those asking for political asylum that has emerged from the Libian
war in April 2011, the EU lacks in a true guideline common to all of its member states,
while now everyone pursues a political current that suits only its own national interests.
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It is not entirely correct to say that since 2009–2010 the Western Balkans have
had open doors towards the ‘rich’ Europe, since the visa regime for the
Schengen area has been abolished only for touristic stays not superior to three
months, while a visa is still required for study and work motives.

3. THE PRIDE AND NEGATION OF HOPE
However, despite an ‘international’ cultural openness, the students and their
teachers living in Serbia in 2001 could not avoid – as the rest of the society – the
weight of centuries of history which produced a ‘national mentality’ focused on
a victimistic approach, caused by various domination attempts (real or presumed) against the Serbs, made by more powerful political forces: such victimization that justified a wish for revenge, particularly stimulated by Milošević's
leadership ever since the second half of the Eighties up to his fall in 2000. It is
less important to determine in this study if such approach of ‘victimistic
nationalism’ was justified or not, but we need to highlight the fact that it has
dominated the first years of the new millennia and is still going strong to this
day. In fact, after becoming independent following years of Turkish domination,
the modern Serbia had found a base of its historical legitimacy and the right to
its rebirth as a state in the past power of king Dušan's Serbian ‘empire’ in 14th
century, in a large portion of southern Balkans 5 ; back then the political
barycentre was not situated in Belgrade, but in Kosovo, in the Peć patriarchate
region. Once that region was lost, first politically and then demographically with
the ‘big migration’ of 30,000 Serbs lead by the Patriarch Arsenije towards
Vojvodina in 1690 (Pavlowitch 2010, p. 36)6, it however remained in collective
memory as the very historical and cultural core of the nation. In the 19th century,
Serbia was influenced by the ever-growing European nationalisms, and had
a stronger position as a nation compared to those near to her, but not as powerful
as to become the only dominant political force in the Balkans. Its hegemonic
aspirations were frustrated by countries outside the region, but more powerful:
Austria-Hungary, and indirectly Germany ever since the Berlin Congress.
Afterwards, there was again Germany and Italy too, that have forged alliances
5

This can be recognized as the true ‘golden period’ for Serbia, and this idea has
become a true myth in the collective historical memory: it is a typical process of
mythification of historical facts that has been largely recognized and studied: the ways of
its transmission, from a theoretic and conceptual point of view, related to cultural
geography, have been studied by G. Scaramellini (2006, pp. 428–429).
6
The original title Serbia. The History Behind the Name (2002).
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with minor countries and have invaded Yugoslavia in 1941. After the end of the
cold war, there was no reopening of the old national issues in Yugoslavia which
remained untouched for decades, something that was always erroneously
highlighted by the western media during the 1990s7; on the contrary, following
the Slovenian and Croatian secessions which were caused mainly by economical
issues that started the fall of Yugoslavia, the ruling political forces in Belgrade
had played the nationalist card in order to maintain power, by taking advantage
of the fact that they were legitimately elected by a part of the public opinion,
manipulated by the media servicing the regime. At first, the enemy was the
Islam, a long-time opponent of Serbia that would have accepted the weight of
being the one – both during the past centuries and at the dawn of 2000 – to stand
in as a defensive wall, benefiting the entire Christian Europe. Afterwards,
following the Dayton peace and the interethnical crisis between Serbs and
Albanians in Kosovo, the NATO attacks against Serbia and Montenegro had
allowed these political forces still lead by Milošević to unite the public opinion
in the name of defence of the country, assaulted by a coalition lead by the USA
and aiming to destroy the heroic resistance of the Serbian population, once again
a victim of ‘the strong powers’ of the world as always before, and whose most
nationalistic component constantly saw traces of an international plot against
Serbia (Lekić 2006, p. 116). In fact, the 1999 bombings contributed to the
reinforcement of the Serbian leader's power, because not even the regime opponents could justify the NATO military action that broke down what remained
of the country's economy and caused multiple civilian victims: not even them
found any comfort in the words of admiration towards the Serbs in Madeleine
Albright's speech on March 26th 1999, while she was USA Secretary of State
and during the bombings. What the Belgrade public opinion thought of it, could
be expressed in a writing on a city wall, full of typical Balkan irony: ‘How she
loves us! Think about what would she do if she didn't!’ (Lekić 2006, p. 83).
After Milošević's fall in 2000, his arrest and finally his 2001 deportation to
the Hague HIC executed with American help, the feeling of hostility towards the
Western world caused by all the unfair treatment towards Serbia, has remained
basically the same, but could also count on a new motivation: despite the fact
that the public opinion was largely adverse to Milošević, it would preferred to
have him incriminated for his crimes in the same country where those crimes
took place, meaning Yugoslavia, and judged by a national Court in the name of
his very people: this line of justice was encouraged by the president Koštunica,
7

In regard to this, there is the exemplary essay of R.D. Kaplan (2000) (the original
title: Balkan Ghosts. A Journey Through History, New York, 1993, 1996).
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but changed by the prime minister Đinđić, noticeably western-oriented, that with
a sudden coup allowed the Americans to transfer Milošević to Hague. Such an
initiative confirmed a feeling of impotence in front of the international politics,
that by taking Milošević away from Serbia's justice (or Yugoslavia's, if we
consider the federal state of two republics), which went on considering Serbia's
citizens as irresponsible, not yet ready to enter the respectable and exclusive
club of the democratic countries, which were different from the rest of the world
because of their elevated life quality. The results of such persistent feelings
became evident very soon, in the aftermath of September 11th 2001 attacks
against the USA. While the Christian western society expressed horror and
shock for what had happened, with an evident atmosphere of collective sadness
that showed – at least on the outside – for weeks in the contrite behaviour
lacking in any happiness or wish to celebrate anything , there was nothing of
such in Belgrade or in Yugoslavia. In fact, there were ironical comments
regarding the Twin Towers, parties, singing and dancing in bars for those who
could afford it, not only as if nothing happened, but also with a dose of ill-concealed satisfaction for what had happened to those who devastated the two
republics by bombing them two years before, despite the fact that Yugoslavia
never attacked any NATO nation.

4. THE PERCEPTION OF DIVERSITY
IN THE BALKAN REGION
Ever since the fist years of this millennia, the western Balkans (except
Croatia8) are in an ambiguous position of belonging to the Western civilisation
because of their Greek-Latin historical and cultural heritage, and for their
territorial position in south-eastern Europe, but also of being left outside of the
abovementioned rich countries club, which firmly defends its wealth, menaced
both by the physical invasion of those who want a part of it but are from other
continents, and also by the economical competition of emerging countries. The
8

In fact, differently from the other states of this region, Croatia has a history of
several centuries of political reference to the Habsburg empire that has made it more
‘Mitteleuropean’ compared to its eastern Slavic neighbours, and also the catholic
religion of its citizens has more cultural affinity to the European west, as opposed to the
Orthodoxy (and Islam) of the east, and finally has a larger per capita income; for all
these reasons, to which we could add the presence of a small Italian minority in Istria,
after the 1990s Yugoslav wars Croatia was the only one to access a quick candidacy to
the EU.
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Serbian, Montenegrin, Bošnjak, Macedonian and Albanian identities have
become more accentuated after the fall of the ideologies following the cold war,
because of the need to affirm their own individualities, which is fundamental in
today's world where all places and people are connected between them (Moïsi
2009, p. 32) 9 . In fact, it is also the present author's opinion that one of the
reasons for divisions in today's globalized world were not the different cultures
as proclaimed (perhaps a bit too hastily) in the famous S. Huntington's (1997)
essay10, but the emotional reactions of the populations involved in all of the
extremely rapid contemporary changes11.
The Serbian capital city is in a phase of conflict between the two extremes:
one is the intent to reaffirm the nationalism, the other are the benefits of
adjusting to the market economy. These are two sides impossible to reconcile,
because the first of them is based directly on the burdens of the past instead on
the practical needs of the country: if we consider chronologically, we can see the
attempt to make the Great Serbia dream come true after the Yugoslav collapse in
the 1990s, the fight of the četnici against the Axis invaders in order to restore the
Serbian royal dynasty, the desperate resistance of the Serbian army against
Austria-Hungary during World War I, the anti-Ottoman insurgence in 1815 and
so on, until the sacrifice of Prince Lazar in Kosovo on June 28th 1389. In
a Serbian-centric nationalistic reconstruction of the events, these facts have in
common the heroism shown by the people that in order to affirm sacred
principles does not hesitate to sacrifice itself against a much more powerful
enemy, which is represented by the Islam during the medieval period, all the
way to the Americans in 1999. The symbolical figures of these events all share
a tragic death that made them a myth: Lazar, Karađorđe Petrović, Gavrilo
Princip, Draža Mihailović, all the way to Željko Ražnatović also known as
Arkan, upgraded from common criminal to war hero12 in the eyes of a good part

9

According to this essay, in fact, today ‘ideology has been replaced by identity’
(Moïsi 2009).
10
The original title: The Clash of Civilization and the Remaking of World Order,
1993.
11
This is Moïsi’s (2009) fundamental theory.
12
Already a political killer and an international bank robber (Pavlowitch, 2010,
p. 274), during the Bosnian 1992–1995 war he became the leader of a paramilitary
formation which was responsible for atrocious crimes against the non-Serbian population. Once he was assassinated in Belgrade in 2000 in suspicious and never fully
explained circumstances, his wife Ceca, an extremely popular ‘turbofolk’ singer that is
still famous and working, took in his idealistic heritage by alimenting his myth as the
homeland heroe.
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of Serbia, Bosnia, Montenegro and Kosovo Serbs' public opinions13; the latter
‘hero’, even dead, is unmentionable outside the Balkans, compared to history's
worst criminals, such as the Nazis. This cult that worships the national past is
based on the wish to affirm an ethnic nation, that would exclude from those
rights deriving from citizenship – if not throw out of the country – those who are
not a part of it, and that considers as a potential enemy every other country and
the foreigners. This is one of the possible explanations of the electoral success of
Vojslav Šešelj, the leader of the ultra-nationalistic Serbian radical party,
imprisoned in Hague from 2003 to 2007 for war crimes and crimes against
humanity, but however fully able to influence both the politics of his country
with his numerous parliament followers and the public opinion. These positions
are in direct contrast with the economic type of logic in a global market, where
the trembling economical and military supremacy of the West, at least in the
official declarations, is based on values presented as universal, such as democracy, tolerance and the protection of human rights, at least until the possible
application of these principles does not contrast the national interests.
But the United States, the symbol of these values, the champion of the West
in its defence, frightened as it is of the awareness of losing the primate it had
over the rest of the world during 19th and 20th century, has done something very
similar to Schengen in Europe: at its borders with Mexico, they have erected
rigid barriers meant to keep out those looking for wealth from the outside 14.
Furthermore, the United States, together with its NATO allies, are still hated by
the majority of the Serbian and Montenegrin societies, that have not forgiven yet
their military aggression at the end of the previous millennia, or the occupation
of Kosovo and its separation from Serbia. Such feelings are not limited to Serbia
13

The author has seen in bars in Montenegro – although not on the touristic coast,
but inside – the images of Radovan Karadžić (president of the Republika Srpska in
Bosnia from 1992 to 1996) and Ratko Mladić (the commander of the Serbian-Bosnian
army in war years) placed openly and venerated almost as icons. On the contrary, the
international community considers these two to be the worst war criminals in Europe
ever since the World War II. The first one, who theorised and then practiced the ‘ethnic
cleansing’ that killed tens of thousands of civilians, has been arrested in Belgrade in July
2008 and then incarcerated in Hague, accused of genocide; the second one, considered
the one directly responsible for the Srebrenica massacre, has been arrested in Serbia in
spring 2011 after a long period of hiding also thanks to the support of the Balkan Serbs,
and afterwards he was placed in Hague too. There are folk songs and ballads written
about these two characters, sold as CDs in music shops and in fairs in the occasion of
religious festivities.
14
On the matter of restrictive borders between the USA and Mexico, there is the
work of M. Sioli (2009, pp. 305–330).
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only, since almost 30% of the Montenegrin population (2011 census data)
consider themselves of Serbian nationality, and have strongly opposed the
Montenegrin independence that resulted from the referendum, won by a small
difference in May 2006; also, over a million Serbs in Bosnia, the few hundreds
of thousands of Serbs in Croatia and not more than 60,000 Serbs in Kosovo still
resent the USA for their decisive military interventions against their own cause,
especially those in 1995 and 1999. Even in the Muslim societies in Bosnia,
Serbia and Montenegro, the USA are mainly hated, but for different reasons,
confirming therefore Dominique Moïsi's theory according to which what sedates
the behaviour is not the ideology but the state of mind: in fact, among the Balkan
Slavic Muslims and also the other Muslims in the world (with the exception of
the Albanians, where the national identity prevails by far over the religious one)
it is unacceptable that following the 2001 attacks against the USA the Islam
became public enemy No. 1. Obviously all the states which took part in the
coalitions in wars against Afghanistan and Iraq have highlighted in their official
declarations that there was no intent of fighting Islam as a religion, but the
terrorism and the ‘rogue states’ that were harbouring and nurturing it. However,
such a slight distinction has not been accepted, not in the eyes of the majority of
the western public opinion, or in the application of safety measures, and not
even among the Muslims: for the first mentioned, every Arab or bearded Muslim
became a potential terrorist, and they became the main target of airport and
border safety controls together with women wearing the traditional Islamic
robes. Furthermore, they were denied entrance in western countries for safety
reasons, and they felt the lack of trust and the full extent of intolerance that was
born in the western societies; but even among the Balkan Muslims, the most
moderate of all (in fact, until the 1990s, they were no different from Christians
in terms of wardrobe, lifestyle and eating habits), the level of sympathy towards
the figures such as Bin Laden and Saddam Hussein grew rapidly, considering
them heroes and martyrs fighting in the frontline against the hated Western lead
by the USA that discriminates and uses them15.

15

The hatred of the poor Muslims toward the Western society became planetary
already before the 2001 attacks. Dominique Lapierre has told how once the Storm
operation in the desert strongly pursued by Bush Senior had started, for the two million
Muslims in Calcutta that venerated Saddam Hussein as a god, every foreigner had
become an enemy (Lapierre 2010, p. 164). In regard to this, it is useful to notice how the
love and the hatred towards two antagonists have no cultural or religious origins, but are
mainly of political, social and economical nature; in fact, Saddam Hussein imposed
himself in Iraq as a laic dictator, strongly opposing the Islamic fundamentalism.
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5. THE CROATS BETWEEN NATIONALISM
AND THE WESTERN SOCIETY
What was said about the Orthodox Christians and the Muslims, could appear
as a contradiction when compared to the case of Catholic Croatia, indebted to
the USA for their political and material support received especially in the
summer of 1995, when the military operations ‘Lightening’ and ‘Storm’ took the
eastern Slavonija and Krajina from the Serbian rebels, which were taken away
from Zagreb in 1991 after the proclamation of independence. In the case of
Krajina, it was ‘ethnic cleansing’ which resulted in the expulsion of around
150.000 native Serbs from Croatia, and the violent demise of about 150 of them:
this massacre has been considered as ‘crime against humanity’ by the Hague
ICJ, and considering the immunity of the Croatian president Franjo Tuđman who
died in 1999 of natural death, the person who was indicated was the main
responsible was the Croatian general Ante Gotovina, caught and arrested after
years of hiding. He was judged and sentenced on April 15th 2011 to 24 years of
prison (Zanoni 2011). The anti-European reaction of the Croatian public opinion
to this sentence and to the one given to Mladen Markač, another Croatian
general who got 18 years for the same crime, has been furious: people have
invaded the capital's squares, spitting and tearing EU flags, and the percentage
of those in favour of joining the Union fell to 23%. Such an anti-European
hostility is easily explained with the fact that the Croats believe that they were in
war merely to defend their nation, and therefore by definition there cannot be
any war crimes: also, August 5th 1995, the day that saw the beginning of
operation Storm, has been declared as Thanksgiving and a national holiday
(Hedl 2011), therefore it automatically absolves the winner for any fault,
considering that it resulted in the liberation of Croatia from the Serbian
‘aggressors’16. These are collective feelings shared also by the Croatian Episcopal Conference, that refused to acknowledge the penal relevancy of the anti-Serbian ethnic cleansing pursued by the politicians and military authorities
directed by Tuđman; in fact, the maximum religious authority of the country
divulged the following communication through the Croatian national agency
Hina: ‘The theory according to which that was a common criminal operation has
16

Despite the historical nature of the Serbian settlement in Krajina dating back to
Maria Theresa of Austria; in fact the Serbian presence in this border region of the ex
Habsburg territories, is explained by the fact that the Empress had allowed the Orthodox
communities to inhabit the area as long as they provided the military defence of the state
territory from the Ottoman attacks.
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no foundation and is an insult to the Croatian people and more generally, to
justice’17. In this reaction to the sentencing of the two generals, the nationalistic
pride in the public opinion that harboured hatred towards Europe (in the
Croatian case, the USA were not involved considering their support to Zagreb in
1995) and that made Tuđman and Gotovina national heroes and contemporarily
victims of an unfair persecution – posthumous for Tuđman, however marked by
an European ‘damnatio memoriae’ – was not an impromptu phenomenon, and is
no different from the Serbian and Muslim ones. In fact, before and after the
arrest of the general that took place in Tenerife in 2005, for years, along
Croatian roads, there were big billboards that instead of having commercials on
them, produced pictures of the general together with a rhetorical question, if he
was to be considered a criminal. It was not, however, a ‘private’ initiative
comparable to writings on the walls, but those were billboards placed by public
institutions and organisations. Also, in order to have an idea about the mood in
Croatia during the first years after 2000, it is sufficient to consider that in some
public spaces there were writings celebrating the ustaše, while some of the
bookstores had placed Hitler's Mein Kampf in their windows, not as a work of
a crazy criminal, but as that of a great leader. Despite all that, the next step for
Croatia, the most ‘western’ of the western Balkan countries, and despite those
anti-European feelings in most of its citizens that do not accept the criminalisation of their ‘patriotic war’ heroes from the 1990s, is joining the EU, even
with the low level of enthusiasm of its citizens. In fact, the results of the
referendum regarding the admission held on January 22nd 2012, the ‘yes’ to the
EU prevailed with a 2/3 of valid votes, a very low percentage of total voters, the
43,51% of those who could vote – which shows a common indifference towards
the EU among the population.
The Croatian grudge is also accompanied by a feeling of frustration generated by an inferiority complex, perhaps due to the Croatians being convinced of
scarcely contributing to the progress of the European culture, while wanting to
be a full part of it as active protagonists; such feeling can be perceived from the
attempts not only to reinterpret, but also to alter their historical past through
a nationalistic lens, through claiming ‘ownership’ of historical figures and
cultural heritage. As in the before mentioned case of solidarity to Ante Gotovina,
this was not about private and personal initiatives, but they were on the contrary
promoted by public authorities. The most evident example of ‘Croatisation’ of
historical figures is the one of Marco Polo, that according to Croatia was born
a Croat, on the island of Korčula (Curzola): however, such place does not appear
17

The release is available at: www.eurojump.com/content/croatia-tpi.
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in the ‘Million’ or the documents of the Polo family kept in Venice. We should
add that during the medieval period, the island and the Dalmatian coast were
colonized by the Venetian Republic and belonged, even culturally, to the city of
Venice, as it is easily proved by the venetian dialect, used as lingua franca along
the entire eastern Adriatic coast. On the other hand, the Croatian territory in the
age of Marco Polo was limited to the Zagreb area, a fee belonging to the
Hungarian kingdom; it was only in the 20th century that, first with Federal
Yugoslavia and then after 1991 with the Croatian independence – Dalmatia and
Curzola, at first Venetian, then Habsburg, French in the Napoleonic Illyrian
Provinces, still Habsburg, Yugoslav in 1919 and then re-Italianised in 1941 –
were integrated into Croatia. Despite all that, today the Croatian government
presented ‘Marko Polo’ as a Croatian traveller in some flyers written in various
languages and distributed through the information point of the Croatian Touristic
Organisation, during the BIT (Borsa internazionale del turismo) in Milan, 2008:
the explorer is there among ‘100 treasures of creativity and Croatian qualities’ 18
Furthermore, the ex Croatian president Stjepan Mesić inaugurated in Yangzhou,
China, a museum dedicated to ‘Marko Polo’ defining him, in his own words,
‘a world traveller born in Croatia, who opened China to Europe, and with his
manuscripts roused the interest of Europe towards China’19. The present work
does not aim to confute the theory of a ‘Croatian’ birth of the venetian merchant,
but merely to highlight the intention of the Croatian nation – through the words
of its ex president that appear to express a sort of vox populi – to give value to its
own role in European and global culture through the nationalisation of a historic
figure of world fame.
18

In regard to the ‘Croatisation’ of Marco Polo, see Stefano Tesi's blog at
http://blog.stefanotesi.it/?p=843. This had not been given any importance in Italy
because of (or perhaps, as a consequence of) the silence of the Italian authorities.
However, even on the website of the Croatian National Touristic Agency, Marco Polo is
not mentioned as a venetian traveller, but it is said that he was born on Korčula, without
presenting that information as a hypothesis with some arguments sustaining it
eventually, but as a pure fact.
19
This news of the Yangzhou museum inauguration by Mesić has been diffused by
the HINA agency and has travelled to the Rijeka newspaper ‘La voce del popolo’ of the
Italian minority in Croatia. There would have been no mention of it if the news had not
been picked up by the ‘Corriere della Sera’ on April 22nd 2011, with an ad hoc article by
Gian Antonio Stella where there is much irony about the Croatian logic regarding the
perhaps-birthplace of Marco Polo placed in Curzola: Italo Calvino was born in Havana,
so therefore he should be considered a Cuban writer. Stella had furthermore highlighted,
regarding Mesić's role in that inauguration, the lack of any reaction whatsoever of the
Italian government or its diplomatic authorities.
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6. BOMBARDED BELGRADE, THE MIRROR
OF NATIONAL FEELINGS
When it comes to Belgrade, as mentioned before, the city shows material
signs of two opposing perceptions: the adhesion to the market economy
produced by the typical western culture, and the attachment to opposing values
that perceive in it the main enemy to destroy. These two extremes appear to keep
the Balkan region imprisoned, despite being in the core of Europe, in a limbo
with no clear exit. A symbol of the new direction in the post-Milošević era is the
Ušće palace, rebuilt and completely modernised from 2003 to 2005 after
extensive damages resulting from a NATO missile on April 21st 1999. It has not
been built in the historical centre, but in Novi Beograd between 1961 and 1965,
a square form, 105m high, and it was the tallest skyscraper in the Balkans; it was
the head office of the central comity of the Yugoslav Communist League, a full
urban display of the regime modernity with Tito as their charismatic leader.
During its rebuilding paid by private investors who had purchased it, they
kept the original shape even if instead of windows, it now has blue glass that
makes it similar to skyscrapers of commercial areas of big Western cities, not
dissimilar to the new post-war architecture in Yugoslavia, especially in Sarajevo.
It has been rented to Hypo Alpe Adria Bank and other twenty societies, and at its
base there is now the biggest shopping mall in Belgrade, six floors with over
hundred shops, restaurants and a cinema; there were plans of a twin tower to be
built in 2009 next to the already existing one, but they were interrupted due to
the economical crisis. From being the symbol of Tito's communism, the
skyscraper is now representing the consumerist capitalism, the consequence of
adjustment to new values imposed by the West to the Balkans after the Yugoslav
wars. Because of this, its destiny is to be however despised by the inhabitants:
from the biggest display of the communist regime to the Milošević regime (the
latter, conscious of its symbolic value had transferred there the head office of his
party), and finally the example of modern capitalistic consumerism, perceived
negatively by a large part of the population, both because of their attachment to
their own traditions and because it represents a lifestyle that the ordinary people,
who fight every day in order to satisfy primary needs, cannot afford. Therefore,
the Ušće complex is capable of provoking different emotional reactions as the
political and historical seasons change, and is a landmark full of ambiguity,
which is a distinctive trait of symbols 20.
20

On the ambiguous value of the symbol in geography, see A. Vallega (2003, p. 67).
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However, the 21st century Belgrade expresses more than the before mentioned values that homologise it to the rest of the globalised world, where the
Western society dictates the rules. There would have been more impression of
adjustment, if the architectural changes had been limited to the new style that
has its main example in the Ušće skyscraper, and if the signs of the latest war
had been cancelled. But the city maintains the memory of the NATO 1999
attack and still considers itself an innocent victim of such actions, which shows
clearly how its inhabitants (and more generally, Serbs) do not yet feel as a true
part of the ‘international community’ that legitimized the bombings because of
humanitarian motives. This can be seen if we consider the architectural complex
of the Serbian State television network (RTS), destroyed during the NATO bombings with numerous civilian casualties, which has been rebuilt only partially.
The attack to the television building has become a symbol to Belgrade citizens
of unnecessary cruelty of that war, which according to their point of view, was
not against the political ruling class lead by Milošević as the NATO propaganda
had announced, but against the population itself: such thesis is proved right by
the non-military nature of such target with civilian casualties inside the building,
excluding the possibility of them being just ‘collateral damage’.
In fact, based on such thought, even if a big portion of the building has been
rebuilt in order to get the network going again, a part has been left ruined, as
a place of commemoration of those who died and of the days of the war that are
not to be forgotten. Another location full of memories of that conflict is the
nearby park, the Tašmajdan, with dedications to the victims placed by their
families or private associations without any involvement of the authorities. In
fact, according to Francesco Mazzucchelli, this is a ‘sacred memory space’,
associated to the ‘monumentalised ruins’ of the RTS that became ‘the sign of
a collective memory’; these are forms of more intimate memories than those
‘public’ shown through buildings purposely left ruined in the Kneza Miloša
street, the great artery of the city where the official institutions celebrate
commemoration ceremonie 21. However, both in public and private manifestations, the feeling of diversity compared to the common western feeling is still
present in Serbia, because of the lack of a complete adhesion and adjustment to
21

The semiotic interpretation of the post-war Belgrade architecture is inspired by the
pages dedicated to the city in the Francesco Mazzucchelli essay, Urbicidio. Il senso dei
luoghi tra distruzioni e ricostruzioni nella ex Jugoslavia. The personal experience of the
Serbian capital city mentioned at the beginning of this article, on the other hand, is
precedent to the period mentioned by Mazzucchelli, because it refers to eight months in
2001, when the traces of destruction were bigger and the memories of war more recent
and perhaps less ‘settled’ than afterwards.
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the winners' values, as it was the case with the Germans after World War II:
after losing the war, the ideology and the aspirations which lead Germany into
the conflict had been fully reneged by its citizens, who integrated without any
reserve or wish for revenge into the new order imposed by the Allies. While this
did not happen in Serbia, and not even in other parts of western Balkans, where
the feeling of frustration towards the rich EU world they are excluded from is
still strong, together with the idea that neither the ruling classes or any of the
populations were to absorb the responsibility of the 1990s wars; the fault is
always of the others, regardless if it is a nearby nation or global powers that rule
the world.
In the case of Belgrade (and the rest of Serbia), according to Mazzucchelli's
analysis (Mazzucchelli 2010, pp. 143–144): ‘The semiotisation of the ruins, their
transformation into traces of memory, goes through […] a monumentalisation of
the traces, creating a past that keeps coming back endlessly, without any real
semiotic elaboration of the «traumatic» event of bombarding: a full obsession.
The obsessive representation of a sad event, started by this moralisation
following a «memory duty» (/we must not forget/), becomes a catalyst of anger
towards the West and towards the international community, an ever-present
element in all the speeches of the Serbian nationalism; this is a rage that takes
the shape of impotence, of /being unable to do/, of being unable to react. This
tension of being obliged to remember, and to represent an event that ends every
time in a passion (rage), that starts a narrative program (that of a «righteous
reaction») condemned to abortion, to fail before even properly beginning, is one
of the bases of the Serbian nationalistic theory. A rage that is destined to be
frustrated but that nevertheless does not renounce its perpetration and «keep
being angry»’.

7. THE DESTITUTION THAT LEAVES NO HOPE
However this feeling of distance present in a large part of the Serbian
population towards the Western society, that does not exclude the right of being
a part of it because of history, culture (Christian religion) and geography (the
Balkans are in Europe), is not due only to political reasons. The contradiction of
such dichotomy between belonging / exclusion is based especially on Serbia's
economical situation, not different from those in Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Macedonia, Kosovo, Montenegro and Albania, that not only cannot keep up with
the rest of the continent, but have intolerable unemployment rates and low per
capita incomes. Serbia's economical indices are particularly negative and are
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becoming worse. According to the national statistics institute, the number of
those unemployed in the country has grown from 457,205 to 565,880 from
October 2008 to October 2010, with the unemployment rate during these years
(according to Eurostat) growing from 14% to 20%. Yet according to other
sources the situation is even worse: the National Employment Office is
estimating that the unemployed are 730,000 and even a million according to
some media, perhaps ready to explicit a measure of perceived reality. Even the
average life quality rate has lowered, because of the loss of purchasing power of
the population: while in 2010 the incomes have more or less remained the same,
the prices of food have risen around 20%, the clothes 6% and petrol 10%22. As
an obvious consequence, the food absorbs most of the purchasing power, and
there is little left for other things, even those equally important to remaining
globally competitive, such as education and health. Furthermore, if people are
not dying of hunger on the streets of Belgrade, in 2010 the number of people
forced to go to soup kitchens (doubled in number compared to the year before)
has grown to 10,185. Because of the fact that there is no money to spend, in the
first months of 2011 (according to the National Statistics Institute) the Serbs
have gone further into debt around 29% compared to the year before.
Therefore, this is a situation of huge social degradation that the State tries to
manage with everyday services of assistance in money, food and other services
to around 800,000 people, which is about 10% of the population. The State
children benefits involve the families of over 395,000 children, who benefit of
a modest help, the equivalent of 20 euro per month and that is indispensable to
them. Yet the data that shows best this area's social crisis, growing ever more
distant from the rest of Europe and other developing countries, is the demographic one. By considering a long period of time, we can conclude that once the
wellbeing and satisfaction expectations due to the specificity of the Yugoslav
situation up to the 1980s have worn off, and ever since the nationalistic currents
of the 1990s that should have given a sense to the existence of its citizens by
resolving any contradiction, Serbia has arrived to the third millennia's resignation, giving up any hope for a better life for the new generation. In fact, this
can be seen in the population's growing old, being less and less motivated to
have children which are by definition the symbol of the hope for a better future;
there are also scarce possibilities for the young people, because there are no
signs of opening the ‘European fortress’ to them, a permanent obstacle to
a potential foreigners' invasion: it is stronger than ever because of the Schengen
22

This economic data and the following regarding Serbia were taken from S. Lučić,
Disoccupazione e povertà in Serbia (2011).
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wall, after the very same states that adhered to this protocol have started
discussing if it should be made more restricted both internally and externally,
because of the fears produced by the new migratory movements from the
Mediterranean Africa, intensified after the spring 2011 political events. In regard
to the demographical issue due to the lack of trust in the future, the article that
appeared on the Belgrade information portal B92 23 is quite illuminating: Not
even this year the miracle has happened, we are still the oldest nation, we did not
have a baby boom and the forecasts of sociologists, doctors and economists are
not positive. They are saying that this year will be equally bad as the one before.
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THE WESTERN AND CENTRAL EUROPEAN
EXPERIENCE IN THE REVITALISATION
OF LVIV
1. INTRODUCTION
The integration processes occurring in contemporary Europe bring the added
value of joint activities into the political, economic and social areas. The European Union Member States' experiences in coordinated and comprehensive
urban revitalisation-oriented activities developed by the original fifteen states are
still being used there. Revitalisation programmes have then been implemented in
Central and Eastern European countries, and subsequently in Eastern Europe,
where coordinated revitalisation activities have involved the Ukrainian Lviv.
The etymology of the term integration, deriving from the Latin word integratio, indicates combining, joining various elements in one entity, in pursuit of
their unification or equalization. In the case of European integration, emphasis
should be placed on uniting states into a political, economic and social community, the objective of which is the equalization and constant growth of the
inhabitants' living standards by means of free movement of capital, goods and
services, and also free movement of knowledge between the most developed and
the peripheral states and regions. Intensification of these movements is mutually
profitable, as it activates the accumulated and still not fully used potential of this
part of the continent, referred to as second- or third-speed Europe. The integration processes occurring in contemporary Europe are becoming a necessity at
a time of progressing globalization enforcing the states' joint economic and
political development. Consequently, joint activities of European Union Member
States and non-member states situated in the close neighbourhood, or sharing
common interests ensuing from spatial, historical, and economic international
relations, are becoming intensified.
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The German-Ukrainian and Polish-Ukrainian revitalisation activities aiming
at the preservation of the culturally valuable area of the Old Town in Lviv are an
example of such cooperation. These activities are important both from the
perspective of the preservation of the Central European cultural heritage and the
perspective of promoting pro-integration ideas in Eastern Europe by stimulating
development and raising inhabitants' living standards. The German and the
relatively new Polish experience have made such comprehensive approach to
revitalisation activities possible. The Polish experience is based on previous
British (Guzik 2009), German (Bryx and Jadach-Sepioło 2009) and French
(Skalski 2009) experiences; however, its added value is the implementation in
similar post-socialist conditions and with comparable social problems, because
of the two states' common political and cultural past.
The broad scope of activities comprised in the revitalisation process has
resulted in the appearance of many definitions, all of which, however, point to
the long-term nature of the process as well as the integrative character of the
technical and social activities. Revitalisation comprises activities in the urban
space aiming at its revival, which should be understood as its restoration for the
benefit of the users of the urban space. The components of the revitalisation
process include activities referred to as renovation, renewal, rehabilitation, remediation, social and economic activation, which are frequently and incorrectly
identified with the entire complicated process of revitalisation (Skalski 1998).
This article follows the definition of revitalisation developed for the project
entitled The revitalisation of Polish towns as a method of preserving the
material and spiritual heritage and a factor of sustainable development by
a team consisting of representatives of the Institute of Urban Development, the
Warsaw School of Economics, the Jagiellonian University and the Revitalisation
Forum Association represented by Z. Ziobrowski, M. Bryx, B. Domański,
K. Skalski and W. Jarczewski. According to the above mentioned team of
experts, revitalisation is ‘a coordinated process conducted jointly by the local
authorities, local community and other participants, which is an element of
a development policy, and which aims at the prevention of the degradation of
urban space and the prevention of crises, as well as the stimulation of development and qualitative changes by increasing social and economic activity, improving the environmental conditions, and protecting national heritage, following
the principles of sustainable development’ (Ziobrowski and Domański 2010,
p. 8). As a broadly understood town revival process, revitalisation makes use of
programme ideas developed in the course of the international 20th-century debate
on the town revival canon. Hence, the rules and methods of the revitalisation
process are based on the assumptions of the Athens Charter, the Hague Con-
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vention, the Venice Charter, and the documents of the International Council on
Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) (Belniak 2009).

2. THE EU POLICY OF SUPPORT FOR UKRAINE
AND THE POLISH AND GERMAN
ACTIVITIES IN UKRAINE
In 1991, the majority of the Ukrainian society (76%) accepted Ukraine's
Declaration of Nationality. Since that time, the Ukrainian state has taken the
path of developing its own international policy considerably burdened by its
history of a socialist state remaining in the geo-political orbit of Russia, both
because of its membership in the post-Soviet political and economic Commonwealth of Independent States and because of its economic dependence on Russia
or, more accurately, its energy dependence. Consequently, the European Union
did not show any deeper interest in increasing cooperation with Ukraine; this
position was additionally influenced by difficulties in determining the political
aspirations and ambitions of Ukraine balancing between the East and the West
(Kalicka-Mikołajczyk 2010). Following the accession of the Central and Eastern
European countries to the European Union, it was necessary to re-define
Brussels' policy towards Ukraine, its next-door neighbour, which would not be
burdened by geo-political conditionings. As a consequence, in 2008, during the
Polish Presidency, the EU Member States developed the Eastern Partnership
project, inaugurated in 2009 at the first Eastern Partnership Summit in Prague.
The project's main objective is the intensification of the European Neighbourship Policy towards the Eastern European countries, in particular Ukraine,
Belarus, Moldova, Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan. The principal aim of the
policy is the development of common political, economic and social space by
establishing a free trade area, liberalising the visa system and providing access to
programmes and policies oriented towards the equalisation of the countries' level
of development. Ukraine occupies a special place in the Eastern Partnership
policy because of its potential – it is the second state in Europe with respect to
size and the sixth state with respect to population (Kwaśnicki 2010). Moreover,
the European Union's purpose is not only the promotion of values which are the
foundation of its activities, such as democracy, political freedom, or justice in
Eastern European countries, but also the pursuit of economic development and
the growth of living standards in this part of Europe (Kalicka-Mikołajczyk
2010). The programme puts special emphasis on the exchange of experiences
and information in order to solve common problems. An example of such
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a common problem is the preservation of the valuable heritage of Eastern
European cities which, due to the current political transformation processes and
the negligence during the socialist period, have limited possibilities to stop their
progressing degradation (Jarczewski and Huculak 2011). Not only because of
their population potential, but also because of the different social, economic and
cultural conditions in the post-socialist and Islamic countries, the cities of the
Eastern Partnership countries and the cities of the EU candidate countries constitute a significant challenge for city policies, including revitalisation programmes implemented in the EU countries.

Fig. 1. The location of Lviv with respect to the location of the largest cities in Europe,
the states of the Eastern Partnership and recognised EU candidates
Source: author's own analysis on the basis
of World Urbanisation Prospects 2009
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Of all the non-member countries, Ukraine is of primary importance in
Poland's international policy, which is also visible in the most intensified
cooperation between the two countries. Both Poland and Ukraine have a history
of tragic experiences in the 20th century. The cross-border dialogue aiming at
overcoming the remaining antagonisms is expressed, among other things, in the
countries' joint activities complying with the objectives of the Eastern Partnership policy. As part of ‘Polish Assistance’, an initiative of the Polish Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, official financial assistance is provided, in particular to execute
projects in the field of good governance, the development of small and medium
entrepreneurship, as well as rural areas. In 2011, Ukraine received PLN 11.7
million in projects co-financed by the ‘Polish Assistance’ initiative, and these
funds were usually EU funds compensations1.
As part of the Polish Development Assistance Programme 2011, the following project was executed: The improvement of the inhabitants' quality of life as
a result of the Lviv city centre revitalisation programme, an integral part of
which was the Revitalisation Programme of Lviv Sub-Castle 2012–2025
(Prohrama revitalizaciyi L'viv-Pidzamche 2012–2025), prepared due to cooperation between the Ukrainian local government institutions and Polish revitalisation specialists from the Institute of Urban Development in Cracow.
Germany is also involved in the process of positive changes in Ukraine; the
company Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ)
GmbH has developed and implemented a revitalisation programme in cooperation with the local authorities. The company conducts public benefit activities on
behalf of the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development, and cooperates with the European Commission, the United Nations agencies, the World Bank and private sector companies. GIZ has supported Ukrainian development and reforms co-financed by the Federal Ministry of Finances
since 2002. The company is active in more than 130 countries, of which 15 are
European countries belonging to the Eastern Partnership and being EU accession
candidates. In Ukraine, it is conducting projects in five thematic areas: sustainable infrastructure, social development, governance and democracy, environment and climate change, and economic development and employment 2. Among
the projects in the ‘governance and democracy’ (Staat und Demokratie) subgroup, there is a project entitled: Municipal Development and Rehabilitation of
the Old City of Lviv, (Kommunalentwicklung und Altstadtsanierung in Lviv;
Spil'nota z pytan' rozvytku ta onuvlenya mist u L'vovi), a consequence of which
1
2

www.polskapomoc.gov.pl.
www.giz.de.
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is the Integrated Development Strategy for the Historic Old City of Lviv
(intehrovana koncepciya rozvytku central'noyi chastyny L'vova).

3. LVIV AND ITS DYNAMICS OF CHANGES
IN THE TRANSFORMATION PERIOD
Lviv is the centre of the Lviv Oblast and the main regional centre in western
Ukraine, which used to be the capital of the Halych-Volyn Principality, the
Ruthenian Voivodeship, the Kingdom of Galicia and Lodomeria, the Western
Ukrainian National Republic, the Lviv Voivodeship and the District of Galicia
(Posatskyy 2007). The city is situated in the central part of the European
continent, which is why it plays an important role as a transport junction of
trans-European routes. It is located 540 km from Ukraine's capital – Kyiv, and
380 km from Warsaw. The border with the European Union, i.e. the Polish-Ukrainian border crossing in Korczowa is 75 km away from Lviv. Because of
its location, Lviv has been a bridge between the Western and Eastern cultures for
ages; at present, it is a gateway to the European Union countries. Its location
between the East and the West represents the geo-political situation of the entire
Ukraine, which, determining its political priorities, seeks the favours of both the
European Union and Russia. The Ukrainian society is also a unique conglomeration of pro-Western and pro-Eastern orientations which have their supporters
in the West and in the East, respectively. Public opinion surveys indicate that
Lviv is the most pro-Western centre of Ukraine (Konieczna 2001).
Lviv is the seventh most populous city in Ukraine and the largest city in
western Ukraine. In 2010, approximately 770,000 people lived within the city's
administrative boundaries, and in the adjacent and functionally dependent Lviv
agglomeration comprising over 30 smaller towns, 250,000 people. The rapid
demographic growth of the city started after World War II as a result of intensive industrialisation. The well-developing machine, food, light and electronic
industries generated new jobs. The industrial plants characterised by an
extensive approach to space as well as multi-family housing estates contributed
to the increase of urbanised city space from 171 km2 to 260 km2. In 1989, right
before the collapse of the Soviet Union, the population of Lviv reached 816,000
people. The economic crisis and the arduous political transformation of Ukraine
that followed contributed to some negative demographic processes in the city
(Posatskyy 2007). Statistical macro-economic data indicate that the political
transformation in Ukraine was the worst in the entire post-communist block. In
1999 the gross domestic product was approximately 60% lower than in the year
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before the proclamation of independence (The World Factbook). As a result of
transformation, some of the large industrial plants in Lviv were shut down,
which caused population decrease of 5% in the city in the years 1995-2005. The
top migration balance happened in the years 2000-2001, with 21.3‰ and 19.7‰
respectively (Jarczewski and Huculak 2011). As a consequence of Ukrainian
economic problems, its inhabitants' living standard deteriorated considerably in
the 1990s. In 2001, the World Bank recorded the highest percentage of people
living below the poverty line – 31.7% (Kwaśnicki 2010). In 2001, the population
of Lviv fell to 758,500 people (2001.ukrcensus.gov.ua). In the subsequent years
the economic situation in Ukraine improved, in particular in the largest cities,
and thus the unfavourable migration processes in Lviv were stopped, and the
inhabitants' living standard has been gradually improving. In 2011, the gross
domestic product per capita was 7,300 USD, which gave Ukraine the 135th
place in the world. Ukraine's bad macro-economic situation is proven by one of
the highest inflation levels in the world; in 2011, it was 8% (The World Factbook). The country's economic situation is not satisfactory and it has a negative
influence on the investment potential of various entities which might be involved
in the revitalisation process, from the local authorities and other public institutions to entrepreneurs and individuals.
Lviv is one of the fastest-developing centres in the country, and its competitive advantage is based on its convenient location with respect to the European
Union. It is more and more frequently referred to as a metropolis of western
Ukraine, because of the higher rank services offered beyond the region's boundaries, in particular in the field of culture, higher education, logistics, international traffic, and information technologies (IT). According to KPMG, a network
of professional firms providing audit, tax and advisory services, Lviv is one of
the 30 most attractive cities in the world with respect to the IT sector development. Such position is the result of not only lower labour costs, but also broadly
appreciated Lviv engineers' technical skills. There are 23 higher education
institutions in Lviv, with approximately 100,000 students. The most important of
them are the Lviv Polytechnic National University and the Lviv University. Lviv
is a strategic transport junction in this part of Europe. Trans-European roads:
E40 from the west to the east, as well as E471 and E372 from the south to the
north, run through the city. The international airport (LOW) is 6 km from the
city centre; the Ukraine International Airlines, Austrian Airlines, LOT Polish
Airlines, CarpatAir, UTair, Wizz Air and Turkish Airlines offer air connections
to Western and Eastern European countries3.
3

www.lvivairport.info.
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4. THE IMPORTANCE OF LVIV'S EUROPEAN
ARCHITECTURAL HERITAGE
Lviv's location at the crossroads leading from the west to the east and from
the south to the north of the continent resulted in architectural influences of
various Central and Eastern European nationalities, which used to co-exist in its
space. Lviv's city centre is the architectural multi-ethnic heritage of the Polish,
Jewish, Armenian, Ukrainian, German, Russian and Czech communities that
inhabited the city before World War II. There are 2700 historic buildings in Lviv
which were rescued from the destruction of two world wars, and which now
constitute 11% of Ukraine's historic architecture (Integriertes Entwicklungskonzept... 2011). Their importance for the cultural heritage was appreciated in
1998, when the oldest part of the Lviv city centre was entered in the UNESCO
World Heritage List. The following justification was given for this entry: ‘a unique example of an urban building environment, both for the region and for
Eastern Europe; the result of the common influences of architectural traditions
with different origins and of deliberate urban activities; an example of the
effective conservation of an historic environment and the harmonized development of a large city.’ (Nomination Documentation … 1998, p. 31). The area
entered in the UNESCO List covers 120 ha of the city centre, including the strict
city centre, the High Castle and a fragment of the Sub-Castle. There are 366
historical landmarks within its boundaries (whc.unesco.org/en/list/865).
In 2009, due to Lviv's unprecedented cultural position, it was recognized as
the Cultural Capital of Ukraine. Lviv is the most important artistic, musical,
theatrical and literary centre of Ukraine. There are over 60 museums, as well as
several theatres and concert halls in the city; more than 100 festivals are held
here annually, the most popular of which are thematic festivals, such as the
Cheese and Wine Festival, Beer Festival, Coffee Festival, Chocolate Festival,
and the ‘Golden Lion’ International Theatre Festival. The rich cultural and
artistic life boosts the city's tourist attractiveness. Yet, according to a ranking
presented by ‘The Times’, Lviv is in the third place in Europe as far as unused
potential for tourism development is concerned, with an estimated potential to
accept 3 million tourists annually. The statistical data concerning the number of
visitors are discordant. The Ministry of Culture estimates the number of tourists
to be approximately 1 million per year. On the other hand, the city authorities
claim that the number of tourists in the recent years was from 560,000 to
1 million. With respect to the country of origin, tourists from Poland, Germany,
Austria, the United States and Russia dominate. In February 2008, The Times
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published a ranking of the most attractive cities in Europe for a weekend trip;
Lviv was ranked third, right after the French La Rochelle and Belgian Gent.
Research carried out by Lausanne School of Hotel Business stresses that in 2010
tourist traffic in Lviv was the most dynamic in Europe, reaching a 40% increase
in comparison with the average for the previous three years. The first stimulus
for tourist traffic intensification in contemporary history was the city's registration in the UNESCO List in 1998, and the second – Ukraine's co-participation in
the 2012 UEFA European Football Championship. Because of technical
investments preceding this sporting event, access to the city was improved due
to the modernisation of the airport and road infrastructure. Moreover, the
number of places offering European-standard accommodation also increased.
Lviv has the largest accommodation base in Ukraine; in 2012 it had more than
100 hotels (ukraine2012.gov.ua).

5. THE GERMANUKRAINIAN AND POLISHUKRAINIAN
LVIV REVITALISATION PROGRAMMES
On the one hand, the complexity of the city-planning problems in Lviv centre
is determined by the multiplicity of historic buildings and the necessity to
comply with the requirements concerning their protection but, on the other hand,
there are no uniform architectural standards, no legal regulations, no effectively
operating institutions, and social participation is insignificant (Integriertes…
2011). In the city, there is a lot of backwardness in renovation works, which
have not been conducted since the end of World War II; this has led to a gradual
degradation of significant historic buildings. The absence of such works was
initially due to different priorities of the Soviet Union's city policy and, after
1991, due to the deficiency of funds. Consequently, the renovation technology
and materials used frequently did not meet the required standards, but were only
sufficient to provide the functional minimum. The concentration of investments
and activities in the Lviv city centre aims, above all, at causing a synergy effect
by accumulating funds and their positive effects, as well as at their expansion to
the farther urban units (Belniak 2002). The long-lasting negligence contributed
to a considerable degradation of the urban tissue of the city's central part, which
should be a presentable place in a growing metropolis and a materialised basis
for the development of a positive image of the city among its inhabitants,
tourists and investors. Because of the city's identified and not fully used tourist
potential, the development of the tourist industry has been considered to be
a priority in its development strategies. Hence, many of the planned German and
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Polish activities aim at the increase of the tourist attractiveness and availability
of the revitalised areas.

Lviv boundaries
Main streets
The boundaries of the Revitalization
Programme of Lviv Su-Castle
The UNESCO zone boundaries
The boundaries of the Integriertes
Entwiclungskonzept fűr die Altstadt
von Lviv
The boundaries of the historic territory
of the city

0

1

2

3 km

Fig. 2. The boundaries of the revitalisation area and the UNESCO zone in comparison
with the administrative boundaries of the city and the historic city centre
Source: The Revitalisation Programme of the Lviv Sub-Castle 2012–2025

62% of the revitalisation activities apply to the area included in the UNESCO
List. The remaining part is within the UNESCO buffer zone and the archaeological protection zone, which is why it is necessary to adjust any potential
changes to the effective protection requirements. As a consequence, both the
German and the Polish expert teams started their programme implementation by
developing certain architectural standards. UNESCO representatives point out
the positive effects of the German-Ukrainian and Polish-Ukrainian cooperation
and recommend its continuation in order to maximize the use of the partners'
knowledge and skills (whc.unesco.org/en/list/865).
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Table 1. A comparison of the revitalised areas
GIZ
(Deutsche Gesellschaft
für Internationale
Zusammenarbeit GmbH)

IRM
(Institute of Urban
Development)

188.3

72.5

73.8 (46.4)

24.5 (15.4)

36

5

2011

2011

Period of implementation

2011–2021

2012–2025

Dominant structural and
spatial functions

services,
housing

Revitalisation programme
contractor
Area [ha]
Area of the UNESCO area
[ha (%)]
Population
(in thousands)
Year of programme's
commencement

industry,
housing

Source: the author's own analysis on the basis of The Revitalisation Programme of
the Lviv Sub-Castle 2012-2025 (Jarczewski and Huculak 2011) and Integriertes
Entwicklungskonzept für die Altstadt von Lviv.

The revitalisation of the strict city centre, the area around the Market Place
and Svoboda Prospect, is simplified by its commercial value, multiplied due to
the annually growing number of tourists visiting mainly this part of the city. The
renovation process had begun here even before the formation of the
revitalisation concept, and it is growing stronger now. However, many houses
need thorough renovation. The process coordinators will have to face a challenge in the future: to overcome the gentrification processes in the city centre, that
is the gradual outflow of the less affluent inhabitants as a result of the growth of
the real property's value and the gradual disappearance of basic services at the
expense of higher rank services. As a consequence of the former inhabitants'
outflow, the number of uninhabited buildings is growing, and they become the
subject of speculations in the Lviv real property market. The difficulty of the
revitalisation concept implementation will consist in the reconciliation of many
stakeholder groups, potential parties with conflicting interests.
The revitalised fragment of the Sub-Castle differs from the central part
because of a considerable share of industrial areas (36%) and a lesser service and
tourist attractions potential. The intensive industrialisation of this territory in the
19th century is the cause of the contemporary concentration of degraded post-industrial areas. The idea of the revitalisation programme is to develop the
housing and service functions, in particular tourist and business-oriented servi-
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ces, at the expense of the post-industrial areas (Jarczewski and Huculak 2011).
Trends in Central and Eastern European cities indicate a growing interest in
housing and office space in the centrally located and historically attractive parts
of cities (Węcławowicz 2007). The growing Information Technology industry in
Lviv generates a demand for attractive office and housing space, and this
undoubtedly is an asset of the Sub-Castle, located in the close vicinity of the
most attractive parts of the city. Another advantage of this area is its convenient
location with respect to the major routes. The specific transport system, including the railway route, is actually a barrier for tourists, in particular those
visiting the strict city centre. The difficult situation is made even worse by the
inhabitants' low income level, which reduces the internal possibilities to finance
the changes.
A spatial analogy to the strictly central part of the Lviv Old Town and the
neighbouring Sub-Castle is the Old Town and Kazimierz in Cracow, which
experienced similar problems in the 1990s: considerably degraded architecture,
industrial character, underdeveloped services and increasing social pathologies,
despite its attractive historical heritage and its registration in the UNESCO List.
Due to coordinated activities and the development of a peculiar fashion for
Kazimierz, both among tourists and inhabitants of Cracow, it is no longer
a critical area, but a standard example of central European experiences in the
revitalisation of historic city centres (Murzyn 2006).
The revitalisation programmes of 2010 and 2011 take into account the
guidelines for strategic documents for Lviv and the region, such as The Strategy
of Lviv Oblast Development to 2015, the Strategy of Lviv Development to 2027,
the City Transport Strategy to 2030, and many City Institute reports concerning
the tourist movement (Fohel' 2011b) and the historical heritage (Fohel' 2011a).
The additional concept and programme are based on a diagnosis of the initial
situation concerning the current state of the architectural heritage, the quality of
the housing and public space, the functioning of the technical and transport
infrastructure, and the quality of the area's functions, including educational,
cultural and tourist services. In the preparatory stage of the programme, both
sides conducted many activities oriented towards the increase of participation of
public institutions, non-governmental organizations, entrepreneurs and inhabitants in the programme, which not only increased the social contribution in the
form of the involved entities' projects, but also had an effect on the community's
identification with the programme and the legitimisation of the conducted
activities. As a result of social consultations, the most urgent problems of the
community were identified and relevant preventive measures were taken. It is
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assumed that private capital will be involved in the revitalisation process in the
area on the basis of public-private partnership.
The activities proposed by GIZ refer to the diagnosed problems in seven
areas: the architectural area, public space, transport infrastructure, tourist infrastructure, social and economic area, and city policy management quality.
Table 2. The most important identified problems and relevant preventive measures
within the scope of German-Ukrainian activities
Area

Identified problems

Preventive measures

Architectural
and urban

bad technical condition
of historic buildings
and street furniture
lack of knowledge of
proper renovation
methods
devastation of the
landscape with
inappropriate
advertising

specification of architectural and urban
standards
renovation of religious and former military
buildings
commencement of a programme financing
the replacement of window frames and
gates in historic buildings
construction of a new electric wiring
system in historic buildings
restoration of street furniture – monuments
and fountains
opening of a technical, legal and financial
consulting services centre
training courses for architects, engineers
and craftsmen concerning historic
monuments protection
introduction of regulations specifying the
use and size of advertisements in the
historic city centre

The public
space

low quality of the
public space

reorganisation and modernisation of the
square at the Bernardine Monastery
renovation of the streets between the city
blocks
transformation of the inner courtyards into
neighbourly public micro-spaces
modernisation of and safety improvement
in underground passages
renovation of playgrounds and sport
grounds

Transport
infrastructure

excessive road
transport, excessive
pollution emissions
and traffic noise

modernisation of road surfaces
improvement of possibility by means
of traffic light systems reacting to traffic
intensity
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deficiency of parking
spaces

delimitation of restricted public traffic and
parking areas
modernisation of tramway tracks
introduction of ticket machines
marking out cycling routes

Tourist
infrastructure

unused tourist
potential,
insufficient marking
of tourist attractions
unattractive and
incomplete tourist
information,

elaboration of a tourism development
marketing strategy – guidelines for the
development of a Lviv brand
floodlighting of historic buildings
promotion of the city by means of
advertising campaigns in the European
Union Member States
development and modernisation of the
cultural offer by establishing an
Underground Centre, combining
basements adapted as underground
exhibition halls
introduction of multilingual descriptions
of historic places and museum exhibits

The social
area

absence of public
facilities adapted for
the disabled
limited assistance for
the elderly and
domestic violence
victims
low social participation
insufficient
information concerning
the planned activities

adaptation of public facilities for the
disabled
assistance in housing adaptation for the
disabled
establishment of an assistance centre for
violence victims
organisation of assistance for the elderly
numerous social consultations,
operation of an information office
throughout the entire revitalisation process

The economic
area

decrease of the role
of trade
deficiency of lower
rank services
problems with property
management
insufficient knowledge
and skills
ineffective
management

retail development strategy
extension of commercial space by means
of renovation of old shopping arcades

Process
management

introduction of the ‘Digital City’
geographic information system for
property management
training courses, study visits of the
revitalisation process managing personnel
customer orientation training courses for
office workers

Source: the author's own analysis on the basis of Integriertes Entwicklungskonzept
für die Altstadt von Lviv.
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The accomplishment of these objectives should result in economic benefits
by increasing the tourist traffic, generating new jobs and increasing the
inhabitants' income. Even though the activities proposed and implemented by
GIZ are comprehensive, they do not cover all of the identified problems. They
cannot solve the problem of the increasing economic polarisation of the inhabitants, nor the increasing costs of living in the city centre resulting, among other
things, from the increasing property value, inadequate to its technical condition.
The progressing gentrification process will also become a difficult problem to
solve in the future. If appropriate financial instruments are applied and the
apartments are modernised without increasing their value, it might be possible to
limit the scope of the housing function's withdrawal at the expense of the service
provision function (Purchla 1997).
The programme presented by the Institute of Urban Development has
a slightly different approach to the diagnosed problems. It comprises 16 activities (12 major and 4 complimentary) in the first stage of the revitalisation process in the years 2012–2017. In the course of monitoring the process of changes
and after the final evaluation of the first stage, new tasks will be assigned by the
year 2025. The activities were planned so as to involve various participants of
the revitalisation process and to achieve multidimensional effects.
The approved action programme by the year 2017 does not cover all
identified problems in the Sub-Castle area; for instance, it does not deal with the
accumulation of hazardous waste in the revitalised area and its vicinity. The
assigned activities aim at involving the inhabitants in the decision-making
process in their neighbourhood, and at limiting the number of potential conflicts
by providing them with easily accessible and reliable information (Matczak
2008).
The anticipated results should include the preservation of the historic
character of the city and its harmonious development. By involving the
inhabitants in the planned activities, their level of identification with the historic
part of the city will increase. Consequently, the planned revitalisation activities
in the functional and spatial sphere should contribute to the improvement of
access to the city, increase its attractiveness in the office and housing areas, in
particular due to the renovation of buildings according to architectural and urban
standards. In the social sphere, the planned activities should initiate a trend of
improving standards and quality of life because of the decline of unemployment
and improvement of the aesthetic and functional city space.
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Table 2. The most important identified problems and relevant preventive measures
within the scope of Polish-Ukrainian activities
Area

Identified problems

Preventive measures

Architectural
and urban

replacing historic gates
and balconies with
inappropriate
substitutes
excess of postindustrial areas and
facilities

specification of architectural and urban
standards
renovation of valuable balconies, gates
and architectural details in the historic
buildings
adaptation of old industrial facilities as
office and service space

Public space

low quality of the
public space

transformation of the inner courtyards into
public micro-spaces, with the
participation of the inhabitants and
students of architecture
safety improvement, illumination and
adaptation of the underground passage
at Chmielnicki Street for the disabled
and cyclists
renovation of playgrounds and sport
grounds
renovation of the area around places
connected with water, such as water
springs, wells, fountains, and the
introduction of ‘Let us meet at the spring’
street furniture

Transport
infrastructure

inaccessibility of the
Sub-Castle for tourists

marking out a hiking route to the Castle
Hill and a proper pedestrian railway
crossing
modernisation of the Sub-Castle train
station and activities aiming at the
development of railway traffic in the city

Tourist
infrastructure/
Tourist
attractions

unused tourist potential
insufficient marking of
tourist attractions,
unattractive and
incomplete tourist
information
small number of tourist
attractions

publication of a tourist guide to the Sub-Castle
promotion of the Sub-Castle in European
guides to Lviv
development and modernisation of the
cultural offer by opening the Museum of
Chocolate – Nestle/Svitoch, and the Plum
Jam Factory cultural and entertainment
centre
introduction of multilingual descriptions
of historic places and attractive
information boards
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using the walls in the underground
passage at Chmielnicki Street for a gallery
of photographs and prints concerning the
Sub-Castle
developing murals, large format graffiti-style paintings, representing the history
of the city and the region
organisation of a cyclic ‘Sub-Castle Feast’
festival
Social area

low social participation
weak neighbourly
relations
insufficient information
concerning the planned
activities

numerous social consultations and
debates, local community's active
participation in activities or consultations
establishment of attractive meeting places
for the inhabitants
information for the community on
websites and in the local media
encouraging people to be active and make
their individual contributions to the area
revitalisation programme – ‘Your action’
campaign

Economic
area

deficiency of services

anticipated development of services in the
vicinity of the inhabitants' and tourists'
meeting places
adaptation of buildings or use of well
located areas for the development of
office and service centres

Process
management

insufficient knowledge
and skills,

training courses, study visits of the
revitalisation process managing personnel.

Source: the author's own analysis on the basis of the Revitalisation Programme of the
Lviv Sub-Castle 2012–2025.

The inclusion of the inhabitants of the revitalised areas in the process will
help to overcome the current stagnation and social apathy. In the management
sphere, the personnel responsible for the accomplishment of particular activities
will acquire new skills and knowledge. Their experience will allow them to carry
out similar activities more effectively in the future, both with respect to the
coordination, monitoring and methods of fund acquisition. Concluding, one of
the major results of the activities will be the improvement of the city's image
among the inhabitants, tourists and investors.
A complete evaluation of the activities will be possible in a long-term
perspective. Constant monitoring of the transformations seems to be important
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as far as the accomplishment of the objectives is concerned. The success of the
activities will depend not only on the city's budget, but on the amount of
acquired funds and the diversification of their sources.

6. CONCLUSION
The above presented examples of the implementation of specific and visible
revitalisation activities prove that there has been a shift from declarations to
actions in the EU States' interest in the Eastern European countries. As a consequence, the revitalisation activities in the Lviv city centre contribute to the
preservation of the historic architectural and urban multi-cultural heritage, while
simultaneously improving the living standards of the inhabitants of Lviv and
convincing them of the positive aspects of intensified international cooperation
within the European Union. The revitalisation solutions brought from Western
Europe, developed in Lviv and adjusted to the Ukrainian legal and institutional
frameworks may be implemented in other Ukrainian cities.
In the Europe of two speeds, there should also be space for a third speed
which would comprise the post-Soviet Eastern European countries still coping
with the political transformation problems. A measureable effect of international
cooperation between the EU Member States and Ukraine will be the introduction
of Western cultural and economic models in Ukrainian society, as well as
a better understanding of the culture and problems of the East among the representatives of the EU Member States: Germany and Poland.
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